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Abstract 
Involvement is a partial order on all finite permutations, of infinite dimen-
sion and having subsets isomorphic to every countable partial order with 
finite descending chains. It has attacted the attention of some celebrated 
mathematicians including Paul Erdos and, due to its close links with sorting 
devices, Donald Knuth. 
We compare and contrast two presentations of closed classes that depend 
on the partial order of involvement: Basis or Avoidance Set, and Union of 
Atomic Classes. We examine how the basis is affected by a comprehensive 
list of closed class constructions and decompositions. 
The partial order of involvement contains infinite antichains. We develop 
the concept of a fundamental antichain. We compare the concept of 'fun-
damental' with other definitions of minimality for antichains, and compare 
fundamental permutation antichains with fundamental antichains in graph 
theory. The justification for investigating fundamental antichains is the nice 
patterns they produce. We forward the case for classifying the fundamental 
permutation antichains. 
Sorting devices have close links with closed classes. We consider two 
sorting devices, constructed from stacks in series, in detail. 
IX 
x ABSTRACT 
We give a comment on an enumerative conjecture by Ira Gessel. 
We demonstrate, with a remarkable example, that there exist two closed 
classes, equinumerous, one of which has a single basis element, the other 
infinitely many basis elements. 
We present this paper as a comprehensive analysis of the partial order of 
permutation involvement. We regard the main research contributions offered 
here to be the examples that demonstrate what is, and what is not, possible; 
although there are numerous structure results that do not fall under this cat-
egory. We propose the classification of fundamental permutation antichains 
as one of the principal problems for closed classes today, and consider this as 
a problem whose solution will have wide significance for the study of partial 
orders, and mathematics as a whole. 
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Introduction 
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1.1 Origins 
The following is a typical example of the type of demi-mechanical sorting 
machine in which this subject has its roots. 
Output S2 Input 
1234 .-!l A P a a a 
.... 'l~fI 789···· 
UW 
A sequence is sorted by two stacks in series. 
1 
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The purpose of machines of this sort is to take a finite numerical sequence 
as an input and process the terms in such a manner that when output, smaller 
terms precede greater ones. In this case the permissible moves are as follows: 
p: Moves to the top of the right stack the first term still in the input. 
A: Moves to the top of the left stack the top term of the right stack. 
fL: Moves to the output the top term of the left stack. 
For example if the input sequence is 3764251 then a satisfactory sorting 
might consist of the following: 
1. Perform a p operation to move the 3 from the input to the right stack. 
2. Move the 7 from the input to the left stack by means of a p and a A 
operation. Repeat to place the 6 on top of the 7, and the 4 on the 6. 
3. Move the 3 onto the 4 by a A operation. 
4. Take the 2 from the input and place it on the left stack, on top of the 
3. 
5. Place the 5 in the now empty right stack. 
6. Transfer the 1 from the input to the output by means of a p, a A and 
a fL. 
7. Move all the remaining terms to the output as follows: The 2, 3 and 4 
may be output from the left stack by fL operations, the 5 may follow by 
a A and a fL, and finally the 6 and 7 can be output by two fL operations. 
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As a sorting machine of arbitrary input the above is incompetent. Every 
term in an input may be acted upon only thrice and, in the entire system, 
there are only three different types of operation that may be performed. Thus 
any successful sorting of an input sequence of length n may be expressed 
as a word of length 3n over an alphabet of three letters. So there are at 
most 33n distinct sorting processes of inputs of length n, far fewer than the 
n! permutations of length n, and everyone of these permutations must be 
treated differently if it is to be sorted successfully. At least, we do require that 
n is large because only n > 50 implies that 27n < n!. Thus for sufficiently 
long input it may not be possible for the machine to sort the input. A similar 
analysis can be performed on all the machines that will appear in this thesis. 
It may fairly be said that to sort is their ambition, but not always their effect. 
(To be a little more accurate, the number of distinct ways of passing n 
terms through 52 is the three dimensional Catalan number, which is 2 * (3 * 
n)!/(n! * (n + I)! * (n + 2)!), according to [31]. The bound this gives is barely 
an improvement though: The reader may be bemused to know that it reduces 
the earlier bound of 50 by one. In fact there can be several ways of sorting a 
given sequence in 52 and the shortest permutation that 52 cannot sort has 
length 7.) 
We will concern ourselves not with the speed or the number of moves with 
which such a machine can sort a given input but rather with the question of 
what input the machine can sort. In "The art of computer programming" 
[17J D.E. Knuth considered the problem of rearranging railway carriages in 
a shunting station or by means of sections of parallel track. The problem 
remains active and relevant because of permutations that occur in general 
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Figure 1.1: A queue (above) and stack (below) in parallel. 
networks, some of which, specifically those involving stacks, queues and de-
ques and double ended queues are considered in [13]. 
In spite of their limitations machines of this sort are remarkably common. 
Applications include sorting when the input is by nature somehow restricted 
to the set of permutations that can be sorted. Application can also be found 
in modelling disorder: A process of feeding a sequence into the right of the 
above machine and removing a sorted output on the left may be considered 
as a disordering performed in reverse, the set of sortable sequences being 
precisely those that may be produced as disorderings of ordered sequences 
fed into the left side of the above machine. 
One specific application for restricted sorting devices arises in network-
ing: A piece of information that must be sent from one node to another in 
a network may be split into smaller chunks, each of which makes its way 
independently from the one node to the other. The separation of the chunks 
can cause them to arrive in the wrong order but because of the limitations 
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of the network only a restricted set of permutations will be possible. The 
duality between permuting through a finite network and sorting through an-
other suggests that this is an ideal situation for applying a restricted sorting 
device, that may well operate in linear time and therefore be faster than any 
universal sorting machine can possibly be. This application is hypothetical, 
we have not investigated its practicality or how much of an improvement it 
might offer. 
1.2 Closed Classes 
We consider only two sorting devices in detail, M and 8 2 , and those only at 
the end of this thesis. Our main thrust is to establish a theoretical structure 
that is applicable to all sorting devices. To this end we select two easily 
mathematicised invariants of common sorting devices and develop a theory 
around them. 
Closure in Sorting Machines 
The first invariant, about to be presented, can be illustrated with the above 
sorting machine 8 2 : The machine can sort, for instance, the input 415623 
into ascending order. It is evident that if we remove the term 4 from this 
input then we can still sort the resulting sequence, which is 15623, by the 
same sorting procedure that we used for the entire sequence but now omitting 
any move previously applied to the now missing term. Thus if the machine 
can sort a given input sequence then it can also sort every subsequence of 
that input. We call such a sorting machine closed. 
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Order Isomorphism 
The second invariant, also illustrated, is that the actual values of input terms 
is irrelevant. We are concerned in producing an output in ascending order, 
thus we are concerned with which terms are greater than which other terms. 
Thus if we know that 1423 can be sorted then we also know that the sequences 
-11045 and 2534 and all other sequences like them can also be sorted. The 
sequences 1423 and -11045 are said to be order isomorphic, which is defined 
formally as follows: 
Definition 1 Let a = al ... am and {3 = b1 ... bm be sequences of equal 
length. Then a and {3 are said to be order isomorphic, and we write a ~ {3, 
if for every i, j E {1, 2, ... , m} we have that ai < aj if and only if bi < bj . 
Involvement of one Sequence in Another 
This leads to the next definition. We say that sequences such as 1423 that 
are order isomorphic to a subsequence 1523 of 415623, are involved in 415623. 
The full definition is as follows: 
Definition 2 Let a and {3 be sequences. Then a is said to be involved in 
{3 if a is order isomorphic to some subsequence of {3. If a is involved in {3 
but is not order isomorphic to the entirety of {3 then a is said to be properly 
involved in {3. If A and B are sets of sequences then we say that A is involved 
in B if every element of A is involved in an element of B. We may write 
a j {3 or a -< {3 if a is involved or, respectively, properly involved in {3. 
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Closed Classes Defined 
From this point on we discard from our consideration input sequences that 
have two or more terms of equal value. In sorting of such a sequence one 
of the equal terms must be output before the others. Thus this first term 
output might as well be given a smaller label - only in very few machines 
does re-Iabelling affect the sorting procedure. Thus the sequence 14243 can 
be sorted by, for instance, the above machine S2 if and only if one of the 
sequences 15243 and 14253 can be sorted. Thus we can reasonably claim to 
'understand' the set of arbitrary sequences that can be sorted by a machine 
if we already understand the set of all non-repeating sequences that might 
be sorted by the same. 
We extend this input simplification a little further: Every finite non-
repeating sequence of length n is order isomorphic to some permutation of 
the numbers 1 ... n. As the machines we will consider are all invariant under 
order isomorphism it suffices for our purposes to know which finite permu-
tations can be sorted. 
This leaves us with the objects of our attention: 
Definition 3 A set X of permutations is said to be closed if every permu-
tation involved in an element of X is itself also an element of X. 
We warn the reader that if X is a set of permutations then we will occa-
sionally state that some sequence is an element of X, meaning that the per-
mutation order isomorphic to that sequence, which is always non-repeating, 
is an element of X. It might be preferable to regard order isomorphism as 
an equivalence relation and the set of finite permutations as representatives 
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but the notational overhead this involves is forbidding. 
1.2.1 The Partial Order 
Involvement forms a partial order over the set of all permutations. The lower 
reaches of this partial order are shown in Figure 1.2. The partial order is 
rich in its complexity. The following should be noticed immediately: 
• There are only countably many finite permutations, hence the number 
of nodes in the partial order is countable. 
• The partial order has the property that every descending chain is finite. 
Indeed a permutation properly involved in another is shorter than it 
and sequences cannot become arbitrarily short. 
• Maximal ascending chains in the set of all permutations are always infi-
nite. Maximal ascending chains within a closed class may, in principle, 
be either infinite or finite. 
As this is only a partial order there are permutations that are not involved 
in each other, and so we will have antichains, defined in the usual sense: 
Definition 4 A set A of permutations is said to be an antichain if every 
two distinct elements of A are incomparable under the partial order of in-
volvement. 
An example of an antichain is the set of all permutations of some given 
length. 
Chains and antichains will be of considerable importance throughout this 
thesis. 
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Complement of X 
X 
1234 1324 2134' • • • • • 4321 
\\' et cetera / 123 132 213 231 312 321 
~ / 
12 21 
~/ 
I 
I 
Figure 1.2: The partial order of involvement: In the ordering 1324 involves 123, 
132, 213, 12, 21 and 1, but does not involve e.g. 321. Closed classes may be thought 
of as the set of all permutation lying below some "dividing line" , as shown. 
I 
I 
I 
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1.2.2 Representation: Sub and the Basis 
We may give a closed class by listing all the elements of that class, however 
that is in general not a very efficient method. The intrinsic structure of 
closed classes permits us to abbreviate this mechanism. The simplest method 
of doing so is as follows: If a closed class contains the permutation 145263 
then we also know that it contains all permutations involved in 145263, we 
do not need to add this information. Thus we introduce our first method of 
representing closed classes: 
Definition 5 Let A be a set of sequences. The closure of A is the set of all 
finite permutations order isomorphic to an element of A or properly involved 
in such an element and is denoted by Sub(A). 
If a closed class X contains elements M maximal under involvement and 
if every element of the class is involved in one of those maximal elements 
then X can be described by the unique minimal expression Sub(M). Note 
that the set of maximal permutations in a class forms an antichain. However 
in general the set of maximal elements in a class is not sufficient to define it. 
For instance the set S of all permutations and the set I of all increas-
ing sequences (123 ... n) are both closed classes, neither has any maximal 
elements whatsoever, and yet these classes are undeniably distinct. Further-
more in the absence of defining maximal elements there is no minimal way 
of represening a closed class using the Sub notation, as used here. Consider 
I as a case study. Without the advantage of unique minimal representation 
the Sub notation loses some of its charm. Our second method of describing 
closed classes does not fail in this manner. We will describe X in terms of 
1.2. CLOSED CLASSES 11 
the complement of X: 
By definition, if X is a closed class of permutations and a is an element 
of X, and if f3 is involved in a then we must have that f3 is an element of X. 
The contrapositive states that if f3 is not in the closed class X then neither is 
a. Moreover since all descending chains in involvement are finite this implies 
that there exists a shortest permutation involved in a and not in X. The 
set 8(X) of all such minimal elements of the complement of X is called the 
basis of X. Every element in the complement of X involves an element of 
B(X) and no element of X involves an element of 8(X). Indeed X can be 
described as the set of permutations that avoid the elements of B and we 
write X = A(8(X)). We define this notation formally as follows: 
Definition 6 Let X be a closed class. Then the basis 8(X) of X is the set 
of permutations minimal under involvement and not in X. If F is a set of 
permutations then the avoidance set A(F) is the set of all permutations that 
do not involve any element of F. 
The principal advantage that the Sub notation maintains over the basis is 
that Sub gives examples of elements in the class being described. It is easier 
to imagine an arbitrary element of a class if one knows the properties of 
the elements of the class, rather than some properties that elements cannot 
have. This is especially important with relatively complicated classes of 
permutations but we will attempt to illustrate the principle: 
Example 7 The finite closed class with the single maximal element 2134 is 
expressible as Sub(2134) or as A(132, 231, 312, 321,1234). 
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Example 8 The closed class that consists of permutations that a) begin with 
a decreasing sequence of length at most three, and b) continue to the end with 
an increasing sequence of terms all greater than the first decreasing set, e.g. 
21345, can be written either as SUb(3214567 . .. ) or as A(132, 231, 312, 4321). 
The former is our first example of taking the closure of an infinite sequence. 
Example 9 Let I merge R be the set of permutations such as 912856743 
that consist of a meld of an increasing and a decreasing subsequence, in this 
case 12567 and 9843. Then I merge R is a closed class. (We permit the empty 
subsequence, thus the trivial permutation 1 consists of the subsequence 1 and 
the empty sequence.) The basis of I merge R consists of the two permutations 
2143 and 3412, as given in [10], so I merge R = A(2143, 3412). 
Alternatively we may write 
I merge R = Sub{14325, 183654729, 
1 12 3 10 5 8 7 6 9 4 11 2 13, 
1 16 3 14 5 12 7 10 9 8 11 6 134 15 2 17, 
... }. 
The latter may seem clumsy but at least if we plot one of these sequences 
then we will instantly have an idea of what we are dealing with, whereas 
with the basis notation one might well have to experiment a good deal be-
fore getting the same clear idea. Incidentally there are many different Sub 
representations of this class. Specifically here the reader should not be con-
cerned that we use a sequence that oscillates strictly between the terms of 
increasing and decreasing subsequences. This is merely a convenient choice, 
it has no serious restricting effect. 
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Even the verbal description of this class is in character descriptive, not a 
set of restrictions. That in itself is a good reason for pursuing constructive 
representations for closed classes. 
Note that the basis of a closed class is an antichain. The elements of the 
basis are minimal under involvement, thus they cannot be comparable. 
1.3 Atomic Classes 
The concept that we here introduce, of atomic classes, is designed to strengthen 
the Sub notation to overcome some of its weaknesses. The principal failing 
of the Sub notation is non-uniqueness. This problem occurs only when the 
class that is being described is not equal to the closure of the set of maximal 
elements. The situations where this occurs all have this one thing in com-
mon: The class contains an infinite ascending chain of permutations. Atomic 
classes as introduced here, it transpires, describe precisely closures of ascend-
ing chains. We first define the classes and then show this connection. 
Definition 10 Let A, B be ordered sets and let 7r be a bijection from A 
to B. From every finite subset U of A a permutation may be obtained as 
follows: 
Then 7r (Ul)7r (U2) ... 7r (un) is a sequence of distinct elements of B and is order 
isomorphic to some permutation. 
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B(A, B, n) is the set of all such permutations. An atomic class is a set 
of permutations that can be expressed in the form B(A, B, n) for some A, B 
and n. 
Essentially this is an extension of the notion of closure. We hereby define 
Sub(n) to have the same meaning as B(A, B, n). This extension is consistent 
with our earler definition of Sub. By default we will use the Sub notation 
rather than B(A, B, n). The latter is more established and when the domain 
and range of a function are of interest we will use it, however in most cases 
that extra information is unnecessary. 
Example 11 Let A = B = [0,1) and let n, a function from A to B, be 
defined by: 
n(x) = { 0 
1-x 
if x = 0 
otherwise 
Then B(A, B, n) is the set of all permutations having the form n (n -1) (n-
2) ... 1 or 1 n (n - 1) (n - 2) ... 32. 
Example 12 The set I of all increasing permutations 123 ... n is an atomic 
class, however the union of I and R, the set of all decreasing permutations is 
not atomic. Indeed suppose that I uRis expressible as B(A, B, n) for some 
A, Band n. As 12 is an element of I there must be a pair of elements aI, a2 
of A such that al < a2 and n(ad < n(a2)' Similarly as 21 is an element 
of R there must exist two elements a3, a4, not necessarily both distinct from 
aI, a2, such that a3 < a4 and n(a3) > n(a4). However if we consider the 
permutation in B(A,B,n) corresponding to {al,a2,a3,a4} then we rapidly 
reach a contradiction: for that permutation contains both an increasing pair 
of terms and a decreasing pair of terms. 
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Example 13 Let I merge I be the set of all permutations consisting of a 
meld of two increasing subsequences, such as 13246578 that consists of 134678 
and 25. Then I merge I is an atomic class with representation Sub( 7r) where 
7r is a function on the real numbers defined by: 
7r(x) = { x 
x+1 
if x is rational 
otherwise 
To see that this is an accurate representation it may help to note that 
every element of I merge I can be expressed as a meld of a 'large' and a 
'small' increasing subsequence, the terms of the large sequence being greater 
than all preceding terms of the small sequence. The representation follows 
from this. The basis of I merge I is {321}.1 
Definition 14 Let X be a closed set of permutations. X is said to have 
the join property if for every two elements 0: and 13 of X, we have that X 
contains an element, that involves both 0: and 13. 
Theorem 15 Let X be a closed class. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. X has the join property. 
2. X can be expressed as U~l SUb(Pi) = Sub(pd U SUb(P2) U ... for some 
ascending chain of permutations Pl :5 P2 :5 P3 :5 .... 
IThat A(321) is the set of all permutations that are the meld of an increasing and 
decreasing sequence is a well known and long established fact. The paper [16) is about 
the fact that this class and A(132) have the same number of permutations of each length; 
it was even then a well known fact that both are enumerated by the Catalan Numbers. 
D.E. Knuth in his earlier book, [18) also mentions the class A(321). 
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3. X is atomic. 
4. X is not the union of two proper closed subclasses. 
That 1 and 3 are equivalent is due to Mike Atkinson and Robert Beals in 
a private communication. We give a full proof none the less. 
PROOF: 1 =} 2: Suppose that X has the join property. Let PI be any 
permutation in X. Then Sub(pd is a subset of X. It is therefore clear that 
if PI, P2, ... is a sequence of permutations in X then SUb(Pl) U SUb(P2) U ... 
is a subset of X. 
Given that X has the join property we can ensure that if (31, (32, ... is any 
sequence of permutations in X then each SUb(Pi) contains (3i by the following 
mechanism: We can let PI = (31, and for each integer i 2:: 2 we can let Pi 
be some permutation in X that involves both Pi-l and (3i. This also ensures 
that PI =S P2 =S .... 
Since every set of finite permutations is finite or countable this completes 
the proof. 
2 =} 3: First note that the closure of any finite permutation PI is express-
ible as 8(Al' B l , 7rd for some function 7rl over the real numbers. Furthermore 
note that if P2 involves PI then we can extend the function 7rl to obtain an 
atomic representation 8(A2' B2, 7r2) for SUb(P2). That is, there exists a func-
tion 7r2 with range and domain A2 ;2 AI, B2 ;2 Bl , both subsets of the 
real numbers, and with the properties that: i) 7r2 restricted to Al is equal 
to 7rl and ii) if the set A2 = {aI, a2, ... ,an} with al < a2 < ... < an then 
7r2(A2) = 7r2(al)7r2(a2) ... 7r2(an) is order isomorphic to P2, which implies that 
8(A2' B2, 7r2) is equal to SUb(P2). 
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s 
Output 
1234 .... ~+I 
W 
Input 
6822713 .... 
et cetera 
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Figure 1.3: The archetypal sorting device: A single stack. Observation: If ever 
the contents of the stack become disordered by a large term lying on top of a 
smaller term then S cannot successfully complete sorting. Basis: A single stack 
can sort every input sequence except for those that contain a subsequence of the 
form 231. For instance 532416 cannot be sorted because of the subsequence 341 
or 241. One stack sortable permutations are precisely defined by A(231). On the 
right is an atomic (and fractal) representation of A(231). Everyone stack sortable 
permutation can be plotted on the black lines of the representation. Instantly we 
can see what elements of A(231) look like. Enumeration: It has been shown by 
Knuth [18] that the number of one-stack sortable permutations is the nth Catalan 
number, n!(~~l)!. One definition of the Catalan numbers is the number of ways of 
expressing n pairs of brackets in a balanced form. For instance C2 = 2 because (0) 
and 00 are the only balanced expressions of two pairs of brackets. To contrast, 
0)( is an unbalanced expression. Now note that there is a one-one correspondence 
between S sortable permutations and the sequences of push and pop operations 
used to sort them. And that there is a one-one correspondence between such push-
pop sequences and balanced expressions of brackets. This case study illustrates 
all basic properties of interest. 
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Thus we can define a sequence of functions 7f1, 7f2, 7f3, ... on subsets of 
the real numbers, each function 7fi generating an atomic representation of 
SUb(pi). As each of these functions is an extension of the preceding one this 
sequence converges to a function 7f, having the properties that: i) the domain 
A of 7f is the union of the domains AI, A2 , ... of the functions 7f1, 7f2, ... , and 
ii) for each domain A (i E Z+), the function 7f restricted to A is equal to 
7fi. Then B(A, B, 7f) is equal to the union of all B(A, Bi , 7fi), for: 
It is clear that each B(Ai' Bi , 7fi) is a subset of B(A, B, 7f). Secondly since 
each Ai is a subset of its successor Ai +l we have that every finite subset of 
A is also a finite subset of some A; therefore the permutation generated by 
7f from such a subset is also generated by some 7fi and is contained in the 
corresponding B(Ai' Bi , 7fi). 
Thus B(A, B, 7f) is an atomic representation of X, as required. 
3:::} 1: Suppose that X = B(A, B, 7f) and that a and 13 are some permu-
tations in X. Then there exist subsets Al and A2 of the domain of 7f that 
generate a and 13. The union of Al and A2 therefore generates a permutation 
in X involving both a and 13, fulfilling the requirements of join. 
1 :::} 4: Suppose that X has the join property and suppose that X is the 
union of two proper closed subclasses Y and Z. Let 13 and, be permutations 
in X \ Y and X \ Z respectively. The class X has the join property, therefore 
there exists a permutation 8 in X that involves both 13 and ,. X is equal to 
the union of Y and Z and therefore 8 is contained in at least one of these. 
However if 8 is in Y then by closure so is " which cannot be. By symmetry 
8 is not in Z, which yields a contradiction. Thus if X has the join property 
then it is not expressible as the union of two closed proper subclasses of X. 
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-.1 ==?- -.4: Suppose that X does not have the join property, and denote 
the basis of X by B(X). There exist two permutations K, and A in X such 
that every element of X involves at most one of K, and A. Then X is equal to 
the union of A({K,} U B(X)), which is the set of elements of X that do not 
involve K" and of A({A} U B(X)), which is the set of elements of X that do 
not involve A. Furthermore these are proper subclasses of X. This completes 
the proof. 
• 
1.4 Summary of Chapters 
This thesis has three main thrusts. 
First, it provides a comprehensive summary of the presently known struc-
ture theory of closed classes. It is intended to be an expanded version of [1] 
containing some significant developments and a substantial strengthening of 
existing theory. The Constructions chapter is dedicated to this purpose. 
Secondly, it examines the decidability problem for whether an arbitrary 
closed class, given by its basis, is atomic. We solve this question in one case, 
the remaining cases are still open. 
Thirdly, it attacks the most popular question in closed permutation classes 
- that of enumeration - the question of how many permutations of each length 
a given closed class has. We solve it for one class, M, of the permutations 
sortable by two ordered stacks in series2 . We do not solve it for the general 
2 A full definition of what we mean by ordered is given in the introduction to the chapter 
on M. We are aware of work by other authors on more restricted ordered stacks. 
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two stacks in series, S2, but we do conjecture a connection between permu-
tations that can be sorted by S2 and a set of coloured graphs. Finally we 
add a comment aimed at the ongoing debate of arbitrary closed classes. 
To these ends there are certain qualities that can interest us in any closed 
class. We therefore are liable to ask the following: 
• What is the basis of the class? Is the class finitely based? 
• Is a class atomic? If not then can we express it as a union of atomic 
classes? (This corresponds to the question of "How is the class express-
ible by the Sub notation?". The tangible objects that are elements max-
imal under involvement correspond precisely to finite maximal atomic 
subclasses.) 
• How many elements of each length does a class have? Is the class finite? 
Can we, for computational purposes, determine in polynomial time, or 
better, whether or not a given permutation is in the class? 
• Does a class contain an infinite antichain? (A class that does not is 
said to be partially well ordered and has certain nice properties with 
regard to its atomic decomposition.) 
Constructions 
In Chapter 2 we introduce constructions and decompositions widely used 
within this field. It is its own best introduction and has, added to it, various 
theorems and counterexamples designed to show how how these cost ructions 
behave and relate to one another. Significant open questions are as follows: 
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• If two classes are defined by their respective bases then what is the 
basis of their merge? 
• Is the merge of two finitely based classes necessarily finitely based? 
• If two closed classes are given by their bases then what is the basis of 
their wreath product? If the two classes are finitely based is it decidable 
whether or not their wreath is finitely based? Is there a terminating 
mechanism that will deliver the basis of the wreath of two classes, 
providing that the wreath is finitely based? 
• Is it true that the union of an infinitely based atomic class X and 
another class Y that does not contain X is necessarily infinitely based? 
Antichains 
As these appear everywhere within this subject it seems reasonable to add 
a chapter on them. The classification of all antichains is a favourite topic of 
mine and is as yet still incomplete. 
Atomic Classes and Natural Classes 
The most important single theme in Atomic classes is the following question: 
• If a closed class has a finite basis is it possible to determine from the 
basis whether the class is atomic? 
The question is still open in the general case. The set of all natural classes 
is a subset of the set of all atomic classes and we show that it is decidable 
whether a finitely based closed class, given by its basis, is natural. 
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Bibliothek 
There is compiled library of antichains that the author regards as being in 
some sense 'nice' or 'significant', and a list of finitely based classes including 
properties known about them, especially enumeration, if known, is given, and 
if classes are known to be partially well ordered (contain no infinite anti chain ) 
then this is also stated. 
Sorting Machines, and Conclusion 
We consider two specifically, M and 52. The machine M we here declare to 
be identical to 52 except that both stacks are ordered so that no term is ever 
placed on top of a smaller term in either stack. 
We draw conclusions relevant and perhaps even necessary for any analysis 
of machines composed of lesser machines placed in parallel or in series. 
We also sketch out the open problems that we regard to be most important 
for the development of closed classes, and those that are most interesting in 
their own right. The two species of problem largely coincide. 
Gessel's Conjecture 
In the remaining chapter and appendices we present miscellanea and notes 
for programmers. 
1.4.1 Notation 
We denote sequences, subsequences and permutations by Greek letters. The 
only exceptions are made when dealing with established permutations, for 
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example an antichain U~2 is defined III the library, and its elements, all 
permutations, are denoted UI , U2 , ••.. 
We denote the terms of a sequence or permutation by lower case Latin 
letters. We avoid the use of commas and brackets wherever possible, so we 
will usually write J1 = ala2a3 instead of J1 = (aI, a2, a3) to represent the three 
terms of some one sequence J1. 
We follow common tradition and denote sets by capital letters, either 
Latin or Greek. 
We will frequently have to deal with subsequences of some given sequence, 
and we may modify these subsequences in an argument. For instance if r; is 
a subsequence of a permutation 7r and if Pj is a term of 7r not in r; then we 
may wish to consider the subsequence of 7r that consists of all the terms of 
r; and the term Pj. We denote this by r; U Pj. We may also wish to consider 
the subsequence that contains precisely those terms of 7r that do not lie in 
r;. We denote that by 7r \ r;. Essentially we treat sequences as sets of self 
organising material. We defend this as follows: A sequence is a function. 
A function is a set of ordered pairs, the first entry being an element of the 
domain, the second an element of the range. A restriction of a function is 
therefore a subset of that function, and we may use set notation to indicate 
the union, intersection and complement of such restricted functions. We 
are of the opinion that this yields the most natural and intuitively obvious 
notation for our purposes, and we will use it. 
We call the permutation 1 the trivial permutation, and the permutation 
or sequence having no terms whatsoever the empty permutation. 
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Notation for Closed Sets 
We denote the set of all permutations that avoid or do not involve any 
element of some set of permutations B by A(B). 
We denote the basis of a closed class X by B(X). The letter B is also 
used for the representation of atomic classes, unfortunately both uses are 
established by convention. However the format of B(A, B, 7r) and B(X) is 
sufficiently different that there is little opportunity for confusion. 
Some Closed Sets 
We denote by I the set of all increasing sequences 123 ... n, and by R the 
set of all decreasing permutations n (n - 1) ... 3 2 1. Accordingly we also 
denote by In and Rn the permutations 123 ... nand n ... 321 respectively. 
We follow broader mathematical usage when we let S denote the set of 
all permutations. There have been cases in the literature where S has been 
used to denote the set of Separable permutations, which is a special class in 
restricted permutations. When the latter appear we will conveniently not 
associate a letter with them to avoid confusion in so far as we are able. 
1.5 Some Exercises 
Exercise 16 Prove that the number of permutations oflength n+1 involving 
a given permutation of length n is (n + 1)2 - 2n = n2 + 1. 
It is too long an exercise to verify that there are two permutations of 
length four that are involved in different numbers of permutations of length 
6 but they do in fact exist. The implication of this is that counting the 
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number of permutations of given length in a class with given basis is not a 
trivial task. 
Exercise 17 Prove that for every non-negative integer pEN there exists a 
closed class X and a number N such that for each integer n 2: N there exist 
precisely p elements of X with length n. 
Prove that there exists a class Y such that Y has precisely 2n - 1 elements 
of length n. 
Prove that there exists a class Z and an integer f such that Z contains 
precisely 3f * c permutations of length c. Repeat for higher exponents. 
It is open whether for any natural number p > 2 there exists a closed 
class K that has precisely pU permutations of length u, for some fixed integer 
f and large enough u. 
Exercise 18 Prove that the partial order of involvement has infinite dimen-
sion. Figure 1.4 contains a result that may help. 
Exercise 19 (Harder) 
Prove that every partial order with count ably many elements and no 
infinite descending chains is contained in the partial order of involvement. 
This exercise may be easier after reading the chapter on antichains. 
A Pleasant Result 
Theorem 20 Every permutation r of length at least mn + 1 involves either 
In+l or Rm+l or both, where m, n are positive integers. 
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Figure 1.4: "The standard example (of an n dimensional partially ordered set) Sn 
is isomorphic to the poset formed by the I-element and (n - I)-element subsets of 
the n-element set [n] ordered by inclusion." - taken from [35]. It would appear that 
dimension theory was first introduced by Dushnick and Miller in [36] where this 
definition of Sn is extended so as to be able to generate 'transfinite' as well as finite 
dimensional partial orders. The reader is advised not to confuse the meaning of 
Sn used here with the permutation oriented meaning used elsewhere in the thesis. 
The proof that we give is attributed to Erdos and Szekeres on page 154 
of [15]. 
PROOF: Suppose that 'Y contains no increasing subsequence of length 
greater than m. 
For every i E {1, 2, ... , m} define Li to be the set of terms 9 E 'Y such 
that every increasing subsequence of maximal length, subject to terminating 
with g, has length i. 
By our supposition every term of'Y is contained in at least one (and in 
fact precisely one) of these sets. Thus by the pigeonhole principle there exists 
at least one set Lk k E {1, ... , m} that has at least n + 1 elements. 
Finally, note that the elements of Lk form a decreasing subsequence of 'Y. 
Q.E.D. • 
1.6. PERMUTATION SYMMETRIES 
a( /) 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 
27 
Three Symmetries 
a(R) -1 
-->: 
--+---tR(a) 
• 
Figure 1.5: Plotting the permutation a = 54132. The three symmetries, a-I = 
35421, a(R) = a R = 23145 and R(a) = 12534 can be thought of as reflections, as 
shown on the right. 
1.6 Permutation Symmetries 
There are eight symmetries of a permutation, as there are for a square. We 
introduce them here so that we may use them freely later. 
We clarify the analogy with the square: If 0; is a permutation of length 
n then 0; is a bijection on Z~ = {1, 2, ... , n}. Thus 0; may be plotted on the 
real plane with coordinates x and y, see Figure 1.5. The image of 0; will lie 
within the square with boundaries x = 0, x = n+ 1, y = 0 and y = n+ 1. 
Every symmetry of that square will transform the plotted points into the 
plot of another permutation of length n. We denote those symmetries that 
we will use in this text as follows: 
• Inversion: We give 0;-1 the usual meaning of the permutation such that 
0;(0;-1) = 0;-1(0;) = In, where In is the identity permutation on zt. 
An inversion corresponds to the permutation obtained by reflecting the 
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plot of a over the first diagonal, where y = x. 
• Reversal: If a = al a2 ... an then the permutation anan-l ... al obtained 
by listing the terms of a in reverse is denoted a(R) or aR . This is 
logically justifiable in terms of composition of functions because Rn 
represents the permutation n n - 1 ... 2 1. Reversal is equivalent to 
reflection over the line x = nt1 . 
• Upturnment is equivalent to reflection over the horizontal axis y = nt1 
and is denoted by R( a), as composition of mappings might demand. If 
the ith term of a is ai then that of R( a) is n + 1 - ai. 
• We will not reserve a specific notation for the reflection (R( a R ) t 1 or 
any of the rotations. 
Symmetries are useful when enumerating sets of permutations. If a per-
mutation avoids 123 then its reverse will avoid 321, reversal is a bijection, 
thus there is no need to enumerate the number of permutations of given 
length avoiding 123 if we already have those statistics for 321. 
Chapter 2 
Constructions 
Union, Intersection, Direct and Skew Sum, Direct and Skew Com-
pletion, Strong Completion, Sum Decidability, Direct and Skew 
Expansion, Wreath Product, Interval Free Permutations P, Juxta-
position, Differentiation, Merge 
2.1 Union and Intersection of Closed Classes 
Theorem 21 [1] If X and Yare closed classes then X n Y is closed. Fur-
thermore if X = A(Bd and Y = A(B2) then X n Y = A(BI U B2)' 
PROOF: This is elementary and follows from the definitions of closed class 
and basis. • 
Definition 22 Let Do and f3 be permutations. A merge of Do and f3 is a 
permutation consisting of two not necessarily disjoint subsequences order 
isomorphic to Do and f3. 
29 
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A minimal merge of some permutations 0: and (3 is a permutation that 
is minimal subject to involving both 0: and (3. The definition extends to 
sets in a natural way: The merge of two sets of permutations is the set of 
all permutations that are a merge of a permutation in the one set and a 
permutation in the other. The minimal merge of two sets is however defined 
slightly differently: 
Definition 23 Let A and B be sets of permutations. Then the minimal 
merge of A and B is the set of permutations, minimal under involvement, in 
the merge of A and B. 
This does not necessarily include every minimal merge of an element 
of A and an element of B. It is in fact very easily possible to have two 
infinite sets, such as I and R, the sets of increasing and decreasing sequences, 
whose minimal merge consists of but a single permutation, in this case the 
permutation 1. 
Theorem 24 (l) If X and Yare closed classes then Xu Y is closed. Fur-
thermore if X = A(B1 ) and Y = A(B2 ) then the basis of X U Y is the 
minimal merge of Bl and B2 · 
PROOF: To see that XuY is closed is elementary. Note that a permutation 
5 is not in Xu Y if and only if it involves elements of both Bl and B 2 . Thus 
the basis of X U Y is the set of permutations such as 5, minimal under 
inclusion subject to involving elements of both Bl and B2 , which is precisely 
the minimal merge of Bl and B 2 • Quad erat demonstrandum. 
• 
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Corollary 25 If X and Yare finitely based then so is X U Y. Indeed if X 
and Y have no basis elements of length greater than m and n respectively 
then X U Y has no basis elements of length greater than m + n. 
The above results may all be derived from Theorem 2.1 on page 30 of [1]. 
Note: A(BI n B2 ) is in general a larger set than and invariably contains 
XU Y, assuming that Bl and B2 are the bases of X and Y respectively. 
2.1.1 Some More Advanced Material. 
This section contains concepts that are only introduced in later chapters, 
the reader is not expected to comprehend it in first perusal. It contains 
some results, that the logician may be assured have not been used later in 
this thesis, and an open conjecture concerning unions of closed classes. The 
author is confident that similar questions regarding intersections of classes, as 
opposed to unions of classes, are sufficiently easily answered as not to warrant 
dedicated coverage. The author also awaits questions about intersections that 
are worthy of attention! 
Theorem 26 There exists an infinitely based class X and a finitely based 
class Y such that neither class is contained within the other and such that 
the union of X and Y is finitely based. Similarly there exist two infinitely 
based classes X and Y whose union is finitely based. 
PROOF: 
based. 
We present two infinitely based classes whose union is finitely 
Let A and B be infinite anti chains all of whose elements lie in A(321) and 
A(123) respectively. Furthermore let neither A nor B contain an element of 
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length less than five. Such antichains exist and examples may be found in 
the Bibliothek. Let X be the set consisting of all permutations not in A 
but properly involved in an element of A, and additionally let X contain all 
elements of the set A(123). Thus: 
X = A(123) U (Sub(A) \ A). 
X is infinitely based because every element of A is a basis element. (As every 
element of A has length at least five and avoids 321, every element of A must 
involve 123 and therefore is not an element of X. Hovever if anyone term is 
removed from an element of A then we obtain a sequence order isomorphic 
to an element of Sub(A) \ A.) 
Similarly let: 
Y = A(321) U (Sub(B) \ B). 
Y also is infinitely based, however: 
XUY (A(123) U (Sub(A) \ A)) U (A(321) U (Sub(B) \ B)) 
(A(123) U (Sub(B) \ B)) U (A(321) U (Sub(A) \ A)) 
A(123) U A(321) 
which is finitely based. 
If Y is instead defined to be A(321) then it is still true that neither set is 
contained within the other, and yet the union of X and Y is unaltered and 
has the same finite basis. • 
Conjecture 27 The union of an infinitely based atomic class X and any 
other closed class Y that is neither a subset nor a superset of X is by necessity 
infinitely based. 
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The proof of this conjecture is not eased by the fact that if B is the 
basis of some infinitely based atomic class X then not every element of X is 
involved in an element of B, as is demonstrated in the following: Let A be 
an infinite, maximal and fundamental antichain in A(321). (There are only 
four such antichains.) Let X = (Sub(A) \ A) EB Sub(l). Then only finitely 
many basis elements of X are not elements of A, and it is not true that every 
element of X is involved in a basis element of X. (The conjecture would be 
a straightforward corollary of this aforementioned fact not holding, however 
the fact stands.) 
Maximal Elements: There exist two classes, both infinite and neither 
contained in the other, such that every element of each class is contained 
within a maximal element of that class, but where the intersection contains 
no maximal elements. The intersection is, by necessity, infinite. 
Proof: Consider the closures of the fundamental antichains ~~ U and Ui; 
listed in the library. Their intersection is the closure of an infinite increasing 
oscillating sequence. Q.E.D. 
The entirety of the chapter on atomic classes concerns itself with writing 
closed classes as unions of lesser closed classes. Of especial interest is Theo-
rem 182 which states that a finitely based non-atomic class can be written as 
a union of two incomparable finitely based closed classes, and Theorem 188 
from which it follows that every partially well ordered class is expressible as 
the union of finitely many atomic classes. 
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123 ... -.---~ Compo nents 
A sorting machine 1 
Figure 2.1: Sum decomposition occurs naturally with sorting devices that produce 
an increasing output: Smaller sum components are sorted first. 
2.2 Direct and Skew Sum 
Definition 28 The direct sum a E9 (3 of two permutations a and (3 is the 
permutation r = glg2 ... gn where for some i we have that gl ... gi is order 
isomorphic to a, that gi+1 ... gn is order isomorphic to (3 and that for all j, k 
with j ::; i < k we have that gj < gk. 
Example 29 If a = 21 and (3 = 312 then a E9 (3 = 21534, as 21 = a and 
534 -::::: 312 = (3. 
This definition extends to sets of permutations in a natural way: 
X E9 Y = {a E9 (3la EX; (3 E Y} 
The definition of skew sum is similar: 
Definition 30 The skew sum a e (3 of two permutations a and (3 is the 
permutation r = glg2 ... gn where for some i we have that g1 ... gi is order 
isomorphic to a, that gi+1 ... gn is order isomorphic to (3 and that for all j, k 
with j ::; i < k we have that gj > gk. 
Example 31 If a = 231 and (3 = 312 then a e (3 = 564312. 
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2.2.1 Sum Indecomposable: The Increasing Oscillat-
ing Sequence 
Definition 32 A permutation I that is expressible as Q' EB f3 or Q' 8 f3 where 
Q' and f3 are non empty permutations is said to be sum decomposable or skew 
decomposable respectively. 
Definition 33 Let Q' = al ... an be a sequence. A contiguous subsequence 
aiai+l ... aj of Q' is said to be a sum component if it is greater than all the 
terms it succeeds and less than all the terms it precedes, and is not order 
isomorphic to a sum decomposable permutation. 
The definition of a skew component is analogous. 
We introduce a sequence about which the structure of sum indecompos-
able sequences revolves, namely the increasing oscillating sequence. It is best 
first seen as an infinite sequence so that we may ignore end effects. It is a 
sequence that, in a sense adapted for infinite sequences, is sum indecompos-
able. Minimally so, in that if any term is removed then the result is sum 
decomposable. The sequence is defined by: 
... -3 -6 -1 -4 1 -230527496118 ... 
A conventional increasing oscillating sequence is a finite sum indecom-
posable sequence order isomorphic to some subsequence of the increasing 
oscillating sequence. An example of such a sequence is 31527486. It is typ-
ical in that if any term is removed from this then, with two exceptions, the 
resulting sequence is sum decomposable. For instance if 5 is removed then 
3127486 ~ 312 EB 3142. 
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We do regard 1 and 21 to be increasing oscillating sequences. They are 
the simplest but we have no reason to exclude them. 
Proposition 34 Let ai and aj, with i < j, be any two terms of a permutation 
a. Suppose that there exists a sum indecomposable subsequence, a(A), of a 
containing both ai and aj. If a(A) is minimal then a(A) is an increasing 
oscillating sequence. 
PROOF: Throughout this proof we will consider only a(A), and if we 
choose a term satisfying certain conditions we will implicitly add the restric-
tion that the term is in a(A). We proceed: 
If all the terms preceding or equal to ai are less than all the terms suc-
ceeding ai, the latter including aj, then a(A) is sum decomposable into two 
parts, one containing ai, the other aj. As this cannot be there exists a term 
to the right of ai less than some term either preceding or equal to ai. To 
be precise, if aj is less than some term either preceding or equal to ai then 
define aT! to be aj, else define aT] to be the rightmost term less than some 
term either preceding or equal to ai. Similarly, if ai > aT] then define ag! 
to be ai, else let ag! be the greatest term preceding ai. Now if r1 2: j then 
we are done because we will find that the subsequence formed by the terms 
ai, aj, aT]) ag! is sum indecomposable and therefore constitutes all of a(A). 
There are four forms that this subsequence can take depending on whether 
g1 = i and on whether r1 = j: 
If i = g1 and j = r2 then because ag! > aT] we have that aiaj ~ 21, which 
is sum indecomposable and an increasing oscillating sequence. If i =1= g1 and 
j =1= r1 then we have that g1 < i < j < r1 and that ag! aiajaT] ~ 3142, which 
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Figure 2.2: The terms of a(A) form an increasing oscillating sequence (right). We 
call a gl the logical successor of ai, and aTl the logical successor of am' and so on. 
is an increasing oscillating sequence. Similarly if i = 91 but j i=- r1 or if j = r1 
but i i=- 91 then the sequence whose terms are in {ai, aj, a Tll agJ is order 
isomorphic to either 231 or 312 respectively, both of which are increasing 
oscillating sequences and so we are done. 
If however r1 < j then we persevere: As a(A) is not sum decomposable 
the set ofterms in a(A) preceding or equal to aTl must contain a term greater 
than or equal to some term succeeding aT). Specifically, if aj is less than some 
term preceding or equal to a Tl then let a T2 = aj, else let a T2 be the rightmost 
term less than some term preceding or equal to aT). Define a g2 to be the 
greatest term preceding or equal to aT). (The definition of ag2 is simpler than 
that of ag ) and will remain so for ag3 and succeeding terms of this form.) The 
order of appearance of the terms mentioned so far is a g) aiag2 aT) a T2 . This is 
because a T2 lies to the right of aT)' hence a g2 must be greater than a gl and 
must therefore lie to the right of ai. The terms a g) and ai may of course be 
equal. But finally we have that if r2 ~ j then we are done because the terms 
that we have mentioned specifically form a subsequence order isomorphic to 
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one of 2 4 1 3, 3 1 5 2 4, 2 4 1 5 3, 3 1 5 2 6 4. 
We continue defining agk and ark until we have an ark that does not 
precede aj and in every case we demonstrate that the terms we have selected 
together with ai, aj constitute all A, and that these terms form an increasing 
oscillating sequence. Q.E.D. To give one last example, in the case where 
the last terms that we generate are ar3 and ag3 we have that oo(A) is order 
isomorphic to one of 2 4 1 6 3 5, 3 1 5 2 7 4 6, 2 4 1 6 3 7 5, 3 1 5 2 7 4 8 6 .• 
Similarly we can prove that: 
Proposition 35 Let j3 and I be sum indecomposable subsequences of a per-
mutation oo. If there exists a minimal subsequence A of a such that A, j3 
and I together form a sum indecomposable sequence then A is an increasing 
oscillating sequence. 
If we find the basis of the closure of the set of increasing oscillating se-
quences then we will obtain the following. This result is unproved and, in 
this text, unused. 
Proposition 36 Let 7f be the infinite Increasing Oscillating Sequence. Then 
Sub(7f) = A(321, 3412, 2341, 4123). 
Increasing oscillating sequences may be interpreted through the following: 
Proposition 37 Let a be a sequence, and the following relations on the 
terms of a: 
• R: A relation where (ai, aj) E R if and only if the term ai lies strictly 
below and to the right of aj. 
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• L: A relation where (ai, aj) E L if and only if the term ai lies strictly 
above and to the left of aj . 
• B: a relation where (ai, aj) E B if and only if ai and aj lie in the same 
sum component of 0:. 
Then both Land R are transitive. Moreover B is the smallest equivalence 
class containing both Rand L. 
PROOF: Rand L are transitive, that is a trivial result. B is an equivalence 
relation, being symmetric, reflexive and transitive. Terms related by R or L 
do lie in the same sum component, therefore B does contain Land R. By 
Proposition 34 any two distinct terms in one sum component are contained 
in an increasing oscillating subsequence of that sum component. Logically 
consecutive terms in an increasing oscillating sequence are related by either 
L or R, thus B is the smallest equivalence class to contain both Land R .• 
Corollary 38 Two terms ai and aj of a sequence 0: are related by B, defined 
as above, if and only if there exists a sequence a f(O) ... a f(n) of terms such that 
af(O) = ai and af(n) = aj and each af(k) is related to its successor af(k+l) by 
either L or R. (The terms af(O) ... af(n) are in logical order, they are not 
necessarily listed in the order in which they appear in 0:.) 
Moreover there exists a subsequence ag(O) ... ag(m) of af(O) ... af(n) in which: 
• ag(O) = a f(O) and ag(m) = a f(n)· 
• For each non-terminal term of the chain ag(O) ... ag(m) , that is for ev-
ery ag(i) where g(O) < g(i) < g(m), either (ag(i-l), ag(i)) E Rand 
(ag(i) , ag(i+l)) E L or vice versa. 
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• Each term is related to its predecessor (if it exists) and its successor (if 
it exists) and to no other term. 
PROOF: The former follows from the fact that B is the smallest equivalence 
containing both Land R, and that L = R-l, which is a sufficient condition 
to establish primeval chains. The latter can be deduced from the former and 
the fact that Land R are both transitive. • 
The second half of the corollary is consistent with the oscillating of min-
imal sum indecomposable sequences. 
2.2.2 The form of Basis Elements of Y E9 Z 
Let Y and Z be closed classes. Let 6 be a basis element of Y EEl Z. We will 
examine 6. 
Let 6 = 61 EEl 62 EEl ... EEl 6n where the 6i are the sum components of 6. 6 
must involve a basis element of Z. Let k be the largest number such that 
6k EEl 6k+1 EEl ... EEl 6n involves a basis element of Z. 
61 EEl ... EEl 6k must involve a basis element of Y, or else 61 EEl ... EEl 6k E Y, 
6 k+ 1 EEl ... EEl 6n E Z and 6 E Y EEl Z. Consider an embedding of a basis element 
of Y in 61 EEl ... EEl 6k. Note that that embedding must involve every term of 
61 EEl ... EEl 6k-1, for otherwise 6 is not a minimal permutation outwith Y EEl Z. 
Similarly if we regard any embedding of a basis element of Z in 6k EEl ... EEl 6n , 
that embedding must involve every term of 6k +l EEl ... EEl 6n-
Denote by l' the terms of 6 involved in some embedding of a basis element 
of Y in 61 EEl ... EEl 6k. Similarly denote by :=: the terms of 6 involved in some 
embedding of a basis element of Z in 6k EEl ... EEl 6n- Denote by Y f the terms 
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of the last sum component of Y and denote by 2f the terms of the first sum 
component of 2. 
If every term of 2 lies above and to the right of every term of Y then we 
may deduce that 6 consists of nothing but Y and :=: because no sum such as 
Y EEl 2 of a basis element of Y and a basis element of Z is in Y EEl Z. 
If not then all the terms of Y f and 2 f lie in 6k which is, be reminded, 
a sum component. Thus there exists a minimal set of terms, A, such that 
the subsequence of 6 consisting of the elements of Y f' A and 2f is sum 
indecomposable. The subsequence of 6 consisting of the terms of Y, A and 
2 is not order isomorphic to a permutation in Y EEl Z. Thus these terms 
constitute 6. 
Finally note that the terms of A, of which there may be none, form an 
increasing oscillating sequence. (To see this take any term from Y f and any 
from 2 f . They lie in the same sum component of Y f U A U 2f therefore there 
exists a minimal set of terms containing both terms that is sum indecom-
posable; and by Lemma 34 this is an increasing oscillating sequence. That 
increasing oscillating sequence, by minimality of A, contains every term of 
A, making A a subsequence of an increasing oscillating sequence. Now use 
the relations Rand L of Proposition 37 to show that A is, by minimality, a 
sum indecomposable subsequence of the increasing oscillating sequence, and 
we are done.) 
2.2.3 Corollaries 
Proposition 39 If Y and Z are finitely based and either Y or Z has a basis 
element that is a subpermutation of an increasing oscillating sequence then 
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Figure 2.3: Basis elements of Y and Z in increasing stages of complexity. All 
contain subsequences Y and 3, order isomorphic to basis elements of Y and Z 
respectively. In (1) the terms of 3 lie above and to the right of those of Y, and 
that is sufficient to ensure that the permutation does not lie in Y EB Z. In all 
other cases the last sum component of Y and the first of 3 must lie in the same 
sum component of the final permutation. In (2) the respective positions of Y 
and 3 are sufficient to ensure this, in (3) and (4) more terms, in the form of 
an increasing oscillating sequence are needed. In (4) some of the terms of the 
increasing oscillating sequence coincide with terms of Y and 3. 
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Y EEl Z is finitely based. 
PROOF: Briefly: Suppose that Y has a basis element that is involved in 
some increasing oscillating sequence. As the length of basis elements in Y 
and Z is limited the only way in which Y EEl Z can be infinitely based is that 
it has basis elements that consist of a basis element of Y and a basis element 
of Z bound together with an arbitrarily long increasing oscillating sequence. 
That however cannot occur because we can take such a hypothetical 
"long" basis element of Y EEl Z, call it 6, and within the basis element of 
Z and the increasing oscillating sequence find a shorter sequence also not in 
Y EEl Z, which is a contradiction. 
To be precise let us call 3 the subsequence order isomorpic to a basis 
element of Z and A the terms of the binding increasing oscillating sequence, 
in accordance with our earlier notation. 
If we take the sequence consisting of A and 3 and remove the rightmost 
term of A not in 3 then we have a sequence definitely shorter than 6. If 161 
was chosen to be sufficently long we will find that the first sum component 
of this sequence will contain an increasing oscillating sequence long enough 
to involve a basis element of Y, so this sequence is not in Y EEl Z and we are 
done. • 
Corollary 40 If Y is finite and Z is finitely based then Y EEl Z is finitely 
based. By symmetry, if Y is finitely based and Z finite then Y EEl Z is finitely 
based. 
PROOF: If Y is finite then 1m = 12 ... m is a basis element of Y for some 
m. • 
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Proposition 41 There exist closed classes Y, Z such that Y EEl Z is finitely 
based but where neither Y nor Z has a basis element that is a subpermutation 
of an increasing oscillating sequence. 
This indicates that Proposition 39 cannot be strengthened to an if and 
only if condition. Even barring the obvious counterexamples where Y ~ Z 
there is the following: 
Example 42 Let Y = A(4321) and Z = A(4132, 4312, 3421, 2431). As all 
the basis elements of Y and Z are sum indecomposable Y EEl Z can only be 
infinitely based if B(Y EEl Z) contains a permutation involving a copy of 4321 
that is strictly above and to the right of every embedding of any basis element 
of Z. 
If however an attempt is made to "bind" that sequence to the rest of the 
basis element with an oscillating sequence it will instantly be found that this 
is not possible. 
Example 43 Let A be any infinite antichain of sum indecomposable per-
mutations, none of which involves 321 and all of which have length at least 
three. The the elements of sufficient length in the antichain h UI2 , listed in 
the Bibliothek, form an example of such an antichain. Let X = Sub( 4321) EEl 
(Sub(A) \ A) and let Y = A(321). Then: 
No element of A is an element of X. No element of A is involved in 4321, 
no element is contained in Sub (A) \ A, and as the elements of A are sum 
indecomposable no element of A can belong to X unless it is an element of 
at least one of these two. Furthermore, every permutation properly involved 
in an element of A is by necessity an element of Sub(A) \ A and therefore an 
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element of X. Thus elements of A are also basis elements of X and as A is 
infinite, so is the basis of X. 
The the sum of X and Y is finitely based, indeed as Sub(A) \A is a subset 
of A(321) and as A(321) EB A(321) = A(321) we have that: 
X EB Y = Sub(4321) EB (Sub(A) \ A) EB A(321) = Sub(4321) EB A(321) 
which, by Corollary 40 is finitely based. 
2.2.4 X EB Y Infinitely Based 
Proposition 44 There exist finitely based closed classes X and Y such that 
X EB Y is not finitely based. 
This is due to Atkinson in [2]. As proof we may use the following example: 
Proposition 45 Let A be the infinite antichain, listed in the Bibliothek un-
der the title I2 UI2 , the first few elements of which are: 
Al = 341 2 
A2 = 236145 
A3 = 2 3 5 1 8 4 6 7 
A4 = 2 3 5 1 7 4 10 6 8 9 
Let X be the set of all permutations order isomorphic to sequences of the 
form 1'1/2 ... 1'n-l where 1'11'2 .. ·1'n is an element of Sub( A). That is to say, 
let X be the set of all permutations order isomorphic to elements of Sub (A) 
with the last term removed. 
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Similarly let Y = a(Sub(A)), i.e. the set of all permutations order iso-
morphic to elements of Sub (A) with the first term removed. 
Then both X and Y are finitely based but X EB Y = Sub(A) \ A, which is 
infinitely based. 
PROOF: 
First we show that every permutation in X EBY is in Sub (A) \A: Byexam-
ining the elements of A note that if A+j+2 is expressed as al ... a2(i+j+3) then 
the sequence obtained from Ai+j+2 by removing all the terms {a2i+2, a2i+3, 
a2iH, a2i+5}, denoted Ai+j+2 \ {a2i+2, a2i+3, a2i+4, a2i+5} is sum decomposable. 
The sum components consist of the first 2i + 1 terms and the last 2j + 1 terms 
of Ai+j+2. The first 2i + 1 terms of Ai+j+2 form a sequence order isomorphic 
to Ai with its last term removed, and similarly the last 2j + 1 terms of Ai+j+2 
are order isomorphic to Aj with its first term removed. We conclude that 
every element of X EB Y is also an element of Sub(A) \ A. 
To show that Sub(A) \ A is a subset of X EB Y it is sufficient to show that 
if anyone term, ai, is removed from an element An = al ... a2n+2 of A then 
the resulting sequence is order isomorphic to an element of X EB Y. We are 
obliged to consider four generic cases: 
• If i = 1 then An with ai removed is order isomorphic to the last 2n + 1 
terms of An and is therefore an element of Y . 
• If i is odd but not one then the permutation An with ai removed is 
order isomorphic to (ala2 ... ai-lai+1) EB (ai+2ai+3 ... a2n+2). The first 
part of this sum composition is order isomorphic to an element of X, 
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Figure 2.4: An increasing oscillating sequence al ... an with the kth term removed 
becomes sum decomposable into two parts. The components are the first k - 2 
terms and the terms ak-lak+lak+2 ... an (the largest n - k + 1) if ak is right 
minimal, or al ... ak-lak+l (the smallest k) and the last n - 1 - k terms if ak is 
left maximal. 
even when i = 2n + 1, and the second part is either empty or order 
isomorphic to an element of Y . 
• If i = 2n + 2, in which case ai is the last term of An, then An with 
ai removed is order isomorphic to the first 2n + 1 terms of An and is 
therefore an element of X . 
• If n is even but not 2n + 2 then the permutation An with ai removed is 
order isomorphic to ala2 ... ai-2 EEl ai-lai+lai+2 ... a2n+2. The first part 
of this sum decomposition is order isomorphic to an element of X and 
the second part is either empty or order isomorphic to an element of 
Y. 
In every case we have our desired result. Finally, to show that Sub(A) \ A 
is infinitely based note that as A is an antichain, every element of A is a 
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basis element of that set. • 
Another example of this is given implicitly in [2]. There, to prove that a 
certain class (the sum completion of A(321654), as defined later) is infinitely 
based, an infinite list of basis elements is given and infinitely many of those 
are also basis elements of A(321) summed with itself: A(321) EB A(321). 
2.2.5 Sum, Skew and Strong Completion 
Definition 46 Let X be a closed class. The sum completion of X is the set 
of permutations of the form al EB a2 EB ... EB an for any n where each ai is an 
element of X. If X is equal to its own sum completion then X is said to be 
sum complete. 
Example 47 R = A(12) is the set of all decreasing sequences. The sum 
completion of R has basis {312, 231} and consists of the elements of R, the 
elements R EB R, of R EB R EB R and so on. 
It is clear that basis elements of the completion must be sum indecom-
posable. It is then easy to observe that the basis elements of the completion 
are precisely the minimal sum indecomposable permutations involving basis 
elements of X. From the last section we know that these are merges of basis 
elements of X with increasing oscillating sequences, that merge being further 
specified by some technical details. We will not retrace our steps. 
We will however comment on the relation between the size of the basis of 
a closed class and the size of the basis of its sum completion. 
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• It is possible for the sum completion of a finitely based class to be 
infinitely based. An example of such a class is given in [2]. Equally 
there exist finitely based classes that are sum complete, such as A(321). 
• The finitely based classes whose sum completion is finitely based have 
not been characterised, however partial characterisations exist. Corol-
laries 39 and 40 and have parallels, and specifically in the latter case 
we have that the sum completion of a finite class is finitely based. 
• There exist infinitely based classes whose sum completion is infinitely 
based, and others whose sum completion is finitely based. Examples of 
both are easy to generate. 
• For finitely based classes whose sum completion is finitely based, it 
is possible for the number of basis elements of the class to be either 
greater or less than the number of basis elements of the sum completion. 
Examples of each are given by A(12) and A(213, 231, {Ri E8 Rn - i liE 
Z~} ), for some integer n greater than one. 
• For every finitely based class there is however a computable upper 
bound for the length that basis elements of the sum completion can 
have, if it is to be finitely based. Furthermore there exists a decision 
mechanism that can determine whether the sum completion of a finitely 
based class is finitely based. 
Many are also interested in the enumerative question for the class; how-
ever, we do not consider it here. For information, the question is: Given the 
number of permutations of each length in some closed class (i.e. given the 
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enumeration for some given class), what is the number of permutations of 
each length in its sum completion? There are equinumerous classes one of 
which is sum complete, the other not, hence any solution to this question 
would have to consider a variety of factors. 
The skew sum is defined as one might expect: 
Definition 48 Let X be a closed class. The skew completion of X is the set 
of permutations of the form al e a2 e ... e an for any n where each ai is an 
element of X. 
The strong completion of X is defined recursively: 
Definition 49 Let X be a set of permutations. Then the strong completion, 
X EllS , of X is the set of permutations generated by the following recursion: 
• If (X E X then (X E X EllS . 
• If (x, j3 E XEIlS then (X EB j3 E XEIlS and (X e j3 E XEIls. 
Example 50 The strong completion of A(h, R7 , 132) is A(2413, 3142). The 
sum completion of A(h, R7 , 132) is A(2413, 3142, 234561, 612345, R7) 
Example 51 The strong completion of A(123) is A(23514, 24513, 35124, 25134, 
34152,41253,31452,41523,31524,24153). The sum completion avoids all the 
basis elements of the strong completion but in addition also 2341 and 4123. 
The strong completion has the potential to produce more interesting ba-
sis elements than we have seen so far, however only to a limited extent: The 
basis elements of the strong completion of a closed class need to be minimal 
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subject to a) involving a basis element of that class, b) being sum indecom-
posable and c) being skew indecomposable. Thus it is possible to start with 
a skew decomposable permutation and add a minimal set of terms so as to 
produce a permutation that is skew indecomposable, but sum decomposable. 
To that permutation one might add terms to produce another that was sum 
indecomposable, but skew decomposable, and so on. However in permuta-
tions this chain cannot continue indefinitely. The following hold, assuming 
that X is a closed class with basis B: 
• If 13 is a basis element of the strong completion of X and if there exists 
some ry, a basis element of X involved in 13 and having length strictly 
less than 1131- 4 then 13 is a basis element of either the sum or the skew 
completion of X. 
• If 13 is a basis element of the sum (or skew) completion of X and ifthere 
exists a permutation ry in the basis of X, involved in 13 and having length 
strictly less than 1131- 1 then 13 is strongly indecomposable and a basis 
element of the strong completion of X. (This is an easy observation 
given that every increasing oscillating sequence of length greater than 
or equal to four is strongly indecomposable.) 
We prove neither point, although neither is technically difficult. We do 
not regard it as being one of the crucial points of this thesis, although to 
prove them would be to prove the following useful corollary. 
Corollary 52 The strong completion of a finitely based class is finitely based 
if and only if both its sum and its skew completion are finitely based. 
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This is useful because it is decidable whether the sum and skew comple-
tions of a finitely based class are finitely based. 
We do however note that sum and the skew completions being finitely 
based are thoroughly independent matters: 
Proposition 53 There exists a finitely based class whose sum completion is 
infinitely based but whose skew completion is finitely based. 
PROOF: Consider A(321654). Its basis element is skew indecomposable, 
hence it is skew complete. However it is shown in [2] that this class is 
infinitely based. Indeed the infinite antichain U~; (in the Bibliothek) is an 
infinite subset of its basis. • 
We also note that the unproved Corollary 52 cannot be extended to in-
finitely based classes: 
Proposition 54 There exists an infinitely based class X whose sum com-
pletion is infinitely based, but whose strong completion is finitely based. 
PROOF: Let A be the infinite antichain listed in the Bibliothek as ~~U 
whose first few terms are: 
Al = 235 1 674 
A2 = 2 3 5 1 7 4 8 9 6 
A3 = 2 3 5 1 7 4 9 6 10 11 8 
An = 2 3 5 1 7 4 ... 2n + 1 2n - 2 2n + 3 2n 2n + 4 2n + 5 2n + 2 
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Let X be the class whose basis consists of the following: 
All permutations of the form A 8 Aj where i, j E Z+, 
31524,41523,41532, 
31524,35124,35214, 
25314,41352, 
31(54)2, (43)152, (32)514,2(54)13. 
53 
(These brackets are inserted only to highlight the structure of these per-
mutations. The reader already familiar with intervals and P-frames will 
notice that the bracketed terms are the only non-trivial proper intervals in 
these permutations, which have top P-frame 2413 or 3142.) 
Every basis element of X is sum indecomposable and therefore X is sum 
complete. However any strongly indecomposable permutation involving a 
permutation of the form Ai 8 Aj involves at least one of the strongly inde-
composable basis elements of X, of which there are finitely many. Thus the 
strong completion of X is finitely based. 
• 
From that example we also have that: 
Proposition 55 There exists an infinitely based class whose sum completion 
is infinitely based but whose skew completion is finitely based. 
Questions that we have not yet answered are as follows: 
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Question 56 If the strong completion of an infinitely based class is infinitely 
based does it follow that at least one of the sum and the skew completion of 
that class must be infinitely based? 
Conjecture 57 There exists an infinitely based class whose sum completion 
is infinitely based, whose skew completion is infinitely based but whose strong 
completion is finitely based. 
The Separable Permutations 
Before abandoning the strong completion altogether we introduce the follow-
ing set of permutations, as its regular appearance deserves. We use the name 
given in [2]. 
Definition 58 The set of separable permutations is the strong completion 
of 1. 
Thus separable permutations can be decomposed by repeated applications 
of sum and skew decomposition into single terms. 
We hesitate to attach a letter to it, although Hebrew does offer two, both 
little used in this field and both with a fitting pronunciation. The paper [2] 
gives various properties of separable permutations, with repect to the wreath 
product, completion and expansion. In [4] it is shown, amongst other things, 
that the class of separable permutations is partially well ordered. 
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2.2.6 Sum, Skew and Strong Decidability 
Basis elements of the sum completion XEB of some class X consist of basis 
elements of X in which the sum components of X are bound together with 
increasing oscillating sequences. We will show that if one of these binding 
sequences has sufficient length then we may construct longer and shorter 
basis elements of X by extending or contracting that increasing oscillating 
sequence (an operation described in detail below). This permits us to deter-
mine whether or not the sum completion of X is finitely based: 
If the basis of XEB has an element of some sufficient length then we may 
deduce that that permutation contains a "long" binding increasing oscillating 
subsequence. In that case we may gradually extend that subsequence to 
produce arbitrarily long basis elements, and thereby demonstrate that XEB is 
infinitely based. 
By the ability to reduce the length of increasing oscillating sequences we 
also determine whether XEB is infinitely based. If it is, we can choose a "long" 
basis element and reduce the length of the increasing oscillating sequences 
that bind it together to produce a basis element whose length lies in some 
specified range. By checking that XEB has no basis elements whose length 
lies in that range we can demonstrate that XEB has no longer basis elements 
and is therefore finitely based. That range can be chosen to be sufficiently 
great that only an infinitely based XEB can have a basis element with length 
in that range. That completes the test. 
By an extension of the same argument we will show that it is decidable 
whether the sum or skew sum of two finitely based class is finitely based. 
The size of the basis of the strong completion of a closed class is related to 
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those of the sum and skew completion as related in the previous section. 
Extending an Increasing Oscillating Sequence 
It was shown in Proposition 34 that if ai and aj are terms of a sequence a and 
if a(A) is a minimal sum indecomposable sequence of a containing both those 
terms then a(A) is an increasing oscillating sequence. Using the relations L 
and R as used in the later Proposition 37 and the subsequent corollary we 
may deduce that if /3 and, are sum indecomposable subsequences of a, a 
sequence, and if a(B) is a subsequence of a minimal subject to /3 U, U a(B) 
being sum indecomposable then a(B) is increasing oscillating. Indeed if we 
assume that the terms of /3 lie to the left of and below those of , and if for 
neatness sake we assume that /3 U, U a( B) constitutes the entirety of a then 
we may go further and describe a as consisting of the following: 
• Three disjoint subsequences /3, 5 and " where every term of /3 lies 
below and to the left of every term of 5 and where every term of 5 is 
below and to the left of every term of ,; and where 5, like /3 and " is 
sum indecomposable. 
• Two terms, possibly identical, denoted d1 and d2 and having the prop-
erty that d1 lies either below and to the right or above and to the left 
of some term of /3, and that d2 satisfies the same with respect to " and 
that 5 U {d 1 , d2 } is an increasing oscillating sequence. 
From now on let us suppose that a consists of nothing other than the 
terms of /3, , and a(D) = 5 U {d1 , d2 }. This will permit us to concentrate 
on /3 U , U a(D) and will give us a shorter notation for that sequence. We 
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Extension 
• 
• 
Q Q d1 d' • 
• 
1 • 
·di 
• ~ • 
0 d2 0 
Figure 2.5: 
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will define the modification where CY is extended by two as that permutation 
consisting of: 
• Three disjoint subsequences (3', 6' and ,', each of which lies to the left 
of and below the next. Thus (3' U " U 6' = (3'6',' I"V (3' EB 6' EB ,' . 
• Two terms denoted d~ and d; and having the properties that (3' U {dD 
is order isomorphic to (3 U { d1}, with d~ corresponding to d1 , an added 
restriction; and that " U {d;} is similarly order isomorphic to ,U {d2 } 
with d; corresponding to d2 ; and that 6' U {d~, d;} is an increasing 
oscillating sequence of length 16 U {d1 , d2 }1 + 2. 
A few moments' consideration will convince the reader that this extension 
by two is well defined. Examples of extension can be found in Figures 2.5 
and 2.6. We define contraction by two to be the inverse of extension by two. 
Proposition 59 Let CY, (3, " 6, d1, d2 be defined as above. Let a be a 
subsequence of CY. If at least one of the following conditions is satisfied then 
a is also involved in the sequence obtained from CY by extending the increasing 
oscillating sequence 6 U {d1 , d2 } by two: 
1. a does not contain every element of 6 U {d1 , d2 }. 
2. a contains no element of (3. 
3. a contains no element of ,. 
PROOF: A diagram, it is said, is worth more than a hundred words, and 
one is given in Figure 2.6, however we also provide the following: 
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IX extended 
Figure 2.6: The shaded subsequences are order isomorphic. Thus if a subsequence 
of a does not contain some term of 0 U {d1 , d2} then that subsequence is also 
involved in a extended. Similarly if a subsequence of a extended does not contain 
some three terms of 0 U {d1 , d2 } order isomorphic to either 312 or 231 then that 
subsequence is also involved in a. 
A general sequential notation for a is difficult to establish because its 
expression in any standard system will change depending on whether d1 and 
d2 lie above and to the left or below and to the right of some term of (3 or 
r respectively. Instead we will prove only the case where d1 is above and to 
the left of some term of (3 and d2 is below and to the right of some term of 
,; the other cases are entirely analogous. 
Let a = al a2 . . . an. Let ad! and adl denote the terms d1 and d2· Let ab 
denote the last term of (3, and ag the first term of ,. Note that as ad! (= d1) 
is the only term not in (3 preceding ab we have that (3 = (al'" ab) \ {ad! }, 
and similarly we have that , = (ag .. . an) \ {adl}. The terms of c5, if any, are 
ab+l .. . ag-l· 
Extended by two, we will denote a by a'. The terms of at are then 
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I I h a l ... an+2 were: 
• a~ ... a~ is order isomorphic to al ... ab, and and consists of 13' and d~ 
where these are defined in the natural way. 
• a~+2 ... a~+2 is is order isomorphic to ag ... an and consists of " and d; 
where these are defined in the natural way. 
• a~l ... a~+1 together with a~f = d~ and a~l = d; is an increasing oscil-
lating sequence. 
c/ (al, ... , ab, (b + 3), b, (ab+l + 2), (ab+2 + 2), ... , (ag-l + 2), 
'-v-'" V' .I 
{3' and d~ 8' 
(ag + 2), ... , (an + 2)) 
, ~ 
V' 
" and d; 
Now let (J be given, a subsequence of a, and suppose that (J contains no 
element of ,. As 13 U 6 U {d l , d2 }, the smallest 9 terms of a, form a sequence 
identical to the sequence formed by the smallest 9 terms of a' we have that 
(J is also involved in a', as required. Similarly if (J contains no term in 13 then 
we have our desired result. Now suppose that (J does not contain some term 
alost of 6 U {d l , d2}, which is adfab+lab+2 ... ag-2ag-Iadl in our new notation. 
Then: 
Recall that if the kth term is removed from an increasing oscillating se-
quence then that sequence becomes sum decomposable, and that the nature 
of that sum decomposition depends on whether the removed term is left 
maximal or right minimal, see Figure 2.4. Similarly here a \ {alost} is sum 
decomposable into the first ialosti terms of a and the largest n - 1 - alost 
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terms, if a is right minimal. Note that the first lalostl terms of a are order 
isomorphic and indeed equal to the first 1 alost 1 terms of a', as demonstrated in 
Figure 2.4. The largest n -1- alost terms of a are similarly order isomorphic 
to those largest of a', and we conclude that a is therefore also involved in a'. 
If alost is not right minimal then it must be left maximal, with similar 
results: a \ {alosd is sum decomposable into the smallest lalostl- 2 and the 
rightmost n + 1 - lalost 1 terms of a, and the sequences that consist of these 
terms are order isomorphic to those consisting of the smallest 1 alost 1 - 2 and 
the rightmost n+ 1-lalostl terms of a'. We are therefore done. In every case 
a is also involved in a'. • 
Corollary 60 If a is a permutation involved in a and having length no 
greater than 16 U {d1 , d2 } 1 + 1 then a is involved in a with 6 U {d1 , d2 } extended 
by two. 
Proposition 61 Let a, (3, " 6, d1, d2 be defined as above. Let T be a 
subsequence of a and let there be three logically consecutive terms d7 , ds, dg of 
the increasing oscillating sequence 6 U {d1, d2 } not in T. Then T is involved 
in a contracted by two. 
PROOF: The length of a is n. As d7 , ds, dg are logically consecutive then 
they either appear in a as the subsequence dsd7dg which is order isomorphic 
to 312, or as the subsequence d7dgds which is order isomorphic to 231. 
If d7 is the k + 2th term of a then in the first case a \ {d7 , ds, dg } is sum 
decomposable into the first k and the greatest n - k - 3 terms of a, which 
form sequences order isomorphic to the first k and the greatest n - k - 3 
terms of a'. In the second, a \ {d7 , ds, dg } is sum decomposable into the 
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smallest k and the rightmost n - k - 3 terms of a, order isomorphic to the 
smallest k and rightmost n - k - 3 terms of a'. 
In either case we have that T is involved in a'. 
• 
Corollary 62 Let T be a permutation involved in a having length nand 
having m sum components. If 6 U {d1 , d2 } < n + 2m + 3 then T is also 
involved in a contracted by two. 
Proposition 63 Let X be a closed class having no basis element with length 
greater than n or with more than m sum components. Then if XEB has a basis 
elemente oflengthk wherek 2:: (2(m-l)+n)(m-l)+n+l thenXEB also 
has a basis element of length k + 2. 
PROOF: If all basis elements of X are sum indecomposable then X is sum 
complete, therefore its sum completion does not contain a basis element of 
length n + 1 or more. Thus this case is trivial, as is the case when X has no 
basis elements. Let us therefore assume that n is no less than one, and that 
m is no less than two. 
Now, let e be given. e contains a subsequence f3 order isomorphic to a 
basis element of X and with sum components that we will denote f31 ... f3z. 
If any term of e not in f3 is removed then the result will be a sequence that 
is an element of XEB; but as it still involves the basis element f3 of X it must 
be sum decomposable and not every f3i can lie in the same sum component. 
Thus we may choose a function f from the terms of e \ f3 to the integers 
{I, 2, ... , (z - I)} such that if hj E e \ f3 then f3f(hj) and f3f(hj)+1 lie in 
different sum components of e \ {h j }. 
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As () has at least (2(m -1) + n)(m - 1) + n + 1 terms of which at most n 
belong to (3, and as m-l is at least as great as z-1 it follows that there exists 
a number i E {I, ... , (z - I)} such that j-1(i) is at least 2(m - 1) + n + 1. 
Let such i be given and let 7] denote all the terms hj E () \ (3, including those 
in j-1 (i), such that (3i and (3i+1 lie in different sum components of () \ {h j }. 
7] is a minimal set of terms such that (3i u (3i+1 U 7] is sum indecompos-
able, hence 7] is an increasing oscillating sequence. Furthermore 7] contains 
precisely one term that lies either above and to the left of some term of (3i or 
below and to the right of it, and one term that satisfies the same conditions 
with respect to (3i+1. We denote these two terms by d1 and d2 respectively. 
All remaining terms in 7] lie above and to the right of (3i, below and to the 
left of (3i+1. We denote these terms by 6. We will no longer use 7], preferring 
to refer to d1 , d2 and 6. 
We will also condense our notation for the terms of () not in either 6 
or {d1 , d2 }. Those terms form a sequence that is sum decomposable into 
two or more parts, with bi and bi+1 lying in consecutive components. Let 
()beg denote those terms in the sum component of bi and in preceding sum 
components, and let ()end denote those other terms in the sum component of 
bi +1 and succeeding sum components. () may be thought of accurately as the 
sequences ()beg and ()end bound together by an increasing oscillating sequence 
6 U {d 1 , d2 }, indeed the following description of () will be familiar: 
() consists of: 
• Three disjoint subsequences ()beg 6 and ()end, where the terms of each lie 
above and to the right of those of its predecessor. 
• Two terms, possibly identical, denoted d1 and d2 and having the prop-
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Figure 2.7: The permutation O. 
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Sum components of 0'; 
the basis element of X 
in t' ---------
"\'0 
c§J 
8' 
end 
65 
Figure 2.8: The situation where ()' has a subsequence T' order isomorphic to a 
basis element of Xffi, and where T' contains every term of 15u {d~, d~}. We have that 
T' consists of a basis element (with a limited number of terms) bound together with 
a limited number of increasing oscillating sequences. By the length of 15 U {d~, d~} 
we have that one of these binding sequences has at least three terms in 15 U { d~ , d;}, 
which permits us to find a subsequence of length IT'I - 2 in (), but not in Xffi. 
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erty that d1 lies either below and to the right or above and to the left 
of some term of fheg, and that d2 satisfies the same with respect to ()end, 
and that 6 U {d 1 , d2 } is an increasing oscillating sequence. 
Let ()' be () with 6 extended by two. We claim that ()' is a basis element 
of the sum completion of X. For otherwise suppose that T' is a basis element 
of XEB properly involved in ()'. We will obtain a contradiction. 
If T' does not contain every term of 6' U { d~, d;} then T' does not include 
both d~ and d;. Suppose therefore that d; is not contained in T' and let us 
suppose that d; lies below and to the right of some term of ()~nd. Then d2 
similarly lies below and to the right of some term of ()end and if we denote that 
term by d3 then we have that the subsequence ()' \ (()~nd U { d;} ) of ()', identical 
to ()~eg U d~ U 6', is order isomorphic to (() \ ()end) U {d3 } = ()beg U 6 U {d1, d2 , d3 }. 
Now if we claim that d3 is not the only term of ()end then we can obtain a 
contradiction as we would have that () is properly involved in (), and we do 
claim this: If ()end consists of a single term then ()end is order isomorphic to d2 , 
which also lies above and to the right of ()beg. Thus ()\ ()end = ()beg U6U {d1, d2 } 
involves a basis element of X and as it is also sum indecomposable it is not 
in the sum completion of X. This contradicts the notion that () is a basis 
element of XEB and so our claim stands. 
Thus, by various symmetries, we have that T' contains all 6' U {d~, d;}. 
But now we dissect T': It consists of a basis element a of X bound together 
with at most m -1 increasing oscillating sequences. Specifically if we examine 
6' U {d~, d;} then at most n of the terms in here are contained in T. The rest, 
which number at least 2(m+ 1) + 1, are split amongst the binding sequences. 
This implies that there is one binding sequence that has at least three terms 
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in f/ U {d~, d~}. Thus we can contract T' by two at that binding sequence to 
obtain a permutation T that has the following properties: 
• T is sum indecomposable and involves a basis element of X, thus it is 
not in XEB. 
• T is involved in B. 
• The length of T is two less than the length of T'. Thus T is properly 
involved in B if and only if T' is properly involved in B'. 
This completes the proof. • 
Proposition 64 Let X be a closed class having no basis element with length 
greater than n ~ 2 or with more than m sum components. Then if XEB has 
a basis element B of length k where k ~ n + (m - l)n + 1 = mn + 1 then XEB 
also has a basis element of length k - 2. 
PROOF: 
Let Bbeg , Bend, d1 , d2 and 6 be defined as in the previous proof, except that 
here we require that the binding increasing oscillating sequence 6 U {d 1 , d2 } 
must have length at least n + 1 instead of 2 (m - 1) + n + 1. Let B' be the 
permutation obtained by contracting B at the oscillating sequence 6U{ d1 , d2 }. 
Let B~eg, B~nd' d~, d~ and 6' be parts of B' corresponding to the parts of B. 
Thus B' consists of B~eg and B~nd bound together by the increasing oscillating 
sequence 6 U {d1 , d2 }, which has length at least n - 1. 
If (3 is defined as in the previous proof then (3 is a basis element of X 
involved in B, indeed it is involved in Bbeg U Bend which is order isomorphic to 
B~eg U B~nd' Thus B' is not in X and as B' is sum indecomposable neither is it 
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in the sum completion XEIl. Let r' be a subsequence of ()' order isomorphic 
to a basis element of XEIl. 
r' consists of a subsequence (J' order isomorphic to a basis element of X 
and sufficient other terms that r' is sum indecomposable. Let (J~ ..• (J~ denote 
the sum components of (J', the sum components that are bound together by 
the remaining terms of r' into a single sum indecomposable sequence. We 
claim that (J~ and ()~eg have at least one term in common, and that the same 
holds for (J~ and ()~nd: 
Note that ()' \ ()~nd is involved in ()\ ()end, a proper and sum indecomposable 
subsequence of (), which yields a contradiction if ()' \ ()~nd involves the entirety 
of a basis element of X. To see that ()' \ ()~nd is involved in () \ ()end we must 
consider the two cases where d; lies above and to the left of some term of 
()~nd' or below and to the right. If it lies above and to the left then ()' \ ()~nd 
is a prefix of ()'. That prefix is order isomorphic to the prefix of () that has 
the same length. The other case is similar, which demonstrates that (J~ and 
()~nd share a term, and by symmetry we have the result for (J~ and ()~eg" 
We can conclude from this two things: That, as r' is sum indecomposable, 
r' contains every term of f/ U { d~ , d;}, and that as (J' has no more than n - 2 
terms that are also in the no less than n - 1 terms of b' u {d~, d;}, there 
exists a term of r' in b' U {d~, d;} but not in (J'. This implies that we may 
take r' and extend it by two at the binding sequence b' U {d~, d;} to obtain 
a permutation () that has the properties that: 
• r involves (J', a basis element of X. Furthermore r is sum indecompos-
able which implies that r is not in XEIl. 
• r is involved in (), and as the latter is a basis element of XEIl we have 
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that T is equal to () . 
• T has length IT'I + 2. As the length of () is two greater than that of ()' 
this implies that T' is equal to ()'. 
Recall that T' is a basis element of XEB. The conclusion that ()' is equal to T' 
completes this proof. • 
Theorem 65 It is decidable whether the sum completion of a given finitely 
based closed class is finitely based. 
PROOF: This is a corollary of the last two Propositions. • 
Proposition 66 Let X and Y be closed classes. Let X and Y have no basis 
elements of length greater than n 2: 2 or s 2: 2 respectively, and none with 
more than m 2: 1 or r 2: 1 sum components. If X EEl Y has a basis element 
of length k where k 2: (2(m + r - 1) + n + s)(m + r - 1) + n + s + 1 then 
it has a basis element of length k + 2. If it has a basis element of length l 
where l 2: (m + r) (n + s) + 1 then it also has a basis element of length l - 2. 
PROOF: Recall the description of a basis element of the sum of two classes. 
Such a basis element consists of the merge of a basis element of X and a 
basis element of Y, and a minimal other set of terms subject to certain terms 
lying in the same sum component of the eventual permutation. Therefore to 
perform arguments essentially identical to those of Propositions 63 and 64 we 
need only count the maximum number of terms and the maximum number 
of sum components that can be in a merge of a basis element of X and of 
Y. These are easily seen to be n + sand m - r respectively. This gives our 
desired result. 
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It will be noted that requiring terms to make only part of a permutation 
sum indecomposable is rather an advantage than a disadvantage. Q.E.D .• 
Theorem 67 Let X and Y be finitely based closed classes. It is decidable 
whether the sum X EEl Y is finitely based. 
PROOF: This follows from Proposition 66. • 
2.3 Expansion and the Wreath Product 
Definition 68 Let X be a set of permutations. Then let the expansion of 
X be the set Y defined as follows: 
• If a E X then a E Y . 
• If a E Y and (3 = b1 , b2 , ... ,bn is a permutation such that 
for some i and bi+l = bi + 1 then (3 E Y. 
(3 can be regarded as the permutation obtained from a by replacing 
the ith term of a with an increasing pair of terms. Repeated applica-
tions of this operation are equivalent to replacing the ith term with an 
arbitrarily long increasing sequence. 
Example 69 The expansion of R = A(12) = {I, 21, 321, ... } is A(132, 213) = 
Sub(I e I e Ie . .. ), the skew completion of I. 
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The skew expansion of a class X is defined in an entirely analogous way. 
Whereas in the direct expansion terms may be replaced with increasing se-
quences, in the skew expansion terms may be replaced with decreasing se-
quences. In the strong expansion terms of X may be replaced with any 
separable permutation, as these are the permutations that can be generated 
by replacing given terms by increasing or decreasing sequences. 
Definition 70 Let X be a set of permutations. Then let the skew expansion 
of X be the set Y defined as follows: 
• If 0: E X then 0: E Y. 
• If 0: E Y and f3 = bI , b2 , ••. ,bn is a permutation such that 
bI , ... ,bi , bi+2 , bi+3, ... ,bn ~ 0: for some i and bi+! = bi - 1 then f3 E Y. 
Definition 71 Let X be a set of permutations. Then let the strong expan-
sion of X be the set Y defined as follows: 
• If 0: E X then 0: E Y. 
• If 0: E Y and f3 bI , b2 , ..• ,bn is a permutation such that 
bI , ... , bi, bi+2 , bi+3, ... , bn ~ 0: and bI , ... , bi-I, bi +I , bi+2 , . .. , bn ~ 0: 
for some i then f3 E Y. 
Note: If f3 satisfies the above then bi = bi+ 1 ± 1. 
The wreath product is a generalisation of expansion. Instead of replacing 
terms with increasing or decreasing pairs we permit them to be replaced with 
a wider range of possible intervals: 
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Definition 72 Let a = a1, ... , an E S be any permutation. An interval 
of a is a contiguous subsequence of a. That is, a subsequence of the form 
aiai+1 ... aj_1aj where there does not exist a term ak with k ~ [i, j] such 
that ak is greater than the least term of, and less than the greatest term of, 
ai, ... aj is called an interval. The interval is said to be proper if it does not 
constitute the whole of a, and is said to be trivial if it consists of a single 
term. 
Definition 73 Let X and Y be sets of permutations. The wreath product 
X 2 Y is the set of all permutations a = a1a2 ... an where: 
• Each subsequence ai is an interval. 
• Each ai is order isomorphic to an element of Y. 
• If ai is a term of ai then a1 a2 ... an is order isomorphic to an element 
of X. Note that, because of the first condition, the order isomorphism 
of a1 a2 ... an is independent of the choice of each ai E ai. 
If we wish to describe an element of X 2 Y precisely then we may give 
a permutation 'Y in X and a list of permutations in Y that are to replace 
the terms of 'Y. For instance 24132 (1,12,123,321) may be used to denote 
489123765. 
Direct, skew and strong expansion, and the wreath product are introduced 
in [2]. We will see much more of the wreath product. It is one of the two 
most important and powerful constructions that exist, on a par with sum 
(and skew sum). 
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A special case of the wreath product, namely the profile class, appears in 
[1] and we will find it useful in describing some atomic classes listed in the 
Bibliothek. 
Definition 74 Let I be any permutation. Then the profile class Prof(!) 
is the wreath product Sub(!) l I, also known as the expansion of Sub(!). 
Given a set of permutations we can construct another by allowing any 
term to be replaced with an arbitrarily long increasing sequence by taking 
the expansion of the set or by writing the new set as a profile class. However, 
sometimes we may wish to allow only some terms to be replaced by arbitrarily 
long increasing sequences whilst restricting the length of increasing sequence 
that other terms may be replaced with. In this case we use the notation 
of profile classes but superscript terms by the length of sequence they are 
limited to. For instance the profile class Prof(21 41 1 3) describes the set of 
all permutations of the form i, n, 1,2,3, ... , i-I, i+l, i+2, ... , n-l and their 
subpermutations. This is a noteworthy example because Prof(21 41 1 3) 
cannot be written as the sum or skew sum of lesser classes, our more usual 
deconstruction method. For comparison the permutation 4213 is separable 
and therefore Prof(4 23 1 31) is expressible as Sub(I e ((123 e 1) ED 1)). It 
may be seen why even in simpler cases the profile notation may be clearer. 
There are also cases that may argue for a notation in which superscripts 
may indicate that some particular term may be replaced with any element 
of some particular class. For instance if we denote A(132, 123) by D then 
A(132, 4123), which is represented as a diagram in the Bibliothek, might be 
expressed as Prof(11 - 1 D 21 - 2D 31 - 3D ... ). As I merely stands for 
the set of increasing sequences it could be omitted in this example. 
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2.3.1 Wreath Structure and P 
We develop a decomposition of permutations sufficiently fundamental and 
unifying almost to warrant the name of "Fundamental theorem of decompo-
sition". We divide up the terms of any permutation into disjoint intervals 
and by giving the relative positions of the intervals can define the permu-
tation exactly. We choose this decomposition to make it unique for every 
permutation and our choice has discrete properties. 
First note that sum components and skew components are special cases 
of intervals, and so: 
• If a permutation a is sum decomposable then it is uniquely expressible 
in the form: 
where a1 ... an are sum indecomposable permutations (isomorpic to 
sum components). Respectively: 
• If a is skew decomposable then it is uniquely expressible as: 
where a1 ... an are skew indecomposable. 
In the case of permutations that are non-trivial and strongly indecom-
posable we find that maximal proper intervals, that is maximal intervals 
that are not equal to the entire permutation, are disjoint and partition the 
permutation. 
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Figure 2.9: On the left, the definition of an interval, on the right the pattern 
formed by two intervals partially intersecting. 
Lemma 75 Let a be a permutation of length greater than one that is nei-
ther sum nor skew decomposable. Let J and K be distinct maximal proper 
intervals of a. Then: 
1. If J and K are not disjoint then their union is an interval and therefore 
constitutes the entirety of a. 
2. If J and K are not disjoint then their union is either sum or skew 
decomposable into three sum or skew components. 
3. Therefore J and K are disjoint. 
PROOF: See Figure 2.9. It follows straight from the definition that if two 
intervals intersect then their union is also an interval. Here neither J nor 
K is a subset of the other (they are distinct and maximal) therefore their 
union is strictly larger than either J or K. By maximality the union, being 
an iterval, cannot be proper, therefore the union is equal to all a. 
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Now consider J and K to be intersecting, and neither a subset of the 
other. Note that their intersection forms an interval. For suppose that 
J = am . .. an and K = as . .. at and suppose without loss of generality that 
the leftmost term of J precedes that of K (it cannot be the same as that 
of K or else either J = am . .. an is a subset of as ... at = K or vice versa). 
Thus m < s < n < t. We will also assume that the smallest term of J is 
strictly smaller than that of K, as the other situation is entirely analogous. 
It should now be evident that the intersection as ... an contains all the terms 
no less than the smallest of K and no greater than the largest of J, making 
it an interval. 
This also demonstrates that in this case J U K is equal to (J \ K) EB (J n 
K) EB (K \ J), and in the analogous case we have that J U K = (J \ K) e 
(J n K) e (K \ J). This makes a, which is equal to this union, either sum 
or skew decomposable, a contradiction. Q.E.D. • 
N ow we need permutations that can describe in lieu of I or R how these 
disjoint intervals are arranged. Specifically let us write a = (3 l (aI, ... , an) 
where al ... an now correspond to the maximal proper intervals of a. We 
wish to define the set of possible values for (3 ((3 is fixed for any a but different 
a may yield different (3). Clearly (3 cannot itself have a proper non-trivial 
interval or else this would contradict the maximality of at least two elements 
of al ... an. In fact it turns out that the best locus that we can choose for (3 
consists of the following set: 
Definition 76 Let P be the set of all permutations having no proper non-
trivial interval, and let P not include the permutations 1, 12, 21. 
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Example 77 The elements of P of length four and five are: 
• 2413, 3142 
• 25314, 35142, 31524, 42513, 241 53, 41352 
P has no elements of length three. 
This set P yields: 
Theorem 78 Let 0; E S be any permutation. Then 0; is precisely one of the 
following: 
1. Trivial or empty. 
2. Sum decomposable and expressible as Inl (aI, a2, ... , an), where al ... an 
are the sum components of 0;. 
3. Skew decomposable and expressible as Rnl(al' a2,.·., an), where al.·· an 
are the sum components of 0;. 
4. Uniquely expressible as /J l (aI, a2, ... , an), where /J is an element of P 
and where aI, ... ,an are non-empty maximal proper intervals of 0;. 
It is evident that every permutation falls into at least one of the above 
four categories. It remains only to show that no permutation is in more 
than one of those categories, and the only interesting part is to show that 
the states of (2) and (4) or (3) and (4) cannot coexist. That is proved by 
Lemma 75. 
Definition 79 Let 0; be any permutation. The top RIP frame of 0; is a 
permutation equal to: 
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• a itself if a is either trivial or empty. 
• In = 123 ... n if a is sum decomposable with n sum components. 
• Rn = n n - 1 ... 3 2 1 if a is skew decomposable with n skew compo-
nents. 
• The element v of P such that a = vl(al, a2, ... , an) for some non-empty 
permutations al, ... , an, if a is non-trivial, non-empty and strongly 
indecomposable. 
In the case of a strongly indecomposable permutation the second level 
RI P-frames are the top RIP-frames of the permutation's maximal proper 
intervals. In the case of a sum or skew decomposable permutation the second 
level RIP-frames are the top RIP-frames of the sum or skew components 
respectively. A trivial or empty permutation does not have a second or lower 
level RIP-frame. The third level and consecutive RIP frames are defined in 
a similar manner. The bottom RIP-frames are the lowest non-trivial entries 
of this tree. Bottom level frames need not all lie on the same level, as some 
branches may become extinct before others. These bottom frames correspond 
precisely to the intervals of a maximal subject to being elements of either I, 
Ror P. 
We call those permutations whose top RIP frames are elements of P P-
framed permutations, and pure P-framed permutations if all RIP frames are 
elements of P. These permutations are relevant when examining partially 
well ordered classes because of the following results: 
Proposition 80 Let a and (3 be P -framed permutations. Then a is involved 
in (3 if and only if either: 
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1. a is involved in a maximal proper interval of fJ, or: 
2. The top P-frame of a is involved in the top P-frame of fJ and the top 
intervals of a are involved in corresponding top intervals of fJ. That is 
to say: 
If the top P-frames of a and fJ are P(a) = gl··· gm and P(fJ) = 
hI .. ' hn respectively and if a = P(a) I (aI, a2,···, am) and fJ = Q(fJ) I 
(fJ1, fJ2, ... ,fJn) then there exists an increasing injective map j : Z~ --+ 
Z~ such that the subsequence hj(1)hj(2) ... hj(m) of P(fJ) is order iso-
morphic to P(a) and such that for each j(k) the interval fJj(k) involves 
In the case of pure P-frame permutations this has a pleasing inductive 
quality. The above result also holds if fJ is not required to be P-framed. 
2.3.2 Wreath Product Bases 
Proposition 81 Let X be a closed class with basis B. Then the basis ele-
ments of the completion of X under wreath product are precisely those per-
mutations minimal subject to: 1) involving an element of Band: 2) having 
no proper non-trivial interval. Thus every basis element of the wreath closure 
of X is either 1, 12, 21 or an element of P. 
This follows directly from the definitions of wreath and basis and is suf-
ficiently evident that we omit the proof. 
A full description of the basis of one closed class wreathed with another 
is not given here, as it would be long and not very productive. However two 
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special cases are examined in detail and we give a result that illustrates the 
essence of the general case. 
Proposition 82 Let B be a set of permutations everyone of which is either 
12, 21 or an element of P. Let D be any set of permutations. Then the basis 
of A(B) l A(D) is the set of permutations minimal subject to involving an 
element of D and to having a top RIP-frame that involves an element of B. 
PROOF: By its basis A(B) is a wreath complete class. Thus if the top 
RI P-frame of some given permutation does not involve an element of B, 
then the permutation lies in A(B) l A(D) if and only if the maximal proper 
intervals of the permutation do. • 
(This last result IS especially interesting if both A(B) and A(D) are 
wreath complete.) 
Proposition 83 Let p and J1 be elements of P and let 0: be the permutation 
obtained by replacing some term j of p with the permutation J1. Let Y be any 
closed set. Then the basis of A( 0:) l Y is the set of permutations A minimal 
subject to satisfying at least one of the following conditions: 
• A involves a basis element of Y, is a P-framed permutation and has a 
top P-frame that involves 0: . 
• A is a permutation that may be obtained by replacing the term j of p 
with some permutation v that is a basis element of A(J1) l Y. 
PROOF: Let A be any permutation. 
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If A is described by the first condition in the Proposition then A is not in 
A(a) l Y. 
Let us therefore assume that the top P-frame of A does not involve the 
entirety of a. If the top P-frame does not involve p then A is in A(a) l Y if 
and only if every maximal proper interval of A is. Thus if A is to be a basis 
element its top P-frame must involve p. 
Now suppose that for every subsequence of the top P-frame of A order 
isomorphic to p, the A interval corresponding to the term j of p is contained 
in A({l) l Y. Then A is in A( a) l Y if and only if the remaining maximal 
intervals of A are all order isomorphic to elements of A( a) l Y. If A is to 
be a basis element this implies that A must involve a permutation satisfying 
the second condition of the Proposition. Since every permutation satisfying 
that second condition is not an element of the wreath, we have that A itself 
satisfies that condition. Q.E.D. • 
Proposition 84 Let a be any permutation in S+, the set of all non-empty 
permutations, and let Y be any set of permutations, closed or otherwise, 
containing the trivial permutation 1. Then there exists a unique minimal 
permutation f(a) such that a E {f(a)} l Y. That permutation is given by 
the following inductive mechanism: 
• If a E Y then f (a) = 1. 
• If a ¢: Y and a has a top P-frame then let a = p l (all a2,··., an) 
where p is an element of P of length n and where aI, ... ,an are the 
maximal proper intervals of a. 
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• If a ¢:. Y and a is sum decomposable then let a = a1 EB a2 EB ... EB an 
where a1 ... an are the sum components of a. 
Let aj(l)' aj(2), ... ,aj(z) be the sum components of a not in Y. The 
components aj(k) partition the remaining sum components of a into 
z + 1 categories, so that we may write a = TJ1 EB aj(l) EB TJ2 EB aj(2) EB ... EB 
aj(z) EB TJz+1· For each TJk let g(k) be the smallest non-negative integer 
such that TJk E Ig(k) I Y. If TJk is the empty permutation then g(k) may 
equal zero. 
Then f(a) = Ig(l) EB f(aj(l)) EB Ig(2) EB ... EB f(aj(z)) EB Ig(z+l). 
• If a ¢:. Y and a is skew decomposable then define f (a) zn a manner 
analogous to that where a is sum decomposable. 
We claim that the method of generating f (a) given in this proposition is 
the best proof that may be given and therefore we do not add another. We 
only note that if X and Yare closed classes and the function f is defined as 
above then a permutation (3 is in X I Y if and only if f ((3) is in X. 
Conjecture 85 Let X be a closed class having finite basis 8(X). Let m be 
the length of the longest increasing interval of any element of 8(X) and let 
n be the length of the longest decreasing interval of any element of 8(X). 
Let Y be a finitely based closed class such that Y EBi = Y EB Y EB ... EB Y is 
" V .J 
i times 
finitely based for all i :::; m and such that Yej is finitely based for all j :::; n. 
Then X I Y is finitely based. 
We believe that this conjecture is readily provable but that the proof will 
be long, not highly original and at present not necessary, therefore we have 
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omitted it. We further believe that an upper bound for the length of basis 
elements of X l Y can readily be calculated, based on the lengths of basis 
elements of X and Y. 
We complete this section with a supplement to [2]. We give an example of 
a class defined by a single basis element whose wreath completion is infinitely 
based: 
Proposition 86 There exists a finitely based closed class whose completion 
under wreath is infinitely based. 
PROOF: Let a = 41352. Let X = A(a EEl a). Then the following are all 
basis elements of XI: 
61 j 1 ~ 6 ~ 85 Jl 7 12 12 ~ 
4 1 3 6 2 8 5 10 7 13 9 12 14 11 
'--v-" 'v,.....---~ 
4 1 3 6 2 8 5 10 7 12 9 15 11 14 16 13 
'---~ , J 
~ V 
... et cetera. 
The above are also all elements of the basis of the sum completion of X. 
A sample of an infinite set of basis elements of the wreath completion but 
not the sum completion of X are shown in Figure 2.10 (This infinite set is 
generated in a way analogous to that of the antichain W.) 
• 
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• 
• a_-----'l~ • 
• 
• 
Figure 2.10: Note that the only subsequences of this permutation order isomorphic 
to 41352 are those in the two copies of a shown. Note also that this permutation 
is an element of P, having no proper non-trivial intervals, however if any term is 
removed, barring perhaps one ocurring in a copy of a, then the resulting sequence 
is not an element of P. By increasing the number of loops in the spiral we can 
construct arbitrarily long permutations of this form. 
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2.4 Juxtaposition 
Definition 87 Let a and (3 be two permutations of length m and n respec-
tively. Then a permutation, is said to be a juxtaposition of a and (3 if, has 
m + n terms, the first m being order isomorphic to a and the last n order 
isomorphic to (3. 
Example 88 The permutation 5164237 is a juxtaposition of 3142 and 123. 
Indeed 5164 rv 3142 and 237 rv 123. 
Note: There are (m;tn) distinct juxtapositions of any two permutations 
of length m and n respectively. With juxtapositions being so numerous there 
are abundant examples of hypotheses disproved by counterexamples. 
The definition of juxtaposition extends to sets in the natural way: 
Definition 89 If a and (3 are permutations then ajuxt (3 is the set of all 
juxtapositions of a and (3. Similarly if U and V are sets of permutations 
then U juxt V is the set of all juxtapositions of permutations of U and V. 
2.4.1 Basis of Juxtaposition 
Mike Atkinson showed in Restricted Permutations [1] that if U and V are 
finitely based classes then their juxtaposition is finitely based. Indeed the 
basis elements of U juxt V are the minimal permutations of the form ,b, 
where, is a sequence order isomorphic to an element of the basis of U and b 
likewise for V, or of the form ,gb where 9 is a single term, ,g is a sequence 
order isomorphic to a basis element of U and where gb is order isomorphic 
to a basis element of V. Thus the basis elements have length no greater than 
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the sum of the lengths of the longest basis element of U and the longest basis 
element of V. The basis elements can be generated easily and furthermore 
since all permutations of the latter form are basis elements of U juxt V we 
have that if either of U, V or both is infinitely based then so is U juxt V. 
2.4.2 A Conjecture 
In this section we give counter examples to a structure hypothesis involving 
juxtaposition of atomic classes. 
Conjecture 90 An atomic class is expressible as a juxtaposition of two 
closed classes if and only if it is expressible as 8(A, B, n) where the order 
types of A and Bare 2w and w respectively.l 
It seems that the conjecture is not true in either direction. 
Proposition 91 Let A = {I, 2, 3, ... , w + 1, W + 2, ... }, B = {I, 2, 3, ... }, 
n= (123 ... w+1 w+2 w+3 w+4 w+5 ... ). 
246 ... 3 1 5 7 9 .. . 
Then X = 8(A, B, n) is not expressible as the juxtaposition of two non-
empty closed classes. 
PROOF: Suppose that X is expressible as the juxtaposition of two non-
empty closed classes C and D. Note that 321 E X and that therefore either 
21 E C or 21 E D or both. We consider the following four cases: 
lW is a notation used to describe the ordering of the natural numbers by size. The 
ordering -ww is that of all integers, also by size. Similarly 2w = ww describes the ordering 
of, for instance, all the elements of the set ({ -1 - l/plp E N} U { -1/ qlq E N}). 
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1. Suppose that 21 E C and D contains no permutation of length 2. 
Then as 2134 E X we have that 213 E C. Thus 2143 E C juxt D but 
2143 ~ X. Reductio ad absurdum. 
2. Suppose that 21 E C and D contains a permutation of length 2. Then 
either 4312 E CD or 4321 E CD or both, but neither is an element of 
X. Reductio ad absurdum. 
3. Suppose that C is finite, all the elements of C are increasing, and 
21 E D. Then as (3,4,5, ... , n, 2,1) E X for all n > 2, and specifically 
for all n > 2 + ICI, we have 321 E D. Thus 4321 E CD but 4321 ~ X. 
Reductio ad absurdum. 
4. Suppose that C is infinite, all the elements of C are increasing and 
21 E D. Then, 12 E C and 1432 E CD but 1432 tJ- X. Reductio ad 
absurdum. 
• 
Remark 92 Note that the above proof holds in the more general situation 
where 7r satisfies: 
• 7r restricted to {1, 2, 3, ... } is increasing. 
• 7r restricted to {w + 3, W + 4, ... } is increasing. 
• 7r(w + 2) < 7r(w + 1) < 7r(w + 3) 
The other direction of the conjecture does not seem plausible unless C 
and D are representable as B(N, N, 7r). Slightly more surprisingly it is not 
true even with this added restriction. 
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Proposition 93 Not every juxtaposition has the join property. Not even the 
juxtaposition of atomic classes is necessarily atomic. 
PROOF: Let C, D = {0, (I)}. Then 12 E CD and 21 E CD but no element 
of CD contains both of these as subpermutations. 
• 
Remark 94 If D is the set of all permutations involved in 2 1 345 ... then 
D juxtaposed with itself provides a counterexample where the juxtaposed 
classes are infinite. 
Proposition 95 Let C be the set of all finite increasing permutations and 
D be the set of all finite permutations involved in 2 1 3 4 5 '" n - 1 ... . 
Then C juxtaposed with D has the join property. 
This last proposition is sufficiently self evident that we leave readers to 
convince themselves of its truth. 
Proposition 96 Let C and D be defined as in the previous proposition. 
Then the atomic class X that is the juxtaposition of C and D is not ex-
pressible in the form B(A, B, 7r) where A, B have order types 2w and w re-
spectively. 
PROOF: Note that C juxt D does not contain a permutation of the form 
abed where ab and cd are decreasing pairs. 
Suppose that C juxt D is expressible in the form B(A, B, 7r) where A = 
{1,2,3, ... ,w+1,w+2, ... } and B = {1,2,3, ... }. Let Al = {1,2,3, ... } 
and A2 = {w + 1,w + 2, ... }. 
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Claim 1: 7f restricted to Al is increasing. For otherwise let a, b be a 
pair in Al such that a < b but 7f(a) > 7f(b) and let d be an element of 
A2• There exists C in Al that appears after b such that 7f(c) > 7f(d). Then 
7f(a)7f(b)7f(c)7f(d) is order isomorphic to a permutation in 8(A, B, 7f) but both 
7f(a)7f(b) and 7f(c)7f(d) are decreasing pairs. Reductio ad absurdum. 
Claim 2: 7f restricted to {w + 2, W + 3, ... } is increasing. Indeed, assume 
that we have c, dE A \ {w+1} such that c < d but 7f(c) > 7f(d). Let b = w+1, 
and let a E Al be such that 7f(a) > 7f(b). Then 7f(a)7f(b)7f(c)7f(d) is order 
isomorphic to a permutation in 8(A, B, 7f) but both 7f(a)7f(b) and 7f(c)7f(d) 
are decreasing pairs. Reductio ad absurdum. 
Claim 3: 7f(w + 1) > 7f(w + 2). This is because 321 E C juxt D. 
Claim 4: 7f(w + 1) < 7f(w + 3). Because 4312 tI- C juxt D. 
However, by Remark 92, we know that an atomic class represented by 
8(A, B, 7f) where A, B, 7f have this form is not the juxtaposition of any two 
closed nonempty classes. Reductio ad absurdum. • 
Finally, we make a few more observations: 
Proposition 97 The juxtaposition of any two sum complete closed classes 
is expressible in the form 8(A, B, 7f) where A and B have order types 2w and 
W respectively. 
PROOF: Let X and Y be sum complete closed classes of permutations. 
Both X and Y have a count ably infinite number of elements, and therefore 
so does XjuxtY. List all the elements of XjuxtY as aIf3I,a2f32,a3f33,'" 
where each aif3i is a permutation whose subsequences ai and f3i are order 
\ 
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isomorphic to elements of X and Y respectively. Let A = N u (w + N), let 
B = N and define 'if : A -+ B to be the function where: 
• For every n E N the preimage under 'if of: 
is: 
[ (~let;l) + {I, 2,3, ... , lanl }] U [w + (~If3;I) + {I, 2, 3, ... , lf3nl}] 
• The terms of 'if equal to 
form a sequence order isomorphic to Ctni3n. 
Then B(A, B, 'if) is an atomic class equal to X juxt Y. (See Figure 2.11) 
• 
Proposition 98 If X = B(A, B, 'if) where A, B have order types 2w and w 
respectively and where 'if restricted to either the first or the last w elements 
of A is sum complete, then X is not necessarily the juxtaposition of two 
non-empty closed classes. 
PROOF: A counterexample is provided by A = {I, 2, 3, ... , w+l, w+2, .. . }, 
_ _ (1 2 3 4 5 6 ... w+1 w+2 w+3 ... ) B-{l,2,3, ... },'if- . 
215487 ... 3 6 9 ... 
Here, if B(A, B, 'if) = X juxt Y for some non-empty sets X and Y then it 
will be found that 21 E X and 1 E Y, but 312 rj B(A, B, 'if). Reductio ad 
absurdum. • 
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etc etc 
• • 
• • 
• • 
w+l 
Figure 2.11: Sum complete classes juxtaposed. 
2.5 Differentiation 
Definition 99 Let X be a set of permutations. Then the derivative ax of 
X is the set of permutations order isomorphic to elements of X with the first 
term removed. 
Example 100 If 2413 is an element of X then 312, which is order isomorphic 
to 413, is an element of ax. 
The most interesting results involving differentiation in this text are those 
relating to natural classes, which are atomic classes of the form 8(N, N, 7f). 
We refer the reader to the chapter on natural classes. 
2.5.1 Differentiation and Atomic Classes 
The following statements are all elementary and unproved. They are given 
to provide a little feel for the behaviour of differentiation. 
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If X = 8(A, B, 1f) and the domain A has a first element which we may 
call a then ax = 8(A \ {a},B,1f), with 1f restricted to its new domain. If A 
does not have a first element then ax = X. 
If X is the union of a number of sets of permutations, each denoted by 
Yi for some index i, then the derivative of X is equal to the union of the 
derivatives of all Yi. 
2.5.2 Differentiation and the Basis 
Theorem 101 There exists a finitely based class X such that ax is infinitely 
based. 
Proof is provided by the following lemma: 
Lemma 102 Let X be defined by the basis: 
23514 
32514 
42513 
625134 
146235 
Then the following are basis elements of ax : 
35128467 
3 5 1 2 7 4 10 6 8 9 
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Detail from an element of X 
No terms 
No terms 
No terms 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
to be rem\oved 
to be 
,------''\-----, 
G • • 
entered 
• 
• defensive unit 
• 
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Figure 2.12: On the left we have the basic defensive unit: A sequence order 
isomorphic to 2413. Wherever such a sequence is found in an element of X the 
first three basis elements of X assure us that no terms will be found in any of 
the indicated regions. However this defence is fragile as illustrated on the right. 
Shown is a basis element of ax. If a single term, such as that indicated, is removed 
then further terms may be added. This ensures that every permutation properly 
involved in the illustrated element is an element of ax , as required. However this 
only explains the need for the first three basis elements of X. The last two basis 
elements defend against terms lying not directly to the left, but above or below 
and to the left of embedded basis elements of a(X). 
3 5 1 2 7 4 9 6 12 8 10 11 
3 5 1 2 7 4 9 6 11 8 14 10 12 13 
ad infinitum. 
PROOF: In this preamble we explain the rationale behind this example, 
before giving the full proof. The basis of X is designed to exclude all elements 
of 1 juxt A, where A is the infinite antichain chosen to be in the basis of ax 
and which is listed above. The basis of X is also designed so that every 
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term of the antichain A is essential to the maintenance of this "shield", by 
ensuring that if anyone term is removed from an element Ai of A then 
1 j uxt Ai contains an element of X. This fragile nature ensures that every 
element of A is not only not an element of oX, but is in fact a basis element 
of oX. The proof: 
To demonstrate that no element of 1 juxt A is an element of X, consider 
an embedding of an arbitrary element Ai of A in an element I of X. 
No term of I preceding all the terms of the embedding may be both 
greater than the smallest term of the embedding and smaller than the greatest 
term of the embedding. For any such term would precede a subsequence 
order isomorphic to 2 4 1 3 in a manner forbidden by the basis elements 
2 3 5 1 4, 3 2 5 1 4 and 4 2 5 1 3 of X. 
No term may precede and be greater than all the terms of the embedding 
of A, for that term, combined with the largest five terms of the embedding 
would form a subsequence order isomorphic to 625 134. 
No term may precede and be less than all the terms of the embedding 
of Ai, for that term combined with the smallest five terms of the embedding 
would form a subsequence order isomorphic to 1 4 6 2 3 5. 
Thus we may conclude that no term precedes an embedding of Ai in any 
element of X. Thus 1 juxt Ai has no element in X, hence Ai is not in oX 
and by generalisation neither is any other element of A in oX. 
To demonstrate that A is a subset of the basis of oX we must demonstrate 
that every permutation properly involved in an element of A is an element 
of oX. As oX is closed it suffices to show that if any single term is removed 
from any element Ai of A then the resulting sequence is order isomorphic to 
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an element of ax. This we do. Consider any term in Ai. 
If anyone of the smallest two or the rightmost two terms of Ai are removed 
to produce a sequence order isomorphic to a permutation f3 then either lEBf3 E 
X or 1 e f3 EX. Thus f3 E ax. 
To consider the case when any other term is removed write Ai = ala2 ... am 
and let aj be the term to be removed. Note that the permutation ajala2 ... 
. . . aj-laj+laj+2 ... am is an element of X. Thus the permutation order iso-
morphic to A with aj removed is contained in ax. 
Thus we have our desired result. Q.E.D. 
• 
Proposition 103 There exists an infinitely based class X such that ax zs 
finitely based. 
Example 104 Let X be the class: 
Sub(3 2 5 1 7 8 4 10 11 12 6 14 15 16 179 ... ). 
Then X is infinitely based. Indeed the following are all basis elements of X: 
3 2 4 5 1, 3 2 5 1 6 7 8 4, 3 2 5 1 7 4 8 9 10 11 6, ... 
3 2 5 1 7 4 9 6 11 8 2n + 1 2n - 2 2n + 2 2n + 3 3n + 1 2n 
'-v-" "V' ' 
etc ad infinitum 
(Essentially these are increasing oscillating sequences with certain terms re-
placed by longer sequences, which are marked.) 
However ax is finitely based. Its basis is {321, 4123, 314625}. See Fig-
ure 2.13 
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etc 
An atomic 
representation 
of X d~ a\·~. · 
t:! ____ 
.~ . 
~~ . (1) C ~ \ 
-. 
Basis elements of X 
(2) a 
.~ ~~ . 
• 
• 
Figure 2.13: An infinitely based natural class X that becomes finitely based when 
differentiated. On the left is an infinite increasing oscillating sequence, modified, 
whose Sub defines X. On the right are three of an infinite sequence of basis 
elements of X. Note that the atomic representation on the left has a unique 
decreasing subsequence of length three. Thus were it to involve (1) its second left 
maximal interval would have to contain two terms instead of one; were it to involve 
(2) its third left maximal interval would have to contain three terms instead of two, 
and so on. Finally note that any sequence obtained by removing a term from (1), 
(2) or (3) is involved in the atomic representation, either because the demands it 
makes of left maximal intervals is less than that of its parent, or else because it 
brakes by sum decomposition into two parts that are then easily accommodated. 
Differentiating X destroys the "handle" or "irregularity" that is the decreasing 
triple. Without that there is no uniquely emeddable sequence that can be used to 
define the relative locations of the other irregulatities. 
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This example proves Proposition 103. 
Question 105 Is it possible to conceive an efficient mechanism that con-
structs the basis of ax for an arbitrary closed class X? 
Conjecture 106 There does not exist a finitely based natural class X such 
that ax is infinitely based. 
Theorem 107 There exists a finitely based atomic class X such that ax is 
infinitely based. 
As proof we provide the following lemma. 
Lemma 108 Let U, V and W be defined as follows: 
U = Sub( 4 5 8 1 2 11 67 149 10 17 12 13 ... ) 
V = Sub(2 3 5 1 7 4 9 6 11 8 ... ) 
W = Sub( . .. - 8 - 11 - 6 - 9 - 4 - 7 - 1 - 5 - 3 - 2) 
Let X = (U 8 V) E9 W. Let A be the infinite set consisting of all the following 
permutations: 
Al = 236145 
A2 = 2 3 5 1 8 4 6 7 
A3 = 2 3 5 1 7 4 10 6 8 9 
A4 = 235 1 7496 128 10 11 
et cetera 
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. \'19 w _ \_ 
\-----
------etc. 
etc 
v etc 
Figure 2.14: From Lemma 108, a finitely based atomic class that is infinitely 
based when differentiated. Note that As, a sample element of A, is involved in U 
but not in U differentiated, and that every permutation properly involved in As 
is involved in the sum of V and W. 
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Then X has the finite basis given below, but A is a subset of the basis of ax . 
{13452, 31452, 52431, 53241, 54321,4567321, 6723451, 6734521, 
7234561, 7623451} 
PROOF: First we prove that every element of A is a basis element of 
ax. Note that U involves every element of A but that U differentiated once 
involves none. Notice also that Sub(A) \ A = V EEl W. Thus we have that 
every permutation properly involved in an element of A is an element of 
V EEl W, a subset of ax , but that no element of A is itself contained in ax. 
Thus A is contained within the basis of ax . 
The basis of X was obtained by computational means, as follows: 
The basis of U is: 
B(U) = {13452, 23451, 24513, 31452, 34152, 
45123, 251364, 261345, 512364, 612345} 
The basis of V is: 
B(V) = {321, 3412, 4123, 13452, 23451, 31452} 
The basis of U 8 V was obtained by solving a problem, equivalent by 
symmetry, with a terminating program that calculates the basis of the sum 
of two classes. Termination is safeguarded by an upper bound on the size of 
basis elements of the sum, if the sum is indeed finitely based. The program 
can also be used to determine whether the class is finitely based, although in 
this case it may be noted that as 321 is a basis element of V, the skew sum 
U 8 V will be finitely based. 
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The basis of W can be obtained by symmetry from the basis of V: 
B(W) = {321, 3412, 2341, 41235, 51234, 41253} 
Thus, again by computational methods, we obtained the basis of (U e 
V) EEl W = x. • 
It may be stated that due to the inefficiency of programs currently avail-
able the above results required considerable computer time to obtain; one 
week on a 7600/132 Power Macintosh. 
2.5.3 Recent Development 
Within the last few days of August 2002 we have found finitely based classes, 
both atomic and non-atomic, that never stabilize under differentiation. Un-
fortunately there is insufficient time to include either example in this thesis. 
The author has also obtained a result, a corollary of which is that the fol-
lowing holds: 
Theorem 109 Let X be any finitely based atomic class expressible as 8(A, B, 7r) 
where A has order type w. Then there exists an integer N such that for all 
n 2: N we have that aN(X) = an(X). 
2.6 Merges 
Definition 110 Let a, (3 be permutations. Then a permutation I is a merge 
of a and (3 if it consists of two subsequences order isomorphic to a and (3. 
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1 1 
1 1 
- 1 
- 1'--____ ---' 
-
Figure 2.15: In parallel, a queue and a series arrangement of a stack and a 
queue. The class this sorts is the merge of A(21) and A(231). The class A(21) 
is the set of permutations sortable by the top branch, A(231) is the set sortable 
by the bottom branch. Were we to omit the bottom queue we could not sort 
632541 E A(21) merge A(231). 
Example 111 136542 is a merge of 123 and 321. It may be noticed im-
mediately that there are three ways of dividing this merge into subsequences 
order isomorphic to 1 2 3 and 3 2 1. This is not at all unusual. 
Merges appear naturally in networks of sorting .devices: Subject to the 
choices of device, two sorting devices placed in parallel are capable of sorting 
precisely those permutations that are merges of permutations sortable by the 
one device and permutations sortable by the other device, see Figure 2.15. 
The merge is invariably an upper bound for the sorting capability of two 
devices placed in parallel, and it is worth noting why this is. At the input to 
the combined device, the input sequence is split into two subsequences that 
are fed term by term into the two constituent machines for sorting. At the 
output the two now sorted subsequences are reassembled into a single sorted 
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sequence. 
It is also worth noting why this upper bound is not always reached. Sup-
pose that we are given two devices in parallel and a permutation that is a 
merge of a sequence sortable by the one and a sequence sortable by the other. 
We may invariably at the input split that sequence into two subsequences 
sortable by the devices. But in sorting these sequences one device may be 
obliged to output a term before some smaller term can be output from the 
other device. In essence the timing of inputs of the two machines is fixed, 
but it may not be possible to synchronise their outputs suitably. 
For an example let us consider: 
Example 112 The sorting machine Q3 is a queue with maximum capacity 
three. It cannot rearrange any terms input and so it 'sorts' only the increasing 
sequences I. Consider two such devices in parallel. It is clear that they cannot 
sort 23451 although this is in ImergeI. 
Alternatively consider the single stack S as a sorting device. It is well 
known and readily seen that the permutations that S can sort are precisely 
those in A(231). Now consider two stacks in parallel. They cannot sort 
24531 E 245 merge 31 even though this is in A(231) merge A(231). (Again 
this is evident. For more details on stacks in parallel see [33].) 
It is worth noting that if both of two devices each have the ability to 
sort by inputting all terms and then later outputting all terms then the 
permutations sortable by their parallel combination are precisely the merges 
of permutations sortable by the individual devices. This is because outputs 
from each device can be made at leisure, each term waiting until all smaller 
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terms have been output. It can be seen that an unlimited queue has this 
potential for waiting. 
The condition that both machines have waiting potential is too strong to 
characterize all cases when two machines in parallel reach the merge limit. 
It can be sufficient for only one of the two devices to have the potential for 
waiting, as in the case when an unlimited queue and a finite capacity queue 
are placed in parallel. This example is the only one known at present, to the 
best of the author's knowledge. 
The waiting property can be added to any sorting device by placing the 
device in series with a queue. 
Question 113 What is the basis of the merge of two classes? 
In the case of merging increasing and decreasing sequences Mike Atkinson 
showed in [10] that the basis (of I merge R) consists of the wreath products 
of 12 and 21, namely {3 412,214 3}. This is not true in general, but the 
truth would appear to be not far off, in the few cases that we consider here. 
Remark 114 A(12) merge A(12) = A(123), hence 12 l 12 is not a basis 
element of A(12) merge A(12). 
Conjecture 115 The basis of A(132) merged with A(213) is {2154376, 132l 
213,2132132} 
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Chapter 3 
Antichains 
Definition and Example, Antichain Classes, Maximal, Trim, Funda-
mental, Finitely and Infinitely Based Antichain Classes, Partially 
Well Ordered, Strongly Finitely Based, Higman's Theorem, Small 
Basis Case Studies 
3.1 Definition 
We briefly remind the reader of the definition of an antichain: Involvement 
is a partial order on the set of all permutations. A set of permutations 
where no one element is involved in any other, barring itself, is said to be 
an antichain. In this chapter we discuss structures of antichains, especially 
infinite antichains. 
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3.2 Infinite Antichains 
We have in this thesis already used infinite antichains for various purposes but 
we have not yet demonstrated what it is that makes these sets of permutations 
into antichains. We will take a sample infinite antichain of the simplest kind 
and show that it is indeed what it claims to be: 
Let W be the set of permutations shown in Figure 3.1: 
WI = 37625 1 4, W2 = 3825 1 467 
W3 = 5947362 1 8, W4 = 2361058471 9 
et cetera 
We will show that W is an antichain. 
1. To begin, we will note that every single element of W contains a unique 
subsequence order isomorphic to 32514. In Figure 3.1 these subse-
quences have been circled, or in the above lists it will be found that 
32514 is this unique subsequence in WI, in W 2 it is again 32514, in W3 
it is 54736, in W4 it is 65847 and so on. The antichain was constructed 
specifically so that each element would have this unique subsequence. 
The unique subsequences order isomorphic to 32514 permit us to divide 
the remaining terms of each sequence into 62 parts, according to where 
the terms lie horizontally and vertically compared with those of the 
subsequence, and again this is shown in the figure. 
2. To our original sequence 32514 we add a single term to produce 362514. 
The 6 corresponds to the added term and is therefore marked. This 
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2 (19 18) 4 17 6 15 (9 13 8 11 7 10) 5 12 3 14 1 16 
Figure 3.1: Constructing an antichain. The permutations can be thought of as 
regular spirals where the ends have been made distinct from the rest of the spiral. 
Whether the circled pairs are increasing or decreasing does not affect whether W 
is an antichain. Less obvious is that of the central marked sets, the top two terms 
may be removed from each permutation and we will still have an antichain. 
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new sequence is still involved in every element of W but we lose the 
property of uniqueness, but only in one case: Every element of W 
contains a unique subsequence order isomorphic to 362514, barring Wi 
alone, which has two. 
We therefore have that Wi is pairwise incomparable to every other 
element of W. Every other element of W is longer than Wi and is 
therefore not involved in Wi, but any permutation that involves Wi 
has at least two subsequences order isomorphic to 362514. We discard 
Wi from our future concerns. 
3. Every element of W \ Wi contains a unique subsequence order isomor-
phic to 362514. We will however add another term to this sequence to 
obtain 3725146. Note that barring W2 which has two, every element 
of W \ Wi has a unique subsequence order isomorphic to 3725146. As 
previously, W2 is the shortest element of W \ Wi, and therefore we may 
ignore W2 in our future concerns. 
4. We continue our argument by adding terms one at a time to produce 
the sequences 48362517, 259473618 and so on, thereby disposing of the 
elements of W one by one. This completes our demonstration that W 
is an antichain. 
In Figure 3.1 we have shown construction lines that indicate the unique 
subsequences order isomorphic to 23514, 362514 and so on. This par-
ticular antichain was designed to show that there exists an infinite 
antichain every element of which avoids 3142. An examination of the 
diagram may convince the reader that the antichain satisfies that re-
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quirement. A nicer version of this antichain is given in the Bibliothek, 
however it is constructed in essentially the same manner. 1 
More complex antichains can be constructed from existing ones. For 
instance if A and Bare antichains then the following are also antichains: 
1. A EB B = {a EB,B I a E A, ,B E B} and A e B. 
2. 1 EB B or indeed, EB B for any permutation ,. This is a special case of 
(1) as any single permutation forms an antichain of one element. 
3. A Juxt B, the set of all juxtapositions of elements of A and B. 
4. AlB, the wreath product of A and B. 
5. The merge of A and B need not be an antichain but the minimal merge 
of any two sets is by definition an antichain. 
Of these examples the only one that may be difficult2 to verify is 4. 
Consider the manner in which two intervals may overlap. With a little ob-
servation you may note that if B is an antichain and a E S l B, where S is 
the set of all permutations, then there exists a unique permutation, such 
that a E ,l B. The result follows. 
It is doubtless not worth classifying the many different variations that 
can be produced on an antichain, as these variations show progressively less 
tangible structure. It is the antichains that are in some sense most restricted 
1 The letter W stands for Widderschin, to indicate the spiral nature of this antichain. 
2For the readers familiar with wreath products this should take three minutes, for the 
unfamiliar, fifteen. Think simple. 
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Figure 3.2: A sample element of an infinite antichain constructed in a manner 
similar to W. 
that show the strongest patterns and therefore we will later expend our efforts 
in trying to classify those. 
However first we will consider antichains in their natural context of bases 
and sets of maximal elements in a closed class. 
3.3 Antichain Classes 
It was noted in the introduction that if X is any set of permutations, and 
specifically if X is a closed class, then the set M of maximal elements of X is 
an antichain, as is the basis B. In order to exercise our intuition of antichains 
in these two roles we will examine the following specific question: "If X is 
infinite is there any strong connection between the size of M and that of B?" 
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It will be shown that there is none, at least not if we permit ourselves to 
only recognise whether a cardinality is infinite or finite. The solution to our 
question when M is finite is well known: 
If X = I, the set of increasing permutations then B is the single permu-
tation {21} and X has no maximal elements. Thus there exists a class with 
finite basis and with finitely many maximal elements. 
The infinite antichain hUh, the first in the library, is well known. It is 
also fairly well known that every permutation properly involved in an element 
of hUh is also involved in every subsequent element of hUh. This implies 
that the set of permutations properly involved in an element of hUh has no 
maximal elements: If 0: is properly involved in one element of hUI 2 then we 
may pluck from a subsequent element of hUh a longer proper subsequence 
that involves 0:. The set of permutations properly involved in 
is denoted PropSub(hUI 2) and as every element of hUh is a basis element 
of PropSub(f2Uh) this gives us an example of an infinitely based class with 
no maximal elements. 
We now treat the cases that we have not yet considered, where the set 
of maximal elements is infinite. Note that if A is an antichain then every 
element of A is a maximal element of the closure of A. As examples of infinite 
antichains are readily available this gives us an easy method of generating 
the classes we need. 
In the following section we show that the closure of an antichain, very 
much like hUh, is finitely based. This gives us a finitely based class with 
infinitely many maximal elements. 
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Intuitively the next obvious step is to take the antichain [2Uh and divide 
it into its odd terms Uo and its even Ue . The closure of Ue has infinitely 
many maximal elements. Since every permutation properly involved in an 
element of Uo is involved in the subsequent element of [2U[2' in Ue , it fol-
lows that PropSub(Ue ) is infinitely based and has infinitely many maximal 
permutations; however that example is too easy, too nice: 
The antichain Ue is not maximal as an antichain: It is possible to add 
another permutation to Ue and obtain a bigger set that is still an antichain. 
We are exposed to the following conjecture: "If X is a class with infinitely 
many maximal elements and whose maximal elements form a maximal an-
tichain then X is finitely based". In Section 3.3.2 we counter that conjecture 
by expending a little effort finding an example of a maximal antichain whose 
closure is infinitely based. 
Before entering fully into this chapter we mention that we have nothing to 
say about finite classes. They have, invariably, basis elements and maximal 
elements, and finitely many of both. 
3.3.1 Finitely Based Infinite Antichain Classes 
Theorem 116 Let A = {Aili E Z+} be the infinite set of permutations given 
by 
Al = 325 1 9486 7, A2 = 325 1 74 11 6 1089, 
A3 = 325 1 7496 138 12 10 11, A4 = 325 1 7496 11 8 15 10 14 12 13, 
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An = (3,2,5,1,7,4,9,6 ... 2n + 3, 2n, 2n + 7, 2n + 2, 2n + 6, 2n + 4, 2n + 5). 
Then A is an antichain. Furthermore if X = Sub(A) then every basis element 
of X has length less than 24. Thus X is finitely based. 
In this section we will prove3 this theorem. For this purpose we will, 
throughout this section, refer to A, X and An as in the above theorem. 
Lemma 117 Let Am = aI, a2, ... , a2m+7 be an element of the set A. Then 
the subsequence of Am obtained by removing any of a3, a4, ... ,a2m+4 zs sum 
decomposable. In fact if the removed ai is left maximal then 
If ai is right minimal then 
By left maximal we mean greater than all the preceding terms. In this 
case the left maximal terms in the available range are those with odd suffixes, 
namely a3, a5, a7, ... , a2m+3. By right minimal we mean smaller than all 
succeeding terms, in this case the terms a4, a6, a8, ... ,a2m+4. 
This result is easily observed. It may be worth noting that the result holds 
for every element of X with sufficient length, although the decomposition may 
differ from the above. 
3Graecum est: non legitur. That is: The proof is complex. 
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Figure 3.3: Every permutation properly involved in A4 is involved either in A5 or 
. f B' B" In one 0 4' 4. 
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Proposition 118 The permutations zn A are pazrwzse incomparable and 
therefore A is an antichain. 
PROOF: Let A and Aj be distinct elements of A, and suppose that A is 
involved in Aj . 
Note that both A and Aj have unique subsequences order isomorphic to 
2341, these subsequences consisting in each case of the first four terms of A 
and Aj . 
Note also that both Ai and Aj have unique subsequences order isomorphic 
to 51423, these subsequences consisting of the last five terms of Ai and A j . 
Thus the first four and the last five terms of Aj must be involved in any 
embedding of Ai into A j . Further note that Ai is sum indecomposable and 
so, by Lemma 117, all other terms of Aj are also involved in any embedding. 
Thus Ai and Aj must be equal. Reductio ad absurdum. • 
Lemma 119 Let T = t 1t 2 ..• tn be a basis element of X with n 2: 7. Then 
for all terms ti there are at most three terms tj to the left of and greater than 
ti (i. e. such that j < i and tj > ti), and at most four elements to the right 
of and less than ti (i. e. such that i < j and ti > tj). 4 
4This lemma and its proof generalise quite easily to all 'finite drop' closed classes and 
their basis elements. 'Finite drop' is an intuitive notion having a number of different and 
non-equivalent definitions including: A class is finite drop if there is a constant limit for 
the number of terms that may be found below and to the right of any given term of an 
element of the class. The most popular definition is the stronger: A class X has the finite 
drop property if there is a constant integer k ~ 0 such that for any two terms ai and aj 
with i < j of any element of X, we have that ai - k < aj. The lemma generalises for all 
of these definitions. 
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PROOF: 
Consider any element Am = al a2 ... a2mH of the antichain A. For every 
ai there are at most three aj to the left of and greater than ai, and at most 
four aj to the right of and smaller than ai. These restrictions must hold 
equally for any element of X = Sub(A). 
Now consider a basis element T = tlt2 ... tn with n 2 7, and choose a t i . 
If ti = 1 and i = n then t2t3 ... tn is order isomorphic to a permutation in X, 
for it is a proper subpermutation of a basis element. But then t 2 , t 3 , ... ,tn-I, 
which number at least five, are all to the left of and greater than tn, and this 
cannot be. 
Thus, having excluded this extreme situation, there must be a term tj 
that is either to the right of or below, ti, or both. But tlt2 ... tj-ltj+l ... tn 
is order isomorphic to a permutation in X. Thus we have that there can be 
at most three terms in T to the left of and greater than k 
By a similar argument we can demonstrate that there can be at most four 
elements of T to the right of and less than t i . Q.E.D. • 
Lemma 120 If p = 'rl'r2··· 'rm E X and if a 8182 ... 8n E X then 
'rl'r2··· 'rm-2 EB 8283 ..• 8n E X. 
PROOF: 
Suppose that p :::S A = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... , 2i+ 7, 2i+2, 2i+6, 2i+4, 2i+5) 
and /-L :::S Aj = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... , 2j + 7, 2j + 2, 2j + 6, 2j + 4, 2j + 5). 
Note that the first 2i + 5 terms of Ai, the last of which is 2i + 6, form a 
sequence order isomorphic to the first 2i + 4 terms and the 2i + 6th term of 
A+j+3. 
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Similarly the last 2j + 6 terms of Aj are order isomorphic to the 2i + 7th 
and last 2j + 5 terms of A i+j+3. (The first of the last 2j + 6 terms of Aj has 
value 3. The 2i + 7th term of A i +j+3 has value 2i + 9. The first of the last 
2j + 5 terms of Ai+j+3 is the 2i + 9th term of A i+j+3 and has value 2i + 11.) 
Finally note that if the 2i + 5th and 2i + 8th terms of A i +j+3 are removed 
the resulting sequence is sum decomposable into two components, the first 
component having length 2i + 7, the second having length 2j + 8. 
• 
Corollary 121 Let T be a basis element of X. Then T cannot be written in 
the form p EB (J where Ipi 2: 2 and I(JI 2: 3. 
PROOF: Suppose that a basis element T = pEB(J where Ipl 2: 2 and I(JI 2: 3. 
Let p = r1 ... ri and (J = 81 ... 8j. Then rEB (8182) EX. Similarly ri EB(J E X 
Thus, by the above Lemma 120 we have that T = P EB (J EX, quid non est. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
Lemma 122 Let T = tlt2 ... tn be a basis element of X with length n 2: 5. 
Then there exists a proper subsequence tu tu+ 1 ... tv- 1 tv of T which has length 
at least n - 3 and which is sum indecomposable. (This does not imply that 
tu ... tv is a sum component of T.) 
PROOF: 
Suppose that T is sum decomposable. Then by Corollary 121 we can 
express T as p EB A EB J-l where 0 :S Ipi :S 1 and 0 :S 1J-l1 :S 2, where p and J-l are 
not both empty, and where A is sum indecomposable. Finally, A has length 
at least n - 3. 
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If T IS sum indecomposable then let t 1t2 ... tn- 1 rv 0' EB (3 where 0' is 
the first sum component of tlt2 ... tn- 1 and where (3 is the remainder of 
tlt2 ... tn-I· The latter sequence, (3, may be empty but then we have that 0' 
is sum indecomposable and is of length n - 1. Therefore we will consider the 
case when (3 is not empty. To preserve sum indecomposability of T we have 
that tn must be smaller than every term of (3 and smaller than at least one 
term of 0'. By Lemma 119 there are at most three terms to the left of and 
greater than tn and so we have that 0 :S 1(31 :S 2. Again 0' has length at least 
n - 3. 
• 
Proposition 123 The class X is finitely based and has no basis element of 
length 24 or more. 
PROOF: Suppose that T = tlt2 ... tn is a basis element of X with length 
24 or more. 
The function f 
By Lemma 122 there exist integers u, v such that tutu+l ... tv is sum 
indecomposable, has length at least n - 3 and is a proper subsequence of T. 
Let such u, v be given, and let the sequence tu ... tv be denoted by A. 
tu ... tv is order isomorphic to an element of X. Let Am be the shortest 
element of A involving A. Let f be an order preserving function (i.e. if i > j 
then f(i) > f(j) ) such that f(tu)f(tu+1 ), ... f(t v) is a subsequence of 
Am = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... , 2m+3, 2m, 2m+7, 2m+2, 2m+6, 2m+4, 2m+5). 
First note that both 1 and 2m + 7 must be in the image of f. For suppose 
that 1 is not in the image of f. If either of 2 and 3 is in the image then A is 
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sum decomposable (see Lemma 117). If neither 2 nor 3 is in the image then 
A may be embedded into Am-I, contradicting the choice of Am· 
The argument demonstrating the presence of 2m + 7 in the image is 
similar: Were 2m + 7 not in the image then either one of 2m + 6, 2m + 4, 
2m + 5 would be in the image and A would be sum decomposable, or else no 
such term would be in the image and m would not be minimal. 
N ow note that, by Lemma 117, all of 5, 1, 7, 4, ... 2m+3, 2m, 2m+ 7, 2m+ 2 
must be in the image of j, for otherwise A is sum decomposable with j-l(l) 
and j-l (2m + 7) in different sum components. 
Regarding the length of this subsequence, note that: 
15,1,7,4, ... 2m + 7, 2m + 21 IAml- 5 
> Itu ... tvl - 5 
> (n-3)-5 
n-8 
Let j-l(5) = tp. As ITI 2 24 we have that: 
tp . .. t p+l5 ~ 3 1 5 2 749 6 11 8 13 10 15 12 16 14 
See Figure 3.4. 
The function 9 
tl ... t p+13 is a proper subsequence of T and is therefore an element of X. 
Let Ak now be defined as the shortest element of the antichain A involving 
tl ... tp+l3' Let 9 be an order preserving function such that g(tI) ... g(tp+13) 
is a subsequence of Ak = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... , 2k + 3, 2k, 2k + 7, 2k + 2, 2k + 
6, 2k + 4, 2k + 5). 
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Figure 3.4: All but the first two and last three terms of Am must be contained in 
f()..), which is order isomorphic to).. = tu ... tv. This permits us to plot tp ... tp+15. 
Later we show that all terms preceding tp are less than tp+6 and all the terms 
succeeding tp+l5 are greater than tp+6. 
Note that 2k + 6, 2k + 4, 2k + 5, the last three terms of Ak , are not in the 
image of g. Otherwise 9 (tp+ 13)' the last term of the image of 9 would have 
to be one of them, a situation which engenders the following contradiction: 
There is an increasing pair of terms, namely tp+10 and tp+12 , that precede and 
are greater than tp+13 but there is no increasing pair preceding and greater 
than any of 2k + 6, 2k + 4, 2k + 5 in Am. 
Similarly note that 2, 3 ~ {g( tp), ... , g( tp+13 )} due to the fact that tp is 
followed by an increasing pair of terms in T, both smaller than tp. 
Also note that 2k + 2 is in the image of g, for otherwise Ak is not 
the shortest antichain element involving g(t1) ... g(tp+13). (The sequence 
g(t1), ... g(tp+13) is of length at least 10, therefore k > 1 and Ak- 1 exists. 
If our statement is not true then it can be shown that g(t1) ... g(tp+13) is 
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involved in Ak-d 
Thus we may conclude that g(tp+13 ) = 2k + 2. 
Now, as tp+13 is preceded by tp+lO and tp+12 , both of which are greater 
than tp+13 , we may deduce that g(tp+12 ) = 2k + 7 and that g(tp+10 ) = 2k + 3. 
Thus g(tP+ll) = 2k. 
By continuing this argument we may show that if Ak = (al ... a2k+9) then 
g(tp) ... g(tp+13 ) = a2k-9 ... a2kH' It is especially worth noting that: 
g(tpH) ... g(tp+ll) = (2k - 3, 2k - 6, 2k - 1, 2k - 4, 2k + 1, 2k - 2, 2k + 3, 2k) 
The function h 
tp+2' .. tn is a proper subsequence of T and is therefore an element of X. 
Let Az now be defined as the shortest element of the antichain A involving 
tp+2' .. tn· Let h be an order preserving function such that h(tp+2) ... h(tn) 
is a subsequence of Az = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... , 2l + 3, 2l, 2l + 7, 2l + 2, 2l + 6, 2l + 
4, 2l + 5). 
By an argument very similar to that in the last section we may show that: 
Note that for p + 4 ::; i ::; p + 11 we have that g(ti) = h(ti) + 2k - 10. 
Let F be defined as follows: 
if i ~ p + 11 
if i > p + 11 
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The last terms of A I 
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• ... 4>---- h (tp+ll ) 
Figure 3.5: The functions 9 and h permit us to plot permutations that involve 
the beginning and end of T. Information gleaned from the function f permits us 
to marry the two plots together into a permutation that is an element of A. This 
shows that T is in the closure of A and provides the necessary contradiction. 
We claim that F(td ... F(tn ) is a subsequence of Ak+I - 2 , and order iso-
morphic to T. 
To see that F is an increasing function let us consider any i,j with i < j. 
• If j :S p+ 11 then F(ti) = g(ti) and F(tj ) = g(tj ). As 9 is an increasing 
function it follows that F(ti) < F(tj ) if and only if ti < t j . 
• Similarly if i > p + 11 then F(ti) = h(ti) and F(tj) = h(tj ) and as h is 
an increasing function we obtain the same result: F(ti) < F(t j ) if and 
only ifti < tj . 
• The previous point may be strengthened as follows: Note that if i ~ 
p+4 then F(ti) = g(ti) = h(ti) +2k-10. Thus ifi ~ p+4 then as his 
an increasing function we have that F( ti) < F( tj) if and only if ti < t j . 
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• Now we consider the case when i < p + 4 and j > p + 11: 
Consider T. We have that ti < tp+6, because otherwise tp+4, tp+5 , tp+6, tpH , tp+9 
all follow ti, and are all be smaller than ti which, by Lemma 119, is 
impossible. 
Similarly tj > tp+6, due to the terms tp+6, tp+S, tp+lO , tp+ll and Lemma 
119. 
Thus if i < p + 4 and j > p + 11 then ti < tj . Now, as 9 and hare 
increasing we have that F(ti) < F(tj ) because: 
Thus we may conclude that F(td ... F(tn) is order isomorphic to T. 
Now we demonstrate that F(td ... F(tn) is a subsequence of A k+I - 5 . 
Note that the first 2k + 2 terms of Ak are equal to the first 2k + 2 terms 
of Ak+I-5 and recall that the sequence g(tI) ... g(tp+ll ) = F(t1 ) ... F(tp+ll ) 
is a subsequence of the first 2k + 2 terms of Ak . Thus the first p + 11 terms 
of the image of F are a subsequence of the first 2k + 2 terms of Ak+I-5. 
Similarly note that the last 21 - 5 terms of Al are order isomorphic to the 
last 21 - 5 terms of Ak+I- 5 , indeed the terms of the former differ from those 
of Ak+ I- 5 by 2k - 10. Thus the sequence F( Tp+12) ... F( Tn) is a subsequence 
of the last 21 - 5 terms of Ak+I- 5. 
We conclude that F(Td ... F(Tn) is a subsequence of Ak+I - 5 . This demon-
strates that T is an element of X and completes the proof. 
• 
Corollary 124 There exists a finitely based closed class that cannot be writ-
ten as the union of a finite set of atomic classes. 
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PROOF: The class X of this section provides an example. It is finitely 
based and is equal to Sub (A) where A is an infinite antichain. 
• 
Remark 125 Subsequent to the above result being proved the basis of 
Sub(A) was calculated by computer. The result was as follows: 
B(Sub(A)) = {2341, 2431, 3412, 3421, 4213, 4231, 4321, 
14325,14352,41235,41253,41325,41352,43125, 
43152,51234, 51243, 54123, 326145, 326154} 
3.3.2 Infinitely Based Antichain Classes 
In the last section we have a class, X = Sub(A) where A is an infinite 
antichain and where X is finitely based. We can therefore construct an 
infinite maximal antichain whose closure is finitely based by letting C be the 
set of all basis elements of X that do not involve an element of A and taking 
the union Au C of A and C. The argument showing that this union is an 
antichain and is maximal is given in Proposition 136. To see that Sub(AUC) 
is finitely based note that Sub(A) is finitely based, C is finite and therefore 
finitely based, and the union of two finitely based classes is also finitely based. 
We now construct a further antichain that is maximal but whose closure is 
infinitely based: 
Let B be the antichain produced by replacing every element 
A2m = (3,2,5,1,7,4, .. . 4m+3, 4m, 4m+ 7, 4m+2, 4m+6, 4m+4, 4m+5). 
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Figure 3.6: If M is the set of maximals and B is the basis of some class then 
M and B can both be finite (top left), M can be finite whilst B is infinite (top 
right), M can be infinite whilst B is finite (bottom left) and also when B is infinite 
(bottom right). 
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of A where A2m is at least two longer5 than the longest element of C with 
the two permutations 
B;m = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... 4m + 3, 4m, 4m + 6, 4m + 2, 4m + 5, 4m + 4) 
B~m = (3,2,5,1,7,4, ... 4m + 3, 4m, 4m + 6, 4m + 2, 4m + 4, 4m + 5). 
Note that both of these permutations can be obtained from A2m by re-
moving one of the last three terms. Note also that if any element of A2m 
other than one of the last three terms is removed then the resulting permu-
tation is involved in A2m+ 1. Similarly if two of the last three terms of A2m 
are removed then the resulting permutation is involved in A2m+I . 
Proposition 126 B U C is an antichain. 
PROOF: We will consider the elements of B U C, each according to their 
kind, and demonstrate that they do not involve any other element of B U C . 
• Let B~n be given. 
As B~n -< A 2n we have that no Ai and no element of C is involved in 
Every B~i involves (4,1,2,3) but B~n does not, thus no B~i is involved 
. B' In 2n. 
Suppose that some B~i with 2i i- 2n is involved in B~n" Note that both 
B~n and B~i have unique subsequences order isomorphic to (3,2,4,1), 
5 Assuming that the basis of Sub(A) given in the last section is correct, no element of C 
has length greater than six and every permutation in A having an even suffix is replaced. 
The length restriction ensures that no B' or B" is involved in any element of C. 
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these being the first four terms of B~n and B~i' Similarly note that 
both have unique subsequences order isomorphic to (4,1,3,2), these 
being the last four terms of those permutations. 
Thus both the first four and the last four elements of B~n are involved 
in any embedding of B~i in B~n' Furthermore note that as B~i is sum 
indecomposable every other element of B~n must be involved in the 
embedding. Thus B: = B~n' Reductio ad absurdum. Thus no B~i with 
2i # 2n is involved in B~n' 
• Similarly B~n does not involve any element of BUC = {B~i' B~i' A2i+1 lall i} 
barring itself. 
• No A 2n+1 properly involves any element of A U C. 
By noting that A2n+1 and every B~i have unique subsequences order 
isomorphic to (3,2,4,1) and (4,1,3,2) we may demonstrate, by the 
argument given above, that if some B~i is involved in A2n+1 then B~i 
has length divisible by four, which is not the case (B: would have to 
have length 1 A2n+ 11 - 1.). Similarly we may demonstrate that no B~i 
is involved in any A2n+1 . 
• No element Ci E C properly involves any element of A U C. Every 
element of B' and of B" is longer than every element of C and therefore 
no element of C properly involves an element of B U C. 
• 
Proposition 127 The antichain B U C is maximal. 
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PROOF: 
The antichain Au C is maximal, and therefore every permutation either 
involves or is involved in an element of AuC. In order to classify permutations 
we may restate this as: Every permutation either involves or is properly 
involved in an element of A U C. 
Let any permutation I be given. If I involves an element of A U C then, 
as every element of Au C involves an element of B U C, we have that I 
involves an element of B U C. 
If I is properly involved in an element of AU C then we have several cases 
to consider: 
• I is properly involved in an element of C or of an A2m+1. 
• I is either a B~m or an B~m· 
• I is properly involved in an A 2m but is not of the form B~m or B~m. In 
this case I is involved in A2m+1 . 
In each of the above cases, which exhaust all possibilities, I is involved 
in an element of B U C. Q.E.D. 
• 
Proposition 128 The class Sub(B U C) is infinitely based. 
PROOF: Every A 2m is a basis element of Sub(B U C). • 
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We will now consider a set of permutations later called fundamental. The 
reason for our curiosity can be seen in the list of antichains given in the 
Bibliothek, not repeated here for lack of space: The antichains are all of a 
type that we call fundamental and they all exhibit some very regular patterns. 
Intuitively it is as though in an antichain element there are invariably 
two things of interest: distinct sets of "marker terms" that form "irregulari-
ties" , and regular sets of terms that measure out the "distance" between the 
irregularities, or marker terms. In different antichain elements it is the dif-
ferences in distance between irregularities that makes the antichain elements 
incomparable. In fundamental antichains it is as though there is only one 
distance that is measured out, between only two irregularities. (In graphs 
under deletion of edges and vertices, and in posets under inclusion, funda-
mental antchains can also be defined. There, the two irregularities typical of 
fundamental antichains do not always appear. Instead the single measure of 
distance measures a circular path, which needs neither beginning nor end.) 
We strongly encourage the reader to examine the Bibliothek antichains in 
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this intuitive light. 
Further support for our general aim can be found if we look at structures 
other than permutations under involvement. If we consider graphs having 
no repeated edges and no trivial loops under the partial order generated by 
removing an edge, or a vertex and its adjacent edges, then we will find that 
there are precisely two maximal infinite fundamental antichains. (Of these 
four, one consists of the set of all loops, plus one further graph, and the 
elements of the other three consist largely of chains with modified endings.) 
Another structure that shows this is the set of all finite partial orders un-
der inclusion: One partial order is contained in the other if there exists an 
injective homomorphism f from the elements of the one to the other, a ho-
momorphism in the sense that for any two a, b in the domain of f we have 
that a < b if and only if f(a) < f(b). In this case there are again finitely 
many maximal fundamental antichains, this time two. See Figure 3.8. 
It may indeed be that the best approach that can now be made is to 
classify infinite fundamental antichains in a variety of other contexts, such 
as graphs under contraction, graphs with coloured edges under deletion of 
vertices, and other such systems. This may provide general results or insight 
sufficient to classify the antichains in this much more complex context. 
In this section we compare four restrictions that we can apply to an-
tichains. We are unable, in doing so, to explain or characterize the regular 
patterns that appear in fundamental antichains, but we do encounter a nice 
connection between infinite fundamental antichains and atomic classes. Nice 
because it is in general difficult to determine whether a given basis yields an 
atomic class whereas fundamental antichains show promise of regularity and 
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of being classifiable. We proceed: 
3.4.1 Definitions 
Definition 129 An antichain A is maximal if there does not exist 'Y ~ A 
such that A U {'Y} is an antichain. 
Definition 130 An antichain A is trim if there does not exist 0: E A and 
13 -< 0: such that (A \ {o:}) U {j3} is an antichain. 
Lemma 131 Let A be an antichain of size greater than one. Then A is trim 
if and only if every permutation 13 that is properly involved in one element of 
A, is also involved in another element of A. 
The exception arises from the lack of an 'other' element in any antichain 
of size one, which might indicate that all one permutation antichains are 
trim, which is not the case. 
PROOF: Let A be given. 
If A is not trim then there exist permutations 0: E A and 13 -< 0: such that 
(A \ 0:) U {j3} is an antichain. The permutation 13 cannot be an element of A 
because 0: E A. Therefore 13 is properly involved in 0: but is not involved in 
any other element of A. This proves one direction of the lemma. 
Suppose that there exist permutations 0: E A and 13 -< 0: such that 13 is 
not involved in any other element of A. No element of A is involved in 13, as 
13 -< 0: E A and A is an antichain. Therefore (A \ 0:) U {j3} is an antichain, 
and A is not trim. QED • 
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Definition 132 An antichain A is strongly trim if there does not exist a 
permutation (3 properly involved in an element of A and a subset B of A 
such that {(3} U B is an antichain having the same size as A. 
Lemma 133 An antichain having size at least two is strongly trim if and 
only if every permutation (3 properly involved in an element of A is involved 
in at least two elements of A, and indeed is involved in all but finitely many 
elements of A. 
An antichain is strongly trim if and only if every subset of the same size 
is trim. 
The proof is almost identical to the proof of the last lemma, and we omit 
it. 
It is easy to see that for a finite antichain the conditions of being trim 
and strongly trim are equivalent. 
Definition 134 An antichain A is said to be fundamental if for every an-
tichain B ct. A with IBI = IAI there does not exist a map f : B ---+ A with 
the property that for all (3 E B (3 :j f ((3). 
Lemma 135 An antichain A is fundamental if and only if its closure con-
tains no antichains of the same size as A, except those that are subsets of 
A. 
It will be shown that 'fundamental' is a strictly stronger quality than 
'strongly trim', which in turn is strictly stronger than mere 'trimness'. In 
contrast maximal appears to be a quality independent of all of these. Al-
though we will continue for two sections with proofs regarding this, the proofs 
will only emphasise the separation. 
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Two Sample elements 
c.: .~ 
c .. ~ 
Crowns 
A sample element 
133 
Chains 
Three sample elements 
> ..... < 
> .... < 
> ... < 
Chains: Three types 
One sample from each 
Figure 3.8: Infinite fundamental antichains in other contexts: In graphs under 
deletion of edges, or vertices and adjacent edges (above) and in finite partial orders 
under inclusion (below). 
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3.4.2 Some Technical Results 
Proposition 136 Let A be any antichain. Let C be the set of basis elements 
of Sub(A) that do not involve any element of A. Then Au C is a maximal 
antichain and the closed class with basis A U C is precisely PropSub(A) = 
Sub(A) \ A. Furthermore, if A is trim then so is Au C. 
PROOF: 
To show that Au C is maximal let , be any permutation. If, E Sub(A) 
then, is involved in an element of A. If , ~ Sub(A) then, involves a basis 
element f3 of Sub(A). Either f3 E C, in which case we are done, or else f3 
involves an element of A, in which case we are also done. 
To show that A(A u C) = Sub(A) \ (A) is similar: As Au C is maximal 
every permutation, " either involves or is involved in an element of A U C. 
If, is properly involved in an element of C then, is properly involved in an 
element of A and is therefore an element of Sub (A) \ (A). If, is properly 
involved in an element of A then, is certainly an element of Sub (A) \ (A). 
If , is equal to or properly involves an element of A or of C then, is not in 
Sub(A) \ (A), as required. 
To show that if A is trim then so is Au C we use Lemma 131 and note 
that every permutation properly involved in an element of C is also involved 
in an element of A. 
• 
Corollary 137 If there exists an infinite antichain A such that Sub (A) zs 
finitely based then there exists an infinite maximal antichain A' 2 A such 
that Sub (A') is finitely based. 
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PROOF: If Sub(A) is finitely based, then let C be defined as in the above 
proof. Sub(C) is finite and therefore finitely based. Sub(A U C) = Sub(A) U 
Sub( C), and the union of two finitely based classes is finitely based. • 
Conjecture 138 We may add to the end of Proposition 136 the following 
two clauses: 
1. If A is strongly trim then so is A U C. 
2. If A is fundamental then so is A U C. 
The conjecture certainly holds when C is finite, but C may be infinite. 
Proposition 139 If B is an infinite subset of a fundamental antichain A 
then B is a fundamental antichain. The same need not be true if B is finite, 
independent of whether A is infinite or finite. 
PROOF: If B is infinite and not fundamental then there exists an injective 
map f : C -+ B from C, an infinite antichain, to B with the property that 
for all "I E C, "I ~ f("()· f is also a map to A. This completes the proof for 
the case when B is infinite. 
Fundamental antichains of size at least three exist. Therefore there exists 
such a fundamental antichain containing two elements "11, "12 such that 12 ~ 
"II and 21 ~ "12· However {"II, "I2} is not a fundamental antichain, for it 
involves the antichain {I 2, 21} without containing it. Q.E.D. 
• 
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3.4.3 Comparison of Maximal, Trim and Fundamental 
Proposition 140 The following hold: 
1. Every fundamental antichain is strongly trim, but the converse does not 
hold. 
2. Every strongly trim antichain is trim, but the converse does not hold. 
3. A finite antichain is trim if and only if it is strongly trim. 
Thus for infinite antichains fundamental is a strictly stronger quality than 
strongly trim, which in turn is a strictly stronger quality than trim. For 
finite antichains fundamental is still a stronger quality than strongly trim, 
but strongly trim and trim are equivalent. Maximal, however, is a quality 
that will appear to be independent of trim, strongly trim and fundamental. 
PROOF: It is sufficiently evident from the definitions that every funda-
mental antichain is strongly trim and every strongly trim anti chain is trim 
that we omit that part of the proof. However we exhibit examples that 
demonstrate the converse parts of 1 and 2: 
1. The finite strongly trim antichain {132,312} is not fundamental be-
cause it involves the antichain {12,21}. 
For an infinite example of the same we direct the reader to Proposi-
tion 153. 
2. We will now construct an example of an infinite trim but not strongly 
trim antichain: There exists an infinite fundamental antichain no el-
ement of which involves 321. The antichain 12Uh from the library is 
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one such example, and we will use that. For reference, the first few 
elements of hUh are: 
hUh (I)=3412 hUh (2) = 236145 
[2U[2(3) = 23518467 hUh (4) = 23517410689 
Let U be the set of all elements of hUh that involve 123. The set U is 
infinite and trim. 
Let UR be the set of all elements of U written in reverse, so that a 
permutation a = ala2 ... am is in UR if and only if the reversed permu-
tation amam-l ... a2al is an element of U. This set UR is trim. Indeed 
every permutation properly involved in an element of U is involved in 
every longer element of U and by symmetry the same holds for U R . 
The union of U and UR is an antichain, as every element of U involves 
123 but avoids 321 and the reverse is true of UR, whose every element 
involves 321 and avoids 123. Furthermore U U UR is trim. However it 
is not strongly so because {321} U U is also an infinite antichain, hence 
equinumerous with U U UR, and because one element, 321, is properly 
involved in an element of U U UR whilst the rest, U, form a subset of 
U U UR. This completes the proof. 
3. Part (3) of the proposition is simply a corollary of Lemma 133. 
• 
Proposition 141 There exist the following: 
1. A finite fundamental antichain that is not maximal. 
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2. An infinite fundamental antichain that is not maximal. 
3. A finite maximal antichain that is not trim. 
4. A n infinite maximal anti chain that is not trim. 
PROOF: 
1. Let F be the set of all permutations of length three barring the increas-
ing and decreasing sequences 123 and 321. Thus F = {132, 213, 231, 
312}. First we claim that F is fundamental. Were F not fundamental 
there would be another antichain, G, with four elements everyone of 
which is involved in an element of F. As G must be distinct from F this 
implies that G contains a permutation of length two or less. However it 
is easily seen that no antichain containing a permutation of length two 
can have more than two elements, and no antichain having an element 
of length one can have size greater than one. Thus G cannot exist and 
F is fundamental. However F is not maximal, it is a subset of 53, the 
set of all permutations of length three, which is also an antichain. 
2. To give an infinite example we use Proposition 139, which states that 
every infinite subset of a fundamental antichain is also fundamental. 
Constructing an example is now trivial. 
3. The antichain {12, 321} is maximal but not trim. 
4. The antichain A of Theorem 116 is not trim. Indeed every element Aj 
of A involves a permutation denoted Bj of length IAj 1-1 and which has 
the property that Au {Bj} \ {Aj} is an antichain. Furthermore 5ub( A) 
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is finitely based. Let us denote by C the set of all basis elements of 
Sub (A) that do not involve an element of A. Then Au C is a maximal 
antichain, and by choosing a sufficiently long element of A we may 
demonstrate that Au C is not trim. 
• 
3.4.4 Further Comparison 
We have a heirachy by which trim is weaker than strongly trim, which is 
weaker than fundamental. Here we show that being maximal will not make 
a trim antichain strongly trim, or a strongly trim antichain maximal. 
Proposition 142 There exists a finite maximal trim antichain that is not 
fundamental. 
PROOF: Let M be the set consisting of 123, 321 and all permutations of 
length 4 avoiding both these triples: 
M = {123, 321, 3142, 2413, 2143, 3412} 
We will show that M is maximal. Note that every non-monotonic permu-
tation of length three is involved in at least two of the elements of M. (A 
little more observation will show that this antichain is in fact trim!) Every 
permutation of length four either involves an increasing triple or a decreas-
ing triple, or else is an element of M, and every permutation of length five 
or more involves either an increasing or a deceasing triple. Thus we have 
our desired result: M is maximal and trim. However it is not fundamental 
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because it involves 53, the set of all permutations of length three, a set that 
is an antichain with six elements6 . • 
Proposition 143 There exists an infinite maximal trim antichain that zs 
neither fundamental nor strongly trim. 
PROOF: Let U and UR be defined as in the proof of Proposition 140. 
(We merely need to modify the proof of that theorem a little for our new 
purpose.) U and UR are both infinite and trim antichains. Every element of 
U avoids 321 and involves 123, every element of UR involves 321 and avoids 
123. Let C be the set of all basis elements of 5ub(UUUR) that do not involve 
elements of either U or UR. By Proposition 136 we have that U U UR U C is 
a maximal trim antichain. However it is not strongly trim because 321 U U 
is an antichain. • 
Proposition 144 No strongly trim antichain T contains as a subset an in-
finite fundamental antichain F unless T is itself fundamental. 
PROOF: Let T be given. Suppose for the sake of argument that 5 is an 
infinite antichain, suppose that 5 is involved in T and suppose that 5 is not 
6The equality of the numbers 3! and the number of permutations of length four avoiding 
both 123 and 321, plus two (from the permutations 123 and 321) seems to be coincidental. 
The equivalent calculation for increasing and decreasing sequenses of length four is as 
follows: The number of permutations of length 4 is 24. All permutations avoiding both 
1234 and 4321 have length no greater than nine. There are 1764 permutations of length 
nine that avoid both 1234 and 4321. Even before adding two, this is greater than 24. 
However, concidentally perhaps, there are also 1764 permutations of length eight avoiding 
both 1234 and 4321. The quest for consistent numerical coincidences continues. 
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a subset of T. This implies that T is not fundamental. However, let F be 
given, an infinite fundamental subset of T. The set S contains an element 
a properly involved in an element of T, and therefore in an element of F. 
Therefore, due to the fact that F is fundamental, only finitely many elements 
of S lie in Sub(F). The remainder must all lie in T \ F, and let S' be that 
remainder. When a is added to S' we obtain an infinite antichain, every 
element barring one of which is in T. This contradicts the assumtion that T 
is strongly trim. • 
3.4.5 A Chain Structure for Strongly Trim Antichains? 
Here we struggle to find stronger statements that may help us to classify 
fundamental antichains. 
Conjecture 145 If A is a fundamental antichain then there exists a se-
quence AI, A2, A3, ... containing all but finitely many elements of A, with 
the property that any permutation properly involved in Ai, for some fixed i, 
is also involved in all subsequent elements of the sequence. 
It is readily proved that if A is an infinite fundamental antichain then 
there exists an infinite sequence AIA2A3 ... of elements of A having the prop-
erty that every permutation properly involved in A, for any fixed i, is also 
properly involved in Ai+! and therefore by induction is involved in all conse-
quent elements of the sequence. 
We conjecture that for every fundamental antichain A, all but finitely 
many elements of A may be arranged into a single such sequence. 
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The conjecture is readily proved for infinite fundamental antichains, if 
instead of demanding that AI, A2 , A3 ... contains all but finitely many el-
ements of A, we merely require the sequence to be infinite. However the 
strengthened conjecture, if true, has much greater value. 
Conjecture 146 If A is a fundamental anti chain then there exist at most 
finitely many lengths n such that A has two or more permutations of length 
n. 
3.4.6 Antichains as Bases: Atomic classes 
Proposition 147 Let G be an infinite strongly trim antichain. Then Sub(G)\ 
G is an atomic class. 
PROOF: By Lemma 133 we have that every permutation properly involved 
in an element of Sub (G) is involved in all but finitely many elements of G. 
Thus if 0: and f3 are both permutations involved in elements of G then there 
exist only finitely many elements of G that do not properly involve both of 
them. Thus Sub( G) \ G has the join property and therefore is atomic. • 
Proposition 148 Every closed class having an infinite, maximal and strongly 
trim antichain B as its basis is atomic. Indeed such a class is equal to 
SUb(B) \ B. 
PROOF: As B is a maximal antichain we have that A(B) = Sub(B) \ (B). 
The result now follows from Proposition 147. • 
This is a pleasant result as it is in general difficult to determine whether 
a given closed class is atomic. We will demonstrate that the conditions of B 
being maximal, infinite and strongly trim cannot easily be weakened: 
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Proposition 149 There exist the following: 
1. A finite maximal fundamental and therefore also strongly trim anti chain 
whose avoidance set A( G) is not atomic. 
2. An infinite fundamental non-maximal antichain G whose avoidance 
class A( G) is not atomic. 
3. An infinite, maximal, trim, but not strongly trim antichain G whose 
avoidance class A( G) is not atomic. 
This shows that everyone of the conditions in Proposition 147 is neces-
sary. 
PROOF: (1) An example of a non-atomic class with a finite maximal and 
fundamental antichain as its basis is provided by A(53 ), where 53 is the 
set of all permutations of length three. This makes A(53 ) the set of all 
permutations of length no greater than two, a class in which 12 and 21 do 
not join. It remains only to note that 53 is indeed fundamental. 
(2) Let A be an infinite fundamental antichain whose closure 5ub(A) is 
finitely based with basis B. Let C be the set of all elements of B that do not 
involve any element of A. The set AU C is an infinite fundamental antichain. 
Moreover every permutation not in the closure of A involves an element of B, 
therefore an element of C or an element of A shorter than the longest element 
of B. In fact it may also be shown that Au C is an infinte fundamental and 
maximal antichain. Let 0:1 and 0:2 be any two distinct elements of A at least 
as long as the longest element of B. 
The set (A U C) \ {0:1' 0:2} is a fundamental antichain, an infinite subset 
of a fundamental antichain. The class with this set as a basis is however not 
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atomic because 001,002 do not join in it: A permutation that involves both 
001 and 002 does not lie in the closure of A, therefore it involves an element 
of B, therefore it involves an element of C or an element of A shorter than 
the longest element of B. The construction is complete, of an infinitely and 
fundamentally based non-atomic closed class. 
(3) To construct a nonatomic class with an infinite maximal and trim 
antichain for a basis we use the antichain U U UR of Proposition 140, which 
is infinite and trim. Every element of U properly involves 123, every element 
of UR properly involves 321, but no element of either set involves both. Let 
C be the set of all basis elements of 5ub(UUUR ) that do not involve elements 
of U U UR . By Lemma 136 we have that U U U R U C is a maximal and trim 
antichain whose avoidance class is 5ub(UUUR ) \ (UU UR ). However as noted 
this class contains both 123 and 321 but does not contain any permutation 
that involves both 123 and 321. Thus 123 and 321 do not join and this class 
is not atomic. This completes the proof. 
• 
Question 150 The antichain 52 consisting of the two permutations of length 
two is both maximal and fundamental. The class that avoids it consists of 
the trivial permutation 1 and is therefore, trivially, atomic. Does there exist 
a non-trivial finite atomic class having a maximal fundamental antichain as 
its basis? 
Proposition 151 There exists an atomic class with a finite non-fundamental 
antichain as a basis. 
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PROOF: The class A(123,231), plucked from the Bibliothek, is atomic. 
An atomic representation for that class is also given there. • 
Question 152 Does there exist an infinitely based atomic class the basis of 
which is not fundamental? 
3.4.7 The Delayed Example 
Here we give an example of an infinite strongly trim but non-fundamental 
antichain. 
Proposition 153 There exists an infinite non-fundamental anti chain Q hav-
ing the property that every permutation properly involved in an element of Q 
is involved in all but finitely many elements of Q. Therefore there exists an 
infinite non-fundamental strongly trim antichain. 
PROOF: 
We begin by constructing an antichain that satisfies the first statement in 
the proposition. By Lemma 133 the second statement follows directly from 
the first. 
We will need for our construction an auxiliary infinite antichain every 
element of which has no non-trivial intervals. For this we use an antichain 
chosen from the library and easily verified to be an antichain, and expand it 
a little to end up with three elements of length eight and two of every longer 
even length. 
Let A be the set of all elements in the antichain listed under 'Both ends 
tied by one' in the Bibliothek with length at least eight (the shorter elements 
of that antichain have non-trivial intervals). The first few elements of A are: 
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Al = 4 1 6 385 2 7 A2 = 4 1 63 8 5 10 729 
A3 = 4 1 6385 107 12 9 2 11 A4 = 4 1 6385 107 12 9 14 11 2 13 
and in general: 
An = 4 1 6 3 8 5 ... 2n + 4 2n + 1 2n + 6 2n + 3 2 2n + 5 
Note that no element of A contains a proper non-trivial interval. That 
is, the elements of A are elements of P and are equal to their own P-frames. 
Also note that every permutation properly involved in an element Ai of A is 
also involved in all subsequent elements of A. 
Let B be the set of permutations consisting of the following: 
• The permutation Al rotated in an anticlockwise direction by 90 degrees, 
which we will denote Bo and which is: 
Bo = 5 8 3 6 1 4 7 2 
• The elements of A reversed. We will denote the reversal of Ai by Bi. 
Thus, for instance: 
B3 = 11 2 9 12 7 10 5 8 3 6 1 4 
B4 = 13 2 11 14 9 12 7 10 5 8 3 6 1 4 
We claim that the elements of A and of B are incomparable under in-
volvement: No element of A is involved in any other element of A because 
A is an antichain. Every element of A involves 1234 and avoids 4321 whilst 
the reverse is true of the elements of B, from which we infer that no element 
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Figure 3.9: The P-frame structure of Q6 is derived from that of Qo. 
of A is involved in an element of E and vice versa. All the elements of E 
barring Eo are obtained from A by the same symmetry, hence B \ Bo is an 
antichain. No element of B \ Bo is involved in Bo and by noting that Bo, 
unlike every other element of B, involves 3214 we have that no element of B 
is involved in any other. Thus A U B is an antichain as required. 
Note also that the elements of B, being obtained by symmetries from 
those in A, have no proper non-trivial intervals. We now construct our 
antichain Q using the wreath product: 
• Let Qo be the permutation obtained by replacing every term of Bo with 
the permutation AI. That is, let Qo = Bol(Al' AI, AI, AI, AI, AI, AI, AI). 
Thus Qo has length 82 = 64 and some of the terms of Qo are given: 
Qo = 36333835 40373439 605762 596461 5863 ... 
, v ~, v ~ 
... 12 9 14 11 16 13 10 15 
, J 
'V 
• We construct Ql: 
We denote by Q6 the permutation Bo l (A2' AI, AI, AI, AI, AI, AI, AI). 
This can equally be constructed by replacing the first minimal non-
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trivial interval of Qo by the permutation A2. Similarly we will let Q6 
be defined by Q6 = Bo l (A1,A2,A1,A1,A1,A1,A1,A1) and in general 
we will let Qb denote the permutation obtained by replacing the ith 
minimal non-trivial interval of Qo with A2 . 
Note now, for later reference, that Qo is not involved in any Qb. Sim-
ilarly note that, as every permutation properly involved in Al is also 
involved in A2 , every permutation properly involved in Qo is also in-
volved in some Qb. Indeed we can state that if a single term from the ith 
minimal non-trivial interval of Qo is removed then the remains of that 
interval are involved in A2 and therefore Qo with that term removed is 
involved in Qb. To summarise, we have defined eight Qb. 
B1 has length eight. Let Q1 be the permutation obtained by replacing 
the first term of B1 with Q6, replacing the second term of B1 with 
Q6 and in general replacing the ith term of B1 with Qt, where i E 
{1, 2, ... ,8} . 
• Q1 does not involve Qo because: 
Qo is not involved in any of the maximal proper intervals of Q1, as 
these are of the form Qt. Therefore Qo can only be involved in Q1 if 
the top RIP frame of Qo is involved in that of Q1. However the top 
RIP frame of Qo is Bo, that of Q1 is B1, two elements of an antichain. 
Thus Qo is not involved in Q1 . 
• Q1 involves every permutation properly involved in Qo: Trivially, be-
cause Q1 involves every Qt. 
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• Summary: Q1 has top P-frame E 1, second level P-frames Eo and the 
first, or lowest level P-frames are elements of A. The lowest level P-
frames are the minimal non-trivial intervals of Q1. Of these there are 
eight that are order isomorphic to A2 and the remaining 82 - 8 are 
order isomorphic to AI. This, incidentally, permits us to calculate the 
length of Q1 as 10 * 8 + 8 * (82 - 8) = 528. 
• We construct Q2: 
Q1 has 64 minimal non-trivial intervals, all order isomorphic to either 
Al or A2. Moreover these intervals contain every term of Q1. As 
with Qo define Qf to be the permutation obtained by replacing the ith 
minimal non-trivial interval of Q1 with A3 . As previously Q1 is not 
involved in any Qf but all permutations properly involved in Q1 are 
involved in at least one of Qi ... Q74. 
E29 has length 64. Let Q2 be the permutation obtained by replacing 
each ith term of E29 with Qf. As previously Q2 does not involve Q1 or 
Qo but Q2 does involve every permutation properly involved in Q1 and 
by induction every permutation properly involved in Qo. 
• Summary: The top P-frame of Q2 is E 29 . The second level frames 
are shorter and are all equal to E 1. The third level frames are all Eo. 
The bottom frames, corresponding to minimal non-trivial intervals, are 
AI, A2 or A3 · Of the last, there are 82 = 64 equal to A3 , which has 
length 12. There are (82 - 1) * 8 equal to A2 which has length 10, and 
(82 - 1)(82 - 8) equal to Al which has length 8. Thus the length of Q2 
is 34032. 
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• Now in general assume that Qj (j > 0) has the following properties: 
1. Qj has n minimal non-trivial intervals, where n = S2j . Each of 
these is order isomorphic to one of AI . .. A j +I . 
2. The top P-frame of Qj is Bk where k = ~-6. (E.g. when j = 2 
n = 642 = 5096 and k = 29.) 
3. All second level P-frames of Qj are elements of B shorter than its 
top P-frame, and are identical to the top frame of Qj-I. Similarly 
the third level P -frames are shorter than the second and are iden-
tical to the top frame of Qj-2, and so on. The bottom level but 
one P-frames are identical to the top frame of Qo. The bottom 
level P-frames are elements of A and coincide with the minimal 
non-trivial intervals. 
4. No previous element Qp E Q (p < j) is involved in Qj. 
5. Every permutation properly involved in a predecessor of Qj IS 
involved in Qj. 
Now to construct Qj+I. 
As previously for each i E {1, ... ,n} define Q; to be the permutation 
obtained by replacing the ith minimal non-trivial interval of Qj with 
Aj+2. It is important not to forget that each Q; is identical to Qj 
except for this replaced interval; and that, for instance, the number 
of minimal non-trivial intervals of Q; is the same as that of Qj. Also 
recall that none of the n classes Sub( Q;) involves Q j but that between 
them they involve every element of Propsub(Qj). 
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The element Bl of B where I = n;6 has n terms. Define QJ+I to be 
the permutation obtained by replacing the first term of Bl with Q} and 
in general replacing the ith term of Bl with Q;, where i E {I, ... ,n}. 
Now: 
1. It is clear that QJ+I has n2 minimal non-trivial intervals, which 
makes the number of these intervals S2j+l. 
2. The top P-frame of QJ+I has been chosen to be Bl where I 
n-6 _ Vn2-6 
-2- --2-
3. The maximal intervals of QJ+I are order isomorphic to permu-
tations of the form Q; which are identical to Qj except for the 
substitution of one minimal non-trivial interval for a longer ele-
ment of A. 
Thus, in order of decreasing length: The second level P-frames of 
QJ+I are the top level P-frames of Qj, the third level P-frames are 
the top P-frames of Qj-I, and so on down to the bottom level but 
one and bottom P-frames that are Bo or elements of {AI, .. AJ+2} 
respectively. 
4. (3) gives rise to the pyramidal structure illustrated in Figure 3.10. 
Note that QJ+I does not involve any of QI,"" Qj. Indeed con-
sider Qp where Qp E {QI,"" Qj}: 
Every interval of Qj+1 has a top P-frame that is an element of the 
antichain Au B, and the top P-frame of Qp is also an element of 
Au B. Thus if Qp is involved in Qj+1 then Qp must be involved 
in one of the intervals that has top P-frame the same as that of 
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Qp. However those intervals are identical to Qp except that they 
are mutilated by substituting minimal non-trivial intervals, that 
are order isomorphic to elements of A, by longer elements of A. 
This means that Qp is not involved in Qj+l. 
These results 1-4 correspond to assumptions 1-4 and by induction the 
assumptions hold for all elements of Q, after Qo . 
• It can be seen that the length of Qj+l can be calculated quite easily 
from that of Qj by: 
IQj+ll = 82j * 2(j + 5) + (82j - 1) IQj I. 
This indicates that the elements of Q grow rapidly in length! Q3 has 
length 139418384, Q4 has length just under 2.34 * 1015 . 
Thus we have an infinite antichain Q, not fundamental, in which every 
permutation properly involved in an element of Q is involved in every sub-
sequent and therefore all but finitely many elements of Q. Q.E.D. • 
3.5 Partially Well Ordered 
Given a set under a partial order it is always interesting, in its own right, 
to know whether the set contains an infinite antichain. Here we consider 
closed classes and call them partially well ordered if they do not contain 
such an antichain. Normally the definition of partially well ordered also 
forbids infinite descending chains, however in the context of permutations, 
which have finite positive integer length, that condition is always satisfied 
for them. 
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Specific rewards that we expect are in classifying all fundamental an-
tichains and in determining whether a class is atomic or not. The first 
depends on the further understanding of infinite antichains gained in this 
exerCIse, the latter has more tangible effects which are given in the next 
chapter. 
We will apply Higman's Theorem [12] to the sum, skew sum and wreath 
constructions and with that prove that certain classes are strongly finitely 
based. We then show that there exists an algorithm that will terminate if a 
given finitely based class has finitely many interval free permutations. This, 
combined with our results from Higman's Theorem give us a mechanism 
for producing the beginning of a list of strongly finitely based classes. We 
proceed: 
3.5.1 Definition 
Definition 154 Let X be a closed class. X is said to be partially well 
ordered if it does not contain an infinite antichain. X is said to be strongly 
finitely based if its basis is finite and it is partially well ordered. 
Example 155 The set A(12) = I of all strictly increasing sequences is par-
tially well ordered, indeed every two elements of I are comparable which 
means that not only does I contain no infinite antichain, it contains no an-
tichain of size greater than one. This is, up to equivalence, the only class 
with one basis element of length two. 
A crude initial example of a non-partially well ordered class is A(0) = S, 
the set of all permutations. Since an infinite antichain of permutations exists, 
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it is contained in this class. A more interesting example can be found among 
the classes with two basis elements of length three: 
In [8] D. Spielman and M. Bona constructed an infinite antichain that 
lies in A(123). This is remarkable because up to symmetry the only other 
class with one basis element of length three is A(132) which is partially well 
ordered, as proved in unpublished work by M. Atkinson and N. Ruskuc. It 
would appear that although A(123) and A(132) have the rare property of 
equal enumeration they differ in almost every other respect. 
The partial well orderedness of A(132) can also be derived on results 
in [4], repeated in the following section, that imply that A(2413,3142) is 
partially well ordered. That A(132) is partially well ordered follows easily 
because it is a subset of A(2413, 3142). 
3.5.2 Higman's Theorem and Strong Completion 
Proposition 156 If X is a closed class not containing an infinite antichain 
then the strong completion of X, which is the completion under EB and 8, 
does not contain an infinite antichain. 
PROOF: Let f be a 1-1 correspondence from a set A of symbols to the 
strongly indecomposable elements of X. Define the set X' inductively as 
follows: 
• If a E A then a E X I. 
• If a, b E X' then (a + b) E X'. 
• If a, b E X' then (a - b) E X'. 
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Note that + and - are not associative on X', indeed X' represents not the 
elements of X or its strong completion but the decompositions of elements of 
the strong completion of X. To illustrate this note that 123 has two distinct 
decompositions: (1 E9 (1 E91)) and ((1 E91) E91). We will therefore be strict 
in maintaining brackets in expressions in X'. 
We define an ordering on X' by the following means. If a, b E X' then we 
define a ::; b if one of the following holds: 
• a, bE A and f(a) ::5 f(b). 
• b = (x + y) and a ::; x or a ::; y. 
• b = (x - y) and a ::; x or a ::; y. 
• a = (w + x) and b = (y + z) and w ::; y, x ::; z. 
• a = (w - x) and b = (y - z) and w ::; y, x::; z. 
Note that::; is a partial ordering. Restricted to elements of A, b ::; c is 
equivalent to f(b) ::5 f(c). The qualities of being reflexive, antisymmetric 
and transitive follow inductively from this base. 
Now, Higman's theorem on Ordering by Divisibility [12] states that pro-
viding the following conditions hold, the set X' has no infinite antichain. We 
list the conditions almost word for word from Higman's paper, and it will be 
found that in this, our case, some of the requirements are trivially satisfied. 
1. A has no infinite antichain under ::;. 
2. ::; is a quasi ordering, i.e. it is transitive. 
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3. If a :S b then (a + c) :S (b + c) for all a, b, c E X'. 
4. If a :S b then (a - c) :S (b - c) for all a, b, c E X'. 
5. If a :S b then (c + a) :S (c + b) for all a, b, c E X'. 
6. If a :S b then (c - a) :S (c - b) for all a, b, c E X'. 
(Requirements (3)-(6) represent the constraints of X' being an ordered 
algebra.) 
7. a:S a + b and a :S b + a for all a, bE X'. 
8. a:S a - b and a :S b - a for all a, b E X'. 
(Requirements (7) and (8) are the constraints of divisibility.) 
(1) is satisfied by definition. X contains no antichain under involvement 
of permutations. Thus the set of EB and e indecomposable permutations 
of X contains no antichain under involvement. Thus A contains no infinite 
antichain under:S. (2) is satisfied because :S is a partial ordering. Con-
straints (3)-(6) are satisfied because of the last two points in the definition 
of :S and the reflexivity of:S. Constraints (7) and (8) are satisfied because 
of the second and third points in the definition of :S and the reflexivity of :S. 
Thus we conclude that X' has no infinite antichain under :S. 
Now we demonstrate that the strong completion of X contains no infinite 
antichain under involvement. First we must extend the function f so that 
f maps from X' to the strong completion of X. As X' represents all the 
decompositions of elements of the strong completion of X this is easily done 
by induction: 
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• We already have that f is a bijection from A to the indecomposable 
permutations of X. 
• Define f(a + b) = f(a) EB f(b) for all a, b E X'. (As EB, like 8, is an 
associative operation no brackets are required.) 
• Define f(a - b) = f(a) 8 f(b) for all a, bE X'. 
Note that f is surjective but that f need not be and indeed is not injective. 
Further note that f is order preserving in that a:::; b implies that f(a) j f(b). 
Now suppose that D is an infinite antichain of permutations in the strong 
completion of X. Then let D' be a minimal set of elements of X' such that 
f(D') = D. As f is a surjective function D' exists, and furthermore as 
ID'I = IDI we have that D' is infinite. As X' contains no infinite antichain 
there exist two distinct terms a, bED' such that a :::; b. But then f(a) # f(b) 
and f(a) j f(b). Reductio ad absurdum. 
• 
Corollary 157 The set of decomposable permutations, which is the EB and 
8 closure of 1, contains no infinite antichain. 
Note: By [2] the set of EB - 8 decomposable permutations are precisely 
those avoiding 2413 and 3142. 
Corollary 158 A closed class X has an infinite antichain if and only if the 
set of indecomposable elements of X contains an infinite antichain under 
involvement. 
Conjecture 159 If X is strongly finitely based then the completion of X 
under EB and 8 is partially well ordered but need not be finitely based. 
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3.5.3 Some Classes with Small Bases 
Up to symmetry there are only two permutations of length three. Example 
155 states that A(132) is partially well ordered and that A(123) is not. 
The only permutations of length four that avoid both 123 and 321 are, 
up to symmetry, 2413 and 2143. The infinite antichain W listed in the 
Bibliothek and in [2] avoids both these permutations. Thus we may conclude 
that all classes with a single basis element of length four contain an infinite 
antichain and are therefore not partially well ordered. 
All permutations of length five or more involve either 123 or 321 and 
therefore all classes with a single basis element of length five are therefore 
not partially well ordered. 
All the classes with two basis elements of length three contain 132 or a 
permutation symmetric to it, barring the class A(123, 321), which is finite. 
Thus all classes that have two basis elements of length three are partially 
well ordered. 
Of the classes with one basis element of length three and one basis element 
of length four, some such as A(321, 2413) are partially well ordered, others 
such as A(321, 3412) are not. The Bibliothek gives a listing of all such pairs 
up to symmetry and indicates which classes are partially well ordered. A 
similar but incomplete listing exists for classes with two basis elements of 
length four. 
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3.5.4 Higman's Theorem and the Wreath Product 
The operation of sum (a EB (3) is a special case of the wreath product, being 
equal to replacing the first and second terms of 12 with a pair of permuta-
tions. (In symbols, a EB f3 = 12l (a, (3). ). If we replace 12 with any other 
permutation 'TJ then we will equally obtain an operation: If 'TJ has length n 
then the operation will be on the set of all n-tuples of permutations, for 
instance (aI, a2,· .. , an) and will yield 'TJ l (a1, ... , an). 
We can extend the results on strong completion and partial well ordered-
ness to any set of permutations obtained from 1 by a set of wreath operations. 
As each wreath operation, like sum and skew sum, can act as operations with 
divisibility in an ordered algebra, this is easily done providing that we con-
sider only finitely many operations. The special case of Higman's Theorem 
that we use specifies that there are only finitely many operations. 
Now, every permutation can be deconstructed by RIP frames, or con-
versely constructed from the trivial permutation by means of sum, skew sum, 
or a wreath operation of the sort that we have mentioned, with the added 
restriction that now 'TJ must be an element of P (the set of all interval free 
permutations of length strictly greater than two). This, by closure, implies 
that if a closed class contains only finitely many interval free permutations 
then it is partially well ordered. 
Here we prove a structure result for permutations in P, and that structure 
result gives a decision mechanism that halts if a given closed class has only 
finitely many elements of P. All we require from the class is a method of 
determining whether a given permutation is in the class or not. This is a 
much weaker condition than finite basedness, which gives our result very 
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wide applicability! 
The structure result also permits us to find the elements of P in a class 
quite quickly as it permits us to generate them instead of having to sift 
through all n! permutations of each length n. 
The Demi-Closed nature of P 
The main result of this section is Theorem 164, which states that for all 
a E P with a ¢:. G (a straightforward set of permutations to be defined 
below), there exists a (3 E P such that (3 -< a and [(3[ = [a[ - 1. 
We call a permutation a in P basic if there is no term ai E a such that 
a \ {ai} is order isomorphic to an element of P. This is equivalent to stating 
that a is a basic element of P if there does not exist a permutation (3 E P 
such that (3 -< a and [(3[ = [a[ - 1. We claim that the basic elements of P 
are those of the set G, which consists of permutations of the form: 
246 ... 2m - 4 2m - 2, 2m 1 35 ... 2m - 3 2m - 1 
and symmetries of it. Thus the permutations in G of length up to eight are: 
Length four: 2413 3142 
Length six: 246135 531642 
415263 362514 
Length eight: 24681357 75318642 
51627384 48372615 
It is readily seen that the elements of G are in fact basic elements of P, we 
have only the small task of demonstrating that these are all the elements of 
P. (That converse result has been verified by computer for all permutations 
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of length up to ten, which is irrelevant to our proof, but is consistent with 
it.) 
Rules Concerning Adjacency 
The hardest part of our proof consists of the following observations. Suppose 
that 0: = al ... an is a permutation in P, that ai is a term of P and that M 
is a set of terms that form a proper non-trivial interval of 0: \ {ai} (0: with 
the term ai removed). 
Firstly, if we choose M to be minimal, in the sense that no subset of M 
has the same qualities, then: 
• Either M is of size two. 
• Or the terms of M form a sequence order isomorphic to an element of 
P. 
Concerning the position of M compared with that of ai we have that: 
• Either M contains both ai+l and ai-l (we call this horizontal separa-
tion ), 
• Or M contains both ai + 1 and ai - 1 (vertical separation). 
If neither of the above holds then all the terms of M must all lie above and 
to the right of ai, or all lie below and to the right, or all lie above or below 
and to the left. In any of these four cases M is a proper interval not only of 
0: \ {ai} but also of 0: itself, a contradiction. 
There are other positions that ai cannot have with respect to M. If J 
is any set of terms then we say that ai is horizontally adjacent to J if J 
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contains either ai+1 or ai-I, and we say that ai IS vertically adjacent if J 
contains either ai + 1 or ai - 1. Now suppose that ai is both horizontally 
and vertically adjacent to J (we simply say adjacent) and suppose that J 
is an interval of a or of a \ {ai}, it does not matter which. Then ai and J 
together form an interval of a. If J is M then this interval is both proper 
and non-trivial and therefore we have a contradiction. Therefore we have 
that: 
• ai cannot be adjacent to M. 
That is all. The coming lemmata are targets that we prove by these 
principles. The reader looking for intuition can disregard the proofs. All 
the intuition is contained within the basic principles by which the proofs are 
generated, and those are given by the observations. We merely consider one 
term, either prove our lemma by the above or else deduce the existence of one 
or two other terms to which we can apply our considerations. This gives rise 
to a tree of possibilities, but always a finite one. The fact that it was easy to 
guess the structure of P-permutations demonstrates, as is never sufficiently 
often demonstrated, that intuition probably has a rather better system of 
logic than that which this proof relies on! 
Reduction to Pairs 
If M is a minimal non-trivial interval of a with some term removed then M 
either has size two, or else is order isomorphic to an element of P. These 
two options describe precisely the set of all sequences that have no proper 
non-trivial interval. We here show that if a is a basic element of P then there 
exists a term ak of a such that a \ {ad has an interval of size two. 
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Lemma 160 Let a = al ... an be an element of P. Then there exists a term 
ai such that 00\ {ai} is either (i) order isomorphic to an element of P or (ii) 
has an interval of size two. 
PROOF: Given any term ai of a we have that at least one of the following 
must hold: 
1. a \ {ai} is order isomorphic to an element of P. 
2. 00\ {ai} has a proper interval of size two. 
3. 00\ {ad has a proper interval M order isomorphic to an element of P. 
(1 excludes the possibilities 2 and 3, but 2 and 3 can occur together.) 
If there exists a term ai such that either 1 or 2 holds then we are done. 
We will show, by a technical argument, that if 3 holds and 1 does not, then 
2 must hold. For this purpose let ai and M be chosen such that M has the 
smallest possible size; that is, let there not exist a subsequence f3 of a and a 
term aj of a such that (i) the sequence f3 is order isomorphic to an element 
of P, and (ii) the sequence f3 is a proper interval of 00\ {aj}, and (iii) the size, 
that is the number of terms, of f3 is strictly less than the size of M. Clearly 
ai and M can be chosen to satisfy this. 
Notationally it will also greatly assist us if we assume, without loss of 
generality, that ai precedes all the terms of M. We can assume this by the 
eight symmetries that can be performed on a given permutation. We denote 
the terms of M by am+l ... an+l and we also can assume that i is strictly less 
than m; because if i = m then ai is adjacent to M making M and ai together 
a proper interval of a, a contradiction. Now: 
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Consider M as a sequence in itself, and let ak be some term of M. Either 
M \ {ad has an interval of size two or else it does not. In the latter case 
we claim that a \ {ad is order isomorphic to an element of P, in which case 
case (1) is satisfied. Indeed suppose first that M \ {ad is order isomorphic 
to an element of P. Then: 
• Assume that a \ {ad has some proper non-trivial interval J. 
• If J contains two or more terms of M \ {ak} (an element of P) then J 
contains all terms in M \ {ad, which implies that ak is adjacent to J 
and that ak and J together form a proper interval of a, a contradiction. 
• J must contain either both ak + 1 and ak - 1 or both ak-l and ak+l. 
Therefore J contains at least one term of M, therefore J contains pre-
cisely one term of M. (It cannot be that ak is the largest term of M 
and that ai is one smaller than ak or else M \ {ak} is an interval of 
a \ {ad, contradicting the minimality of M. Similarly ak cannot be 
the smallest term of M and ai be a term one greater than ak.) 
• The terms of a \ {ad can be divided into those of M \ {ad, into ai, 
and into the remaining terms which are distributed either above and 
to the left of all terms of M \ {ad, above and to the right of all terms 
of M \ { ak}, below and to the left or below and to the right of all terms 
of M \ {ad. As M \ {ad is order isomorphic to an element of P, its 
largest and leftmost cannot be the same, therefore if J contains a term 
that lies above and to the left of M \ {ak} then J contains at least two 
terms of M \ {ak}, a contradiction. 
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Similarly J does not contain a term that lies above and to the right of 
all M \ {ak}, nor one that lies in either of the other two classifications 
of this form. Nor can J contain ai because i is strictly less than m and 
the leftmost term of M \ {ad is either am+l or am+2, and so am would 
have to be a term of J. 
Thus J consists of only terms in M \ {ak}, and only one of those. 
Reductio ad absurdum. 
The only other case that we need consider is that where M \ {ak} has a 
proper interval N order isomorphic to an element of P. In that case: 
• N cannot be an interval of a \ {ad because this would contradict the 
minimal size of M. However N is an interval of a \ {ai, ad, which 
implies that the terms of a \ {ad can be divided into those of N, the 
term ak, and the remaining terms that must lie either above and to the 
left of all terms in N, above and to the right of all terms in N, below 
and to the left or below and to the right of all terms in N. 
We can therefore argue as before: Assume that J is a proper non-trivial 
interval of a \ { ak} and we will find that J contains only a single term, 
and that one in N. 
That completes the proof of our claim. So either case (1) holds, or else 
M \ {ak} has an interval of size two. 
If M \ {ad has an interval of size two then either that interval is also an 
interval of a \ {ad or else it is not. If it is not then that must be because 
ai vertically separates the terms of the interval, in which ase we have simply 
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chosen ak badly, in some sense. Up to symmetry there are six cases in which 
this may happen, and these are illustrated in Figure 3.5.4. 
There, in cases (i)- (iv) we should choose ai + 2 as a new choice for ak, and 
our argument will now work. This is because if M \ {ai + 2} has an interval 
of size two then that interval, it will be found, must be either ai + 1 ai + 2 
or else ai - 1 ai - 2, neither of which is separated by ai. In the remaining 
cases note that our original choice for ak must be strictly greater than ai + 2 
in value, because otherwise ai + 1 and ai + 2 form an interval of 0:. It will 
again be found that ai+2 will work as our new choice of ak. Whatever pair 
ai + 2 may separate in M, it will not be ai + 1 ai - l. 
Thus either case (1) or case (2) holds, and this completes our proof. • 
Two Cases 
We will reduce the problem yet further to two cases, but as these two cases 
are not intuitively obvious targets we will introduce the cases first. In this 
way, when understanding of the cases is needed it will already be in place. 
The first case is closely related to the pattern of what we claim are the 
basic P-permutations. Repeated applications of this case can demonstrate 
that a given permutation is one of what we claim are the only basic P-
permutations. As all other possibilities end up finding a term that can be 
removed from a given P-permutation this justifies our claim. 
Lemma 161 Let 0: = al ... an be an element of P and suppose that there 
exist integers 1 ~ i < j ~ n - 1 such that ai+l = ai + 2 and aj = ai - 1 and 
aj+l = ai + 1 (so that 0: = ... ai ai + 2 ... ai - 1 ai + 1 .. .). Then at least one 
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of the following hold: (i) There exists a term ak such that a \ {ad is order 
isomorphic to an element of P. (ii) ai+l = ai + 2 is the largest term of a. 
(iii) The terms ai+2 and aj+2 have values ai + 4 and ai + 3 respectively, so 
that a = ... ai ai + 2 ai + 4 ... ai - 1 ai + 1 ai + 3 .... 
It will be noticed that if possibility (iii) holds then we may re-apply the 
lemma to the subsequence ai+lai+2aj+laj+2. Also note that by symmetry 
this lemma states that either (i) holds, or else aj is the smallest term of a, 
or else ai-l and aj-l have values ai - 2 and ai - 3, making a = ... ai-
2 ai ai + 2 ... ai - 3 ai - 1 ai + 1 .... The symmetry involved is rotation by 
180°; perhaps it is easiest to imagine the permutation a rotated rather than 
the Lemma rotated. 
In any case, this shows that if only cases (ii) and (iii) apply then a must 
have the form: 
2 4 6 ... 2m - 4 2m - 2 2m 1 3 5 ... 2m - 3 2m - 1 
where 2m = n (n must be even n this case). This is one of our claimed basic 
elements of P. 
Now for the proof, which is technical and perhaps not of general interest. 
PROOF: We have that a = al ... an = ... ai ai + 2 ... ai - 1 ai + 1 .... 
Let us consider the term ai + 2 = ai+l. There are, as ever, a number of 
possibilities: 
1. a \ {ai + 2} is order isomorphic to an element of P. 
2. a \ {ai + 2} has a proper interval J containing the terms ai and ai+2 
(ai + 2horizontally separates J.) 
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3. 0: \ {ai + 2} has a proper interval J containing the terms ai + 1 and 
ai + 3 (ai + 2vertically separates J.) 
If 1 holds then we are done, as this corresponds to (i) in the lemma. 
If 2 holds then we have that ai + 2 is the largest term in 0: (iii). Indeed: 
• aj is an element of J, because either ai+2 (in J) is equal to aj or else 
ai+2 is smaller than aj in which case J :1 ai > aj > ai+2 E J. ai+2 
cannot be larger than aj = ai - 1 because then ai+2 is at least ai+l, 
making J and ai + 2 together a proper interval of 0:, a contradiction. 
• Therefore J, ai + 2 and aj+ 1 together form an interval of 0: and therefore 
constitute all 0:. To see this note that the terms aj and ai are in J, and 
aj+l = ai + 1 and ai+l = ai + 2. 
• J cannot contain terms larger than ai + 2, or else J and ai + 2 form 
a proper interval of 0:. Therefore ai + 2 is the largest term of 0:, as 
required. 
If 3 holds then we have that aj+2 = ai + 3. Indeed: 
• J may be assumed to be minimal, therefore either of size two or else 
order isomophic to an element of P. 
• J contains aj+l = ai + 1 but no term either smaller or to the left of 
aj+l' If J contains aj+l - 1 = ai then J contains terms preceding ai+l 
(e.g. ai), terms succeeding ai+l (e.g. aj+d, terms smaller than and 
terms larger than ai+l, which means that J and ai+l together form a 
proper interval of 0:. 
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• Therefore J is sum decomposable, therefore J consists of an increasing 
pair and therefore aj+2 = ai+3, as required. 
We still need to close the case for 3, and we aim to show (iii) in the 
lemma but (i) may also occur. To this end let us consider what may happen 
if aj+2 = ai + 3 is removed from Ct. At least one of the following must hold: 
3.1. Ct \ {ai + 3} is order isomorphic to an element of P. 
3.2. Ct \ {ai + 3} has a proper interval J containing both aj+l and aj+3 
(horizontal separation). 
3.3. Ct \ {ai + 3} has a proper interval J containing both ai + 4 and ai + 2 
(vertical separation). 
In case 3.1 corresponds to (i) in the lemma, and so in this case we are 
done. 
We claim that case 3.2 cannot occur because if it does then aj+2 is adjacent 
to J, making {aj+2} U J a proper interval of Ct. We argue as follows. The 
terms aj+l and aj+3 must be in J. There is no difficulty with aj+l = ai + 1 
but there is a difficulty with aj+3. The terms ai - 1, ai, ai + 1, ai + 2 all 
precede aj+3, therefore the latter must be either greater than ai + 2, or less 
than ai - 1. In either case ai + 2 must be in J, in the former case because 
J =3 ai + 1 < ai + 2 < aj+3 E J, in the latter case because J =3 aj+3 < ai < 
ai + 1 E J which implies that ai E J and ai + 2 succeeds ai E J and precedes 
ai + 1 E J. This makes aj+2 = ai + 3 adjacent to J, as required. 
In case 3.3 we claim that ai+2 = ai + 4 which means that we are done as 
this corresponds to (iii) in the lemma. To see this consider J. 
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• We can choose J to be minimal subject to being a proper interval and 
containing ai + 2 and ai + 4. In that case J either has size two or is 
order isomorphic to an element of P. 
• ai + 2 = ai+l is the smallest and leftmost term of J. Indeed the term 
immediately below ai + 2 is ai + 1 = aj+l' the immediate predecessor 
of aj+2, therefore if this term is in J then aj+2 and J together form a 
proper interval of 0:, a contradiction. And if ai, the immediate prede-
cessor of ai+l = ai + 2 is in J then this contradicts ai + 2 being the 
smallest term in J. 
• Therefore J is sum decomposable, ai + 2 forming the first sum compo-
nent. Therefore J is not an element of P but has size two and is an 
increasing pair. 
• Therefore ai+3 = ai + 4, as required. 
This completes or proof. • 
The other case is a little more elementary, because there is only one 
possible outcome. 
Lemma 162 Let 0: = al ... an be an element of P and suppose that there 
exist two integers 2 ~ i < j ~ n - 1 such that ai-l = ai + 2 and aj = ai + 1 
and aj+l = ai + 3. Then either there exists a term ak such that 0: \ {ad is 
order isomorphic to an element of P (i), or else i < j - 2 and ai+l = ai - 2 
and aj-l = ai - 1. 
As with the last case of the previous lemma, if (ii) holds then we can 
apply the lemma again and again until we have that (i) holds. 
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We omit the proof because it is mechanical and in the same style as the 
last. The proof is comparatively speaking very short. Should the reader (for 
some unimaginable reason!) wish to become familiar with the technique then 
this is a good starting exercise. 
Reduction to Cases 
Lemma 163 Let a = a1'" an be an element of P. Then there exists a 
symmetry a of a (one of the eight possible for a permutation, including the 
identity symmetry) for which one of the following holds: (i) There exists 
a term of a that when removed yields a sequence order isomorphic to an 
element of P. (ii) If a = Sl ... Sn then there exist integers 1 :S i < j :S n - 1 
such that Si+1 = Si + 2 and Sj = Si -1 and Sj+1 = Si + 1 (As in the first of the 
two last lemmata, Lemma refP. reduction. case. one.) (iii) If a = Sl ... Sn then 
there exist integers 1 :S i < j :S n - 1 such that Si-1 = Si + 2 and Sj = Si + 1 
and Sj+1 = Si + 3 (As in the second of the two preceding lemmata.) 
Again we omit the proof. If a computer may be used to prove anything, 
then it should be permitted to prove this. The proof is the longest of the 
four but it requires no more intuition than the simplest of them. 
Theorem 164 Let a E P. If a ~ G then there exists a term ap -I al of 0: 
such that (a \ ap ) E P. 
PROOF: This follows from Lemmata 160-163. • 
Theorem 165 Let X be a closed class. If X contains no elements of P of 
length nand n + 1 for some integer n ~ 4 then X has no elements of P of 
length n + 2 or greater. 
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PROOF: This is based on Theorem 164 and on the observation that every 
basic element of P having length greater than four involves another basic 
element of P two terms shorter. Q.E.D. • 
3.5.5 Results 
• The results obtained from looking at finitely based classes in the light of 
P are included in the library entries. The results are not outstanding. 
The classes most under scrutiny at the time of writing were those with 
two basis elements of length four. There are 57 such pairs. Of these 
33 contained known fundamental antichains, 24 did not. Two of the 
twenty four were already known to be strongly finitely based (one is 
finite, the other is the set of Separable permutations which contains 
no elements of P). Five more of the twenty four have finitely many 
elements of P or have sufficiently simple sets of elements in P that it 
is easy to demonstrate that the classes are strongly finitely based. The 
remaining cases are undecided. 
• The best strategy for finding a decision mechanism for determining 
whether a class is partially well ordered almost certainly lies in classi-
fying all infinite fundamental antichains, which we believe to be feasible 
and interesting in itself. 
• Doubtless examining the elements of P in a class does still, for the 
time being, have a place in attempting to determine whether a class 
is strongly finitely based. It is a cheap check to make, to see whether 
a class contains a finite or very simple infinite set of elements in P. 
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Generating the elements requires five short lines of computer code, 
plus another twenty for an efficient method of disposing the generated 
elements that are not in the class under consideration. 
• There is no obvious connection between the number of permutations 
in a class and the number of elements of P in the class. In a brief 
survey of the results for classes with two basis elements of length four 
(4-4 classes), there are 25 classes that potentially have the same overall 
enumeration as some other 4-4 class. Of these only two classes poten-
tially have the same number of elements of P of each length, the same 
P -enumeration, as we will call it in future . 
• Many 4-4 classes do however have an obvious and simple pattern in the 
number of P elements of each length (a brief glance revealed 16 out of 
57). This is astronomically better than the situation with the general 
enumeration problem, where the pattern in each case is teased out 
with difficulty and ingenuity. A link between the two would therefore 
be clearly advantageous from the point of view of solving the general 
enumeration problem. 
Exercise 166 Let a be an element of P with length n. Show that there are 
(n - 1)2 - 4 = (n + l)(n - 3) distinct elements of P of length n + 1 that 
involve a. 
Exercise 167 Let a be an element of P and let f3 be an arbitrary permu-
tation of length lal + 1 that involves a. Show that f3 satisfies one of the 
following: (i) f3 E P, or (iii) f3 has an interval of size two, or (iii) f3 is either 
sum or skew decomposable. 
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This simple observation is essential for quick generation of elements of P. 
The class of separable permutations, given by A(2413, 3142), and which 
we have already shown to be strongly finitely based, contains no elements 
of P. The following are some other classes that have only finitely many 
elements of P. Under 'P enumeration' the number of permutations in P and 
in the class is given for each length, starting with length four. 
Brief Notes on Structure 
The natural ways of arranging a list of classes that have an infinite intersec-
tion with P and a list of classes that have a finite P intersect are different: 
In the first case it is sensible to list the most restrictive, smallest classes 
that contain an infinite P intersect, larger classes containing these classes 
will inherit the infinite intersect with P. A small restricted class implies a 
numerous basis, therefore in the absence of known minima it almost makes 
sense to start with large bases. 
In the second case, of classes that have a finite intersect with P it makes 
sense to list large classes, maximal classes with few basis elements. 
We will follow the second pattern, listing classes that have small numbers 
of basis elements first, and gradually increasing the numbers. We will in 
addition list a few sample classes that have been found to contain infinite 
numbers of elements of P, especially classes that we consider to be "highly 
restrictive" . 
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Discussion and Conjectures 
There is no guarantee that classes minimal subject to containing infinitely 
many elements of P exist. It is possible to imagine, with concepts such as 
the infinite fundamental antichain, that such sets do not exist at all or that 
they appear only in certain limited contexts. 7 
Never the less, and in spite of the tendency towards large bases as we 
choose ever smaller such classes, we believe that the following conjecture is 
highly likely to hold: 
Conjecture 168 Let X be a class minimal subject to having an infinite 
intersection with P. Then X is finitely based. 
I believe that infinite sets of elements of P that are "minimal" are regular in 
some sense, like fundamental antichains. Certain regular classes are are also 
very likely to have a finitely based closure. I believe that these probabilities 
are in fact true. 
It is likely that there exist only finitely many infinite subsets of P that are 
minimal in the same way that infinite maximal fundamental antichains are 
minimal: That the proper closure of these infinite sets contain only finitely 
many elements of P 8. 
This brings us on to the other question. I also believe, perhaps to a 
slightly weaker extent, that the following holds: 
71t is known whether such minimal classes exist. 
8Proper closure is not in fact quite the right phrase, but it nearly is. As soon as some 
research is done on these matters the "right" description will soon become apparent, I 
think! 
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Conjecture 169 Let X be a class maximal subject to having a finite in-
tersection with P. Then X is finitely based. Furthermore every class that 
contains only finitely many elements of P is contained in a class such as X. 
There is more to be said about the number of such maximal classes (e.g. 
either there are infinitely many, or else there is only one, therefore there is 
only one) but this margin is too small, and mathematics of this sort too 
easily generated! The reason for our conjecture is that we believe that if we 
tweak the definition of a "minimal infinite set of elements of P" in the right 
way then we will find that the elements of such a set can be arranged in a 
sequence, every element being contained in the next. If that belief is proved 
then we will be well on our way to proving the conjecture. 
Classes with One Basis Element 
Classes with one basis element of length two or less clearly cannot contain 
any elements of P whatsoever. 
It was proved in [4J that in the cases of the only two permutations of 
length three (up to symmetry) that A(123) contains an infinite antichain, 
and that A(132) does not. Indeed the latter is a subset of the separable 
permutations (see Higman's Theorem and Strong completion). 
Every permutation of length five involves either 123 or 321, therefore by 
the above does not forbid an infinite antichain. 
This leaves only the length four, and that same paper [4J contains exam-
ples of antichains, also contained in the Bibliothek, that show that all classes 
with one basis element of length four contain an infinite antichain. 
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Classes with Two Basis Elements - of Length Three 
From the results on classes with one basis element we have that the only 
class with two basis elements of length three that has a hope of containing 
an infinite antichain is that where all basis elements are symmetric to 123, 
namely A(123, 321). This class is finite, therefore certainly partially well 
ordered. 
Classes with Two Basis Elements - of Length Three and Four 
Up to symmetry the only such classes that might be non-partially well or-
dered are those that have 123 as a basis element. We list the classes that 
have finitely many elements of P: 
1. A(123,2431). P enumeration is: 
(1,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 6 or greater. 
2. A(123,3421). P enumeration is: 
(2,2,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 7 or greater. 
3. A(123, 4, 2, 3,1). P enumeration is: 
(2,2,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 7 or greater. 
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All other classes have infinitely many elements of P and do in fact contain 
at least one infinite antichain. The number of elements of P in each is 
constant with length, or oscillates between ° and 1, depending on whether 
an odd or even length is chosen. 
Classes with Two Basis Elements - Length Three and One Other 
Length 
We expect that every such situation is also fully decidable, like the above. 
Classes with Two Basis Elements - Length Four 
Again discarding the cases where we already know the solution (finite classes, 
classes that contain known infinite antichains, classes that contain a class that 
contains an infinite antichain) we are left with: 
Two Basis Elements of Length Four 
1. A(2413,3142). This is the set of separable permutations, contains only 
sum and skew decomposable permutations, no elements of P and is 
partially well ordered. 
2. A(4321,3124). P enumeration is: 
(2,10,33,74,120,155,177,167,105,36,5,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 15 or greater. 
3. A( 4321,3124). P enumeration is: 
(2,10,32,75,130,153,107,38,5,0,0) 
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Thus this class has no elements in P of length 13 or greater. 
4. A(4312,1234). P enumeration is: 
(2,12,48,130,241,295,221,89,14,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 13 or greater. 
The equivalent statistics for some classes for which partial well ordered-
ness is still undecided are as follows. It may well be that a more extensive 
search of this type will uncover more partially well ordered classes. Not all 
growth rates are as regular as those exhibited here. 
1. A(4231,2143). P enumeration is: 
(2,8,20,42,86,178,362,726,777) 
2. A(4231,3142). P enumeration is: 
(1,3,6,12,24,48,96,192,384,768,777) 
3. A(4231,3124). P enumeration is: 
(2,6,12,24,48,96,192,384,768,777) 
Three Basis Elements of Length Four 
1. A(1234, 2143, 4312). P enumeration is: 
(2,10,28,38,22,4,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 10 or greater. 
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2. A(1234, 2143, 4231). P enumeration is: 
(2,8,14,10,6,2,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 10 or greater. 
3. A(1234, 2143,4213). P enumeration is: 
(2,8,19,26,26,28,30,24,11,2,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 14 or greater. 
4. A(1234, 3142, 4312). P enumeration is: 
(1,4,8,7,3,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 10 or greater. 
5. A(1234, 3142, 4231). P enumeration is: 
(1,3,3,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 8 or greater. 
6. A(1234, 3142, 4213). P enumeration is: 
(1,3,5,5,4,2,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 10 or greater. 
7. A(1234, 2413, 4213). P enumeration is: 
(1,4,9,11,9,7,6,4,1,0,0) 
Thus this class has no elements in P of length 13 or greater. 
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The equivalent statistics for a class for which partial well ordered ness is 
still undecided is as follows: 
1. A(1234, 2143, 4312). P enumeration is: 
(2,12,48,136,302,572,986,1616, ???) 
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Chapter 4 
Atomic Classes 
Closed Classes as the Union of Maximal Atomic Subclasses, Closed 
Classes as an Independent Union of Atomic Classes, Atomic Classes 
and their Bases 
4.1 Introduction 
To be atomic is to have a strong and intuitive property. In the first part of 
this chapter we present some thoughts relevant to deciding whether a finitely 
based class is atomic. We recap from Theorem 15 some of the essential 
features of atomic classes: 
• A class is atomic if it can be written in the form B(A, B, 7f) or, equiv-
alently, as SUb(7f), where 7f : A --+ B is an injective function and A, B 
are linearly ordered sets. A class is atomic if and only it has the join 
property. 
• A class X has the join property if for every two elements f3 and I of 
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X, there exists an element TJ of X that involves both f3 and ry. Thus 
a class has the join property if and only if it cannot be written as a 
union of two strictly smaller closed classes . 
• If A is an atomic class and a subset of a closed class X, and if X = YUZ 
where Y and Z are closed classes, then A is a subset of at least one 
of Y and Z. That is to say, atomic classes are indivisible by union. 
(Indivisible by a finite number of unions, at least. When infinite unions 
are permitted the situation changes.) This is a corollary of Theorem 
15, not a direct quotation. 
• The sum and skew sum of two atomic classes is atomic, as is the sum 
and skew completion, the wreath product of two atomic classes and 
the wreath completion of an atomic class. This again is unproved but 
elementary. 
The union or intersection of two atomic classes need not be atomic, 
neither need be the juxtaposition or merge of two atomic classes. 
Of the constructions that do not preserve atomicity it is union that most 
interests us. We compare two 'minimal' ways of decomposing a closed class 
into a union of atomic classes: maximal and independent decompositions. We 
show that the maximal decomposition always exists, but is not necessarily 
independent. An independent decomposition may not exist. We demonstrate 
that there exists an atomic class which can be written as an infinite union of 
pairwise incomparable atomic classes. 
The second part of the chapter contains some early thoughts and partial 
work on the relation between atomic classes and their bases. We outline the 
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decision problem for whether or not a finitely based closed class is atomic. We 
show that if we add or remove a basis element from an atomic class the result 
need not be atomic. We show that there are certain sets of permutations that, 
if contained within the basis of a closed class, ensure that that class is not 
atomic. 
4.2 Closed Classes as Unions of Atomic Classes 
In this section we investigate how one may write classes as unions of atomic 
classes. 
A note of caution: 
Proposition 170 There exists an atomic class that may be written as an 
infinite union of pairwise incomparable atomic classes. 
PROOF: Let A = AI, A2, A3, ... be any infinite antichain the elements of 
which are sum indecomposable. (For example take the antichain W from the 
Bibliothek.) Let X = Sub(AI EEl A2 EEl A3 EEl ... ). For every positive integer i 
let Xi = Sub(AI EEl ... EEl Ai- l EEl Ai+l EEl Ai+2 EEl ... ad inf.). Then every pair 
of Xi are incomparable, for if i -::J j then Ai E Xj \ Xi and Aj E Xi \ X j . 
Furthermore X = UiEZ+ Xi' Q.E.D. 
• 
N ow we can start considering uniqueness of representations: 
Proposition 171 Every closed class can be written as a union of maximal 
atomic classes. 
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PROOF: Let X be a closed class. Let A be the set of all atomic classes that 
are subsets of X. A partial ordering may be constructed on the elements of 
A by Al < A2 if and only if Al C A2. 
Consider any chain Al < A2 < A3 < ... of elements of A and let B = 
Al U A2 U .... Then B is closed, for if'Y E Band 5 ~ 'Y then there exists an 
element Ai of the chain such that 'Y E Ai and as every atomic class is closed 
we have that 5 E A ~ B. Furthermore B has the join property, for suppose 
that 'Y, 5 E B with 'Y E Ai and 5 E Aj and i ::; j. Then 'Y, 5 are both elements 
of Aj . As Aj is atomic, 'Y and 5 join in Aj and therefore also in B. Thus B 
is atomic. 
By Zorn's Lemma we may conclude that every atomic class in A is con-
tained in a maximal class of A. For every permutation 'Y E X we have that 
Sub b) is an atomic subclass of X and so we have that every permutation 
of X is contained in a maximal element of A. Thus X is the union of the 
maximal elements of A. By the nature of the partial ordering these maximal 
classes are incomparable. Q.E.D. 
• 
Note: A representation of a class as a union of maximal atomic subclasses 
is not necessarily unique. 
Definition 172 Let L be a family of closed classes with members denoted 
by Lx, x being an element of some index set 2. We denote the union of all 
members of L by UXE3 Lx, and this contains precisely those permutations 
that are contained in at least one member of L. We say that the members 
of L are independent in union if for every member Ly of L we have that 
Uy :,ixE3 Lx is distinct from, and therefore strictly smaller than, UxE3 Lx. 
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Proposition 173 Let L be a family of atomic classes. Then L is indepen-
dent under union if and only if every Xi E L contains a permutation, I, not 
contained in any other element of L. 
PROOF: Trivial. • 
Proposition 174 The set of all atomic classes is uncountable. 
PROOF: Let AI) A2 ) ... be the elements of an infinite antichain of sum 
indecomposable permutations arranged in a sequence. For every subsequence 
Ajp Aj2 ) Aj3 ) ... of AI) A 2 ) A3 ) ... define the class Bj to be Bj = Sub(Ajl EB 
A12 EB A13 EB ... ). There are uncountably many such classes and they are all 
distinct. Q.E.D. 
• 
Proposition 175 A representation of a closed class as a union of indepen-
dent atomic classes is unique. (Not every closed class is representable as a 
union of independent atomic classes.) 
PROOF: Let X be a closed class and suppose that X can be written in two 
distinct ways as a union of independent atomic classes: X = Al U A2 U ... 
and X = BI U B2 U .... 
Consider any B i . As BI U B2 U ... are independent there exists some I 
such that I E Bi and I <I:- B j for any j i= i. I E X and therefore lEAk for 
some k. It follows that Ak C B i . For otherwise there exists some permutation 
<5 E Ak \ Bi . As Ak is atomic I and <5 join in some 7] E Ak. 7] E X) and 
therefore 7] E B j for some j. As 7] involves I we have that 7] E B i . But then 
by closure <5 E B i ) a contradiction. 
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By symmetry Bi ~ Al for some l. But if k #- l then Ak rt. AI. Thus 
Ak = B i. Thus every Bi is equal to some Ak and we conclude that X cannot 
be written distinctly as two independent unions of atomic classes. 
• 
Proposition 176 Let X be a closed class and let X = Y1 U Y2 U ... where 
Y1 , Y2 , •.. are independent atomic classes. Then every Yi is a maximal atomic 
class in X. 
PROOF: Suppose that some Yi is not maximal in X. Let Ti E Yi with 
Ti ~ 1j if i #- j. As Yi is not maximal in X there exists some greater atomic 
class Y in X. Let 6 E Y \ Yi. As Y is atomic there exists some join "7 of Ti 
and 6 in Y. "7 E X, and as it involves Ti, "7 E Yi. By closure 6 E Yi. Reductio 
ad absurdum. • 
Proposition 177 Let X be a closed class and let L be a set of maximal 
atomic classes in X. Then the elements of L are pairwise incomparable. 
PROOF: Let Y, Z E L. As Y rt. Z there exists T E Y \ Z. • 
Proposition 178 There exists a closed class that cannot be written as an 
independent union of atomic classes and that has an uncountable set of max-
imal atomic subclasses. 
PROOF: 
Let A be an antichain whose elements, for later simplicity, are denoted 
A(1,O) , A(1,l), A(2,O), A(2,1), .. . , having the following properties: 
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• For every A(i,j) in A, every permutation properly involved in A(i,j) is 
involved in every A(k,O) and every A(k,l) with k > i. 
• Every element of A is sum indecomposable. 
We consider the second entry in the antichain indices to be taken modulo 
2, so that A(m,1+1) = A(m,O). The library antichain R2 U R2 is suitable, it gives: 
A(1,o) = 3 2 6 1 5 4 A(l,l) = 3 2 5 1 8 4 7 6 
A(2,O) = 3 2 5 1 7 4 10 6 9 8 A(2,1) = 3 2 5 1 7 4 9 6 12 8 11 10 
A(3,o) = 3 2 5 1 7 4 9 6 11 8 14 10 13 12 A(3,1) = 3 2 5 1 7 ... 16 12 15 14 
Let X be the set of all permutations that may be written in the form 
1"1 EB 1"2 EB 1"3 EB ... where every I"i is involved in either A(i,O) or A(i,l), and may 
be the empty permutation. In other words let: 
X Sub( {A(1,o) , A(1,!)} EB {A(2,O), A(2,1)} EB {A(3,O), A(3,1)} EB ... ) 
(Sub(A(1,o)) U Sub(A(1,l))) EB (Sub(A(2,O)) U Sub(A(2,1))) EB ... 
Let £ be the set of all classes of the form SUb(!"l EB 1"2 EB 1"3 EB ... ) where 
every I"i is equal to either A(i,o) or A(i,l). Note that £ is uncountably infinite. 
CLAIM: The elements of £ are maximal atomic subclasses of X. 
PROOF: Suppose that some E = Sub(A(1,jI) EB A(2,jz) EB A(3,j3) EB ... ) E £ 
is not maximal. Then there exists a superior atomic class C in X properly 
containing E. Let I" be a minimal element of C \ E in the sense that every 
subsequence of I" is an element of E. 
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Let r = TJ ffi () where () is sum indecomposable and non-empty. As r is an 
element of X, () must be involved in an element of the antichain A. Indeed it 
must be an antichain element for otherwise () E A(m,jm) for sufficiently large 
m (a property of the antichain) and as, by minimality, TJ E E we have that 
r = TJ ffi () E E, a contradiction. Thus we may let () = A(m,n) for some m, n. 
Note that n = jm because both A(m,n) and A(m,jm) are elements of C, which 
is atomic, but A(m,O) and A(m,l) do not join in X. 
Next note that A(1,h) ffi A(2,h) ffi ... ffi A(m,jm) E E c C. Therefore there 
exists a minimal join, b, of A(1,jIl ffi ... ffi A(m,jm) and r in C. By minimality 
and as there exists at most one embedding of A(m,jm) in any element of X 
we have that the last sum component of b is A(m,jm). Thus, by considering 
the definition of X we have that: 
However note that f3 = A(1,jIl ffiA(2,h) ffi .. . ffiA(m,jm) is a maximal element 
of D. Hence r ::; b = f3 = A(1,h) ffi A(2,j2) ffi ... ffi A(m,jm) E E. Reductio ad 
absurdum. 
• 
CLAIM: Every maximal atomic subclass of X is an element of E. 
PROOF: 
Let M be a maximal atomic subclass of X. To show that M is an element 
of E it suffices to show that for every m there exists an antichain element of 
the form A(m,jm) in M, where jm = 0 or 1. 
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etc 
[l 
A (2,0) 
or 
A (2,1) 
A (1,0) 
or 
A (1,1) 
A (0,0) 
or 
A (0,1) 
Figure 4,1: A typical class in E is made by taking the closure or Sub of an infinite 
sequence of the above type. Clearly there are uncountably many such classes in 
E. However their union, X, forms a closed class (containing only count ably many 
permutations), the maximal atomic subclasses of which are precisely the classes in 
E. Thus X is not an independent union of all its maximal atomic subclasses. The 
situation is in fact far worse: X cannot be expressed as an independent union of 
atomic subclasses. 
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First note that M contains an antichain element, for otherwise Sub(A(1,o))EEl 
M is an atomic class in X properly containing M, which contradicts the 
maximality of M. To argue a little more precisely, suppose that M does not 
contain an element of A and let I E M. As I E X, I is expressible in the 
form I = 11 EEl 12 EEl ... EEl 1m where each Ii is a possibly empty permutation 
properly involved in either A(i,O) or A(i,O)' By recalling the properties of the 
antichain we have that each Ii is also involved in A(i+l,O)' Thus A(1,o) EEl I is 
involved in A(I,O) EEl A(2,O) EEl ... EEl A(m+1,O), and is therefore an element of X, 
which yields the required contradiction. 
Furthermore if M contains an antichain element A(m,jm) then M must 
contain an element of the form A(n,jn) for every n ::; m, where each jn is 
either 0 or 1. We demonstrate: 
Consider any antichain element A(m,jm) in M. All permutations of X 
involving A(m,jm) are of the form 0: EEl A(m,jm) EEl (3 where 0: and (3 are possi-
bly empty permutations of X. X, and therefore M, has but finitely many 
permutations of the form 0: EEl A(m,jm)' Thus, as M is atomic there exists a 
I E M such that I EEl A(m,jm) is an element of M involving every permutation 
in M of the form o:EElA(m,jm)' As I EEl A(m,jm) E X we may write I EEl A(m,jm) = 
11 EEl 12 EEl ... EEl Im-l EEl A(m,jm) where each Ii is involved in some antichain 
element A(i,j;)' Thus I EEl A(m,jm) is involved in A(I,jl) EEl A(2,h) EEl ... EEl A(m,mj)' 
Let 6 = {,IA(m,jm) EEl I EM}. Sub(A(I,h) EEl A(2,j2) EEl ... EEl A(m,jm)) EEl 6) is 
an atomic subclass of X containing M and by the maximality of M equal to 
M. Thus M contains an element of the form A(n,jn) for every n ::; m, where 
each jn is either 0 or 1. 
Finally, M contains an infinite number of antichain elements of A. For 
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otherwise consider the antichain element A(m,j) in M where m is maximal. 
Let r = {I'll' EEl A(m,j) E M} and let ~ = {I'IA(m,j) EEl I' EM}. Then 
Sub(r EEl A(m,j) EEl A(m+l,j) EEl ~) is an atomic class in X properly containing 
M. 
• 
CLAIM: X is not expressible as an independent union of atomic classes. 
PROOF: Suppose that D is a set of independent atomic classes whose 
union is X. Then every element of D is maximal and therefore an element 
of B. Consider any D ED. By independence D contains a permutation I' 
not contained in any other. There must be an antichain element A(m,j) such 
that I' EEl A(m,j) E D. Now, I' EEl A(m,j+1) E X and I' EEl A(m,j+l) cannot be 
contained in any element of D other than D. (Else, by closure, that other 
element would contain 1'.). However if I'EElA(m,j+l) E D then by closure both 
A(m,j) and A(m,j+l) are elements of D and must therefore join in D. However 
A(m,j) and A(m,j+l) do not join in X. Reductio ad absurdum. 
• 
• 
Note: The antichain used in the proof has the "finite drop" property: 
There are at most three terms below and to the right of any term of any 
antichain element. Thus by considering the number of ways in which a new 
largest element can be added to any permutation in X we have that X has 
at most 4n - 1 permutations of length n. A similar exponential bound would 
apply if any finite drop or finite rise antichain was used in the construction 
of X. 
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4.3 The Decision Problem 
It is not known if it is decidable from its basis whether or not an arbitrary 
finitely based closed class X is atomic or not. What we will find out shortly 
is the following: If X is not atomic then it is expressible as the union of two 
strictly smaller classes Y and Z. Furthermore we can arrange for Y and Z 
each to have precisely one basis element that is not a basis element of X, 
these two basis elements being any two permutations in X that do not join 
in X. 
Thus the problem is that a program can be written that takes as an input 
a finite basis and terminates if the class defined by that basis is non-atomic. 
It merely looks for a pair of permutations that do not join in that class and 
then utilises it to express the class as the union of two strictly smaller closed 
classes. However it is not known whether there exists a program that will 
definitely terminate if the basis of an atomic class is given as an input. All 
that is known is that there are certain special classes of permutations, such 
as the finite ones, for which atomicity is fully decidable. 
Now let us consider the subclasses Y and Z. One might hope that these 
subclasses are in some way simpler than the superclass X. Such a simplifi-
cation, if it exists, is far from obvious. The bases of Y and Z can have more 
elements than that of X and it is possible for basis elements of Y and Z to 
be longer than those of X. Let us clarify a point. There is a concept of an 
elementary non-joining pair which is as follows: If a and /3 are non-joining 
elements of X and if a' and /3' are permutations that involve a and /3 re-
spectively then it follows that a' and /3' similarly do not join in X. Thus it 
makes sense to define a minimal or elementary non-joining pair to be a pair 
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of permutations 0:, f3 E X that do not join, but where every permutation 
properly involved in 0: joins with f3 and likewise every permutation properly 
involved in f3 joins with 0:. Even so, there exist finitely based closed classes 
that contain arbitrarily long elementary non-joining pairs. At best we can 
hope to obtain an upper bound for the minimum combined length of any 
such pair. 
Again let us consider the possibilities that a mechanism of expressing 
a non-atomic class as the union of two lesser classes might give us: Not 
only may the bases of the two subclasses be more complex than that of the 
original, neither of the two subclasses need be atomic. However by again 
splitting these subclasses into yet smaller classes we may eventually obtain 
atomic classes. This is the front of present research, although this front is 
not very active. The following points are pivotal in this consideration: 
• There exists a finitely based non-atomic class that is the union of in-
finitely many (finitely based) maximal atomic subclasses (See Theo-
rem 116 in the section titled "Antichain Classes" of Chapter 3.). Thus 
a process of splitting a non-atomic class into two lesser closed classes 
and splitting the subclasses into two yet smaller subclasses need never 
terminate. 
• Further to the above, we remark that unless care is taken it may be 
possible eternally to split a given closed class into unions of lesser classes 
and never obtain an atomic class. 
• If a class is partially well ordered (i.e. it contains no infinite antichain) 
then the class is the union of finitely many atomic classes and fur-
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thermore a procedure of splitting such a class into two subclasses and 
subclasses into subclasses and so on will invariably terminate l . 
• It is not known whether there exists a finitely based class that is the 
union of infinitely based atomic classes. It is not even known whether 
there is a finitely based class that is not expressible as a union of finitely 
based maximal atomic subclasses. There is a finitely based class that 
contains an infinitely based atomic subclass (See Proposition 186) but 
in our known example the closure of the class, less the subclass, is the 
class itself. This implies that this maximal atomic subclass will never 
be essential when expressing the class as the union of lesser classes. 
• If a closed class is finite, something which is easily determined, then it is 
determinable whether or not the class is atomic. There also exist certain 
sets of permutations that, if contained in the basis of a class, guarantee 
that the class is non-atomic. Beyond that, no general solutions are 
known. 
Active questions are as follows: 
Question 179 Is it determinable whether a given closed class is non-atomic? 
Question 180 Given two closed classes X and Y, defined by their bases, 
what is the basis of the closure of X \ Y? 
We discuss the above points individually. 
1 At least, such a procedure will come to a point where it can no longer split subclasses 
into lesser classes but the procedure may not be able to determine whether or not it has 
reached that stage. 
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Finitely Based Classes as the Union of Finitely Based Classes 
From Theorem 24, which we repeat here: 
Theorem 24 If X and Yare closed classes then XUY is closed. Furthermore 
if X = A(Bl) and Y = A(B2 ) then the basis of XU Y is the minimal merge 
of Bl and B 2 · 
We have that: 
Lemma 181 Let X be a closed class equal to the union of A and B, two 
closed classes neither of which is a subset of the other. If there exists a basis 
element ry of A not involved in any basis element of X then X is equal to the 
union of Band A(8(A) \ {ry}). 
This is a direct corollary of Theorem 24. It gives us a mechanism to prove 
the first part of the following: 
Theorem 182 Let X be a finitely based non-atomic closed class. Then: 
• X is the union of two proper subclasses, and these may be chosen to be 
finitely based. 
• X may be expressed as the union of two proper subclasses Y and Z 
each of which has at most one basis element that is not a basis element 
of x. 
• It is possible that if X is written as the union of two proper subclasses Y 
and Z then both Y and Z must have at least 18(X) 1+ 1 basis elements. 
PROOF: Finitely based decomposition: Suppose that X = YUZ where 
Y and Z are incomparable closed classes. By Lemma 181 we may discard 
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any basis elements of Y and Z that are not involved in basis elements of X 
to obtain two new classes Y' and Z' whose union is still the whole of X. As 
X is finitely based, so will Y' and Z' be, but we do need to ensure that we 
do not end up with the degenerate case where either Y' or Z' is equal to X. 
As Y and Z are incomparable, Y has a basis element 0: that is an element 
of Z and Z has a basis element f3 that lies in Y. Let C be the set of basis 
elements of Y that are involved in basis elements of X, and let D be the 
equivalent set for Z. Both C and D are finite. Let Y' = A( C U {o:}) and let 
Z' = A(D U {f3}). Then X = Y' U Z', by Lemma 181, and furthermore Y' 
and Z' are incomparable. Q.E.D. 
Limitations on the basis of Y and Z: Let 0: and f3 be permutations 
in X that do not join in X. Since every element of X avoids at least one of 
0: and f3 we have that X is the union of X n A( 0:) and X n A(f3). The former 
is equal to Y = A( {o:} U 8(X)) and the latter to Z = A( {f3} U 8(X)). Both 
are proper subclasses of X. Q.E.D. 
The basis elements of A and B may be numerous: Sub{213, 231} 
is non-atomic and can be written as a union of incomparable closed classes 
in only one way, namely as Sub(213) U Sub(231). The basis of the first 
component is 8(Sub(213)) = {123, 132,231,312,321}, that of the second is 
8(Sub(231)) {123, 132,213,312,321}, and that of the whole is 
8(Sub(213, 231)) = {123, 132,312,321}. Q.E.D. 
• 
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Arbitrarily Long Non-Joining Pairs 
Proposition 183 There exists a closed class X such that for every natural 
number N there exists an elementary non-joining pair a, (3 of elements in 
X such that the lengths of a and (3 are both greater than N. 
PROOF: Let A be an infinite fundamental antichain, and let X be the 
closure Sub(A). Recall from Proposition 147 in the Antichains chapter that 
as A is infinite and fundamental, Sub(A) \ A is an atomic class. Hence any 
pair of elements that do not join in X must contain at least one element of A. 
Let Ai be an element of A. If (3 is an element of Sub(A) \ A and (3 has length 
at least as great as that of Ai then (3 does not join with Ai in X, else we 
have a contradiction with the fact that A is an antichain and X = Sub(A). 
Let (3 therefore be a permutation minimal under inclusion, in X, subject to 
not joining with Ai' Then (3, Ai is an elementary non-joining pair. If a term 
from either is removed then the result is two sequences that join in X. 
Furthermore if the antichain hUh is used for A then (3 must have length at 
least IAil/2. If that antichain is examined then the reader will be persuaded 
of this. This completes the proof. 
• 
Splitting a Class into Constituent Parts 
Question 184 Given an elementary non-joining pair a, (3 in any closed 
class X, we can express X as the union of Y = A(8(X) U {a}) and Z = 
A(8(X) U {(3}). We will call this an elementary split of X. Our question is 
as follows: If X is the union of finitely many atomic classes, will a process of 
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performing an elementary split on X, another on the subclasses obtained and 
so on invariably yield, after a finite number of steps, the constituent atomic 
classes of X? 
Let us suppose that X is expressible as the union of atomic subclasses 
denoted by AI, ... ,An- If the classes obtained by an elementary split are 
unions of some of these atomic classes then the answer is, trivially, yes: Each 
subclass is strictly smaller than its ancestor, therefore consists of the union 
of a strictly smaller list of maximal atomic classes. Therefore after a finite 
number of steps none of the suclasses obtained in this way can consist of 
more than one atomic subclass. On the other hand, if the split is not as well 
behaved we might have the following scenario: 
• X = Y U Z by elementary split and: Y = Al U B2, Z = A2 UBI where 
BI c Al and B2 C A2 . 
• By cruel chance we might have the same problem when attempting to 
split Al from B2 and A2 from B I. In that case we might have: 
X Y U Z = (AI U B2) U (A2 UBI) 
[(AI U C2) U (B2 U Cd] U [(A2 U Dd U (BI U D2)] 
where C1 and C2 are subsets of Al and B2 respectively, and similarly 
for D I , D2 in A2 and B I . There is no apparent reason why this might 
not continue indefinitely. 
These hypothetical objections may however be disprovable. 
More general questions are as follows: 
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Question 185 Let X be any non-atomic closed class. Then: 
1. Will a finite number of elementary splits invariably yield at least one 
maximal atomic subclass of X? 
2. Is it possible with sufficient knowledge to choose an atomic split of X 
into two subclasses, choose an atomic split of one of those subclasses 
and repeat this until a maximal atomic subclass of X is obtained? 
(The answer to the above is affirmative if X contains a finitely based 
maximal atomic subclass, therefore the above is equivalent to (3) which 
follows.) 
3. Is it possible for X to be the union of finitely many infinitely based 
atomic classes? 
Were X a closed class over an arbitrary partial order then (3) in the 
above would be perfectly possible; it would even be possible to use in the 
demonstration a partial order in many respects very similar to the partial 
order on permutations. We note the following: 
Proposition 186 There exists a finitely based closed class that contains an 
infinitely based maximal atomic subclass. 
PROOF: Let X be the closure of the infinite antichain hUh, which is 
fundamental and is listed in the Bibliothek. The closure X is finitely based, 
it is proved for a similar class at the beginning of the chapter on antichains. 
As 12Uh is an infinite fundamental antichain the set of permutations properly 
involved in its elements is an atomic class, and furthermore this class is 
infinitely based. Q.E.D. • 
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Note that in the above proof the set X, less its infinitely based atomic 
subclass consists of the antichain hUI2 . Were ever X to be expressed as the 
union of lesser classes then the antichain elements would have to be contained 
in some of those subclasses. The closure of the antichain constitutes the 
whole of X, therefore our infinitely based maximal atomic subclass would 
never have a role to play in such a situation. 
The Core 
Definition 187 The core, K, of a closed class X is the set of elements of 
X that join with every element of X. Thus the core of X is the set of 
permutations K ~ X such that if a E X and ~ E K then there exists an 
element fJ E X that involves both X and ~. 
It was hoped that the core of a closed class might provide a key for 
determining whether or not a closed class is atomic. Specifically, in the case 
of a finitely based class it was hoped that it might provide an upper bound 
for the minimal combined length of two elements of the class that did not 
join, if the class was non-atomic. This would leave us with having to check 
whether some finite set of permutations joined in X, if so then the class 
would be atomic, if not then not. 
However the following points outline the character of the core, and its 
limitations. Assume that X is a closed class and that K is its core. 
1. The core K is a subset of every maximal atomic subclass of X, indeed 
it is the largest such set. 
2. K is a closed class. 
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3. All those basis elements of K that lie in X, if any, do not join with 
some element of X. 
4. It is possible for the core K to be infinitely based whilst X is finite. (If 
U is an infinite fundamental antichain whose closure Sub(U) is finitely 
based then the core of Sub(U) contains every element of U as a basis 
element.) 
5. It is possible for all basis elements of the core to join in X. (If X = 
Sub(231)UIUR) then the core of X consists of the trivial permutation, 
1. The permutation 21 does not join with 1234, the permutation 12 
not with 4321. However the two basis elements of K join in X.) 
The most useful observation that the core has led us to is the following: 
4.3.1 Partially Well Ordered Classes 
Recall that a set of permutations is partially well ordered if it does not contain 
an infinite antichain. (This does not mean that they cannot be either infinite 
or infinitely based.) Partially well ordered classes have the following nice 
properties: 
Proposition 188 Let X be a partially well ordered closed class. Then: 
• X has only finitely many maximal atomic subclasses. 
• X is expressible as an independent union of finitely many atomic classes. 
• If X is expressed as an infinite union of closed classes then these closed 
classes will not be pairwise incomparable: At least one will be a subset 
of another. 
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If X is finitely based then it is the union of finitely many finitely based 
atomic classes. 
• Given a binary tree having the following properties: 
The root of the tree is labelled by X; every other node is labelled 
by a subclass of X. 
A node of the tree is a leaf if and only if the node label is an atomic 
class. 
If a node label Y is non-atomic then the node has precisely two 
children, children that are labelled by proper subclasses of Y and 
whose union is equal to Y. (There may be several nodes with the 
same label.) 
The tree must be finite. 
PROOF: Maximal subclasses: Let M I , M 2 , M 3 , ... be an infinite list of 
distinct maximal atomic subclasses of X. Given a maximal class Mi , those 
of its basis elements that are not basis elements of X are elements of X 
itself, and are therefore finite in number. We will denote them by Ei . Every 
subclass of any closed class is always precisely defined by those basis elements 
that are not basis elements of the superclass, and so this approach is entirely 
standard. Now one Mi is contained in another, M j , if and only if every 
element of E j involves an element of Ei (else there is a permutation in Mi 
that is not in Mj ). This concept can be used to define a partial order on 
finite sets of permutations: Given two sets U and V, we will write U :S* V 
if and only if every element of V involves at least one element of U. 
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Now the classes M 1 , M2 , ..• are maximal in X, therefore the sets E l , E 2 , •.. 
are pairwise incomparable under :S*, in other words the sets E l , E2 , ... form 
an (infinite) antichain under :S*. However by Higman's Theorem (see Chap-
ter 3, Proposition 156, or [12]) it is not possible for an infinite antichain 
to arise out of a partially well ordered set in this way. This is therefore a 
contradiction and completes the proof. 
An independent union: This follows from the previous: X has only 
finitely many maximal atomic subclasses, therefore each maximal atomic 
subclass contains a permutation not contained in any other (from which the 
desired result follows directly): 
For suppose that M 1 , ... , Mn are the maximal atomic subclasses of X. 
The class Ml is not a subset of M2 therefore Ml contains an element /32 not 
in M2 . Similarly Ml contains an element /33 not contained in M3 and so on. 
Since Ml is atomic and the list /32, ... ,/3n is finite it follows that Ml contains 
some permutation that involves all these /32, ... ,/3n. Such a permutation is 
contained in Ml but in no other maximal subclass. 
Thus an element unique to ll1fl is established, and by symmetry elements 
unique to every other one of the maximal atomic subclasses. Therefore not 
only is X equal to the union of all its maximal atomic subclasses, the union is 
also independent in that if any of these subclasses is omitted then the union 
of the remaining does not equal X. 
An infinite union: This again follows directly from Higman's Theorem. 
Binary Tree: Suppose that a tree exists as described except that it 
is infinite. Then there exists an infinite descending chain, starting at the 
root, of nodes each below the other. This implies that there exists an infinite 
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sequence of subclasses of X, each properly contained in its predecessor, which 
is impossible. X is partially well ordered and if such a sequence, which we 
will denote by Y1 , Y2, Y3 , ••• exists then we can choose an infinite antichain in 
X from their bases. Each class has only finitely many basis elements that are 
in X but each class also properly contains its successor, which means that 
the basis of its successor must be more restrictive, either by having shorter 
basis elements or by having more basis elements. Since permutations cannot 
be made arbitrarily short this gives us all we need: 
Select any element of B(Yd nx, that is any basis element of Y1 that is not 
a basis element of X. That basis element involves, properly or improperly, 
a basis element of Y2 because Y2 is a subset of Y1 . Similarly the chosen 
basis element of Y2 involves a basis element of Y3, and so we can choose an 
infinite sequence of basis elements, each involving its successor. Now since 
permutations cannot be arbitrarily short there must be some element of the 
sequence that is equal to all its successors. Denote this permutation by (31 
and let YN1 be a class having (31 as a basis element. The permutation (31 will 
be the first of an infinite antichain in X. 
YN1 +1 is a proper subset of YNll therefore there exists a basis element of 
Y Nl + 1 that is not a basis element of X and that is not equal to (31. Let such 
an element be given. 
Again we can construct an infinite sequence of basis elements: Our given 
basis element of YN1 +1 involves a basis element of YN1 +2, that involves a basis 
element of Y Nl +3 and so on, and as with (31 this sequence must stabilize. 
There is an element of the sequence equal to all its successors. Call this 
permutation (32 and let (32 be a basis element of some YN2 where N2 > N 1. 
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Note that since the first element of this sequence is independent from and 
does not involve (31, we have that (32 also is not equal to (31. Indeed since (31 
and (32 are distinct basis elements of YN2 they must be pairwise incomparable. 
Now choose a basis element of YN2+1 that is not a basis element of X and 
that is not equal to either (31 or (32. Use this basis element by our established 
method to choose a basis element (33 of some YN3 (N3 > N2). 
The permutations (31, (32, (33 are all elements of X and they form an 
antichain. By repeating our method we can extend this into an infinite 
antichain, every element of which is an element of X, which completes our 
proof. 
• 
4.4 Modifying the Basis 
Given a closed class with given basis, another class can be obtained by either 
adding or removing a basis element of X. We show that neither operation 
preserves atomicity. 
Proposition 189 Let X be an atomic class and let 'Y be a basis element of 
X. Then A(B(X) \ {'Y}) need not be atomic. 
PROOF: We give two examples of an atomic class where the removal of a 
single basis element results in a non-atomic class. One example is infinitely 
based, the other finitely based. 
Let U = U1 , U2 , ... be the infinite antichain h UI2 described in the Biblio-
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thek, the first few elements of which are: 
3 4 1 2, 2 3 6 1 4 5, 2 3 5 1 8 4 6 7, 
2 3 5 1 7 4 10 6 8 9, ... 
It can be shown that Sub(U) is finitely based, indeed U is very similar 
to the antichain in Theorem 116 and the closure of that antichain is shown 
there to be finitely based. A similar argument can be applied here. 
Let C be the set of all basis elements of Sub(U) that do not involve 
an element of U. We will consider the class A(U U C) which is equal to 
PropSub(U). This can be seen directly; no supporting lemma is required. 
A(U U C) = PropSub(U) is an atomic class. This can be seen either by 
noting that U is a fundamental antichain and using Proposition 147 which 
states that the set of permutations properly involoved in an infinite strongly 
trim (a weaker condition than fundamental) antichain is atomic. Alterna-
tively it can be seen directly that: 
PropSub(U) = Sub(2 3 5 1 7496 11 8 ... ) EEl Sub( . .. 30 5 2 74 10689) 
Now, let m be the length of the longest basis element of Sub(U), and note 
that Urn is an example of an element of U with length greater than m. If we 
delete Urn from the basis of PropSub(U) then we obtain the class: 
A(U u c \ {Urn}) = PropSub(U) U {Urn} 
In this class Urn does not join with any permutation longer than itself. Thus 
we have taken an atomic class, deleted a basis element and obtained a non-
atomic class, as required. 
In addition a finitely based counterexample is afforded by the following. 
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Let X = Sub{231}. Then the basis of X consists of all permutations 
of length three barring 231. X is atomic. Now consider what occurs if we 
remove 213 from the basis of X. The resulting class, which is not atomic, is 
Sub{231,213}. (This is easily seen once it has been noted that there are no 
permutations of length 4 in the resulting class.) • 
Proposition 190 Let X be a non-atomic closed class and let r be a basis 
element of X. It does not necessarily follow that if r is removed from the 
basis of X that the resulting class is still non-atomic. 
PROOF: Suppose that the proposition did not hold for finitely based X. 
Then the basis elements of X could be removed one by one until the set of 
all permutations was obtained, which is certainly atomic. 
We could also cease removing basis elements when there was but one left: 
That basis element would have to be either sum or skew indecomposable, 
and therefore its avoidance class would be either skew or sum complete, and 
therefore atomic. 
For an infinitely based example consider the following: 
Let U be any infinite antichain of skew indecomposable permutations. 
Such antichains exist, and examples are available in the Bibliothek. Let U1 
be any element of U and let U' be the set of elements of U with length strictly 
greater than three times that of U1 . Note that the class with basis U' is skew 
complete, atomic and infinitely based. 
We will create a finite set K of permutations such that K U U' is an 
antichain and such that the class with K U U' as its basis is non-atomic. We 
proceed: 
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Let K be the set of all permutations minimal subject to containing at 
least three distinct but not necessarily termwise disjoint subsequences order 
isomorphic to UI . This set K exists, everyone of its elements has length no 
more than 3IUI I, and K together with U' forms an antichain, as predicted. 
In the next six paragraphs we construct two permutations in K U U' that 
do not join. 
That there exist permutations that have precisely two subsequences order 
isomorphic to UI is a permutation specific technical result, but an easy one: 
Let UI = UI U2 ... Um and let Ui be any term of UI . If the term preceding Ui 
is equal to Ui - 1 or if the succeeding term is Ui + 1 then Ui is part of an 
increasing contiguous subsequence, of length greater than one. In this case 
we replace Ui by wreath with a decreasing pair of terms. 
For example if UI = 123 and Ui = 2 then we obtain 1324. 
Alternatively we replace Ui with an increasing pair of terms. This defends 
us against the alernative possibility of Ui belonging to a decreasing contiguous 
subsequence of UI . 
A little thought should now persuade the reader that the permutation 
thus obtained has precisely two subsequences order isomorphic to UI , and 
that these subsequences together constitute the entirety of the constructed 
permutation. We denote this permutation f( Ui). 
The fact that U is an infinite antichain implies that UI has at least two, 
indeed at least three terms. Thus we can construct two distinct permuta-
tions f(ui) and f(uj), each of which has precisely two subsequences order 
isomorphic to UI . That f(ui) and f(uj) are distinct for distinct terms Ui and 
Uj is another small permutation specific technical result. 
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Both the permutations f(Ui) and f(uj) are elements of A(K U U'), but 
any merge of the two must have at least three subsequences order isomorphic 
to U1 , thus these two permutations form a non-joining pair in A(K U U'). 
To finish the proof, we now have two classes, A(U') and A(K U U'). The 
former is atomic, the latter we have shown is not. We can remove basis 
elements of the latter one at a time until we obtain a class identical to the 
former. All the classes obtained in this gradual reduction are infinitely based. 
Thus as the transition from non-atomic to atomic must be made at least once, 
there exists an infinitely based non-atomic class with a basis element that, 
when removed, yields an atomic class. • 
The reader may have noted, or may now note that the technical machinery 
used in the last proof is exactly that which is needed to do Exercise 16, which 
states that there are precisely n2 + 1 permutations of length n + 1 that involve 
any given permutation of length n. 
4.5 Further Modification of the Basis 
We consider results that hold for arbitrary partial orders with regard to the 
concepts of 'basis' and 'join property', and apply them to involvement. We 
occasionally use technical knowledge about involvement to further constrain 
the obtained results. We deduce the possibility and demonstrate the exis-
tence of certain antichains that cannot be contained as a subset of the basis 
of an atomic class. 
Let X be a closed class with basis B. We first consider the case when X 
is atomic, and under what circumstances it is possible to add permutations 
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to the basis of X and thereby make in non-atomic. 
1. If every element of X is contained in Sub(B) then B is a maximal 
anti chain and no further elements can be added to the basis of X. 
Therefore we can disregard this case. (We do note however, trivially, 
that in this case B is infinite if and only if X is infinite.) 
2. If not every element of X is in the closure SUb(B) then, except in the 
case where X\Sub(B) is linearly ordered under inclusion, it is certainly 
possible to add finitely many elements to the basis of X in a manner 
that produces a non-atomic class. Choose any two non-comparable 
elements 0:, (3 of X \ Sub(B) and append X n (0: minmerge (3) to the 
basis of X. 
3. If X \ Sub(B) is linearly ordered then it is always possible to add a 
single element to the basis of X and thereby produce a non-atomic 
class, except possibly in the unusual circumstance when the smallest 
element of X\Sub(B) involves every element of Sub(B). This indicates 
that B is finite. In that case either: 
(a) X \ Sub(B) has only on element. In this case X is finite and it is 
easily decidable whether it is possible to add elements to Band 
thereby produce a non-atomic class. 
(b) X \ Sub( B) has at least two elements, one greater than the other. 
Let us consider any two such elements, 0: and (3, and let us choose 
them in such a way that the length of 0: is one greater than the 
length of (3. Note that closure implies that if we delete any term 
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from a then the result is order isomorphic to (3. Examination of 
permutations quickly permits us to deduce that the only permuta-
tions that involve only one permutation of length one shorter than 
themselves, are the elements of I and R. From this we deduce that 
X is equal to the entirety of precisely one of these classes. 
Thus either X is finite, and it is easily decidable whether it is possible 
to add permutations to the basis of X to manufacture a non-atomic 
class, or else X is equal to either I or R. 
That completes the analysis of whether it is possible to restrict an atomic 
class and thereby make it non-atomic. We now consider the case when X is 
non-atomic, and when it is possible to add permutations to the basis of B 
and thereby make X atomic. 
1. When restricting X there is only one set of permutations that we are 
obliged to keep in the new class. These are the elements of PropSub(B). 
Any class that contains this and does not contain any element of B can 
be created by adding permutations to the basis B of X. (For finite B 
it is trivially decidable whether such a class can be atomic.) 
Thus there may be certain antichains that will never appear in the basis 
of an atomic class. Trojan horse like, their presence brings non-atomicity: 
Theorem 191 Let H be an antichain. There exists an atomic class with H 
as a subset of its basis if and only if there does not exist an antichain C with 
the property that i) every element of C is properly involved in an element of 
H, and ii) there is no atomic subclass of A(H) that contains C. 
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The proof we omit; it is elementary. The theorem yields a fast decision 
algorithm of whether a given finite set of permutations may be found in the 
basis of an atomic class. Fast because the only antichain C that we need 
consider in this case is the set of maximal elements of PropSub(H). To 
determine whether C is contained in an atomic subclass of A(H) we search 
for a permutation in A(H) that involves every element of C. 
We give only one example of a 'Trojan' set, as it is clear how to generate 
them and as they tend to be quite large sets. 
Example 192 Every closed class whose basis set contains 132,213,231,312 
is non-atomic. Every such class contains both 12 and 21 but these permuta-
tions cannot join in the class. We note that A(132, 213, 231, 312) = I u R. 
We see no reason why minimal 'Trojan' antichains should not be infinite. 
4.5.1 A List of Non-Atomic Classes' 
These are but a few: 
1. A(321, 1234) Finite and non-atomic. A short pair of elements that do 
not join is: (214365,456123). Since atomicity is decidable for finite 
classes, and since finitude of a class is decidable from the basis, we give 
no further finite non-atomic examples. 
2. A(321, 1324), equal to Prof(21354)UProf(351624) where Prof(21354) = 
A(321, 1324,2413,3142) and Prof(351624) = A(321, 1324, 21354). A 
non-joining pair of minimal combined length is (2413,21354). 
3. A(321, 2143), equal to A(321, 2143, 3142) U A(321, 2143, 2413). 
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4. A(132, 4321), equal to Prof(42135)UProf(32415) where Prof(42135) = 
A(132, 4321, 3241) and Prof(32415) = A(132, 4321, 4213). A non-
joining pair of minimal combined length is (3241,4213). 
5. A(123, 231, 2143), equal to A(123, 231,132) U A(123, 231, 213). 
6. A(123, 231,4132), equal to A(123, 231, 132) U A(123, 231, 312). 
7. A(123, 312, 2143), equal to A(123, 312,132) U A(123, 312, 213). 
8. A(123, 312, 2431), equal to A(123, 312,132) U A(123, 312, 231). 
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Chapter 5 
Natural Classes 
Definition and Stability under Differentiation, Two Types of N at-
ural Class, Bounds on the number of Differentiations required to 
produce Stability, Naturality is Decidable, Infinitely Based Natural 
Classes 
5.1 Introduction 
A natural class is a particular type of atomic class. We show here that 
natural classes are very close to being sum complete. Furthermore we are 
able to show that it is decidable whether a class defined by a finite basis is 
natural, a result that has not been forthcoming with arbitrary atomic classes. 
219 
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5.2 Natural and Sum Complete Classes 
Definition 193 A class of permutations X is natural if X = 8(N, N, 7f) for 
some permutation 7f of the natural numbers. 
Let us remind the reader that differentiating a sequence is removing the 
first term of the sequence. In the following Results 194 to 196 we show 
that a finitely based natural class stabilizes under differentiation into a sum 
complete class, the basis of which is easily obtainable. l 
Theorem 194 Let X = 8(N, N, 7f) be a natural class with finite basis B. 
Let C be the set of final sum components of elements of B. Then there exists 
N E N such that aN X = A(C). 
Corollary 195 As all the elements of C are sum indecomposable A( C) zs 
sum complete. Thus every finitely based natural class becomes sum complete 
when differentiated sufficiently many times. 
PROOF: [of Theorem 194] 
First we will construct a suitable N. If C \ B = 0 then C = B, X is sum 
complete and N = 0 satisfies the theorem. 
Otherwise for every r E C \ B choose f3 E B such that f3 = 11 EB r for some 
permutation 11. We have that 11 E X and therefore there exists a subsequence 
1 If an atomic class is X = 8(A, B, 7r) then, retrospectively, it seems reasonable that if A 
has a "first or smallest element" then this, and any initial regularities at the beginning of 
elements of X could be removed by differentiation. And if A does not have a first element 
then X is invariant under differentiation. What is special about natural classes is that by 
differentiating one also removes the smallest terms, thus obtaining sum completion. 
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S of the natural numbers N such that 7r(S) '" J1. Let 7r( i) be the largest term 
in 7r(S). There exist precisely 7r(i) numbers j such that 7r(j) ~ 7r(i). Let m, 
be the largest such number. 
Then [}ffi"l X ~ A( "(). For otherwise there exists a subsequence T of N such 
that all elements of T are greater than m, and 7r(T) '" "(. But then as every 
term of 7r(T) is greater than every term of 7r(S) we have that 7r(S, T) E X 
and 7r(S, T) '" J1 EEl "( = /3, a contradiction. 
Let N be equal to the greatest m,. We may conclude that aN X ~ A( C). 
To prove that A( C) ~ aN X note that for all 0: E A( C), ft EEl 0: EEl ... EEl 0;, E X 
'V 
N + 1 times 
and so 0: E aN X. Q.E.D. 
• 
Theorem 196 A natural class X is sum complete if and only if X = ax. 
PROOF: Suppose that X is sum complete. Let a E X. As 1 E X we have 
that 1 EEl a E X and so a(1 EEl a) = a E ax. By closure ax ~ X. Thus 
x=ax. 
To prove the converse suppose that X = 8(N, N, 7r) is not sum complete 
and therefore has a decomposable basis element /3 EEl "(. Now /3, "( E X but 
by Theorem 194 there exist only a finite number of subsequences S of N 
such that 7r(S) is order isomorphic to "(. Of all the elements of such sets, 
let mEN be the largest. Then 7r(1, 2, ... m) E X but 7r(1, 2, ... , m) t/:- ax. 
Thus X =I ax. 
• 
Theorem 197 If X is a non-empty sum complete class of permutations then 
X is natural. 
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PROOF: There exist only countably many finite permutations. Thus the 
elements of X can be listed as a sequence 6,6, .... Let 7f be the infinite 
permutation 6 EEl 6 EEl . . .. 7f is a permutation of the natural numbers and 
furthermore X = Sub(7f), which means that X = B(N, N, 7f). 
• 
5.3 The Structure of 7r 
We have learnt that barring some finite discrepancies, every finitely based 
natural class X is sum complete. The nature of that initial discrepancy 
can have a profound effect on how X is expressible in the form B(N, N, 7f). 
Essentially we divide finitely based natural classes into two types. If C 
is the set of final sum components of basis elements of X then either X = 
Sub(ry)EElA(C) for some finite permutation" or it is not. If X is expressible in 
this form then" which is unique only if a minimal, is chosen, represents the 
initial discrepancy. It may as well be noted that unless A( C) is the class I of 
increasing permutations, A( C) can be represented in many different ways as a 
natural class, and therefore X can also be represented as B(N, N, 7f) for many 
different 7f, but that is an aside. If X is not expressible as Sub(ry) EEl A( C) 
then 7f is severely restrained, is unique and has a very specific structure. 
Theorem 198 If X = B(N, N, 7f) is a finitely based natural class not ex-
pressible in the form Sub(,) EEl A( C), where C is the set of final sum compo-
nents of basis elements of X, then there exist m, n E N such that m i- nand 
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This implies that 7r becomes cyclic with a cycle length equal to or dividing 
m-n. 
PROOF: 
7r is a permutation of N, and as such can be considered to be either sum 
decomposable or sum indecomposable. There exists a number k, that we can 
choose to be minimal, such that 8k (X) = A(C). Now, unless X is expressible 
in the form Sub(ry) ED A(C), we may conclude that 7r has only finitely many 
sum components and that the last sum component, which must be infinite, 
involves an element of C. 
The consequence of this for k is that 7r(k) is in the last sum component 
of 7r. We utilise this: 
Select some terms of 7r, as follows: Firstly, let 7r (PI) be the rightmost 
term of 7r not bigger than 7r (k ). Then, for each j 2:: 1 let 7r (qj) be the largest 
term that either precedes or is equal to 7r(Pj), and for each i 2:: 2 let 7r(Pi) be 
the rightmost term either less than or equal to 7r(qd. As we might expect, 
all these terms are distinct: 
CLAIM: The relative positions and sizes of the terms 7r(Pi) and 7r(qj) satisfy 
the following inequalities: 
ql < PI < q2 < P2 < q3 < P3 < q4 < P4 < ... 
PROOF: For each positive integer i, both 7r(qi) and 7r(qi+d precede or 
are equal to 7r(Pi+I)' As 7r(qi+l) is the greatest term preceding or equal 
to 7r(Pi+d and 7r(qi) is greater than all the terms it succeeds we have that 
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n( '1) et cetera 
n(q) t n(P4 ) 
n(q) n(P3 ) 
n(k) n(P2) 
n(pt ) 
Figure 5.1: The terms of 7r as mapped out by 7r(Pi) and 7r(qi). In our notation 
Ai denotes all the terms lying (inclusively) to the left of 7r(Pi) and Ti denotes 
all the terms (inclusively) below or underneath 7r(qi). 
qi ~ qi+1 and 7r(qi) ~ 7r(qi+1). Similarly for each i we have that Pi ~ Pi+I 
and that 7r(Pi) ~ 7r(Pi+I). 
Now suppose that Pi = Pi+I for some integer i . All the terms preceding or 
equal to 7r(Pi) are less than or equal to 7r(qi) . Also, as 7r(Pi+I) is the rightmost 
term smaller than or equal to 7r(qi) w~ have that all the terms that succeed 
7r(Pi) are strictly greater than 7r(qi). This is not possible as 7r(Pi) is contained 
in the last sum component of 7r . 
Moreover if qj = qj+1 for some j then Pj+I = Pj+2 and so we reach the 
same contradiction. This proves the above inequalities. 
• 
Thus the terms 7r(Pi) and 7r(qj) can be used to demark 7r, and eventually 
to break it up into chunks. To this end for all integers i > 0 define A(i) = 
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{7f(j)lj :::; Pi} and Y(i) = {7f(j)I7f(j) :::; 7f(qi)}. We will use our convention 
that permits Ai and Y i to represent either a set of terms or the sequence 
formed by that set of terms. Note that, due to our first claim, Y(i) C A(i) C 
Y (i + 1) for all integers i 2 0; see Figure 5.l. 
Let c be the length of the longest element of A ( C). If c is even then let 
c' = c/2, if odd let c' = (c+ 1)/2. 
CLAIM: No embedding of an element of C in 7f contains a term succeeding 
7f(Pc'+l). 
PROOF: Suppose that a contains a term to the right of 7f(Pc,+d. Recall 
from the definition of k that a must contain a term preceding or equal to 
7f(k) and note that such a term must precede or be equal to 7f(Pl). Elements 
of C are sum indecomposable and therefore we conclude that a must contain 
the following: 
• At least one term in Al (preceding or equal to 7f (k ) ). 
• At least one term in 7f \ Ac'+l (by assumption). 
• For each integer i such that 1 :::; i :::; c' at least one of the terms 
in Y(i) \ A(i) and at least one in A(i + 1) \ Y(i) (to preserve sum 
indecomposability) . 
However the length of a is no greater than c, unlike the minimum number 
of terms required by the above, which is 2c' + 2. 
• 
It follows directly from the preceding claim that of all terms contained 
in at least one embedding of an element of C in 7f, there exists a rightmost, 
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which we denote 1f(l). The term 1f(l) marks a change in 1f that is manifest 
in a number of ways. Firstly: 
CLAIM: For every Pi such that Pi > l there exists unique subsequences of 
1f order isomorphic to A(Pi) and Y(Pi). This is due to the fact that there is 
a unique subsequence of 1f order isomorphic to 1f(1) .. . 1f(l). 
PROOF: The last term of 1f(1) .. . 1f(l) is the last term of a subsequence 
of 1f order isomorphic to an element of C. The last term of any alternative 
subsequence of 1f order isomorphic to 1f(1) ... 1f(l) would have to succeed 1f(l). 
Thus 1f would contain a subsequence order isomorphic to an element of C 
and whose last term lay to the right of 1f (l) . Thus we are maintained by 
contradiction. 
By extension if f is a non-identity, order preserving map from A( i) to 1f 
for some Pi > l then f (1f (Pi)) lies strictly to the right of 1f (Pi). Since 1f (Pi) 
is the rightmost term smaller than 1f (qi-l) this implies that f (1f (qi- d) is 
greater than 1f(qi-l). This in turn implies that f(1f(Pi-d) lies to the right 
of 1f (Pi-d and so on until we have that f ( 1f (Po)) lies to the right of 1f (Po). 
This, by order preservation implies that f(1f(k)) is strictly greater than 1f(k). 
However k < l < Pi and we have above proved that f must be the identity 
map on 1f(1) .. . 1f(l), another contradiction. 
The proof for Y(i) is nearly identical to that for A(i), and we omit it. 
This completes the proof of the claim. • 
Secondly, and consequent to this, we have that: 
CLAIM: For every positive integer i such that Pi ~ l the sequence 1f(Pi+l + 
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1) .. . 7r(Pi+2) has length no greater than 2(b - 1)2, where b is the maximum 
number of terms in any basis element of X. 2 
PROOF: The sequence 7r(Pi+l + 1) .. ·7r(Pi+2) is equal to A(Pi+2) \ A(Pi+d, 
which can be divided into the terms greater than 7r(qi+l) and those less than 
7r(qi+l) , namely A(i + 2) \ Y(i + 1) and Y(i + 1) \ A(i + 1). We show that 
neither of these sets contains an increasing or a decreasing sequence of length 
b. By [15] this implies our result. 
Given any permutation JL we can test whether it is involved in Y( i + 1) \ 
A(i + 1) by the following means: Consider the sequence consisting of Y(i) 
and 7r(qi+1). It can be expressed in the form: 
where 7r(qi+l) is the largest term and where (JT together is Y(i), the rightmost 
term of which is 7r(Pi+1). We introduce JL in this manner: Denote by (JL + qi) 
the sequence obtained by increasing the value of each term in JL by qi, which 
has the effect of making all the terms of (JL + qi) greater than those of Y( i). 
Then the sequence 
is order isomorphic to a permutation in X if and only if JL is in Y (i + 1) \ 
A(i + 1). To see this consider any embedding of the above sequence into 7r. 
There exists a unique embedding of Y(i) in 7r, therefore (JT must be mapped 
onto that and the rightmost term of (JT must be mapped onto 7r(pi+d. This 
means that (JL + qi) must be mapped onto the part of 7r strictly to the right of 
7r(Pi+l), namely 7r\A(i+1). Furthermore in the above sequence (7r(qi+d+IJLI) 
2 A little thought can reduce this further to 2(b - 2)2. 
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is still the largest term, and so this must be mapped to some term in 7f no 
greater than 7f(qi+d. From which we have that all the terms in (JL + qi) are 
mapped to terms in 7f smaller than 7f(qi+l) , which puts them in Y(i + 1). 
That completes the requirement. 
We denote the testing sequence above by T(JL), where JL is the sequence 
being tested. Now, let the longest increasing sequence in Y(i + 1) \ A(i + 1) 
have length z. Then T(Iz) is in X but T(Iz+1) is not. From this we have 
that T(Iz+l) involves a basis element of X, and that everyone of the last 
z + 1 terms of T(IZ+1) is involved in every embedding of a basis element of 
X in T(Iz+d. Thus z + 1 :::; b, as required. Similarly the maximum length 
of any decreasing sequence in Y (i + 1) \ A (i + 1) is bounded by b - 1. The 
combination of these two results demonstrates that Y(i + 1) \ A(i + 1) has 
no more than (b - 1)2 terms. 
The result for A(i + 2) \ Y(i + 1) is obtained in the same way. This 
completes the proof of the claim. • 
We intend to demonstrate that for each i E N there exists data of finite 
and uniformly bounded size from which we can calculate firstly the permu-
tation order isomorphic to A(1 + i + c') \ A( i); and secondly, data, within the 
bound, sufficient to calculate A(2 + i + c') \ A(1 + i). As the data is bounded, 
the sequence of these permutations must eventually cycle. 
CLAIM: For each positive integer i such that Pi > l we have that: The 
permutation order isomorphic to 7f(1 + Pi) ... 7f(P1+i+c l ) is the longest permu-
tation a = 001 ... an satisfying all of the following: 
• 001··· a pHcl -Pi is order isomorphic to 7f (Pi + 1) ... 7f (Pi+d ). 
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• All the terms of 0: succeeding O:(Pi+cl - Pi) are greater than o:(qi+cl-l -
Pi). 
• o:(n) is less than 0: (qi+cl - Pi). 
• 0: is an element of A ( C). 
PROOF: Note first that the permutation order isomorphic to K(l + Pi) ... 
K(P1+i+c') does satisfy these conditions, excepting perhaps that of maximal-
ity. Now let 0: be a permutation satisfying all the conditions of the lemma. 
We show that 0: is involved in K(l + Pi) ... K(P1+i+c/) (which proves that 
a maximal 0: exists and is order isomorphic to K (1 + Pi) ... K (P1+i+cl ) ), as 
follows: 
Given 0: = 0:(1) ... o:(w) we construct another permutation (3 = (3(1) ... (3(Pi+ 
w) as follows: 
• Let (3 (1) ... (3 (Pi+c/) be order isomorphic to K (1) ... K (Pi+cl ). 
• Let (3 (Pi + 1) ... (3 (Pi + w) be order isomorphic to 0:. 
Note that (3 is well defined. Its length is prescribed. The sizes of the 
terms up to (3 (Pi+cl ) relative one to another is given. By this we mean that 
given any two of the first Pi+c
' 
terms we know from the definition of (3 which 
term is greater. Similarly the sizes of the terms succeeding (3(Pi) relative one 
to one another is given. Finally note that c' is at least one, which may be 
verified by noting c must be at least three; we may deduce that the terms of 
(3 succeeding (3(Pi+c/) are all greater than those preceding or equal to (3(Pi). 
We claim that (3 is an element of X. Once we have proved that all the 
rest follows in this way: The permutation (3 must be embedded in K. The 
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subsequence order isomorphic to 7r(1) ... 7r(Pi+c/) in 7r is unique, hence we 
know the first Pi+d terms of any such subsequence. It will then follow that 
the last m + Pi - Pi+c
' 
terms of such a subsequence must lie in the range 
7r (Pi+c l + 1) ... 7r (Pi+d + d . 
Our claim that 13 is an element of X holds, for the alternative is that 
13 contains a subsequence order isomorphic to an element of the basis of 
X, which cannot be for the following reasons: The first Pi+d elements of 13 
are order isomorphic to an element of X, hence a subsequence f3(B) order 
isomorphic to a basis element of X must contain at least one term not in 
13(1) ... 13 (Pi+c l ), but succeeding these terms. Especially the last sum compo-
nent of f3(B) is order isomorphic to an element of C and must contain a term 
succeeding 13 (Pi+d ). Now °0 avoids all elements of C and the last n terms of 
13 are order isomorphic to 00, hence the first term of the last sum component 
of f3(B) must lie in 13(1) .. . f3(Pi). This is enough, for no element of C has 
more than c :::; 2c' + 1 terms, but the sum indecomposability of elements of 
C requires that the last sum component of f3(B) has at least 2c' + 2 terms, 
as follows: 
• At least one term succeeding 13 (Pi+d). 
• At least one term preceding or equal to f3(pd. 
• For each j such that i :::; j < i + c' at least one term in the range 
f3(Pi+l) ... 13 (Pi+d greater than f3(qi). 
• For each j such that i :::; j < i + c' at least one term in the range 
f3(pi+d ... 13 (Pi+d less than f3(qi). 
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I 
Order isomorphic 
to a 
i+2 I . I ~
~(qi+l) ~( H+c' ) ~(q) ~(H+2) 
~(H+, ) 
~(H) 
Order isomorphic 
to n(l) .. n(n. , ) J:'i+c 
Figure 5.2: The permutation /3. 
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Figure 5.2 shows /3 and it will be evident from there why all these terms are 
required to maintain sum indecomposability. 
• 
We define the cell 8(i) to be an ordered collection of data consisting of: 
• The permutation ai order isomorphic to A(i + c' + 1) \ A(i). 
• The numbers qi+c'-l - Pi and qi+c' - Pi· 
• The numbers PHj - Pi for j = 1, 2, ... ,c'. 
Note that none of the permutations contained in any cell 8( i) with i such 
that Pi > l has length greater than 2 (c' + 1) (b - 1)2, and that none of the 
integers contained in any of these cells lies outwith the range [1, 2(c' + l)(b-
1)2] . 
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It is clear from the previous claim that each cell can be derived from 
its predecessor. It is also clear that the information carried in each cell is 
bounded above and therefore there must exist two numbers m' and n' such 
that 8(m') and 8(n') are identical, from which it follows that 8(m' + j) and 
8(n' + j) are identical for all j EN. 
The cells represent sections of 7r and to finish the proof we need to show 
that when the cells cycle, then so does 7r. Note that due to the cell cycle 
Pn'+j - Pm'+j is constant for all j E N. This constant we call the period P 
of pi. 
To note that also 7r(qn'+c'+j) - 7r(qm'+c'+j) is constant we need utilize the 
fact that c, the longest length of any final sum component of a basis element 
of X, must be at least three, giving c' 2:: 2. This implies that not only is the 
permutation alphai in each cell order isomorphic to A(i+c'+l)\A(i), but the 
difference 7r(j) -a(j -Pi) is constant for all j such that 7r(j) E Y(i+c') \ Y(i). 
Since this range includes the terms 7r(qi+c'-l) and 7r(Qi+c') this means that 
each cell 8 (i) specifies the difference 7r (qi+c') - 7r (qi+c' _ r), and our result 
follows. 
Now let some term 7r(j) be given with j > Pm'+c'-l. Then: 
7r(j) E A(i + c') \ A(i + c' - 1) c Y(i + c') \ Y(i) 
for some i 2:: m'. Therefore: 
Now we will examine the term one period on from 7r(j), which is the term: 
7r(j + P) 
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Due to periodicity of cells we have that: 
7rU + P) E A(i + c' + n' - m') \ A(i + c' + n' - m' - 1) 
which means that: 
7rU + P) 7r (qi+c' +n' -m') + CYi+n' -m' U - Pi) - CYi+n' -m' (qi+c' - Pi) 
7r(qi+c'+n'-m') + CYiU - Pi) - CYi(qi+c' - Pi) 
7r(qi+c'+n'-m') - 7r(qi+c') + 7r(j) 
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and since 7r(qi+c'+n'-m') - 7r(qi+c') is constant for i - c' 2: m' it follows that: 
7r(Pm'+c'-l + l)7r(Pm'+c'-l + 2)7r(Pm'+c'-1 + 3) ... 
rv 7r(Pn'+c'-l + l)7r(Pn'+c'-l + 2)7r(Pn'+c'-1 + 3) ... 
This completes the proof of Theorem 198. 
• 
This result has been followed up in [11] where cyclic and eventually cyclic 
classes amongst others are termed regular classes and a method is given for 
obtaining the basis of a cyclic class if only we can generate its elements by 
a certain grammar, a grammar that suits our purposes very well. All this 
carries the important consequence that it is decidable whether a class defined 
by a basis is a natural class of this cyclic form, but more of this later. First 
we need some numerical constraints and a result. 
5.4 Bounds on Differentiation 
5.4.1 Bases Remain Finite 
Apart from being a nice result in its own right, we will need to know for a 
shortly to appear decidability result that a finitely based natural class is still 
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finitely based when differentiated. This we prove: 
Definition 199 Let G be a set of permutations. Then G is said to have the 
finite drop property if there exists mEN such that for every I = 11 .. . In E G 
and for every i, j E N such that 1 ::; i ::; j ::; n, Ii ::; Ij - m. 
Proposition 200 Let X be finitely based and have the finite drop property. 
Then ax is finitely based. 
This result does not hold for all finitely based classes, as was shown in 
Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. 
PROOF: As X is finitely based there exists a number n such that X has 
no basis element of length greater than n. As X has the finite drop property 
there exists a number m such that no term of any permutation in X IS 
succeeded by m or more terms less than that term. 
Suppose now that there exists a basis element 6 = 61 .. . 6k of ax such 
that 161 > (n + l)m. Define R to be the set consisting of the smallest m 
terms of 6. For each integer i satisfying 1 ::; i ::; m define o:i = at ... a~+1 to 
be the permutation satisfying at = i and a~ ... a~+1 ~ 6. Define fi : 6 ---+ o:i 
by fi(6j) = a~+l? an injective map. Each o:i involves a basis element of X, 
for otherwise 6 E ax, and therefore we may define for each i, Ii to be a 
subsequence of o:i order isomorphic to a basis element of X. 
For each i, Ifi-l(ri) I ::; n, and IRI = m. Thus there exists a term 6p of 
6 such that 6p is not in R or any f i- l (ri). But then 6 \ 6p is not an element 
of ax. For suppose that fJ = fJl ... fJk is a permutation in X such that 
fJ2· .. fJk ~ 6 \ 6p . Let 9 : (6 \ 6p ) ---+ (fJ \ fJd be an order preserving map. 
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111 ~ m, because of the finite drop property of X. But then 111, g(1;:/ b{Ll )) 
is a subsequence of 11 order isomorphic to I{L)) which is a basis element of X. 
Thus 8 is not a minimal element not contained in ax and is therefore not 
a basis element of ax . • 
Corollary 201 If X is a finitely based natural class then ax is also finitely 
based. 
PROOF: If X is expressible in the form Bubb) EEl A(C) where I is some 
permutation and C is the set of final sum components of basis elements of 
X then ax is also expressible in that form. If Y is a finite class and Z is a 
finitely based class then Y EEl Z is finitely based. Thus ax is finitely based. 
If X is not expressible in the form I EEl A( C) then X has the finite drop 
property. • 
5.4.2 A Bound on Minimal n such that an X = an+1 X 
Let X be a finitely based closed class. Let C be the set of all final sum 
components of basis elements of X. 
If X is natural, in which case we may express X as B(N, N, 7f), then there 
exists a number k such that Ok X = A( C). A( C) is a sum complete class. 
If we let k be the largest number such that 7f(k), 7f(k + 1), ... involves an 
element of C then k is also the smallest number such that [)k X = A( C). In 
this section we establish a coarse upper bound on k. This provides us with 
a terminating point for tests that establish whether or not X is natural. 
Lemma 202 Every infinite closed class contains as a subclass either I or R 
or both. (See [14j.) 
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For a proof see [14]. From this it is an easy corollary that: 
Corollary 203 A closed class is finite if and only if it does not contain 1m 
and Rn for some positive integers m and n. 
Thus we can define a function: 
Definition 204 Let F(m, n) be the maximum length of the permutations 
avoiding both 1m and Rn. (F(m, n) is simply (m - l)(n - 1). See Theorem 
20.) 
Proposition 205 Let X be a finitely based natural class. Let C be the set 
of all final sum components of basis elements of X. Then if X has no basis 
element of length greater than b and if A( C) has no basis elements of length 
greater than c then a(c+l)*F(b,b)+l X = A(C). 
In practice a considerably smaller bound can usually be found. The fol-
lowing proof gives a method of establishing a bound no greater than the one 
given above. 
PROOF: 
Let k be the smallest number such that ak X = A(C). It follows that 7r(k) 
is the leftmost element of some embedding of a basis element, v, of A(C) in 
7r. 
We wish to classify the terms preceding 7r(k) according to their size and 
therefore we denote the terms involved in this embedding of v by 7r(vd, .. . 7r(vn ) 
where 7r(Vi) < 7r(Vj) if i < j. We claim that of the terms preceding 7r(k) 
there are at most F(b, b) that are smaller than 7r(Vl), at most F(b, b) that 
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are greater than 1f(vn ), and for each 0 < i < n at most F(b, b) terms that 
are greater than 1f(Vi) and less than 1f(vi+d. To demonstrate this we show 
that there is no increasing or decreasing sequence of length b in any of these 
categories. Finally, as n S c we can deduce our bound for the number of 
terms preceding 1f (k ) . 
Let () = i, i + 1, i + 2, ... i + k - 1, /11, /12, ... /1n be a permutation where 
/11 ... /1n is order isomorphic to the permutation v. At most k - 1 elements 
may precede any embedding of a basis element of A( C) and so () is not 
contained in X and involves a basis element of X. If k S b then we may 
conclude that in 1f there is no increasing subsequence of length b preceding 
1f(k), greater than 1f(Vi-l) and less than 1f(Vi) (if i = 1 or i = n + 1 then we 
may conclude that there is no increasing sequence of length b preceding 1f (k) 
and less than 1f(vd or greater than 1f(vn ) respectively). 
But if k > b then we may draw the same conclusion because an embedding 
of a basis element of X in () will involve at most b terms of the initial increasing 
sequence and so that same basis element of X can also be embedded in the 
permutation order isomorphic to i, i + 1, i + 2, ... i + b - 1, /11, /12, ... /1n. 
Similarly by considering permutations of the form i + k -1, i + k - 2, i + k-
3, ... i + 1, i, /11, /12, ... /1n it may be demonstrated that there is no decreasing 
sequence of length b in any of the aforenamed categories. Thus we have our 
required result. Q.E.D. 
• 
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5.4.3 X as Sub(1) EEl A(C) 
We have that finitely based natural classes when differentiated eventually 
stabilize as sum complete classes. We used the way in which this can occur 
to divide finitely based natural classes into two types: those of the form 
Sub(,) EB A( C) and the rest, which must be eventually cyclic. For the first 
type we here now find a bound for the length of " for each class, obtained 
from its basis. 
Theorem 206 Suppose that X is a finitely based natural class and that X 
is expressible in the form Sub(,) EB A( C), where, is some finite permutation 
and C is the set of all final sum components of basis elements of X. Let 
b be the length of the longest basis element of X and let c be the length 
of the longest basis element of A( C). Then X can be written in the form 
Sub(r) EB A( C), where, is a permutation having length no greater than (( c + 
1)2 - 1) * F(b, b) + c + 2b * F(b, b). 
PROOF: Without loss of generality suppose that X is not sum complete, 
so that X has at least one sum decomposable basis element. Then there is 
at least one element of C in X, and therefore, is non-empty. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that the last sum component of , involves an 
element of C. 
We may express X as 8(N, N, 'if) where the first h terms of 'if are order 
isomorphic to , and where the remaining terms of 'if are all greater than 
these initial h terms. In future, will be used to refer to the first h terms of 
'if. Let b be the maximum length of any basis element of X and let c be the 
maximum basis element of any element of A( C). 
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Let 7r(Vl), 7r(V2), ... ,7r(vn ) be a subsequence of 7r order isomorphic to a 
basis element v of A( C) and let it be a rightmost such sequence, in the 
sense that there does not exist another such subsequence of 7r whose right-
most element is a successor of 7r (vn ). 7r (VI)' ... 7r (vn ) is contained in the last 
sum component of f. All terms of'Y either precede the rightmost term of 
7r(Vl), ... 7r(vn ), are smaller than the greatest term of 7r(vd, ... ,7r(vn ), or else 
are above and to the right of every term of 7r(vd, ... ,7r(vn ) but are contained 
in the same sum component of 7r that also contains 7r(vd, .. . 7r(vn ). 
We will consider the terms in each of these categories. 
Consider any set of terms 8 of 7r that is undivided by any terms of 
7r (vd ... 7r (vn ). That is, there does not exist a pair of elements 7r (i), 7r (j) E 8 
and a term 7r(VI) such that either 7r(i) ~ 7r(VI) ~ 7r(j) or i ~ VI ~ j (or 
both). If all the terms of 8 precede the rightmost term of 7r(Vl), ... ,7r(vn ) 
or are less than the largest term of 7r(vd, ... ,7r(vn ) then by an argument 
almost identical to the one employed in the main proof of the last section, 
the subsequence of 7r represented by the terms of 8 avoids both hand Rb 
and therefore 181 ~ F(b, b). Thus there are at most ((c + 1)2 -1) * F(b, b) + c 
terms of 7r that are not both greater than the greatest term of 7r(vd .. . 7r(vn ) 
and further to the right than the rightmost term of 7r(Vl) .. . 7r(vn ). (This 
includes all terms of sets such as 8 as well as the terms of 7r(vd ... 7r(vn ), of 
which there are at most c.) 
Now we will consider the terms of'Y succeeding and greater than 7r(vI) .. . 7r(vn ). 
We must consider two possible cases separately, but the argument for one 
case is symmetric to that of the other. 
Let 7r (qo) be the greatest term of 7r (vd ... 7r (vn ). Let 7r (Po) so that the 
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rightmost term of 7r(Vl) .. . 7r(vn ). 
Now we must consider two different cases. Let 7r(p) be the rightmost term 
of 7r less than 7r(qo). If the greatest term preceding 7r(p) lies to the right of 
7r(Po) then we make the following definitions: 
For every i 2: 1 let 7r (Pi) be the rightmost term of 7r smaller than 7r (qi-l), 
and let 7r(qi) be the greatest term of 7r preceding 7r(Pi). 
Otherwise we define: 
For every i 2: 1 let 7r(qi) be the greatest term of 7r preceding 7r(pi-d, and 
let 7r(Pi) be the rightmost term of 7r smaller than 7r(qi). 
The two situations are entirely analogous. The former situation is as-
sumed and examined in detail. Thereafter the reader should be quite suffi-
ciently well equipped to deal with the latter case. 
We note the following: 
• Every 7r(Pi) and every 7r(qi) is in the same sum component of 7r as 
7r(vd .. . 7r(vn ) . 
• As 'Y is finite there exist only finitely many distinct terms of the form 
7r(Pi) or 7r(qi)' Indeed there are at most 2b + 2 such terms. (Consider 
the infinite set of permutations 7r(Vl) ... 7r(vn ), 7r(qo) + 2, 7r(Pl), 7r(qo) + 
4, 7r(qo) + 1, 7r(qo) + 6, 7r(qo) + 3, ... , 7r(qo) + 2d + 1. Recall that 7r(qo) 
is the largest term of 7r(Vl) .. . 7r(vn ). There are infinitely many of 
these sequences, they are sum indecomposable, involve an element of 
C and therefore at least one of them must involve a basis element of 
X. No basis element of X has length greater than b. Every subse-
quence of length b or less of any of the above sequences is involved in 
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7f(Vl) ... 7f(Vn ), 7f(qO) + 2, 7f(pd, 7f(qo) + 4, 7f(qo) + 1, 7f(qo) + 6, 7f(qo) + 
3, ... , 7f(qo) + 2b + 1. Thus we have our bound.) 
Another bound for the number of such terms is c+4. This is because for 
every basis element 6 of X, if 6 = 61 EEl 62 where 62 is sum indecomposable 
then 61 is involved in 7f(1), ... , 7f(Po). For otherwise 7f(1), ... , 7f(Po) EEl 
62 EX. But any embedding of this permutation into 7f would place 
62 to the right of 7f (VI) ... 7f (vn ), contradicting the rightmost choice of 
7f(vd .. . 7f(vn ). Thus the terms qi, i 2: 2, Pj, j 2: 3 must avoid the 
elements of C . 
• Unless qi = qi+l, in which case qi = qi+2 = qi+3 = ... and Pi = PHI = 
Pi+2 = ... we have that for every i 2: 1: 
qi < Pi < qi+l < Pi+l 
and: 
This result is obtained easily by induction . 
• If Pi = PHI then 7f(Pi) is the rightmost term of ,. For in this case 
every term preceding 7f(Pi) is less than or equal to 7f(qi) and every 
term succeeding 7f(Pi) is greater than 7f(qi). (Were there a term of 7f 
preceding 7f (Pi) greater than 7f (qi), this would contradict the choice of 
7f(qi). Were there a term of 7f less than 7f(qi) succeeding 7f(Pi) this 
would contradict the choice of 7f (Pi+ 1). Thus 7f (Pi) represents the end 
of the last sum component of f.) 
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• Every term 1f(j) of')' above and to the right of 1f(VI), ... ,1f(vn) satisfies 
one of the following for some i 2 0: 
or: 
We may further note that there are at most F(b, b) terms in each of 
these categories. Thus we may conclude that there are at most 2b * 
F(b, b) terms above and to the right of 1f(vd, ... , 1f(vn). This bound 
may be improved, for as 1f(1), ... ,1f(Po) involves every basis element 
of X barring its final sum component we have that there are at most 
F (c, c) terms of 1f in each of the following categories: 
1f(j) > 1f(qi) and Pi < j < Pi+1 where i 2 2 
j > Pi and 1f(qi) < j < 1f(qi+l) where i 2 2 
Thus we may conclude that there are at most 2b * F(b, b) terms of 1f in ')' 
above and to the right of 1f(VI), ... ,1f(vn). 
Thus we have our bound of ((c + 1)2 - 1) * F(b, b) + c + 2b * F(b, b) for 
the number of terms in ')'. ((c + 1)2 - 1) * F(b, b) is an upper bound on the 
number of terms of')' not above and to the right of 1f (VI)' ... , 1f (Vn ), excluding 
the terms 1f(VI), ... , 1f(vn). There are at most c terms in 1f(VI), ... , 1f(vn). 
Finally there are at most 2b * F(b, b) terms of')' above and to the right of 
1f(vd,···,1f(vn). 
• 
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It is worth noting that if X is expressible as 'Y EB A( C) then a minimal 'Y 
is unique. The representation of A( C) need not be. Indeed unless A( C) = I 
it may never be. 
5.5 The Decision Problem 
Given a basis we may wish to determine whether the closed class defined by 
it is natural. The results and machinery of this chapter give us the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 207 Given a finite basis, it is decidable whether the closed class 
defined by it is natural. 
This is remarkable because in general it is very difficult to determine 
whether a given basis defines an atomic class, and here we are able to de-
termine for an entire spectrum of classes whether the class is atomic of a 
certain type. We justify the theorem with the following notes, from which, 
it will be seen, a full and detailed decision mechanism can be derived. The 
first two notes are sufficient justification, but the others may be helpful when 
realizing the decision mechanism . 
• Given an arbitrary finitely based closed class X it is decidable whether 
or not X is a natural class of the form Sub( 'Y) EB A( C). If X is of this 
form then we have an upper bound for the length of minimal 'Y. We 
can generate maximal permutations in X, no longer than that upper 
bound and containing within their final sum components a final sum 
component of a basis element of X. If X is of the desired form then 
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this maximal permutation exists, is unique and may be called f. If C 
is the set of final sum components of basis elements of X then we can 
find the basis of Sub('y) E8 A(C), (see Section 2.2.6) and compare this 
with the basis of X. 
The paper [11] gives a mechanism for obtaining the basis of classes such 
as Sub(7r) when 7r is eventually cyclic . 
• It is also decidable whether or not a finitely based class is natural 
but not of the form Sub(,) E8 A( C). If X is indeed cyclic then X = 
B(N, N, 7r) for some unique 7r. The cycles of 7r have a length with a 
computable bound. Thus the first few terms of 7r can be generated, until 
we are guaranteed that at least two entire cycle has been completed, 
at which point the cyclic nature becomes evident. The cyclic pattern 
of 7r can be used to translate B(N, N, 7r) into a form acceptable to the 
results in the paper [11] on so-called regular classes. At that point the 
actual basis of B(N, N, 7r) can be calculated using the results of that 
paper, and compared with the basis of X. If the match is good then 
our assumption that X is of this form is correct . 
• Neither of the above two decision processes suggests itself as being 
computationally easy. But it can be said that in neither of the two 
processes must all permutations of some given length be investigated 
for some property (the task that makes most algorithms almost ridicu-
lously difficult). All the permutations we use can be generated by high 
polynomial time algorithms. With the first process, when generating 
" it is not necessary to find all maximal permutations in X involving 
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an element of C in their final sum components. We only need to find 
one maximal element for each basis element of A(C). Of the resulting 
permutations we select the largest and continue with the second part 
of the decision process. Thus the algorithm it suggests is not entirely 
infeasible. 
When attempting to determine whether or not a class is natural, and if 
so what form it takes, it is worth remembering the following: 
• If every basis element of X is sum indecomposable then X is sum 
complete and, trivially, expressible as I EB A( C), where C is the set of 
final sum components of basis elements of X. (In this case C = X and 
any permutation of X will form a suitable f.) 
• If X is natural, C is the set of final sum components of basis elements of 
X and C contains an increasing oscillating sequence (i.e. a subpermu-
tation of ... 0, -3,2, -1,4,1,6,3, ... ) then X is of the form I EB A(C) 
• If X is natural and not expressible as Sub(r) EB A(C) then X has the 
finite drop property. This can be used as a fast filter that tests whether 
a given basis might be natural and of this type, because it is both quick 
and easy to determine from a basis whether the class defined by it has 
the finite drop property. (If it is finite drop then there is a bound on the 
number of terms that can lie below and to the right, or above and to 
the left of any given term. It is easy to determine whether it is possible 
to bound the number of terms in any given place because a class is 
infinite if and only if it contains at least one of I and R as subclasses.) 
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5.6 Miscellaneous 
We note that an infinitely based natural class may be finitely based when 
differentiated. 
Proposition 208 If X is natural and ax is finitely based then X need not 
be finitely based. 
PROOF: For an example of an infinitely based natural class X such that 
ax is finitely based see Example 103. • 
Proposition 209 There exists an infinitely based cyclic natural class X. 
That is to say, there exists an infinitely based class X = B(N, N, n) and a 
numberm such that for all subsequences n(i1), ... , n(in ) ofn, n(i1), ... , n(in ) ~ 
n(i1 + m), ... , n(in + m). 
PROOF: Let X = Sub(2 3 5 1 784 10 6 12 139 15 11 ... ). Then all of the 
following are basis elements of X: 
23451 
235174896 
2 3 5 1 7 4 9 6 11 8 12 13 10 
2 3 5 1 7 4 9 6 ... 4n - 3 4n - 6 4n - 1 4n - 4 4n 4n + 1 4n - 2 
Essentially, n is an increasing oscillating sequence with every other left 
maximal term replaced with an increasing pair. The listed basis elements are 
increasing oscillating sequences where two left maximal terms, separated by 
an even number of left maximal terms, are replaced by an increasing pair. • 
Chapter 6 
Bibliothek 
Infinite Fundamental Antichains, Finitely Based Classes 
We list various infinite fundamental antichains, which are the antichains 
on which, to some extent, all infinite antichains are based. We then system-
atically list various closed classes with basis elements of length up to four, 
and for each give various pieces of information, if known, such as whether 
the class is atomic, how many permutations of each length it contains, and 
whether it is partially well ordered. 
The list of infinite fundamental antichains can never be complete as there 
are infinitely many of them, although we do not prove this. (The interested 
reader may wish to do so, a proof can be obtained as follows: Examine the 
permutation listed under "Medley ... " in Figure 6.1 and confirm that it is 
indeed an element of an infinite fundamental antichain of similar permuta-
tions. Now note that the antichain elements are largely formed by a regular 
pattern which consists in part of increasing oscillating sequences, all of the 
same length, and that that length has been arbitrarily fixed. By varying 
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the oscillating length more antichains of a similar nature can be formed, all 
fundamental. ) 
However it may be possible to characterise or classify all fundamental 
antichains. All the infinite fundamental antichains known to the author have 
great similarity to at least one of those lited in this chapter. Unfortunately 
we are unable to state briefly what we mean by 'similarity', but we attempt 
to illustrate by giving a spectrum of antichains 'similar' to our first antichain, 
12UI2, when it appears. 
We hope that the reader will be able to recognise heuristically the follow-
ing three concepts that we use to think, if not to write: 
1. The regular chain-like pattern that is to be found in (almost) every 
element of an infinite fundamental antichain. 
2. The distinctions that mark the two ends of the regular pattern in each 
antichain element. 
3. The possibility in some cases of melding together several of the regular 
patterns exhibited in this thesis so as to generate more complex regular 
patterns and more complex infinite fundamental antichains. (This pos-
sibility of melding is shown in only one example, in Figure 6.1, however 
it should not be difficult for the reader to see how other, much more 
extensive medleys can be formed.) 
What we are writing is not rigorous, but we feel that the situation is, 
like many things, aptly described by Bagehot in "The English Constitution" 
when he states that it is not wrong to yearn for something before it is possible 
to achieve it, indeed that often the yearning is an essential prerequisite to the 
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achieving. This was in discussing the early, crushed, uprisings that eventually 
led to the liberation and unification of Italy in 1852. We believe that an 
attack on fundamental antichains will lead to classification in terms of the 
three points mentioned above. 
6.1 Antichains 
The Antichain hUh 
(23)(45)1 
(2 3) 5 1 (6 7) 4 
(2 3) 5 1 7 4 (8 9) 6 
(2 3) 5 1 7 4 9 6 (10 11) 8 
(2 3) 5 1 7 4 9 6 11 8 (12 13) 10 
et cetera 
(23) 5 1 74 9 6 ... [2n - 4] [2n + 1] [2n - 2] ([2n + 2] [2n + 3]) [2n] 
An antichain essentially identical to this was introduced by Spielman and 
Bona in [8]. 
There is a family of antichains like this one, where each antichain element 
is constructed by replacing some two terms of an increasing oscillating se-
quence by pairs of terms. The notation 12Uh is meant to reflect which terms 
are replaced. Our heuristic is as follows: 
The terms of an increasing oscillating sequence can be partitioned uniquely 
into two monotonic increasing subsequences, an upper and a lower. To create 
an antichain element of type U we first replace a term at the left end of the 
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increasing oscillating sequence with an increasing pair of terms. The replaced 
term may be the leftmost of either the upper or of the lower subsequence, and 
we denote this by hU and hU respectively. Similarly at the right end of the 
oscillating sequence we replace a rightmost term from either the upper or the 
lower subsequence, and this is denoted Uh or UI2 respectively. Combining 
these two systems yields, for instance, hUh. 
Terms may also be replaced by decreasing pairs, indeed Figure 6.1 lists as 
Variation 2 an element of antichain that we would denote as R2 UI2 in which 
a term at the left end of an increasing oscillating sequence is replaced by a 
decreasing pair. 
All U -type antichains have finitely based closure. For instance Sub( hUh) 
has basis: {321, 3412, 4123, 23451, 134526, 134625, 314526, 314625}. 
• 
• 
- . 
. -
The Antichain W (Widderschin) .~\ The elements of Ware as follows: 
6 (1 2) (3 4) 7 5 -----. 
• 
• 10 (1 2) 8 3 (5 6) 11 13 4 .-
• 
14 (1 2) 12 3 10 5 (7 8) 11 9 13 6 15 4 (;5J. 
18 (1 2) 16 3 14 5 12 7 (9 10) 13 11 15 8 17 6 19 4 
22 (1 2) 20 3 18 5 16 7 14 9 (11 12) 15 13 17 10 19 8 21 6 23 4 
et cetera 
[4n + 2] (1 2) [4n] 3 [4n - 2] 5 [4n - 4] ... [2n + 4] [2n - 1] ([2n + 1] [2n + 
2]) [2n + 5] [2n + 3] [2n + 7] [2n] ... [4n - 1]8 [4n + 1] 6 [4n + 3]4 
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The closure of this antichain has the following as basis elements. It is 
thought, strongly but modulo computational error, by the author that these 
are all the basis elements: 
Type 0 basis elements (3): {2143, 2413, 3412} (These permit only permuta-
tions that are a merge of an increasing and a decreasing sequence, and that 
avoid 2413.) 
Type 1 basis elements (6): {412563, 512643, 415632, 431562, 541263, 541632} 
(Given 3142 it is possible to replace any term with one of 12 or 21 (or 123 
when 1 is replaced, as 1 lies in the third quadrant) and still be in the closure 
of Widderschin. However it is not possible to replace two such terms with 
the same effect. There are six ways of choosing two terms from four, hence 
this logic leads to six basis elements.) 
Type 2 basis elements (4): {314562, 516432, 543162, 6123475} (Given 3142 it 
is possible to replace the term 1 with an increasing triple and still be in the 
closure of W, but not an increasing four. Each of the terms 3, 4 and 2 can be 
replaced with an either increasing or decreasing pair of terms, but with no 
more than that. The four basis elements of type 2 indicate these limitations.) 
Type 3 basis elements (4): {17234685, 61235748, 86123574, 72346851} 
Type 4 basis elements (4): {17236485, 61253748, 86125374, 72364851} (The 
permutations 6123574 and 6125374 appear only in the outside ring. The 
types 3 and 4 prevent them from lying anywhere but in that ring.) 
Type 5 basis elements (2): {71346852, 71364852} (These are inside ring basis 
elements.) 
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Parallel 
((56) 3) (4 (1 2)) 
(6 3 (9 10) 7) (4 (1 2) 8 5) 
(6 3 10 7 (13 14) 11) (4 (1 2) 8 5 12 9) 
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~"" _. 
. .-~-~ \ 
\ ----.. 
. . \ 
\----.. 
. - . \ 
\ ----. . 
. \ 
(6 3 10 7 14 11 (17 18) 15) (4 (1 2) 8 5 12 9 16 13) (;} 
(6 3 10 7 14 11 18 15 (21 22) 19) (4 (1 2) 8 5 12 9 16 13 20 
17) 
et cetera 
(631071411 ... [4n-6] [4n-9] [4n-2] [4n-5] ([4n+l] [4n+2]) [4n+l]) 
(4 (1 2) 85 129 ... [4n - 4] [4n - 7] [4n] [4n - 3]) 
Beginning and End Tied by One 
4 1 2 3 
416325 
41638527 
4 1 6 3 8 5 10 7 2 9 
4 1 6 3 8 5 10 7 12 9 2 11 
et cetera 
4 1 6 3 8 5 ... [2n] [2n - 3] [2n + 2] [2n - 1] 2 [2n + 1] 
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The basis of the closure of this antichain has three elements of length four, 
six of length five, eight of length six, none of length seven, eight or nine. The 
known basis elements are: 3412, 4312, 4321, 12543, 15243, 21543, 25143, 
34521, 52143, 124563, 142563, 214563, 234156, 234165, 235146, 235164, 
241562. 
The notion of "Beginning and End Tied by One" can also be used with 
the other types of antichain: Spiral, parallel, etc, as in Figure 6.1 (1). 
The antichain V 
(3 6 5) (4 1 2) 
(7 10 9 3 6) (4 1 2 8 5) 
(11 14 13 7 10 3 6) (4 1 285 12 9) 
~ /~---------------. 
. I· \ 
-------. 
.. ----\ L--. · 
.. ~
(15 18 17 11 14 7 10 3 6) (4 1 2 8 5 12 9 16 13) 
L-. · 
.)y 
(19 22 21 15 18 11 14 7 10 3 6) (4 1 2 8 5 12 9 16 13 20 17) 
et cetera 
([4n - 1] ([4n + 2] [4n + 1]) [4n - 5] [4n - 2] [4n - 9] [4n - 6] ... 7 10 3 6) 
(4 (1 2) 8 5 129 ... [4n - 4] [4n - 7] [4n] [4n - 3]) 
It may be noted that the elements of this set may be obtained from those 
of the antichain Parallel by reversing the order of appearance of the first half 
of the terms. 
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• --. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
1 6 (2 3) (4 5) 7 I • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Quasi-square d 
• 
4 8 1 10 (2 3) 5 11 (6 7) 9 • 
. -
~ . 
6 10 4 12 1 14 (2 3) 5 15 7 13 (8 9) 11 
.----
() 
8 12 6 14 4 16 1 18 (2 3) 5 19 7 17 9 15 (10 11) 13 
10 14 8 16 6 18 4 20 1 22 (2 3) 5 23 7 21 9 19 11 17 (12 13) 15 
et cetera 
[2n] [2n + 4] [2n - 2] [2n + 6] [2n - 4] [2n + 8] ... [4n] 1 [4n + 2] (2 3) 5 [4n + 
3] 7 [4n + 1] 9 ... [2n - 1] [2n + 9] [2n + 1] [2n + 7] ([2n + 2] [2n + 3]) [2n + 5] 
The pattern does not form a square. The closure of a "tilted square" does 
not contain an infinite antichain, no matter what the angle of the tilt. 
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Variations 
(1) • .~ 
• 
(2) 
. -----. .----
.-----. .-J · (3) 
.----\ \ .-J · .. ~ ~~ . 
• . \. 
.----. 
• 
. ----. 
. \ . \ . 
. ----. .----. 
• 
A medley of U and . \~ 
Widderschin antichains. . \-\. 
• • 
. ~~ . 
• 
. \ . 
• 
• 
. \. \. 
• 
\-~ . 
• 
. ·~I ~. 
'(;J 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
Figure 6.1: A multitude of antichains 
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6.2 Short Bases 
We begin a systematic compilation of classes with short basis elements. 
6.2.1 One Basis Element of Length Three 
All permutations of length three are symmetric to either 321 or 132. 
Atomic but not partially 
well ordered. 
The elements consist of an 
interleaving of two increas-
1 321 ing subsequences [17]. 
2 132 
The number of permutations 
of length n in this class, i.e. 
h .. 2n' t e enumeratIOn, IS n!(n+l)! 
(the nth Catalan number). 
Atomic and partially well or-
dered [4]. 
The elements are those of 
the class X generated as fol-
lows: 
• 1 EX 
• If CY, f3 E X then CY e 
f3 E X 
• If CY E X then CY EEl 1 E 
X 
Enumeration: 2n! (the 
n!(n+l)! 
nth Catalan number). 
(A typical example, not an 
atomic representation:) 
. 
. 
. 
o 0.0 0 0 
o 0 • 
. 
o • 
• 0 • 
Atomic representation: 
et cetera 
et cetera 
An atomic representation. 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
et cetera / 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
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6.2.2 Two Basis Elements of Length Three 
Finite and non-atomic. 
1 123,321 (3412 and 2413 do not join.) Longest permutation has 
length 4. 
Neither sum nor skew com-
"-plete. 
"-
2 123,231 Sub(R e (R ffi R)) Atomic. Partially well or-
dered. 
"-
Enumeration: 1 + n(n;l). 
. 
Not sum complete but skew 
" complete. 
. 
" 
Sub( 7r e 7r e ... ad inf.) 
3 123,132 where 7r = R ffi 1. . 
" 
Atomic. Partially well or-
dered. . 
Enumeration: 2n-l. 
" e.t.c . . 0 0 
0 
Neither sum nor skew com- o 0 
plete. 
0 
0 
0 
Sub(O, 1, -1,2, -2,3, -3, ... ) 0 4 132,312 0 00 Atomic. Partially well or- o 0 
dered. . 0 
0 
Enumeration: 2n-l. 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e.t.c. 
Sum complete, not skew 
,,""'-complete. 
5 231,312 Sub(R ffi R ffi ... ad inf.) 
""'-
Atomic. Partially well or-
dered. 
""'-
Enumeration: 2n- 1 . 
""'-
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6.2.3 One Basis Element of Length Four 
Atomicity: Every class with only a single basis element is either sum or 
skew complete and therefore atomic. 
Enumeration: All permutations of length four are symmetric to one of the 
following: 
1234, 1243, 2143 1432, 1324, 1342, 2413 
Theorem 210 (West) For every permutation, and every number n the 
number of permutations of each length in A(In EB ,) and A(Rn EB ,) is equal. 
This theorem has been proved for n = 2 in [29] and for all n in an 
as yet unpublished article. This theorem can be used to demonstrate that 
A(1234), A(1243), A(2143), A(1432) are equinumerous classes. It is also known 
that A(1342) and A(2413) are equinumerous, see [30]. 
6.2.4 One Basis Element of Length Three and One of 
Length Four 
The entries of order type in the following tables are a partial answer to the 
following question: If X is an atomic class then what are in some sense the 
simplest cardinalities that two sets A and B can have where X is expressible 
in the form 8(A, B, n-). 
All other entries should be self explanatory. 
Enumeration: A table giving formulae for the number of permutations of 
given length in each of the following classes can be found in [1]. 
Partially Well Ordered: Of the following only A(321, 2341) and A(321, 3412) 
are not partially well ordered. 
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1 321,1234 
Neither sum nor skew complete. 
Not Atomic 
All perms: length :S 7. 
214365 and 456123 do not join. 
X - A(321, 1234,214365) U 
A(321,1234,456123) 
Neither sum nor skew complete. 
Atomic 
Sub(1, 2, 3 ... , 3w, 3w + 
1, 3w + 2, ... , 5w, 5w + 
1, 5w + 2, ... , w, w + 1, w + 
2 321,2134 2, ... , 6w, 2w, 2w + 1,2w + 
3 321,1324 
4 321,1342 
5 321,2341 
2, ... 4w) 
Profile Class 
Prof(14 6 2 71 351). 
Order Type: Expressible in the 
form 8(wwww1w1,wwww1w1,7f) 
Neither sum nor skew complete. 
Not Atomic 
Prof(2 1 35 4)U 
Prof(35 1 624) 
Neither sum nor skew complete. 
Atomic 
Prof(31 51 24) EB A(321, 231) 
Order Type: Expressible in the 
form 8(ww1www,wwww1w,7f). 
Sum complete, not skew com-
plete. 
Atomic. Not partially well or-
dered. 
Defined by the infinite profile 
class 
Prof(31, 1,51, 2, 71, 4, 91, 6, ... ). 
The pattern is related to that of 
increasing oscillating sequences. 
Order Type: The class is sum 
complete and therefore express-
ible as a natural class, in the 
form 8(w, w, 7f). 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
e.t.c. 
/ 
// 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
e.t.c. 
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Sum complete, not skew 
complete. 
Atomic. Not partially well 
ordered. 
Expressible as the infinite 
6 321,3412 profile class 
7 321,3142 
Prof(21 361 11 4 7 101 51 
8 11 141 91 12 15 181 ... ) 
Order Type: A(321, 3412) is 
sum complete and is there-
fore natural. 
Sum complete, not skew 
complete. 
Atomic 
The sum completion of 
I juxt I. 
Order Type: The class is 
sum complete and is there-
fore natural. 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
8 321,2143 Not Atomic 
A(321,2143,3142)U 
A(321, 2143, 2413) 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
9 132,4321 Not Atomic 
10 132,4312 
Prof(42 1 3 5)U 
Prof(3 2 4 1 5) 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
Atomic 
Sub(2w,2w + 1,2w + 
2, ... , w, w + 1, w - 1, w + 2, 
w - 2,w + 3,w -
3, ... , 3w, -1, 3w + 
1, -2, 3w + 2, -3, 3w + 
3, -4, ... ) 
Order Type: Ex-
pressible m the form 
8(ww, wRwRwww,n). 
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/ 
f ! 
// 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
e.t.c. 
e.t.c. 
// 
l l 
! I // 
/ ! 
1/ 
/ 
/ 
<", 
6.2. SHORT BASES 
11 132,4231 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
Atomic 
(A(132,312) e 
A(231, 132)) EB I 
Order Type: Ex-
pressible in the form 
13 (wwRWW, wwRww , 7f). 
Not sum complete but skew 
complete. 
Atomic 
/ / 
/ / 
// 
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',' 
The skew completion of 
12 132,3214 A(132,321). Order Type: The class 
is skew complete, there-
fore expressible in the form 
/ / 
/ / 
// 
13(w,wR ,7f). 
Not sum complete but skew 
complete. 
Atomic The skew completion of 
13 132,1234 A(132, 123) EB 1. Order Type: The class is 
skew complete and there-
fore expressible in the form 
14 132,4213 
13(w,wR ,7f). 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
Atomic This is the infinite profile 
class prof(O 1 - 1 2 - 2 3 -
3 .' .). Order Type: Expressible in 
~. 
"~ 
e.t.c. 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
/ / 
e.t.c. 
e.t.c. 
e.t.c. 
the form B(w, wRw, 7f). 
Neither sum nor skew cOlU -
plete. Atomic (For the derivation 
// 
/ 
15 132,4123 
consider A(123, 132), then 
A(132, 4123, 3124) contain-
ing 123, then A(132,4123) 
containing 3124.) 
Order Type: Expressible in 
the form B(w,W RW ,7f). 
e.t.c. 
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Not sum complete but skew < complete. Atomic 
The skew completion of < 16 132,3124 A(132,312). Order Type: The class is 
< skew complete and there-fore expressible in the form B(w, wR, n). e.t.c. 
Not sum complete but skew 
complete. 
Atomic / The skew completion of / A(132, 2134, 3241, 4213), / 
where (".I.e 17 132,2134 / A(132,2134,3241,4213) - / -
(1 e 1 e 1 e 1 ... ) EB 1 / / 
Order Type: The class is / / / 
skew complete and there- / e.t.c. 
fore expressible in the form 
B(w, wR, n). 
Neither sum nor skew com-
plete. 
Atomic 
18 132,3412 Sub( ... , 6, 4, 2, 0,1, -1,3,-2 . '.' 
5, -3, ... ) . 
Order Type: Expressible in . . 
the form B(wRw, wRw, n). 
. 
. 
6.3 Two Basis Elements of Length Four 
The following lists all the pairs of basis elements of length four, distinct up 
to isomorphism. There are 56 such pairs. The total number of permutations 
of each length is given for some small lengths and general results are given 
where known. The same is done for the number of interval-free permutations 
Pn , starting with length four. 
6.3. TWO BASIS ELEMENTS OF LENGTH FOUR 
Basis Partially 
Well Ordered? 5 
Permutations of Length 
6 7 8 
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4321 4312 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer I (1 of 9) 
high exp? Pn = 2 6 30 118488 ... 
4321 4231 no U 90 396 1837 Unique 
high exp? Pn = 2 6 28 109459 ... 
4321 4213 no U 89 380 1678 Unique 
high exp? Pn = 241962217742 ... 
4321 4123 no U 86 342 1366 Type B? (1 of 4) 
high exp? Pn = 263091 263749 ... 
4321 3412 no U 86 342 1366 5462 Type B? 
Pn = 2 4 22 72 226 690 ... 
4321 3214 no U 89 376 1611 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 30 107 371 1213 ... 
4321 3142 ??? 86 338 1314 Unique 
4321 3124 yes P finite 86 330 1198 Unique 
P finite: Pn = 2 4 19 39 49 43 33 24 11 2 0 0 
4321 2143 ??? 86 333 1235 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 22 52 112 200 346 564 ... 
4321 1324 yes P finite 86 332 1217 Unique 
P finite: Pn = 2 6 28 73 130 153 107 38 5 0 0 
4321 1234 yes class finite 86 306 882 1764 Finite 
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Basis Partially Permutations of Length 
Well Ordered? 5 6 7 8 
4312 4231 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer VII 
high exp? Pn = 2 6 24 88 340 1327 ... 
4312 4213 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer IX 
high exp? Pn = 2 41758218822 ... 
4312 4123 no U 89 382 1711 Unique 
high exp? Pn = 2 6 1860 208 748 ... 
4312 3421 no U 87 354 1459 6056 Type C? (1 of 2) 
Pn = 2 6 20 55 163475 ... 
4312 3412 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer VI 
Pn = 2 4 1446 158552 ... 
4312 3214 no U 88 365 1540 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 21 65 217 727 ... 
4312 3142 ??? 88 367 1568 Unique 
Pn = 1 3 5 11 21 43 85 171 341 683 ... 
Pn+1 = 2 * Pn + (_l)n+l 
4312 3124 ??? 88 363 1507 Unique 
apprx. expo growth: Pn = 2 4 10 21 44 89 178 352 692 ... 
4312 2341 no U 86 338 1318 Type D? (1 of 2) 
Pn = 2 6 18 43 94 216 510 ... 
4312 2143 ??? 86 337 1295 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 12 26 62 136 302 654 ... 
4312 2134 ??? 86 330 1206 4174 Unique 
observed polynomial growth: Pn = 3n2 - 23n + 46 
4312 1324 ??? 86 335 1266 Unique 
poly C ose.? Pn = 26 14295388 137204295419590 ... 
4312 1234 ??? 86 321 1085 3266 Unique 
finite: Pn = 2 6 30 82 139 140 73 14 0 0 
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Basis Partially Permutations of Length 
Well Ordered? 5 6 7 8 
4231 4213 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer VIII 
high exp? Pn = 2 4 1652 186664 ... 
4231 4123 no U 89 380 1677 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 1646 133 393 1174 ... 
4231 3412 no U 88 366 1552 6652 Bona 1 
Pn = 2 4 12 30 80 208 546 ... 
4231 3214 no U 87 352 1428 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 19 51 149427 ... 
4231 3142 ??? 88 366 1552 6652 Bona 5 
Pn = 1 3 5 11 21 4385 171 341 683 ... 
Pn+1 = 2 * Pn + (_l)n+1 
4231 3124 y?? by P 88 363 1508 Unique 
observed expo growth: Pn = 2n- 3 
4231 2143 ??? 86 335 1271 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 10 18 40 80 162 322 646 ... 
4231 1324 ??? 86 336 1282 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 10 24 58 140338816 ... 
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Basis Partially Permutations of Length 
Well Ordered? 5 6 7 8 
4213 4132 ??? 90 394 1806 Kremer VIII 
exp? Pn = 2 2 7 143790 233602 ... 
4213 4123 no U 90 394 1806 Kremer IV 
Pn = 2 4 10 25 65 173 470 ... 
4213 3421 no U 88 367 1571 Unique 
P finite: Pn = 2 4 14 39 121 3711167 ... 
4213 3412 no U 88 368 1584 Type F? 2 
Pn = 2 3 102778225664 ... 
4213 3241 no U 88 366 1552 6652 Bona 4 
Pn = 2 3 11 28 82 230 660 ... 
4213 3142 yes 89 379 1664 Unique 
Pn = 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
P frames cannot support an infinite antichain. 
4213 3124 yes 88 366 1552 6652 Bona 2 
Constant : Pn = 2 
P frames cannot support infinite antichain. 
4213 2431 no U 87 354 1459 Type C? 
If n + 1 is divisible by 3 then Pn = 2 3 11 28 82 230 660 ... 
4213 2413 ??? 90 394 1806 Kremer V 
Pn = 1 1 4 9 27 71 204 590 ... 
4213 2341 no U- 1 86 336 1290 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 11 2448 96 192384 768 ... 
After the first few terms Pn simply doubles each time. 
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Basis Partially Permutations of Length 
Well Ordered? 5 6 7 8 
4213 3214 ??? 90 394 1806 Kremer III 
Pn = 2 4 17 57 211 779 ... 
4213 2314 ??? 88 366 1552 6652 Bona 3 
Pn = 2 3 7 13 25 46 84 151 269475 ... 
4213 2143 ??? 88 366 1556 Unique 
Pn = 2 7 1439 102288820 ... 
4213 1432 no U 87 352 1434 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 11 22 54 128 322 818 ... 
4213 1342 yes 86 338 1318 5106 Type D? 
P constant: Pn = 2 
P frames cannot support infinite antichain. 
4213 1243 ??? 86 337 1299 Unique 
observed linear growth (n ~ 20): Pn = 3n - 10 
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Basis Partially Permutations of Length 
Well Ordered? 5 6 7 8 
4123 3412 no UR 89 381 1696 Unique 
Pn = 2 4 17 52 180 615 ... 
4123 3214 no U 86 342 1366 5462 Type B? 
Pn = 2 6 18 44 106 248 572 ... 
4123 3142 ??? 88 368 1584 Type F? 
Pn = 1 1 348 12 21 335588 144232377609 ... 
If n + 1 is divisible by 3 then Pn+2 = Pn + Pn+l + 1 
otherwise Pn+2 = Pn + Pn+1 . (Observed only, not proved.) 
4123 2341 no UR 87 348 1374 5335 Unique 
Pn = 2 6 17 37 81 176 397 912 ... 
4123 2143 no UR 86 342 1366 5462 Type B? 
Pn = 2 6 17 37 81 176 397 912 ... 
3412 2413 no VV 90 395 1823 Unique 
Pn+2 = 1 1 5 13 45 149 522 ... 
3412 2143 no VV 86 340 1340 Unique 
Pn = 2 8 1644 108284740 ... 
Merge of I and R. Enumeration: See [10]. 
3142 2413 yes 90 394 1806 Kremer X 
Class of Separable permutations; has no elements of P. 
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There would appear from the above to be at most five types of enumera-
tion that appear more than once, namely those listed as having enumeration 
of type A-F. 
Type A is now listed as "Kremer" as these classes were proved to be 
equinumerous by Darla Kremer in [9], enumeration being given by the Large 
Schroder numbers. 
Type E, now listed as "Bona" have been shown in [7] to be equinumer-
ous to what is known as the "Schubert Class" or "Smooth class" which is 
A(3412, 4231). 
The four classes labelled as possibly being of Type B are consistent in that 
they would all appear to have enumeration given by (4n+1 + 2)/3. However 
this has not been verified. I am not aware of any work on the enumeration 
of possible types C, D and F. 
There does not appear to be an obvious connection between the number 
of permutations in a class and the number of elements of P in the class. 
6.4 Three Basis Elements 
Extensive computational results are available for classes with three basis 
elements, but these classes are too numerous to list here. A program is 
available for Apple Macintosh computers that will generate these results for 
anyone who is interested. 
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Chapter 7 
A Practical Example: The M 
Machine 
In this chapter we will consider the set of permutations M that can be sorted 
over two stacks in series, with no restriction whatsoever except that the 
contents of both stacks remain ordered throughout the sorting process. By 
ordered we mean that if one term lies on top of another in a stack then, Hanoi 
like, the value of the upper must be strictly less than that of the lower. A 
notation for the moves performed on 8 2 , an arbitrary pair of stacks in series, 
was presented in Chapter 1, and we will use that notation again. Terms may 
be moved from the input to the output only by means of: 
p: An operation that takes a single term from the input and places it on 
the right stack. 
A: An operation that takes a term from the right stack and places it on 
the left. 
/1: An operation that takes a term from the left stack and puts it in the 
final output. 
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M: Two sorted stacks 
Output Input 
Jl A P 
12 .. ~fIIl+l as a9 .... 
WW 
A sequence is sorted by two ordered stacks in series. 
We let M refer to both this machine and to the set of all permutations that 
can be sorted by it 
This chapter is essentially contained the paper by M.D. Atkinson, N. Ruskuc 
and myself, due to appear in Theoretical Computer Science under the title 
"Sorting with two ordered stacks in series" [3], which, in turn, benefited from 
an anonymous referee's comments. The machine M was introduced in a re-
stricted form by Julian West in [27]. He considered an algorithm for this 
machine by which terms were obliged to be input into the machine as soon 
as possible: Thus if a p operation could be performed then it had to be, and 
it follows from the ordering of the stacks that if no p operation was possible 
then a ,\ operation had to be performed, and failing that a fL. It can be 
seen that this is not a universal algorithm for M by observing that 3241 is a 
permutation that cannot be sorted by that algorithm: We would be obliged 
to place the terms 3 and 2 immediately in the right stack which leads the 
algorithm to fail but if the obligation is ignored then it is possible to sort 
3241 over M. We also note that if W is the set of permutations sortable by 
the algorithm then W is not a closed class: 3241 cannot be sorted but 35241 
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can be. 
However M is closed and so we will find the basis of M and, as Zeilberger 
enumerated the number of permutations of each length in W, see [28], so we 
will enumerate the number of permutations of each length in M. 
Theorem 211 The basis of M is the infinite set 
B = {(2, 2m - 1,4,1,6,3,8,5, ... , 2m, 2m - 3) 1m = 2,3,4, ... }. 
Theorem 212 Let Zn be the number of permutations of length n in M. Then 
~ n 32x 
~ ZnX = -8X2 + 20x + 1 - (1 - 8x)3/2 
We will in fact prove these by imitating Julian West's algorithm, but 
reversing the order in which we favour moves. Where the algorithm for W is 
right greedy, having the order of preference for moves p A f-J" we will consider 
the left greedy algorithm where the order of preference is f-J, A p. We will 
furthermore find that the left greedy algorithm does not impose a restriction 
at all: Every permutation in M can be sorted by the left greedy algorithm, 
and this is our first assistant proposition: 
Proposition 213 Every permutation in M can be sorted by the greedy al-
gorithm. 
Corollary 214 There is an algorithm which decides whether a permutation 
a belongs to M, and which has linear time complexity in the length of a. 
We will use this left greedy algorithm, that we will simply call the greedy 
algorithm, to prove Theorem 211. We will then represent every greedy algo-
rithm that sorts an element of M by a word over p, A and f-J, and by associating 
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the latter to a labelled plane tree, enumerate M. In doing so we will obtain 
the following surprising result: The number of permutations of given length 
that lie in M is identical to the number of permutations of that length that 
avoid 1342. Indeed the plane trees that we use to enumerate M are the same 
as those used in [6] to enumerate A(1342). This is the first known case of 
two equinumerous closed classes that have different sizes of basis, and the 
difference is somewhat extreme. 
We will first prove in Section 7.1 that the basis of M is given accurately 
by Theorem 211, providing that every element of M can indeed be sorted 
by the greedy algorithm. In Section 7.2 we describe sortings over two stacks 
in series as words and prove in passing that every permutation in M is 
greedily sortable. Then we bind the words to plane trees and perform our 
enumeration. 
7.1 The basis of M 
To prove Theorem 211 we first note that none of the permutations in B can 
be sorted by the greedy algorithm. Furthermore, we can readily check that, 
if any term of one of these permutations is deleted, the resulting sequence 
can be sorted. This proves that B is a subset of the basis of M. 
To prove that B is the whole of the basis we shall consider an arbitrary 
basis permutation (3 of length n, examine how the greedy algorithm must fail 
when applied to (3, and thereby identify enough properties of (3 to demon-
strate that (3 E B. We denote by (3 \ {i} the sequence obtained by removing 
the term i from (3. 
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Lemma 215 Before the greedy algorithm applied to (3 fails, the term n - 1 
has been processed by a p-operation but not by a A-operation. 
PROOF: If the greedy algorithm fails before attempting to apply a p-
operation to the term n then it would also fail on (3 \ {n} and this contradicts 
the minimality of (3. On the other hand if it fails after a p-operation has been 
successfully applied to n then, from the fact that (3 \ {n} can be sorted by 
the greedy algorithm, we easily see that (3 itself can be sorted. It follows that 
the greedy algorithm fails exactly at the point where it attempts to carry out 
a p-operation on n (failing because the right stack is non-empty). 
We compare the action of the greedy algorithm on each of (3 and (3\ {n-1}. 
It is clear that, up to the point of failure in (3, these algorithms must be 
performing identically except that, for (3 \ {n - I}, all operations involving 
n - 1 are absent. However, the greedy algorithm on (3 \ {n - I} would not fail 
on the p-operation to insert n into the right stack (by minimality) and so it 
follows that, when applied to (3, n - 1 must be present in the right stack at 
the point of failure. In other words n - 1 has been processed by a p-operation 
but not by a A-operation. • 
To complete the proof of Theorem 211 we shall construct a subsequence 
ail ai2 ... of (3 order isomorphic to a permutation of B. By minimality this 
will be the whole of (3. We shall label the subscripts ij so that they suggest 
the relative values of the ai.' 
J 
Consider the point, guaranteed by Lemma 215, at which the greedy al-
gorithm inserts n - 1 into the right stack by a p-operation. The left stack is 
not empty (otherwise a A-operation could be applied to n - 1, contradicting 
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Lemma 215) and contains a largest element a2. Thus 
(3 = ... a2 e n - 1 ¢. 
Now, it cannot be possible to empty the left stack by IL-operations (for that 
would permit a A-operation on n - 1) and so there must exist some al within 
¢ with al < a2 and we choose the rightmost such al. So we have 
Within e there are no terms larger than a2. Indeed, since the right stack 
must be empty in order to insert n - 1 into it, each term of e must either 
be output or on the left stack; in either case it is smaller than a2. However, 
within ¢l there must be a term larger than a2 (else when al is processed by a 
p-operation the left stack and all of the right stack except for n - 1 could be 
moved to the output and that would allow n -1 to move to the left stack). If 
¢l contains n then (3 contains the subsequence a2, n - 1, n, al which is order 
isomorphic to 2341 E B and we are finished. Otherwise the terms in ¢l that 
are larger than a2 cannot be a set of contiguous terms contiguous with a2 
(for the same reason as before, that they could all be output once al was 
processed by a p-operation). Hence ¢l contains some largest a4 and there is 
a smaller a3 to the right of al also larger than a2; we choose the rightmost 
such a3. Now we have 
Essentially we now repeat the argument of the last paragraph until we 
run out of terms. We do it explicitly once more for clarity. Within ¢3 there 
are some terms larger than a4 (else when a3 is processed by a p-operation 
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the contents of both stacks, except for n - 1, could be moved to the output 
and n - 1 could move to the left stack). If cP3 contains n, then /3 contains 
a2, n - 1, a4, aI, n, a3 which is order isomorphic to 254163 E B. Otherwise, 
the set of terms in cP3 that are larger than a4 cannot be a contiguous set 
contiguous with a4 (or again all the terms in both stacks, except for n - 1, 
could be output). Hence cP3 has a largest term a6 and there is a rightmost 
smaller term a5 greater than a4 but smaller than a6 and to the right of a3. 
The situation now is 
/3 = ... a2 ... n - 1 ... a4 ... al ... a6 . .. a3 cP5 a5 ... 
In this way we define more and more terms of /3: 
and we do this until cP2k-1 contains n, in which case we obtain a sequence 
order isomorphic to (2, 2k -1, 4,1,6,3, ... , 2k, 2k - 3) E B as required. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 211. 
7.2 Algorithms as Words 
This section begins the proof of Theorem 212. In that theorem the generating 
function has constant term 1 corresponding to the empty permutation. How-
ever, for technical reasons, we shall from now on consider only non-empty 
permutations. 
An algorithm for sorting a permutation of length n through two stacks in 
series is a sequence of appropriate stack operations, and so can be described 
as a word of length 3n over the alphabet p, A, fJ,. We call these S2-words. For 
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a word W over {p, A, f1} and x E {p, A, f1}, we denote by ~x(W) the number 
of occurrences of x in W. 
It is clear that a word W over {p, A, f1} is an 5 2-word if and only if it 
describes how to take a permutation through two stacks in series (without 
necessarily sorting it). Indeed, ifW transforms a permutation () = (i l , ... , in) 
into the permutation r = (jl, ... ,jn), then W sorts the permutation r- l (}. 
From this it now easily follows that W is an 5 2-word if and only if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(S2) for any initial subword (prefix) U of W we have ~p(U) 2: ~A(U) 2: ~J1(U). 
It is also true that for every 5 2-word there is a unique permutation () which 
it sorts (() can be found by applying the 5 2-word in reverse so that it defines 
an algorithm for transforming an output sequence 1,2, ... , n, via the two 
stacks, to produce () in the input). The converse, however, is not necessarily 
true: it may be possible to sort a given permutation in several different ways. 
In what follows we will find it useful to label the letters of an 5 2-word 
W as follows. If 7f = (al, ... , an) is the permutation sorted by W, then we 
denote by Pi (1 ::; i ::; n) the occurrence of p in W which corresponds to 
moving ai from the input onto the right stack. Similarly, Ai moves ai from 
the right stack to the left stack, and f1i outputs ai from the left stack. 
Those 5 2-words which represent sortings of permutations whilst respect-
ing the characteristic sorted stack property of M are called M -words; and 
those M -words that also represent greedy sortings are called Greedy M -words, 
or GM-words for short. We characterise M-words and GM-words in Propo-
J 
I 
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sit ions 218 and 219 but first we point out our reason for studying GM-words. 
Lemma 216 The number of G M -words of length 3n is equal to the number 
of permutations of length n in the set M. 
PROOF: There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between GM-words 
and permutations of M. Every permutation of M can be sorted by the greedy 
algorithm and so determines a GM-word. On the other hand, as already ob-
served, each GM-word sorts a unique permutation which necessarily belongs 
to M. • 
Lemma 217 Let W be an S2- word, and let 7f = (al, . .. ,an) be the permu-
tation it sorts. Then W is not an M -word if and only if in applying W to 7f 
there is a pair of elements ai and aj that are adjacent in both stacks. 
PROOF: The 'if' part is obvious. For the 'only if' part let ai, aj (i < j) be 
a pair that violates the stack ordering (necessarily on the right stack). Thus 
we have ai < aj, and at some stage aj lies above ai in the right stack, while 
at some later stage ai lies above aj in the left stack. In addition, assume 
that ai and aj are chosen so that the length of the subword Aj ... Ai of W 
is minimal possible. We claim that ai and aj are actually adjacent in both 
stacks. 
Assume first that ai and aj are not adjacent on the right stack, and let ak 
be an entry which lies between them. Since aj > ai, we must have aj > ak 
or ak > ai. In the former case, the pair ak, aj violates the stack ordering and 
the sequence Aj ... Ak is a proper subword of Aj ... Ai, while in the latter case 
the pair ai, ak violates the stack ordering and Ak . .. Ai is a proper subword 
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of Aj ... Ai. In both cases we obtain a contradiction with the choice of ai and 
aj, and so they must be adjacent in the right stack. 
Assume now that ai and aj are not adjacent on the left stack, and let at 
be an entry which lies between them. In particular, we have at > ai. Since 
ai and aj were adjacent in the right stack, at must have been moved onto 
the right stack after aj had left it, but before ai had done so. Therefore, the 
pair ai, at violates the stack ordering, and At . .. Ai is a proper subword of 
Aj ... Ai, which is again in contradiction with the choice of ai and aj. • 
Proposition 218 An 5 2 -word W is an M -word if and only if it contains no 
subword of the form AU A, where U is empty or an 52 -word. 
PROOF: Let 7T = (al, ... , an) be the permutation sorted by W. If W 
contains a subword AjAi then obviously ai and aj are adjacent in both stacks, 
and W is not an M-word by Lemma 217. If W contains a subword of the 
form AjU Ai, where U is an 5 2-word, then after aj has been moved to the left 
stack, U transfers a collection of elements from the input, via the two stacks, 
into the output, and then ai is moved onto the left stack. We see that again 
ai and aj are adjacent in both stacks, and so W is not an M-word. 
Conversely, if W is not an M-word, then, by Lemma 217, there is a pair 
ai, aj, such that they are adjacent in both stacks. Consider the subword 
AjUAi of W, and assume that U is non-empty. We see that, after aj has been 
moved onto the left stack, no element already on either of the stacks must be 
moved before ai is moved on top of aj. Therefore, U must transfer a group / 
of terms from the input, via the two stacks, to the output; in other words U 
must be an 5 2-word. • 
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Proposition 219 An S2-word W is a GM -word if and only if the following 
are satisfied: 
(GM1) W does not contain a subword AA; 
(GM2) W does not contain a subword Pf-L; 
(GM3) W does not contain a subword UA, where U is an S2-word. 
PROOF: (::::}) If W contains a subword AA then it is not an M -word by 
Proposition 218. If W contains a subword Pf-L, say W = V Pf-L . .. , W is not 
greedy, because a f-L can follow V. Similarly, if W = VU A ... , where U is 
an S2-word, then W is not greedy, because a A can follow V, while the first 
letter of U is p. 
(¢=) Assume now that W is not a GM-word. IfW is not even an M-word 
then, by Proposition 218, it either contains a subword AA, or a subword AU A, 
where U is an S2-word, and the proof is finished. So, let us now consider the 
case where W is an M-word, but is not greedy. Let 7r be the permutation 
sorted by M, and let V be the shortest initial segment of W after which 
the greedy algorithm condition fails. Thus, if we write W = V XVI, where 
x E {p, A, f-L}, there exists another M -word sorting 7r of the form V y V2 , where 
x precedes y in the list p, A, f-L. So we can distinguish the following three cases. 
Case 1: x = p, y = A. Let aj be the top element in the right stack after 
V has been applied to 7r, and write W = V PV3Aj 114. Now note that PV3 
must not move any of the elements which are already on either of the stacks. 
Indeed, the elements on the right stack cannot be moved before aj (because 
aj is on the top of the stack), and the elements on the left stack cannot be 
output before aj (because aj is smaller than any of them). Also, since any 
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element input by PV3 is smaller than aj, it must also be output by PV3 (i.e. 
before Aj). Therefore, PV3 is an 5 2-subword of W preceding a A. 
Case 2: x = p, Y = JL. Let aj be the top element of the left stack after 
V has been applied to 'if, and write W = V P V3JLj V4 • Notice that aj is the 
least element that has not yet been output. Therefore, V3 cannot contain 
any occurrences of either A or JL, and hence W contains a subword PJL. 
Case 3: x = A, Y = JL. This case cannot occur, for if aj is the top 
element on the left stack after V has been applied to 'if, then again it is the 
least element that has not yet been output, and so applying a A move would 
violate the left stack ordering. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. • 
We can now prove en passant: 
Proposition 220 Every permutation in M can be sorted by the greedy al-
gorithm. 
PROOF: Let W be an M word but not a G M word. We will construct a 
G M word that sorts the same sequence as W as follows: 
By Proposition 219 we have that W must contain a subword of the form 
PJL or U A where U is a non-empty 52 word. By Proposition 218 we can 
discard the possibility that W contains AA as a subword. 
Suppose first that W has a subword of the form PJL and that we may 
therefore express W as VI PJLV2 where VI and V2 are words over p, A, JL. Note 
that the effect of performing a P immediately followed by a JL at any point 
in a sorting is exactly the same as that of performing a JL followed by a P 
instead at that same point. The one violates stack ordering if and only if 
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the other does. Thus VIJ-lPV2 also is an M word and this word sorts the 
same sequence as W. Now let us attach to each letter in W the position of 
the letter, attaching the number 1 to the first letter, 2 to the second and so 
on. If we sum the numbers attached to J-l terms in Wand perform a similar 
calculation for VIJ-lP"V; then the number obtained for the latter sequence will 
be one less than for the former. Thus we may a finite number of times 
substitute a subword of the form PJ-l in W for a subword J-lP and obtain a 
new word W' that contains no subwords PJ-l, that is an M word and that 
sorts the same sequence as W. 
Now suppose that W' has a subword of the form VIUA"V; where VI and 
V2 are words over p, A, J-l. Note that since U merely represents a set of small 
terms moving from the input directly to the output without disturbing either 
stack, we have that VIAUV2 is an M word that sorts the same sequence as 
W'. Note also that since the first symbol of U is a P and the last a J-l we have 
that VIAUV2 contains no subword PJ-l. If we attach numbers to the symbols 
of W' and VI AU"V; as before then the J-l sum of VI AUV2 will be at least one 
less than that of W' because U contains at least one J-l. Thus we can perform 
a finite number of substitutions of subwords of the form AU for equivalent 
su bwords U A and 0 btan a word W" that is a G M -word and that sorts the 
same sequence as W. • 
7.3 Algorithms and Plane Trees 
A GM-word W is reducible if W = WI W2 , where both WI and W2 are 
GM-words, and is irreducible (or IGM for short) otherwise. Reducibility of 
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G M -words corresponds precisely to sum decomposability of the permutation 
whose sorting by the greedy algorithm the GM-word represents: If a permu-
tation is sum decomposable and greedily sortable then the GM-word that 
represents its sorting will be reducible, and a reducible GM-word represents 
the greedy sorting of some decomposable permutation. 
In this section, we are going to show how to associate a rooted plane tree 
with labelled edges to every IGM-word, and then we are going to establish a 
recurrence formula for the number of IGM-words corresponding to a rooted 
plane tree without labels. 
Lemma 221 The number of IGM-words of length 3n is equal to the number 
of sum indecomposable permutations of length n in the set M. 
PROOF: Restrict the one-to-one correspondence given III the proof of 
Lemma 216 to IGM-words. • 
Let W be an IGM-word. Since it represents a greedy algorithm, W must 
begin with p).., and it must end with j.L; in other words W can be written as 
W = p)..W'j.L. 
We define the derived word a(W) of a GM-word W to be the word ob-
tained from W by removing the).. symbols. The properties of a(W) inherited 
from conditions (S1) and (S2) are those of well-balanced strings of parenthe-
ses and allow a well-known description by a plane tree. In this description 
a(W) is obtained by walking around the tree beginning at the root traversing 
each edge twice, first downwards for a p symbol (opening parenthesis) and 
later upwards for the corresponding j.L symbol (closing parenthesis). We shall 
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use this only in the case of an IGM-word. For such words the tree corre-
sponding to 8(W) has root of degree 1 and it is convenient to remove the 
root and its incident edge. The resulting rooted plane tree will be denoted 
by T(W). By construction, if W has length 3n, then T(W) has n vertices. 
Although T(W) uniquely determines 8(W) it certainly does not deter-
mine W itself. To capture the more detailed information present in W we 
attach labels to the edges of T(W). 
Each edge of T(W) corresponds, as described above, to a p-p, pair of W. 
To each such edge e we attach a label from the set 
depending on whether p and p, corresponding to e are followed by A in W. 
Trees arising in this way are called I G M -trees. We also call the unlabelled 
tree T(W) the shape of the IGM-word W. 
Example 222 The IGM-word 
gives rise, after derivation, to the IGM-tree shown in Figure 2. 
The IGM-word W can be reconstructed from its IGM-tree T(W) in the 
intuitively obvious way, which can be formalised as follows. Let T be any 
plane tree with edges labelled by elements of the set .c. To each vertex V of 
T we associate two words a(V) and r(V) defined recursively. If V is a leaf, 
and if the edge leading to it is labelled by (x, y) then 
a(V) = xp" r(V) = xy. 
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Figure 7.1: An IGM-tree 
(Note that if T is an IGM-tree then a(V) = r(V) = PA/-l, because W does 
not contain a subword P/-l or PA/-lA by Proposition 219.) If V is neither a 
leaf nor the root, with children C1 , ... ,Cp , and with the edge from V to its 
parent labelled by (x, y), then define 
a(V) = xr(C1 ) ... r(Cp)/-l, 
r(V) = xr(C1 ) ... r(Cp)Y. 
Note that either a(V) = r(V) or else r(V) = a(V)A. Finally, if V is the 
root, and if its children are C1 , ... ,Cp , then define 
Clearly, if T = T(W) is an IGM-tree, and if R is its root, then a(R) = 
r(R) = W. 
We now give some properties of the words a(V) and r(V). 
Lemma 223 Let T = T(W) be an IGM-tree, and let V be any vertex ofT. 
(i) For every initial segment Z of a(V) we have ~p(Z) 2: ~A(Z). 
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(ii) For every terminal segment U of O"(V) we have ~J1(U) ~ ~>.(U). 
(iii) If ~p(O"(V)) = ~>.(O"(V)) then O"(V) is an S2-word, and hence O"(V) = 
T(V). 
(iv) ~p(T(V)) ~ ~>.(T(V)). 
PROOF: If V is a leaf then all the statements hold. Consider now the case 
where V is not a leaf, and assume inductively that all the statements (i)~(iv) 
hold for all of its children C l , ... ,Cp ' By the definition we have 
O"(V) = xT(Cd ... T(Cp)p" 
T(V) = XT(Cl ) '" T(Cp)Y' 
(i) Let Z be an initial segment of O"(V). If the length of Z is 1 or 2 the 
statement is obvious. Otherwise, if Z is a proper initial segment of length 
greater than 2, we can write 
Z = xT(Cd ... T(Ck)Z', 
where Z' is either empty or else it is a proper prefix of T(Ck+1) (and hence a 
prefix of O"(Ck+d). We have 
k 
~p(Z) = 1 + L ~p(T(Ci)) + ~p(Z'), 
i=l 
k 
~>.(Z) = ~>.(x) + L ~>.(T(Ci)) + ~>.(Z'). 
i=l 
Now note that 1 ~ ~>.(x), as x is either p or pA. Next note that, by in-
duction, we have ~p(T(Ci)) ~ ~>.(T(Ci)) (property (iv)) and ~p(Z') ~ ~>.(Z') 
(property(i)). We conclude that ~p(Z) ~ ~>.(Z) in this case. Finally, the case 
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where Z = a(V) follows also by noting that the last jJ, of a(V) does not 
contribute anything to either of ~p(T(Z)) or ~A(T(Z)). 
(ii) Let U be a terminal segment of a(V). If U has length 1, the statement 
is obvious. Otherwise, if U is a proper terminal segment of a(V) of length 
greater than 1 we can write 
where either (1) U' = A, or (2) a(Ck-d = T(Ck- 1 ) and U' is a terminal 
segment of a(Ck-d, or (3) U' = U" A and U" is a terminal segment of a(Ck- 1). 
We now have that 
P 
~JL(U) = ~JL(U') + L ~JL(T(Ci)) + 1, 
i=k 
P 
~A(U) = ~A(U') + L ~A(T(Ci)). 
i=k 
By induction (property (iv)) we have 
Also, in each of the three possibilities for U' we have 
(7.1 ) 
(7.2) 
(7.4) 
Indeed in the case (1) this is obvious, while in the cases (2) and (3) it fol-
lows from the inductive hypothesis (property (ii)). Combining (7.1)-(7.4) we 
conclude that ~JL(U) 2 ~A(U), as required. 
(iii) We are going to show that conditions (81) and (82) are satisfied for 
a(V). Indeed, (81) is satisfied by assumption. Also, if Z is an initial segment 
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of a(V) then ~p(Z) ~ ~>.(Z) by (i). Write now a(V) as a(V) = ZU. By (ii) 
we have ~J.!(U) ~ ~>.(U), and hence we have 
thus proving (S2) as well. The final statement follows from the assumption 
that W is an IGM-word and condition (GM3) for such words. 
(iv) If T(V) = a(V) this follows from (i). Otherwise we have T(V) = 
a(V)>'. We know that ~p(a(V)) ~ ~>.(a(V)). In fact, we must have ~p(a(V)) > 
~>.(a(V)) by (iii). Since ~>.(T(V)) = ~>.(a(V)) + 1, the statement follows. • 
Definition 224 Let T be a plane tree with edges labelled by elements of 
the set .c, and let V be a vertex of T. The >.-deficit at V is the number 
d(V) = ~p(T(V)) - ~>.(T(V)). 
In the next result we give a characterisation of I G M -trees. 
Proposition 225 A plane tree T with edges labelled by elements of the set 
.c is an I G M -tree if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(T1) every leaf edge is labelled by (p)., J1); 
(T2) d(V) ~ 0 for every vertex V; 
(T3) d(R) = 0, where R is the root. 
PROOF: (=}) If T = T(W) is an IG M-tree, then (T1) follows from (GM2) 
and (GM3), (T2) is Lemma 223 (iv), and (T3) follows from (81). 
({=) Assume now that T satisfies (T1 )-(T3). We are going to check that 
the word W = a(R), where R is the root of T, satisfies all conditions (81), 
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(82), (GM1)-(GM3), and that it is irreducible. Indeed, (81) follows from 
(T3), (GM1) follows from the definition of the words a(V), (GM2) follows 
from (T1), and (GM3) follows from (T2). 
Next we prove that for every initial segment Z of W we have ~p(Z) 2: 
~,\(Z), (the first inequality in (82)). We do this by induction on the length of 
Z. If Z has length 1, or, more generally, if Z contains no occurrence of fL, the 
assertion is obvious. Otherwise Z has one of the forms Zla(V) or ZI T(V)Z2' 
where V is a vertex and Z2 contains no occurrences of fL. (This is obtained 
by 'reading' Z until its last fL, and then finding the corresponding p in front 
of it.) Then we have 
by induction, 
by (T2), and 
since Z2 contains no fL. Combining the above inequalities as appropriate we 
conclude that ~p(Z) 2: ~,\(Z). 
A similar induction shows that ~J.!(U) 2: ~,\(U) for any terminal segment 
U of W. This, together with (T3) implies that ~,\ (Z) 2: ~J.! (Z) for any initial 
segment Z of W, thus completing the proof of property (82). Finally, again 
by induction, one easily proves that ~p (Z) > ~J.! (Z) for a proper initial segment 
Z of W, and this implies that W is irreducible. For, if W = WI W2 , where 
WI and W2 are GM-words, then WI is a proper initial segment of W with 
• 
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Definition 226 Let T be a rooted plane tree, and let V be a non-root vertex 
of T. We define the branch of V to be the tree H(V) obtained by taking the 
subtree of T rooted in V and adding to it the parent P of V and the edge 
linking P and V. 
Definition 227 Let T be a rooted plane tree. To each non-root vertex V 
we associate a sequence 
where 6r is the number of different labellings of edges of H (V) by elements of 
the set .c which satisfy conditions (T1) and (T2) (but not necessarily (T3)) 
and for which d(V) = r. 
Proposition 228 Let T be a rooted plane tree, let R be its root, let C1 , ... ,Cp 
be the children of R, and let 
The number of IGM-trees with shape T is equal to 610620'" 6po . 
PROOF: For a given labelling of edges of T satisfying (T1) and (T2) from 
Proposition 225, we have that a(R) is an IGM-word if and only if (T3) is 
satisfied, i.e. if and only if d(R) = ~p(T(R)) - ~>.(T(R)) = O. Since 
and since d(Ci ) 2 0 (i = 1, ... ,p), we have that d(R) = 0 if and only if 
d( Ci ) = 0 for all i = 1, ... , p. The number of different labellings of any 
H(Ci ) satisfying d(Ci ) = 0 is precisely 6iO and the result follows. • 
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We now give a recurrence for the sequences .6.(V). 
Proposition 229 Let T be a rooted plane tree, let V be a non-root vertex of 
T, and let 
If V is a leaf then 
60 = 1, 6i = 0 (i > 0). 
Otherwise, if C 1 , ... ,Cp are the children of V with 
then 
PROOF: Note that 
p 
d(V) = ~p(xy) - ~A(XY) + L d(Ci ), 
i=1 
where (x, y) is the label of the edge connecting V to its parent. Clearly 
o if x = p, Y = /1, 
~p(xy) = 1, ~A(XY) = 1 if x = pA, Y = /1 or x = p, Y = /1)., 
2 if x = pA, Y = /1A. 
Hence, to be able to label H(V) so that d(V) = r, the trees H(Ci ) (i = 
1, ... , p) must be labelled so that 
p 
Ld(C) E {r -1,r,r + 1}. 
i=1 
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A labelling of H(Ci ) (i = 1, ... ,p) with L:f=1 d(Ci ) = r±l can be extended in 
a unique way to a labelling of H (V) with d(V) = r by setting x = PA, Y = /-LA 
or x = p, Y = /-L respectively. Similarly, a labelling of H(Ci ) (i = 1, ... ,p) 
with L:f=1 d(Ci ) = r can be extended in two ways to a labelling of H(V) 
with d(V) = r by setting x = p)., Y = /-L and x = p, Y = /-LA. Finally note 
that the number of labellings of H(Ci ) (i = 1, ... ,p) with L:f=1 d(Ci ) = k E 
{r - 1, r + 1, r} is precisely 
L 01)1 02i2 .. . Op)p' 
)I+ ... +)p=k 
proving the formula. We remark that the argument remains valid for r = 0, 
when the term 
L 01j l 02j2 ... Opjp 
h+ .. ·+jp=-1 
is zero, reflecting the fact that the A-deficit of every Ci is non-negative (Propo-
sit ion 225 (T2)). • 
Remark 230 Although 6(V) is an infinite sequence, only finitely many of 
its entries are non-zero. In other words the generating function 6(V, x) = 
L: Oi xi of 6(V) is a polynomial. From the recurrence of Proposition 229 we 
easily derive the polynomial equations: 
6(V, x) = 1 (7.5) 
if V is a leaf, and 
1 p p 
6(V, x) = -((1 + X)2 IT 6(Ci , x) - IT 6(Ci , 0)) (7.6) 
x i=1 i=1 
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Va 
Figure 7.2: 
if V is a non-leaf, non root vertex with children C1 , ... ,Cp• By Proposition 
228 the number of JGM-trees of shape T is 
(7.7) 
where C1 , ... , Cp are the children of the root. 
Example 231 Consider the plane tree of Figure 3. For each vertex Vi (i = 
1, ... , 7) we calculate the corresponding polynomial ~(Vi, x). First 
because they are the leaves. Now, V4 has one child, VI. Applying (7.6) we 
obtain 
1 ~(V4'X) = -((1 + X)2 -1) = 2 + x. 
x 
Similarly, 
The vertex V7 has two children, 114 and VS, so 
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By Proposition 228 we can conclude that there are ~(V6' 0) . ~(V7' 0) 
2·12 = 24 IG M-trees with this given shape. 
7.4 IGM-Trees and (3(0, I)-Trees: enumera-
tion 
In this section we introduce the concept of ,8(0, l)-trees, as rooted plane 
trees with labelled vertices. Then we establish a recurrence formula, giving 
the number of ,8(0, l)-trees over a given rooted plane tree (with no labels), 
and establish connections between this recurrence relation and the one from 
the last section. From here it then follows that the numbers of IGM-trees 
and ,8(0,1 )-trees over a given rooted plane tree are equal. Finally, we use 
this fact to give a proof of Theorem 212. 
Definition 232 A ,8(0, l)-tree is a rooted plane tree with non-negative in-
teger labels l (V) on its vertices, satisfying the following conditions: 
(B1) if V is a leaf then l(V) = 0; 
(B2) if V is an internal vertex, and if C1 , ... ,Cp are its children then l(V) ::; 
l(Cd + l(C2 ) + ... + l(Cp)+l; 
(B3) if V is the root then l(V) = 0. 
We note that this differs from the definition of a ,8(O,l)-tree given in 
[6] (and the more general definition in [19]) where one requires that l(V) = 
l(Cd + l(C2 ) + ... + l(Cp) when V is the root with children C1 , ..• , Cpo 
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However, this difference will not affect the number of ,8 (0, I)-trees, as both 
give no freedom of choice for the label of the root. 
The following result was given in [6]. Proofs may be found in [21] and 
[22]. 
Proposition 233 The number tn of ,8(0, I)-trees on n vertices is equal to 
the number of rooted bicubic maps on n - 1 vertices. 
From the enumeration of rooted bicubic maps given in [26] (see also [8] 
for a combinatorial proof) we have t1 = 1 and, for n > 1, tn = 3· 2n- 2. (2n-
2)!j(n + 1)!(n - I)!. 
Definition 234 Let T be a rooted plane tree. To each vertex V we associate 
a sequence 
B(V) = (,80, ,81, ,82, ... ), 
where ,8r is the number of different labellings of the subtree of T rooted in V 
which satisfy conditions (Bl) and (B2) of Definition 232 (but not necessarily 
condition (B3)), and in which V is labelled by r. 
Remark 235 If R is the root of T, and if B(R) = (,80, ,81, ,82, ... ), then the 
number of ,8(0, I)-trees with shape T is equal to ,80. 
Remark 236 As with 6.(V), we see that B(V) is an infinite sequence with 
only finitely many non-zero entries. 
In the following proposition we give a recurrence for computing the se-
quences B(V) in an arbitrary rooted plane tree. 
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Proposition 237 Let T be a rooted plane tree, let V be any vertex in it, and 
let B(V) = (,80,,81,,82, ... ). If V is a leaf, then 
,80 = 1, ,8i = 0 (i 2: 1). 
If V is not a leaf, and if G1 , ... ,Gp are its children, with 
then 
PROOF: A leaf must be labelled by 0, hence the first assertion. For the 
second, note that one is allowed to label V by r if and only if the sum of its 
children's labels is at least r - 1. • 
Remark 238 The recurrence of Proposition 237 also gives relations between 
the polynomials B(V, x) = :L: ,8iXi. Indeed we have: 
B(V, x) = 1 (7.8) 
if V is a leaf, and 
1 p P 
B(V, x) = x _ 1 (x2 II B(Gi , x) - II B(Gi , 1)) (7.9) 
i=l i=l 
if V is a non-leaf vertex with children G1 , ... ,Gpo An easy consequence of 
(7.9) is 
P II B(Gi , 1) = B(V, 0). (7.10) 
i=l 
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Also, from the definition B(V, 0) = {30. So if R is the root node and Cl , ... ,Cp 
are the children of the root then the number of (3(0, I)-trees of shape Tis 
p 
B(R,O) = II B(Ci , 1). (7.11) 
i=l 
Example 239 Consider the plane tree shown in Figure 3. For each vertex 
Vi we calculate the corresponding polynomial B (Vi, x). First 
because they are the leaves. The vertex 114 has but one child, VI, giving: 
x 2 -1 
B(V4' x) = = 1 + x. 
x-I 
Similarly, 
Now, V7 has two children, V4 and V5 . From their polynomials we obtain: 
Finally, a similar calculation for Vs involving its children V6 and V7 , gives: 
(4 + 4x + 3x2 + x 3 )(1 + x)x2 - 24 
B(Vs, x) = = 24+24x+20x2+12x3+5x4+x5 . 
x-I 
We conclude that there are B(Vs, 0) = 24 {3(0, I)-trees with this given shape. 
If we compare the equations of Remarks 230 and 238 we obtain: 
Proposition 240 Let T be a plane tree and let V be a non root vertex of T. 
Then the following polynomial equality holds: 
~(V, x-I) = B(V, x) 
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PROOF: We prove the proposition by induction. If V is a leaf then 
6(V,x -1) = 1 = B(V, x) 
Otherwise, if V has children C1 , •.. , Cp and if we assume that the proposition 
holds for C1 , ... , Cp , then 
6(V,x-I) 
1 p p 
x-I (x2 II 6(Ci , x-I) - II 6(Ci , 0)) (by (7.6)) 
~=1 ~=1 
1 p p 
----=-i(x2 II B(Ci , x) - II B(Ci , 1)) (induction) 
x i=l i=l 
B(V, x) (by (7.9)) 
as required, thus completing the proof. 
• 
Theorem 241 Let T be a rooted plane tree. The number of I G M -trees with 
shape T is equal to the number of ,8(0, I)-trees with shape T. 
PROOF: Let R be the root of T and let C1 , ... ,Cp be its children. Then 
the number of IGM-trees with shape T is TIf=l 6(Ci , 0), by Remark 230. 
On the other hand, by Remark 238, the number of ,8(0, I)-trees with shape 
Tis TIf=l B(Ci , 1). By Proposition 240 these are equal. • 
PROOF OF THEOREM 212: First we observe that the number of IGM-words 
of length 3n is equal to the number, tn, of ,8(0, I)-trees on n vertices. This fol-
lows from Theorem 241 by summation over all tree shapes, and the fact that 
IGM-words and IGM-trees are in one-to-one correspondence. By Lemma 
221 this number is also equal to the number of indecomposable permutations 
of length n in M; so this number is tn. 
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We complete the proof by following an argument similar to that used 
III [6]. Every permutation a of M has a unique factorisation (as a word) 
a = TIT2 ... Tm with a < b whenever a E Ti, b E Ti+l. The subwords Ti are 
order isomorphic to indecomposable permutations of M. Conversely, every 
sequence of indecomposable permutations of M determines a permutation 
of M in this way. It follows from this that the generating function for the 
numbers Zn of permutations of length n in the set M, including the empty 
permutation, is 
00 1 £; F(X)k = 1 _ F(x) 
where F(x) is the generating function for the (non-empty) indecomposable 
permutations of M. However, Tutte [26] has proved that 
F( ) _ Loo n _ 8x2 + 12x - 1 + (1 - 8X)3/2 x - tnx - ------~--~-32x 
n=l 
and our theorem now follows. • 
Chapter 8 
A Harder Example: 82 
8.1 Introduction 
By now the sorting machine S2, which first appeared in Chapter 1, needs no 
introduction. It is the free form of the machine M that consists of two stacks 
in series, unordered instead of ordered. 
Neither do the moves p, ,\ and J1 that move terms through S2 need another 
introduction, and S2 words are fully defined and characterised in the last 
chapter. S2 words are sequences of moves that sort an input through the 
stacks. 
Output Input 
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What we do need is an overview of the current problems concerning the 
sorting machine 52 and the closed class sorted by this machine, also de-
noted 52. We give an overview of the basis, enumeration problems and any 
interesting decision problems related to this set. 
We show that the basis is certainly infinite. The basis is large: It has 
219 elements of length nine or less. It also appears unruly and has not been 
characterised. The table in Figure 8.1 lists some of the first basis elements, 
and a full list of all basis elements of length up to nine is extant. 
The number of permutations of each length in 52 forms a list. Any 
conjecture for the number of entries in that list does require some direct 
computation to obtain raw data. As the shortest length at which not all 
permutations lie in the class is seven enumerative results will be needed at 
least for length seven and preferably a reasonable number of greater lengths. 
The sheer number of permutations that need to be checked for such a com-
putation is tremendous and no serious attempt has been made as yet. For 
what it is worth the number of permutations of each length in 52 is, for the 
known cases, given in Figure 8.2. 
There is another reason why enumerative statistics are lacking: Given an 
arbitrary single permutation there are many different ways in which the per-
mutation might be sorted through 52, so not only must many permutations 
be checked, the calculation per permutation can take significant time. It is 
this problem that principally we address in this chapter. 
To expand a little: The decision problem for whether a given permutation 
is in 52 can be expressed as a 3SAT graph theoretic problem, as explained 
later. The reader may be reminded that the general 3SAT problem is N P-
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Short 8 2 basis elements 
length 7 (all 22) length 8 (all 51) and length 9 (15 of 146) 
2435761 63285471 47258163 26843571 
2536471 53286471 46258173 25746183 
2537461 62438571 46285173 25736184 
2463571 52483761 37284651 25846371 
2547361 62475381 35268741 35762481 
2647351 52486371 57632481 24768351 
3246571 53628741 37426581 24657381 
3254761 43628751 37426851 74258 1 693 
3264751 52843761 46528371 732581694 
3257461 62735481 46527381 642581793 
4253761 52746183 27436581 632581794 
4263571 42836571 27536841 742586193 
4263751 52748163 27436851 732586194 
5263741 42758163 37462581 732486195 
4257361 42658173 27354681 642587193 
4265371 42768351 26471583 632587194 
3524761 53682741 27683541 572836194 
3624751 43682751 26573841 742836195 
3527461 43572861 26485173 652837194 
4625371 52684173 26475183 743962851 
4627351 57324681 27384651 642971583 
3572461 57324861 25476381 642975183 
Figure 8.1: Short basis elements of 8 2 . 
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52 
Length Sortable Unsortable Basis Elements 
5 120 0 0 
6 720 0 0 
7 5018 22 22 
8 39374 946 51 
9 336870 26010 146 
10 3066695 562105 
Figure 8.2: 8 2 statistics are scarce and hard to compute. 
complete, which indicates that decision algorithms may be slow. We present 
an extensively tested but unproved conjecture that this problem can be sim-
plified to a 2SAT problem, soluble in polynomial time. 
That is the principal content of this chapter, but we do also briefly ex-
amine 53 (three stacks in series) and 5n . A plausible conjecture appears to 
be that 5 n can sort all permutations of length up to and including (n + I)" 
Relations H and V 
Definition 242 Let w be an 52 word sorting the permutation 0: = ala2 ... an 
E 52. For any terms ai, aj of 0: define ai ~H aj if either i = j or if at some 
stage in the sorting process represented by w, the term aj is placed above ai 
in the right stack. 
Similarly define ai ~ v aj if either i = j or if at some stage in the sorting 
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process represented by w aj is placed above ai in the left stack 1. 
H and V are called the cohabitation relations generated by w. 
Example 243 PPPA/--lAA/--lA/--l is an 32 word that represents a sorting of 23l. 
For this sorting, in addition to the reflexive properties of H and V the fol-
lowing hold: 2 s:H 3, 3 s:H 1, 2 s:H 1, 3 s:V 2. 
H and V are partial orders, however for most of our arguments it suffices 
to know whether two terms are comparable by Hand V. If so we say that 
they are H or V related. 
The Order Property: 
Lemma 244 Let ai and aj with i < j be distinct terms of a E 32. Then 
for any algorithm that sorts a and thereby generates cohabitation relations 
H and V precisely one of the following holds: 
• ai < aj and ai, aj are incomparable by both H and V. 
• ai > aj and ai S: v aj but ai, aj are incomparable by H. 
IThe letters V and H refer to the properties described in Lemmata 246 and 245 which 
may be regarded as dual vertical and horizontal properties. V and H also refer to the 
stacks of their definition, vensten and h6ge being Norwegian for left and right. 
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15 
'14 
13 
v H I 12 11/ 
7 
6 
51 
4 
3 
2 
10)1 
9~ 
Figure 8.3: The Hasse diagram of partial orders V and H gen-
erated by a sorting of a permutation of length 16. Note that 
these are III fact forests with arrows pointing towards the root. 
In the case of H, on the right, all arrows point to the left and roots 
are leftmost terms in components. Note that with H components never 
overlap horizontally. They are arranged sequentially from left to right. 
In the case of V arrows 
est terms and components 
point up, 
are arranged 
roots 
bottom 
are 
to 
high-
top. 
In the sorting that produced these relations roots correspond to terms that 
lie at the very bottom of the left (V) or right (H) stacks. Arrows indi-
cate which terms lie above which others. Given particular cohabitation 
relations it is always posible to deduce the set of sortings that yield the 
relations. The (unique) sorting that can produce the illustrated relations is: 
P3A3P2A2P7P5P6P4PIAl~1~2~3A4~4A6A5~5~6A7A7··· 
8 
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PROOF: 
If ai and aj are comparable by H then although aj enters the right hand 
stack after ai it passes over it and leaves before it. Alternatively if ai and 
aj are not comparable by H then no change takes place and they leave the 
right hand stack in the order in which they entered. 
Similarly ai and aj being V related is equivalent to ai and aj leaving the 
left hand stack in the order opposite to that in which they entered. 
As the smaller of ai and aj must leave the left hand stack first we may 
conclude that if ai, aj is a decreasing pair, that is ai > aj, then aj must 
coexist in passing with ai in either the left or the right hand stack, but not 
both. In either case whilst coexisting in a stack ai must lie below aj. These 
two possibilities correspond to the first two listed in the lemma. 
However if ai < aj, and ai, aj is an increasing pair, they must be related 
either by both V and H or by neither. By again noting which term lies above 
the other in each stack, if at all, we obtain the third and fourth possibilities 
listed in the lemma. As ai and aj must be either increasing or decreasing 
this exhausts all possibilities. Q.E.D. 
• 
The Direct Implications of V and H : 
Lemma 245 Let a E S2, let w be an S2 word that sorts a and generates 
relations of cohabitation V and H on the terms of a. Let ai, aj, ak be terms 
of a such that i < j < k. If ai and ak are H related then also ai and aj are 
H related. 
PROOF: The terms ai, aj, ak enter the right hand stack in the order ai, aj, ak. 
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If ai and ak are H related then i must be in the right hand stack when ak is 
entered and therefore must still have been in the right hand stack when aj 
was entered. Thus ai and aj are H related. 
• 
Lemma 246 Let a E 8 2 , let w be an 8 2 word that sorts a and generates 
relations of cohabitation V and H on the terms of a. Let ai, aj, ak be terms 
of a such that ai < aj < ak· If ai and ak are V related then also aj and ak 
are V related. 
PROOF: The terms must leave the left hand stack in order ai, aj, ak. Any 
term placed on the left hand stack must remain there until it is removed. If 
ai and ak are V related then ak must be on the left hand stack at some stage 
prior to aj being removed from the left stack. Thus as the removal of aj is 
immediately preceded by aj being on the left stack, aj and ak must cohabit 
the left stack and are therefore V related. 
• 
8.1.1 Algorithms versus Relations. 
In sorting some permutation a the order in which adjacent p and fJ, operations 
are performed does not matter; the order can be changed without affecting 
the outcome of the sorting. To give an example, PApfJ,AfJ, and PAfJ,PAfJ, both 
sort 1 2. Note that if both sortings are run in parallel for comparison then 
the stacks, inputs and outputs of both systems will be in the same state 
except after the third operation. Permuting adjacent P and fJ, symbols gives 
rise to an equivalence relation on 8 2 words: 
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Definition 247 Let WI and W2 be 52 words. We say that WI and W2 can 
be obtained one from another by PI1 exchange if WI is equal to the word 
obtained from W2 by exchanging two consecutive P and 11 symbols. The P,11 
equivalence on 52 words is the equivalence relation generated by PI1 exchange. 
Lemma 248 PI1 equivalent 52 words represent sortings of the same input 
sequence. 
The proof is easy and we omit it. 
Any algorithm sorting a sequence 0: by two stacks in senes generates 
cohabitation relations H and V on the terms of 0:. H and V are partial 
orders satisfying the properties of ORDER and IMPLICATION. Conversely 
any two partial orders IH and Iv on the terms of 0: satisfying the properties 
of Order and Implication are generated as cohabitation relations in some 
sorting of 0:. Thus ORDER and IMPLICATION characterise the partial 
orders H and V; and furthermore there is a surjective map from the set of 
52 algorithms to the set of paired cohabitation relations. 
Cohabitation relations are specific not to 52 words but rather to PI1 equiv-
alence classes of 52 words. If the input is fixed then these equivalence classes 
are in turn in one to one correspondence with what we call midsequences of 
algorithms, which are the orders in which algorithms move terms from the 
right to the left stack. This order is of course unaffected by PI-L exchanges in 
52 words. Midsequences are precisely the permutations of A(231). 
Proposition 249 Let IH and Iv, partial orders on the terms of some permu-
tation 0:, satisfy the conditions given below. Then IH and Iv are cohabitation 
relations generated by some sorting of 0:. 
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ORDER: 
For any two distinct terms ai, aj with i < j, precisely one of the following 
hold: 
IMPLICATION: 
PROOF: Briefly: The proof we give centers around midsequences. Note 
that a permutation is S2 sortable if and only if its terms can be permuted 
through one stack into an 'intermediate' sequence, and then permuted again 
through another stack to emerge fully sorted. The fact that in S2 a pop 
operation from the first stack must coincide with a push operation on the 
second is irrelevant. Whenever two stacks are placed in series it is always 
possible to arrange the timing of the operations in the first and the second so 
that pop operations from the first stack and push operations on the second 
coincide. Now: 
There is a method of passing the permutation a through a single stack 
so that the induced one stack cohabitation relation is I H . This is assured by 
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the IMPLICATION property for I H . The passing of a through a stack need 
not be a sorting, it merely corresponds to passing a through the right stack 
of 8 2 . We denote the order in which terms emerge from this single stack 
operation by M I ; a permutation of length n. 
It is possible to rearrange the terms of a to form another permutation M2 
that can be sorted over a single stack, and furthermore we can choose M2 
and the sorting in such a way that the induced cohabitation relations are pre-
cisely Iv. Similarly to the case for IH , this follows from the IMPLICATION 
property of Iv. 
Note that it is an easy matter, given any two terms of a, to determine 
which precedes the other in MI or in M 2 . If the two terms are IH related then 
they apper in MI in the order opposite to the order in which they appear in 
a, else they appear in the same order. Similarly if two terms are Iv related 
then they form a decreasing pair in M 2 , else they form an increasing pair. 
It follows from the ORDER properties that the permutations MI and 
M2 are identical, and thence that a can be sorted over two stacks in series. 
Q.E.D. • 
Proposition 250 If WI and W2 are 8 2 words representing sortings of a per-
mutation a then the following are equivalent: 
• WI and W2 generate the same midsequences. 
• WI and W2 are PI1 equivalent. 
• WI and W2 generate the same cohabitation relations. 
This is fairly elementary, and as we do not use it, we omit the proof. 
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The Word Problem 
3 2 words are called fully equivalent or simply equivalent if they represent 
sortings of the same sequence. The PJ1 equivalence is contained within the 
full equivalence. The PJ1 equivalence can be defined by the substitution law 
PJ1 = J1P, but no similar set of substitution laws are known that define the 
full equivalence on 3 2 words. Some substitution laws that hold in the full 
equivalence are given below. 
• If W is itself an 3 2 word then WA = AW. 
• PJ1 = J1P 
• If WI is a balanced word over p, A and if W2 is a balanced word over 
A, J1 then WI W2 = W2WI · 
• IfW is an 3 2 word then (Ap)npn- IWJ1n-I(J1A)n = pn- l (pA)nW(AJ1)nJ1n-l. 
In particular PAW AJ1 = APW J1A. 
8.1.2 Duality 
Definition 251 Let a be a permutation of length n. Then aD is the permu-
tation defined by aD(a) = n + 1 - a-1(n + 1 - a). That is, aD = Rna-1 Rn. 
Example 252 If a = 1 423 then aD = 3 1 24. 
Lemma 253 Let a be a permutation of length n. Then the following hold: 
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• If w is an S2 word that sorts a, then the word obtained from w by 
reading w back to front and replacing every occurrence of p in w by IL 
and vice versa is an S2 word that sorts aD . 
• Let w be an S2 word that sorts a. Denote by w'the word obtained 
from w by replacing every occurrence of p in w by IL and vice versa. 
Let V and H be the cohabitation relations on the terms of a generated 
by w. Let V' and H' be the cohabitation relations on the terms of aD 
generated by w'. Then the ith and jth terms of a are H or respectively 
V related if and only if the terms i and j of aD are V' or respectively 
H' related. 
PROOF: Suppose that a E S2 and that w is an S2 word that represents 
an algorithm that sorts a. If w', defined as in the lemma, is allowed to 
operate on an input of Rn = n n - 1 ... 2 1 it will output terms in the order 
Rna = an an-l ... a2 al. Indeed such a performance is equivalent to running 
the algorithm represented by w in reverse, taking terms from the output and 
moving them back to the input. Thus by applying the permutation a-I to 
the input and output sequences Rn and Rna we conclude that w' represents 
the algorithm that sorts Rna-1 Rn = aD. By this analogy we also conclude 
that the cohabitation relations generated by wand w' are dual in the manner 
described in the lemma. 
Further note that (aD)D = Rn(Rna-lRn)-IRn = RnRnaRnRn = a. This 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
• 
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Example 254 (32451)D = 23541. Thus 32451 E S2 if and only if 23541 E 
S2. It is later proved that for any cohabitation relations generated by a 
sorting of 23541, 2 and 3 must be both H and V related. Thus a similar 
statement holds stating that the terms 4 and 5 of 32451 must be both Hand 
V related. 
8.1.3 Some Consequences involving V and H 
Lemma 255 Let 0: = aI, a2, ... ,an be a sequence in S2 containing a subse-
quence ai, aj, ak, at order isomorphic to 1 3 2 4. Then in any sorting algo-
rithm that sorts 0:, ai and at will be neither V nor H related. 
PROOF: The decreasing pair aj, ak must be either V related or H related. 
Suppose that it is H related. 
As aj and ak are not V related, neither, by IMPLICATION, are ai and 
aj. So by ORDER ai and aj are neither V nor H related, and specifically not 
H related. By IMPLICATION ai and at are not H related, and therefore by 
ORDER not H related either, as required. 
The proof is dual for the case where aj and ak are H related. The terms 
ai and aj cannot be V related and therefore neither are they H related. Thus 
ai and at can be neither V nor H related. Q.E.D. 
• 
Lemma 256 Let 0: = aI, a2, ... , an be a sequence in S2 containing a subse-
quence aj, ak, at, am, an order isomorphic to 2 3 5 4 1. Then in any sorting 
algorithm that sorts 0:, aj and ak will be both V and H related. 
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Legend 
! @ 
The case where aj, ak are H related. 
V related only 
H related only 
V and H related 
Not V or H related 
315 
The case when at, am are V related. 
Figure 8.4: Basic constants: On the left, ai and al are invariably related by 
neither V nor H. The opposite is true for aj and ak on the right, that must 
always be related by both V and H. 
PROOF: ai, am is a decreasing pair and must by ORDER be either V or H 
related, but not both. Suppose that it is V related. By IMPLICATION al 
and an are not H related but, by ORDER, V related. IMPLICATION then 
gives that aj and al are V related and being an increasing pair ORDER adds 
that they are also H related. Thus aj and ak are H related and therefore 
also V related, as required. 
If at and am are H related then they are not V related and neither are 
ak and at. Thus ak and al are not H related, and neither are ak and an. 
Therefore ak and an are V related and therefore so are aj and ak, which 
must also be H related, as required. 
• 
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Incidentally, note that in the above proofs no use whatsoever has been 
made of the fact that as partial orders, H and V are transitive. This has 
growing significance. 
8.2 Some Infinite Sets of Basis Elements 
Proposition 257 The following is an infinite set of basis elements of 8 2 . 
Do = 243576 1 
Dl = 6 8 7 2 9 3 5 4 1 
D2 = 8 10 9 6 11 2 7 3 5 4 1 
D3 = 10 12 11 8 13 6 9 2 7 3 5 4 1 
D4 = 12 14 13 10 158 11 6927354 1 
Di = 2i + 4, 2i + 6, 2i + 5, 2i + 2, 2i + 7, 2i, 2i + 3, 2i - 2, 2i + 1, 2i-
4, 2i - 1, ... , 8, 11, 6, 9, 2, 7, 3 
PROOF: 
It is a routine matter to demonstrate that if any term is removed from 
one of the above permutations then the resulting permutation is in 82 • We 
will therefore omit that part of the proof and merely prove that the above 
permutations are not 8 2 sortable. 
In the case of Do note that the terms 2 4 3 5 are order isomorphic to 
1 3 2 4 and therefore, by Lemma 255 in any algorithm that sorts Do, 2 
and 5 will be neither H nor V related. However notice also that the terms 
2 5 7 6 1 are order isomorphic to 2 3 5 4 1, and therefore in any algorithm 
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• 
Figure 8.5: D4 is a basis element of 82 . 
that sorts Do, 2 and 5 will be both V and H related, a contradiction. Thus 
no algorithm can sort Do. 
Now let us consider any other D i . Suppose that some algorithm exists 
that can sort D i , thereby generating cohabitation relations Hand V. The 
first 4 + 2i terms of Di are: 
2i + 4, 2i + 6, 2i + 5, 2i + 2, 2i + 7, 2i, 2i + 3, 2i - 2, 2i + 1, 2i - 4, 2i - 1, 
... ,8,11,6,9 
The terms 2i + 4, 2i + 6, 2i + 5, 2i + 7 are order isomorphic to 1324 and 
therefore by Lemma 255, in the algorithm 2i + 4 and 2i + 7 can be neither H 
nor V related. As this pair is not V related, 2i + 2 and 2i + 7 cannot be V 
related and, being an increasing pair, they cannot be H related either. Thus 
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2i + 2 and 2i + 3 cannot be H related, and are not V related. Therefore 
2i and 2i + 3 cannot be V related, and so the argument continues until we 
conclude that 2 and 3 are neither H nor V related. 
However if we now consider the remaining terms of Di note that 23541 is 
a subsequence of Di and therefore by Lemma 256 we have that 2 and 3 must 
be both V and H related, a contradiction. Thus we have that Di is not 8 2 
sortable. Q.E.D. 
• 
The basis elements in the last lemma are essentially decreasing. Terms 
start large near the beginning of the sequence and become with occasional 
deviations gradually smaller and the smallest terms are at the end. We might 
well expect such a permutation to be hard to sort as all the early large terms 
must be accommodated in the stacks, suitably, until the smallest term is 
output, a difficult task. We here have another set of basis elements that is 
overall increasing, for contrast. This second infinite set can also be used to 
show that there is no version of the greedy algorithm that will work for 8 2 . 
The reason for this is clarified in the following Corollary 259 
Lemma 258 The following is an infinite set of basis elements of X. 
El = 3 2 4 7 6 1 8 10 9 5 
E2 = 3 2 4 7 6 1 10 9 5 13 12 8 14 16 15 11 
E3 = 3 2 4 7 6 1 10 9 5 13 12 8 16 15 11 19 18 15 20 22 21 17 
E4 = 3 2 4 7 6 1 10 9 5 13 12 8 16 15 11 19 18 15 22 21 17 
25 24 20 26 28 27 23 
En = 3 2 4 76 1 10 9 5 13 12 8 16 15 11 19 18 14 ... 
. . . 6n + 1 6n 6n - 4 6n + 2 6n + 4 6n + 3 6n - 1 
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Figure 8.6: E4 is a basis element of 8 2 
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PROOF: Let us consider any of the proffered permutations. It is an el-
ementary and routine matter to demonstrate that if any term is removed 
from the permutation then the resulting sequence is 52 sortable. However 
let us suppose that the entire permutation is sortable by some algorithm that 
generates cohabitation relations V and H. We will reconstruct something of 
V and H. 
The last few terms of the permutation are: 
. .. 6n + 1 ... 6n + 2 6n + 4 6n + 3 6n - 1 
As 6n + 1 6n + 2 6n + 4 6n + 3 6n - 1 is order isomorphic to 23541 we can 
note from Lemma 256 that 6n + 1 and 6n + 2 must be related by both V and 
H. Casting our eye further back we see that we have the following terms: 
. .. 6n - 2 ... 6n + 1 6n ... 6n + 2 ... 
As 6n + 1 and 6n + 2 are H related, so too must 6n + 1 and 6n be, by 
Lemma 245. As 6n + 1 6n is a decreasing pair it cannot be both V and H 
related, and so as it is not V related, we have by Lemma 246 that 6n + 1 and 
6n - 2 are also not V related. As it is an increasing pair 6n - 2 and 6n + 1 
are neither V nor H related. We consider another subsequence: 
. .. 6n - 5 ... 6n - 2 6n - 3 6n - 7 6n + 1 ... 6n - 4 ... 
6n - 2 and 6n - 1 are not H related, and so neither are 6n - 2 and 6n - 4 
which, as a decreasing pair, must therefore be V related. As 6n - 2 and 6n - 4 
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are V related, so too are 6n - 2 and 6n - 3, and as 6n - 2 and 6n - 3 form 
a decreasing pair they are not H related. Thus 6n - 2 and 6n - 7 are not 
H related, and so, as a decreasing pair, they must be V related. Therefore 
6n - 5 and 6n - 2 are V related and, as an increasing pair, they must be 
both V and H related. 
We continue examining subsequences of the form 6i - 2, 6i + 1, 6i, 6i + 2 
and 6i - 5, 6i - 2, 6i - 3, 6i - 7, 6i + 1 until we conclude that every increasing 
pair 6i - 2, 6i + 1 is neither V nor H related and that every increasing pair 
of the form 6i - 5, 6i - 2 is both V and H related. By this rule 4 and 7 
are neither V nor H related. However the subsequence 3 2 4 7 1 is order 
isomorphic to 3 2 4 5 1 and so by duality and Lemma 256 we have that 4 
and 7 are both V and H related, a contradiction. 
• 
Corollary 259 All the following permutations Ri are in S2. However if i is 
odd then the first two letters of any S2 word representing an algorithm that 
sorts Ri are pp, whereas if i is even then the first two letters are pA. 
RI = 4 31 5762 
R2 = 4 3 1 7 6 2 8 10 9 5 
R3 = 4 3 1 7 6 2 10 9 5 11 13 12 8 
R4 = 4 3 1 762 1095 13 12 8 14 16 15 11 
R5 = 4 3 1 7 6 2 10 9 5 13 12 8 16 15 11 17 19 18 14 
Rn = 4 3 1 762 1095 13 12 8 6n + 1 6n 6n - 4 6n + 2 6n + 4 6n + 
3 6n-l 
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Thus it is not possible to determine from the first n terms of an arbitrary 
S2 permutation 0: of length at least n, n being a fixed number, whether some 
two letters can be the first two letters of an S2 word w representing a sorting 
of 0:. 
PROOF: 
The permutations Ri are order isomorphic to basis elements of S2 listed 
in Lemma 258 with either the first three or the first six terms removed. Thus 
every Ri is in S2 and an algorithm exists that sorts it. Consider any S2 word 
w that represents a sorting of Ri and suppose that the sorting generates 
cohabitation relations V and H. From the proof of Lemma 258 we gather 
that if i is odd then the first increasing pair involving 4, which is 4 5 in the 
case of Rl and 4 7 in all other cases, must be both V and H related wheras 
if i is even that increasing pair is neither V nor H related. If i is odd we 
may conclude that the first two terms of Ri are H related, in which case the 
first two letters of w must be pp. If i is even then as the terms 4 and 7 of Ri 
are not R related the decreasing pair 4 2 must be V related, wherefore the 
decreasing pair 4 3 must be V but not H related and the first two letters of 
w must be pA. Q.E.D. 
• 
8.3 Conjecture 
It has been conjectured that the problem of S2 membership is N P complete, 
see[3]. However we would like to present another conjecture: 
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Conjecture 260 If, for a permutation a = al, ... ,an, there exist reflexive 
and antisymmetric relations Jv and J H on the terms of a and satisfying the 
conditions of ORDER and IMPLICATION (defined in Proposition 249) then 
a E S2. 
Note that Jv and J H have all the qualities that characterise cohabitation 
relations in Proposition 249, except for transitivity. However Jv and J Hare 
not required to be cohabitation relations for some sorting of a. Indeed if 
a = 2 3 1 then it is sufficient for Jv and J H to be reflexive, antisymmetric, 
and contain the relations 2Jv 1 and 3J HI to satisfy the conditions of the 
conjecture. These are not cohabitation relations for any sorting of 2 3 1. 
The conjecture is unproved but the following are worth noting: 
• The set of permutations for which relations J Hand Jv , as defined in 
the conjecture, exist is closed and contains S2. 
• To prove the conjecture it suffices to prove that it holds for all basis 
elements of S2. (The set of permutations for which relations Jv and 
J H exist, is a superset of S2. If containment is proper then there is an 
S2 basis element for which relations Jv and JH exist.) 
• The conjecture has been tested by computer for all permutations of 
length 9 or less, and especially on all basis elements of S2 with length 
9 or less. Complete lists of longer basis elements are not known. 
• The conjecture has been tested by hand for permutations of length 
18 and less. Sadly the record of this work was discarded when it did 
not suggest a method of either proving or disproving the conjecture. 
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There are many permutations of length 18 but with a little effort a 
highly refined search can vastly reduce the number of cases that need 
to be tested. Voluminous work done by hand is liable to minor errors 
but apart from such possibilities the author of this text is reasonably 
convinced that the search was both accurate and exhaustive. This 
result is given only because the weight of this evidence may encourage 
further research. 
• In [27] J. West considers sorting sequences through two consecutive 
stacks. However the reader should be cautious because the set of per-
mutations that is regarded in that paper as being two stack sortable is 
strictly less than the set 52 of this. 
If the conjecture holds it can be readily shown by even a crude argument 
that an algorithm exists that can determine whether a given permutation of 
length a is in 52 in time at worst proportional to a5 . One such argument is 
outlined here: 
• Let T, a permutation of length a be given. If T has length a then 
there are a( a-I) /2 unordered pairs of distinct terms of T. The largest 
component of this expression is a2 and so a list of these pairs can be 
compiled in O(a2 ) time. 
• We will seek to find relations J Hand Jv on the terms of T that satisfy 
the requirements of Conjecture 260. In such relations an increasing 
pair of terms must lie in either both or neither of the relations, a de-
creasing pair in either one or the other but not both. We will therefore 
shortly attempt to colour each pair of terms: Red or black if the pair is 
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increasing, corresponding to the pair lying in both or neither relations 
respectively, blue or green if the pair is decreasing, corresponding to 
the pair being in Jv or J H. 
We can, in linear time with respect to the length of the list of pairs 
(quadratic in the number of terms), add to each pair of terms the 
information of whether or not it is increasing or decreasing and two 
text fields, one of which can contain a permanent label, the other a 
temporary label for experimental purposes. If the permanent text field 
is empty then we call the corresponding pair of terms unlabelled . 
• Choose an unlabelled edge e and temporarily label it with a colour, 
either red or black if increasing, blue or green if decreasing . 
• Temporarily mark out the consequences of our labelling. This involves 
the following: For each edge that shares a vertex with e, IMPLICA-
TION rules mayor may not indicate what that edge should be labelled. 
If there is indication then label temporarily. Now for the set of edges 
temporarily labelled but whose consequences have not yet been found 
(a list of these should be kept), find the consequences. And so on until 
either all consequences have been found, or an edge is given two dif-
ferent temporary labels, thereby yielding a contradiction. (An extra 
temporary label can prevent the consequences of one particular label 
ever having to be found more than once.) There are a(a - 1)/2 edges 
and for each there are 2(a - 1) consequent edges that may have to be 
labelled. Thus this operation takes O(a3 ) time. At the end of this we 
will either have a contradiction, with two different labels on one edge, 
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or our labelling will be consistent. 
• If the labelling of e was consistent then make the label on e permanent. 
We also know that if the e labelling was consistent then all other tem-
porary labels that we inserted were consistent, so we can make them 
permanent. Note that no labelling of an as yet unlabelled edge d can 
contradict a permanent label, else a consequence of the permanent la-
bel would be that d can have only one colour, in which case d would 
by now also be permanently labelled. 
• If the labelling of e was not consistent then try the other possible 
labelling. We will either get a consistent labelling, or else no consistent 
labelling exists and we can terminate this operation. 
• Continue in this way, establishing permanent and consistent labels. 
This must be done at most a( a - 1)/2 times. This gives the overall 
mechanism a time complexity of at most O(a5 ), a loose upper bound. 
The difference between the complexity of finding a non-contradictory 
assignment to a logical problem where each rule has two variables, 
known as 2SAT, and the problem where rules can have three variables 
(3SAT) is well known. The former is definitely polynomial time soluble, 
the latter is in general NP complete. 
ORDER and IMPLICATION both have only two variables, transitivity 
has three. Thus by disposing of transitivity we are taking a problem 
that is potentially NP complete and making it definitely polynomial 
time soluble. If it transpires that transitivity cannot be disposed of as 
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in our conjecture, then all may not be lost. There do exist classes of 
3SAT problems where satisfiability is soluble in polynomial time. 
• At least one program that follows this description is available from the 
author, albeit in a format that can be run only on Macintosh computers. 
(It is still to be seen whether it will run on the latest Apple computers.) 
8.4 Onwards and Upwards: sn 
Sortings of permutations of length a over n stacks in series can be expressed 
uniquely by balanced words of length a(n + 1) over an alphabet of size n + 1, 
as was done in the case of S2. The number of such words is equal to the 
n-dimensional Catalan number 
O! * I! * ... * (n - I)! * (n * a)! 
a! * (a + I)! * ... * (a + n - I)!' 
see [31], and certainly less than (n + l)a(n+l) whereas there are a! permu-
tations of length a. Thus no n is great enough for sn to contain all finite 
permutations. However bounds on maximal a such that sn contains all per-
mutations of length a or less have been sought. 
The permutations that can be sorted by a single stack are known to 
be those of A(231). Thus we have that a single stack in series can sort 
all permutations of length 2. Additionally it is known that the number of 
permutations of length m sortable over a single stack is given by the mth 
Catalan number (2m)!j(m!(m + 1)). No such result is known for any other 
number of sequential stacks. 
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The shortest basis element of S2 has length 7, thus we have that all 
permutations of length 6 or less are S2 sortable. 
From this brief glimpse it seems possible that maximal a is gIven by 
(n+ I)!. Bounds on a for arbitrary n are found in the following results. They 
do not affirm this possibility but at least they do not contradict it. 
First an upper bound on a: 
Proposition 261 For every positive integer n there exists a permutation of 
length Sn, the nth term of the Sylvester sequence, that is not sortable by n 
stacks in series. 
The first few terms of the Sylvester sequence are: 3, 7, 43,1807, . ... The 
terms are given by the recurrence Sn+I = (Sn)2 - Sn + 1. 
This follows from the following: 
Proposition 262 If there exists a permutation not of sn and having length 
k then there exists a permutation of length k2 - k + 1 not in sn+I 
PROOF: Let ex = aI,"" am be a permutation not sortable by n stacks 
III senes. Construct 13 as follows: Let 13 = 131132 ... 13m where 13m is a sin-
gle term and every other 13i is a contiguous interval order isomorphic to 
Rex = am, am-I,···, aI· Furthermore let f3 be such that if bI, ... , bm be a 
subsequence of 13 with each bi being a term of 13i, then bI, ... ,bm is order 
isomorphic to ex. The fact that each bi is a contiguous interval ensures that 
this last requirement holds for all such sequences if it holds for anyone. 
f3 has length a(a -1) + 1 = a2 - a+ 1 and it is not in sn+l. For suppose 
that an algorithm exists that can sort f3 over n + 1 stacks. During the sorting 
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process it is never possible for all terms of some /3i, i < m to be placed in the 
first stack, for otherwise these terms would not be sortable over the remaining 
n stacks. Thus some term b1 of /31 enters the second stack before some term 
b2 of /32, which in turn enters before some term of /33 and so on. But this 
sequence b1 , ... ,bm is order isomorphic to a and is therefore unsortable over 
the remaining n stacks. Thus we have a contradiction, and /3 is not in sn+1. 
Q.E.D. 
• 
If we apply the construction of this proof to 2 3 1, the basis element of 
S\ we obtain the sequence 2 4 3 5 7 6 1, which is a basis element of S2. 
Repeating the construction to get a permutaton not in S3 we obtain: 
2786453 16 21 22 20 18 19 17 9 14 15 13 11 12 10 
23 28 29 27 25 26 24 37 42 43 41 39 40 38 30 35 36 34 32 33 31 1 
If the 1 is removed then the resulting sequence is S3 sortable. But if the 
2 is removed then the sequence obtained is not S3 sortable, hence the above 
is not a basis element. It would further appear that if four of the first seven 
basis elements are removed then the resulting permutation is still unsortable: 
786 16 21 22 20 18 19 17 9 14 15 13 11 12 10 
23282927252624 37424341 394038 30353634323331 1 
It is not known whether this sequence is order isomorphic to a basis element 
of S3. 
Now we give a lower bound for a. 
Proposition 263 Every basis element of sn is sortable over n + 1 stacks. 
This assures us that a > n. The argument used to prove this is a similar 
to and simpler than the proof of the following and is therefore not given. 
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Proposition 264 If every permutation of length k is in sn then every per-
mutation of length 2k is in sn+l. 
PROOF: Suppose that all permutations of length a are sortable over n 
stacks in series and let a be a permutation of length no greater than 2a. 
Then given a sorting mechanism with n + 1 stacks in series we may sort the 
terms of a no greater than a by utilising only the last n stacks that lie nearest 
the output. These terms can be passed straight through te first stack, which 
is nearest the input, as they are required whilst terms greater than a can 
be left idle on the first stack where they will not interfere with the sorting 
process. Once all the lesser terms have been output the terms greater than 
a remaining in the first stack and the input can be sorted as they number no 
more than a. Q.E.D. 
• 
Still stands the conjecture: 
Conjecture 265 sn contains all permutations of length (n + I)! or less. 
Chapter 9 
Gessel's enumerative conjecture 
U ncountably Many Closed Classes With and Without Identical 
Enumeration 
This comment concerns itself with Ira Gessel's conjecture in [32] that all 
closed classes with finite basis have enumeration that satisfies a recursive 
formula with polynomial coefficients. At this time of writing the conjecture 
is open, with all known finitely based (and infinitely based) closed class 
enumerations satisfying rational recursive formulae, as required. 
It is our purpose to prove that the conjecture cannot be extended to all 
infinitely based closed classes. We prove that there are too many closed 
classes for them to be enumerable in this manner. The argument is plucked 
from [2] in which it is argued that since there are only countably many ratio-
nal recursive formulae but uncountably many closed classes, the suggestion 
that all closed classes have rational recursive enumeration implies that there 
must be uncountably many classes all having identical enumeration. This 
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was there considered unlikely. 
We take the direct approach of generating an uncountable family of closed 
classes all having distinct enumeration. We furthermore show that the origi-
nal indirect approach cannot work because there do in fact exist uncountable 
families of closed classes, all having identical enumeration. 
Theorem 266 There exists a family X with cardinality 2No , the members 
of which are closed classes and where no two distinct members of the family 
have the equal enumeration. 
It follows that there exist closed classes that do not satisfy a recursive 
enumeration formula with polynomial coefficients, as the number of such for-
mulae is only ~o. 
PROOF: The second statement in the theorem is evidently justifiable once 
the first statement has been proved, therefore we omit its proof. 
We now construct a family X having the properties claimed above. Let 
A be any infinite antichain, with elements denoted by AI, A 2 , A 3 , ... , no two 
of which have the same length. 
By definition Propsub(A) is the set of all permutations properly involved 
in some element of A. Since A is an antichain we have that Propsub(A) and 
A are disjoint. 
Now, Propsub(A) U {Ad, which, importantly, is a closed class, has iden-
tical enumeration to Propsub(A) except that the number of permutations 
with length equal to that of Al is one greater in Propsub(A) U {Ad. 
Similarly if Ai is any element of A and if f (n) is is a function giving 
the number of permutations of length n in Propsub(A) then the number of 
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permutations of each length in Propsub(A) U {Ai} is given by: 
{ 
f(n) if n =1= IAil g(n) = 
f (n) + 1 otherwise 
We can extend this method of increasing the size of Propsub(A) at one 
point only to increasing the size at any number of points, in an entirely 
independent manner. Given any subset 0 of A we have that the number of 
permutations of each length in Propsub(A) U 0 is given by: 
h(n) = { 
f (n) if 0 has no element of length n. 
f (n) + 1 otherwise 
Now there are uncountably many infinite subsets of A and we claim that 
for any two distinct subsets 0' and 0" the enumeration of Propsub(A) U 0' 
and Propsub(A) U 0" is distinct. We claim that this is evident, and indeed 
if Aj is an element of 0' but not of 0" then the number of permutations in 
Propsub(A) U 0' of length IAjl is one greater than that in Propsub(A) U 0". 
This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 267 There exists a family Y with cardinality 2~o whose members 
are closed classes, all of which have the same enumeration. 
PROOF: Let A = AI, A2, ... be any infinite antichain of sum indecompos-
able permutations. For every bijection p : N --+ N define the Yp to be the 
closed class: 
Yp = Propsub(A)EB EEl Sub(Ap(l)) EEl Propsub(A)EB EEl Sub(Ap(2))EEl 
Propsub(A)EB EEl Sub(Ap(3)) EEl ... etc ad inf 
(Recall that EEl as a superscript indicates sum completion.) 
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Thus any element of A can appear at most once in any element of Yp , and 
then only as a sum component. Two or more elements of A may conceivably 
appear in an element of Yp but if so then they appear in a specific order. 
The Propsub(A)EB sections are spacers that absorb excess terms that appear 
later. Note that any sequence in Yp that does not involve an element of A 
is involved in Propsub(A)EB. That is the property that makes these spacers 
useful. 
The number of bijections, such as p, on N is uncountable and in fact has 
cardinality 2No. Thus this method can be used to generate uncountably many 
closed classes. We let these classes be the members of y. 
We claim that these closed classes are all distinct. Let p and a be any 
two distinct bijections on N. Then there must be two numbers i, j E N 
such that Yp contains Ai EEl Aj whereas Ya only contains Aj EEl Ai, because 
p-1(i) < p-1(j) but a-1(i) > a-1(j). That demonstrates the claim. 
We also claim that all these classes all have the same enumeration. We 
will prove this by defining a bijection f from Yp to Ya . This map will be 
length preserving, and will therefore demonstrate the equal enumeration. To 
define the map note that every element of Yp can be expressed as: 
where Ak1 , Ak2 , •.. are elements of A and where 0:1, 0:2, ... are elements of 
Propsub(A). The only reason why this permutation may conceivably not be 
an element of Ya is that the elements of A may appear in the wrong order. 
So we rearrange them. Let: 
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That completes the proof. • 
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Appendix A 
Markov Chain selection 
In the following we present some thoughts on the problem of selecting a 
random permutation of given length from a given closed class X. The reasons 
for wishing to solve this problem is this: If we know what a random element 
of X looks like, then we will have a good idea of what an arbitrary element 
of X looks like, and that insight is almost as valuable as having an atomic 
representation for X. Furthermore it may well lead to a conjectured atomic 
representation. 
I acknowledge that I am aware that Michael Albert and Mike Atkinson 
have put some thought into producing random elements of a closed class, 
doubtless they know much that can be added to this text. The following 
are merely thoughts had since the discussion with them, and since having 
read much of Rajeev Motwani and Prabhakar Raghavan's "Randomized Al-
gorithms" . 
An important recognition from material relating to the latter is that it is 
possible in n log(n) time, and using of the order of n log(n) random bits to 
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generate random elements of the set of all permutations of length n (by what 
is known as the quickselect algorithm). This is both fast and cheap. The only 
way in which our demands here differ is that we need random elements not 
of all permutations, but of some specified closed class X. This does suggest 
that unless the elements of length n in our class are scarce compared with the 
equivalent in the set of all permutations, we should simply use the fast and 
cheap n log( n) algorithm repeatedly and keep those generated permutations 
that lie in the target class. However there are still classes whose membership 
grows much more slowly with length than the n! of Sn, therefore there can 
still be the need to continue. Indeed if the Stanley-Wilf conjecture (which 
states that for every closed class, the number of elements of each length is 
bounded above by an exponential bound) holds, then all closed classes with 
at least one basis element 'grow' much more slowly than nL 
Here are three conceivable ways of manufacturing random permutations 
in X: 
1. Starting with the trivial permutation, 1, and adding terms at random 
to produce arbitrary permutations of length 2,3,4, ... , n in X. 
2. Starting with a permutation of length n in the class and walking by 
random transpositions to other permutations of length n in X. By 
transpositions we mean that we select two terms and swap them. If 
the resulting permutation is in the class then fine, we repeat choosing 
pairs of terms and swapping them until we are satisfied that we must 
have a suitably random element in the class. If the result of the swap 
is however not in the class then we may have chosen our pair of terms 
badly and we should look for a different pair of terms to swap. 
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3. Starting with a permutation of length n in the class and by random 
deletion-insertions taking a walk to other permutations of length n in 
the class. This can be thought of in a graph theoretical context as 
follows: Take the simple graph whose vertices are the permutations in 
the class with length n - 1 and n and where two vertices are adjacent if 
and only if they are comparable by involvement. This graph is bipartite. 
Now start at any vertex that is a permutation of length n and take a 
random walk of even length. The walk is equivalent to arbitrarily many 
times deleting a term from the permutation and then adding another 
randomly, but judicially so that we do not step outside the class. It 
is worth noting that we do not need to generate this graph to take a 
walk on it. It is enough to remember the basis of X and our present 
location. 
The first of these is the method that I myself use. It is quick and it is 
clear that, given a closed class, any permutation of length n in the class can 
be obtained by this mechanism, subject only to the random choices of where 
to add terms. 
Considering uniformity of distribution however, we have none except in 
exceptional circumstances, which is not a very good promise. In fact if we 
specify our algorithm a little more precisely and insist that given a permu-
tation of length i we add a term with value i + 1, i.e. we add a new largest 
term, then the potential moves of the algorithm form a tree like structure. 
The root, which we will regard as the bottom element of our tree, is labelled 
by 1, and every node labeled by 0; = al ... an has higher children that are 
labelled by those permutations of the form al ... aj (n + 1) aj+l ... an that 
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are in the class. Now at a given node with our algorithm we choose a child 
uniformly at random. However we have no guarantee in general that one 
child can potentially lead to as many permutations of length n as any other. 
Thus our statement that distribution may not be uniform. 
Another fact that anyone considering use of this first method should bear 
in mind is that not every ascending chain of permutations in a class need have 
an element of length n. We may find ourselves in the circumstance of having 
a permutation with length less than n and to which we cannot add another 
term without leaving the class. What we have done here is to generate a 
permutation in a finite maximal atomic subclass. There is nothing we can 
do about this except start again, or remove a few terms from our permutation 
and hope thereby to get out of the dead end. 
The second method is under investigation. It suffers from the difficulty 
that not every permutation of length n in the class can be reached from every 
other. The adjacency graph is undirected but split up into components in 
no very natural way. 
The third method seems the most interesting. Although in the graph 
there described not all permutations of length n in the class lie in the same 
component, the following facts hold: 
• If a and f3 lie in a common atomic subclass Y of X then there is a walk 
by deletion-insertions within Y from a to f3 and vice versa. 
• If two atomic subclasses Y and Z of X have at least one element of 
length n in common then it is possible to walk by deletion insertions 
from any element of Y to any element of Z. 
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• Specifically all infinite atomic subclasses of X, and all sufficiently large 
atomic subclasses of X contain at least one of In and Rn. Thus per-
mutations in infinite atomic subclasses of X can be found in at most 
two components of the deletion-insertion graph. 
The following demonstrates the final niceties of the deletion-insertion 
method: 
Given a permutation 0: = al ... an E X there may exist two distinct terms 
ai and aj (i < j) such that removing either from 0: has the same effect, in 
that: 
However it transpires that this can occur only if ai ... aj is an increasing or 
decreasing contiguous subsequence of 0:, that is that: 
or: 
which means that we can very easily prevent an algorithm from considering 
separately two different deletions that have the same effect: We do not permit 
it to delete a term aj if aj-l = aj±l. After all in those circumstances deleting 
aj-l would have the same effect and it is clear that if we abide by this rule 
then we can never make two different deletions that have the same end result. 
This means that if we look at the deletion insertion graph, and specifically at 
a node that is a permutation of length n then it is very easy when taking a 
random walk to ensure that we choose each of the outgoing paths with equal 
probability. 
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Adding terms to permutations of length n - 1, which corresponds to the 
other type of step in the deletion-insertion graph, is equally easy to make uni-
form. Whereas with deletion of a term from ex, two deletions are equivalent 
if and only if the two deleted terms belong to the same contiguous increasing 
or decreasing subsequence, two possible insertions of a term into a permu-
tation (3 are equivalent if and only if they insert into the same increasing 
or decreasing contiguous subsequence. It is a logically equivalent statement. 
Thus it is easy, given a permutation of length n - 1 in the deletion-insertion 
graph, to ensure that all outgoing edges are chosen with equal probability. 
The only care that we must take is with respect to ensuring that we are still 
in the class X after having added the new term, which is not guaranteed in 
any way. 
Our summary of random selection of permutations in X by deletion-
insertion is that it is highly amenable to standard arguments involving Markov 
chains on an undirected graph. Should we ever have to make a serious anal-
ysis of random selection in closed classes we should start here. 
Appendix B 
Notes for Programmers 
We give some comments that may be useful to anyone proposing to write 
programs relating to closed classes. 
Involvement 
Suppose that we have a permutation a of length n and a basis element (3 of 
length r and we wish to know whether the basis element is involved in the 
permutation. The worst case scenario is that when the permutation does not 
involve the basis element because there we need to keep looking until we have 
checked every possible way in which the basis element might be involved in 
a. The crude way of doing this is to look at all subsequences of length r in 
a and see whether any of them is order isomorphic to (3. There are (~) such 
subsequences, an r degree polynomial in n, so this operation can potentially 
be quite expensive. It is worth attempting to speed up this crude algorithm, 
and this can be done by a factor of r! (approximately) as follows: 
When choosing a subsequence of length r from a: 
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1. Choose the first term (from the first n + 1 - r terms of a). 
2. Choose the second term (succeeding the first but still among the first 
n + 2 - r terms). Now if the subsequence we are about to generate is 
conceivably to be order isomorphic to j3 then these first two terms that 
we have chosen must be order isomorphic to the first two terms of j3. 
We have just disposed of the need to continue with about half of our 
searches. 
3. Similarly when plucking the third term (after the second, but amongst 
the first n + 3 - r in a), these first three terms must as a sequence 
be order isomorphic to the first three terms of j3. This means that of 
all possible choices of third term in the a subsequence, only about one 
third are interesting and all other cases can be discarded. 
4. And so on. 
Although this analysis does not take into account such things as the time 
taken for all the discarded searches, and the time taken to check order isomor-
phism of partial sequences, it can be seen approximately how this strategy 
leads to an r! improvement. 
This strategy can be expanded to the case where our basis has more than 
one element, as follows: Let r be the length of the longest basis element. (We 
do not propose checking avoidance of an infinite basis using this search on a 
computer!) Then: 
1. Choose a first term in a (some constraints on this first term can still 
be made.) 
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2. Choose a second term from a, succeeding the first. From our entire 
basis discard those whose first two terms are not order isomorphic to 
the two terms we have selected so far. 
3. Select a third term, and again discard uninteresting basis elements. 
4. And so on. Stop this particular set of choices either when there are no 
more permutations that our subsequence might conceivably be order 
isomorphic to, or when our subsequence is order isomorphic to a basis 
element. 
5. Keep testing sets of choices until either every set of choices has been 
tested and passed (in which case a avoids the basis), or until it is found 
that a involves a basis element. 
This is still a substantial saving on the "crude approach". 
A further variant on this checking involvement algorithm is one in which 
a is represented as an n x n matrix with entries of 0 or 1, instead of as a 
sequence of integers. In the matrix the jth column of the ith row would be 
one if and only if the ith term of a was j, the entry would be zero otherwise. 
This in principle might make it quick and easy to select terms satisfying both 
position and size constraints. The improvement does however not seem to 
be obviously substantial and so I have never implemented this. 
I have involvement program implementations in S-Algol. S-Algol com-
pilers for Macintosh are freely available, however it would be worth while 
converting the program into more accessible C or Java format. 
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Sum junction, Sum completion 
A program exists that, given a class basis, calculate the basis of the sum 
completion of the class, providing that the sum basis is finite. The program 
indicates if the sum completion is not finitely based. Another program exists 
that calculates the sum of two classes, given their bases, failing only if the 
sum is infinitely based, a state which the program duly reports. These are 
straight implementations of the analysis in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.5. They are 
fast implementations, I doubt that they can be improved by any substantial 
amount. They are both long and complex. It is perhaps therefore much 
better for a new user simply to copy this existing program and use that, 
than to give a detailed analysis. The only progress that should be seriously 
considered is converting the program to a more accessible language. 
Strong completion 
I know of no implementations of programs that return the strong completion 
of a class, using basis as a representation. This, given the existence of the 
sum completion program, is purely due to lack of need. It would not require 
a great deal of work to extend that to deal with strong completion. 
Merge, Join 
Programs exist that, given two permutations, find the list of all their merges 
(permutations that consist of two subsequences, not necessarily disjoint, one 
isomorphic to each of the input permutations), and a program that returns 
a list of all minimal merges (merges minimal under involvement). These are 
useful for, amongst other things, looking for pairs of permutations that do 
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not join in a given class. That is essentially a direct test of atomicity, but 
not usually a terminating test. 
As usual this program is in S-Algol. A conversion to C or Java might be 
useful. 
Generating elements of P 
This is very quick and easy to program, no programmer should hesitate to 
at least try to enumerate the number of elements of P in a given class. 
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Closure generation 
There exists a program that takes a permutation of arbitrary length (usually 
about 24) and returns the set of all permutations involved in it, sorted by 
length. This is a simple but somewhat expensive way of finding the basis of 
the closure of a given permutation or set of permutations. The nicest thing 
about the program is the waisted shape of the output. Here is the number 
of permutations of each length in one permutation of length 17: 
17 1 
16 11 
15 61 
14 218 
13 549 
12 1005 
11 1348 
10 1315 
9 927 
8 486 
7 210 
6 87 
5 36 
4 14 
3 5 
2 2 
1 1 
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A more effective method of finding the basis of the closure of some given 
finite set is to generate all permutations of length n in the class and add 
single new largest terms to these. This generates some basis elements, some 
elements not in the class but also not basis elements, and all the permuta-
tions of length n + 1 in the class. Which of these applies is done by simple 
comparison with the permutations of which we are taking closure and with 
shorter known basis elements. In spite of the large numbers involved even in 
this, this strategy has been more than quick enough for my uses, that usually 
involve finding e.g. all basis elements of length up to 9 in the closure of some 
permutation of length 30 or 60, for hypothesis and result testing. 
8 2 : Hypothetical and Real solutions. 
Programs exist that test whether a given sequence is 8 2 (two unsorted stacks 
in series) sortable, by direct attempts to sort. Programs also exist that test 
whether a permutation has relations H and V, described in Chapter 8. The 
set of permutations that pass the V - H test form a superset of the 8 2 sortable 
permutations. It is conjectured that it is an identical set, but direct computer 
tests cannot deal with permutations of length greater than 10. The V - H 
testing program is (naturally) much quicker than the 8 2 testing program. 
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Figure B.1: Closed Classes: Neighbouring Subjects. 
